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EUROPEAN LAW
THE MARGIN OF APPRECIATION RECOGNIZED FOR THE
SIGNATORY STATES OF THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON
HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE FIELD OF MEDICALLY ASSISTED
HUMAN REPRODUCTION*
Georgeta-Bianca SPÎRCHEZ**
Abstract: The following study focuses on a subject that is facing an obvious dynamic,
correlated with the latest progress of medical sciences-that of medically assisted human reproduction.
The option for analysing such a theme lies in the fact that it continues to generate issues not only of
legal nature, but also ethical and moral ones, extremely delicate, having significant consequences in
matters of family relationships. As there is no unitary approach at European level, we intend to
examine, through this article, the general principles that emerge from the European Court of Human
Rights case-law (as all Member States of the European Union are part of the European Convention of
Human Rights). Thus, the international jurisdiction recognizes for the signatory States of the
European Convention on Human Rights an appropriate margin of appreciation, which the European
Court considers the States should enjoy in this sphere, but subject the decisions of the national
authorities to a critical evaluation, in order to investigate the observance of the right balance between
the competing interests. Drafting the work plan of the paper, we considered, in its first part, the
elements of analysis that make up the margin of appreciation doctrine, having in mind, afterwards,
their application in concrete cases brought before the ECHR, cases that are confined to the problem of
assisted procreation.
Key words: Public Law, International Law, assisted human reproduction, margin of
appreciation doctrine

Introduction
Protocol No. 15 to the European Convention on Human Rights introduces a
concept developed jurisprudentially by the European Court of Human Rights and
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 4 November 2019.
** Assistant Lecturer, Ph.D. – Transilvania University of Braşov, Faculty of Law (georgetabianca.spirchez@unitbv.ro).
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which has become defining for the reasoning and interpretation of the European
Court1 - the margin of appreciation. In this regard we refer to the following text
contained in Article 1 of the said Protocol, which is added to the existing Preamble
of the European Convention on Human Rights: “Affirming that the High
Contracting Parties, in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, have the
primary responsibility to secure the rights and freedoms defined in this
Convention and the Protocols thereto, and that in doing so they enjoy a margin of
appreciation, subject to the supervisory jurisdiction of the European Court of
Human Rights established by this Convention.”
The rationale for the margin of appreciation doctrine is that, in principle,
national authorities are the best one able to assess the necessity and adequacy of
restrictions, respectively of limitations imposed to a fundamental right, in
maintaining a balance between competing private/public interests2. Thus, this
notion refers to the room of manoeuvre that the European Court grants to national
authorities, which implies a certain autonomy recognized in relation to these in the
application of the Convention3, their decision remaining subject to the control of
the Court, which is competent to check that the margin of appreciation recognized
to the national authorities does not exceed the limits imposed by a democratic
society4.
Regarding the extent of this margin of appreciation left within the reach of the
Member States, we note that this is not the same for all the causes subject to
examination before the Court, but varies depending on the context, on the nature
of the conventional right in question, on its importance to the person claiming it,
on the nature of the disputed activities5. Therefore, we intend to analyse, through
this study, the concrete applications of the margin of appreciation, namely in the
field of medically assisted human reproduction.
In this regard, we find it relevant to indicate here, with an introductory title, a
conclusion set by the Court6, regarding the factors that assess the extent of the
margin of appreciation recognized to the states: “A number of factors must be
taken into account when determining the breadth of the margin of appreciation to
B. Selejan Guţan, Recent normative developments in European human rights law, Pandectele române
no.11/2013, article consulted on www.sintact.ro database
2 M. Wells-Greco, The status of children arising from inter-country surrogacy arrangements, Eleven
International Publishing, 2016, pp.340-341
3 D. Spielmann, Allowing the right margin: the European Court of Human Rights and the national
margin of appreciation doctrine: waiver or subsidiarity of European review?, published online by Cambridge
University Press: 2017, p.382
4 C. Bârsan, The European Union and the European Convention on Human Rights: unity or duality in
the European protection of human rights, Revista română de drept european (comunitar) no.1/2003,
article consulted on www.sintact.ro database
5 Idem
6 ECHR, Case Evans v. The United Kingdom, nr.6339/05, April 10, 2007, par.77, available [Online]
at: https://hudoc.echr.coe.int
1
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be enjoyed by the State in any case under Article 8. Where a particularly important
facet of an individual’s existence or identity is at stake, the margin allowed to the
State will be restricted [...]. Where, however, there is no consensus within the
member States of the Council of Europe, either as to the relative importance of the
interest at stake or as to the best means of protecting it, particularly where the case
raises sensitive moral or ethical issues, the margin will be wider [...].There will also
usually be a wide margin if the State is required to strike a balance between
competing private and public interests or Convention rights [...]”.
1. General aspects regarding the legal problems raised by medically assisted
human reproduction
The advances of medical research and genetics have allowed human
reproduction to be no longer, nowadays, entirely "a random event, based on the
game of destiny", but allow us to manifest an increasing power of decision and
control7. In this respect, from a legal point of view, it is noted8 that the
development in the Strasbourg Court case law of the principle of
self-determination derived from the right to respect privacy "has ensured the
contractualization of the person's right to dispose of him/herself and the right to
become a parent".
In a definition of medically assisted human reproduction, outlined in our
research literature9, under the inspiration of the French Public Health Code, it was
shown that we will understand "those clinical and biological practices that allow in
vitro conception, embryo transfer and artificial insemination, as well as any other
techniques that make procreation possible outside the natural process ”.
As the doctrine concludes10, these artificial procreation practices generate a
series of legal problems such as the gestation for another, substitution maternity,
embryo fate, embryonic reduction, being a sensitive area, with heated debates that
invoke ethical and moral considerations, possible causing an increased social
resistance in certain traditionalist states. This is, therefore, a representative area for
exemplifying the doctrine of the margin of appreciation, because the principle is
that where there is no consensus within the Member States of the Convention, as
the progressive social trends are not uniformly embraced, the margin of
appreciation will be wider, as opposed to the matters in which the developed
policy is perceived as a common one, or a European one, which will undoubtedly
imply an effect of narrowing the margin of appreciation11.
7 A. Huidu, Medically assisted human reproduction - the ethics of incrimination vs. biological ethics comparative law study, Iaşi: Lumen, 2017, p.21
8 A.R. Motica, L. M. Tec, Family by Contract, Revista de dreptul familiei no.1-2/2019, p.357
9 E. Florian, Family Law. 4th edition, Bucharest: C.H. Beck, 2011, p.232
10 L. Irinescu, The child, a gift or a right? Revista de dreptul familiei no.1-2/2019, p.212
11 M. Wells-Greco, op. cit., p.341
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All the above concerns the scope of the European Court of Human Rights’
analysis, even though the right of reproduction has not been explicitly included in
the human rights mentioned in the international documents12, since the recognition
of the right to privacy also includes the recognition that the person is free in terms
of deciding how to set up a family13. The same legal framework is also supported
in the case of reproduction that occurs outside marriage, as the protection granted
by Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights does not differentiate
between the legitimate family and the natural family, therefore "what prevails is
not the criterion of legality, but the criterion of effectiveness, the family life not
being limited exclusively to the formal relations and the legal commitments” 14.
To support this point of view, we will cite from the case law of the Court15, the
passage rendered referring to the case law of this court of human rights developed
for shaping the notion of private life within the meaning shown by us as well: “The
Court reiterates that the notion of “private life” within the meaning of Article 8 is a
broad concept which includes, among other things, the right to establish and
develop relationships with other human beings (see Niemietz v. Germany, 16
December 1992, § 29, Series A no. 251-B), the right to “personal development” (see
Bensaïd v. the United Kingdom, no. 44599/98, § 47, ECHR 2001-I), or alternatively the
right to self-determination (see Pretty v. the United Kingdom, no. 2346/02, § 61,
ECHR 2002-III). Factors such as sexual identity, orientation and life also fall within
the personal sphere protected by Article 8 (see, for example, Dudgeon v. the United
Kingdom, 22 October 1981, § 41, Series A no. 45, and Laskey, Jaggard and Brown v. the
United Kingdom, 19 February 1997, § 36, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1997-I), as
does the right to respect for the decisions to become or not to become a parent (see
Evans, cited above, § 71; A, B and C v. Ireland [GC], no. 25579/05, § 212, ECHR 2010;
and R.R. v. Poland, no. 27617/04, § 181, ECHR 2011 (extracts)). Under Article 8 of
the Convention, the Court has also acknowledged a right to respect for the decision
to become genetic parents (see Dickson v. the United Kingdom [GC], no. 44362/04, §
66, ECHR 2007-V, with the references cited therein) and concluded that Article 8
applies to heterologous insemination techniques for in vitro fertilisation (see S.H.
and Others v. Austria [GC], no. 57813/00, § 82, ECHR 2011)”.
In this context of analysis it is useful to note that the formation of a family with
the help of modern medical techniques is not exclusively a matter of personal
self-determination, but most often interferes with the interests of the society or
conflicts with other competing rights16, the mission of the contracting states being,
A. Huidu, op. cit., p.66
Ibidem, pp.70-71
14 Ibidem, p.68
15 ECHR, Case Costa and Pavan v. Italy, nr.54270/10, 28 August 2012, final at 11 February 2013,
par.55, 56 available [Online] la adresa: https://hudoc.echr.coe.int
16 A. Huidu, op. cit., p.66
12
13
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finally, that of maintaining a fair balance within the margin of appreciation
exercised, determining according to objective criteria which of the interests will
prevail.
Thus, the use of the principle of proportionality has proved to be an objective
criterion, being closely linked to the principle of effective protection, imposing a
limit against the temptation to use excessively the margin of appreciation, being
the parameter that offers legal certainty. The practical indications offered in the
specialized studies are relevant to the proportionality test17: „In order to assess the
proportionality of an interference with a right, it is appropriate to examine its
impact on that right, the grounds, the consequences for the applicant and the
context. As regards the grounds for the interference, the importance of the local
circumstances and the difficulty of objectively assessing the respective weight of
conflicting aims play a major role. It is for the State to justify the interference. The
grounds must be relevant and sufficient, the need for a restriction must be
established convincingly, any exceptions must be construed strictly and the
interference must meet a pressing social need”.
In the following sections, we aim, without exhausting the whole issue, at
highlighting, by reference to concrete cases that have been before the European
Court of Human Rights, the practical way of examination carried out by this
international case law regarding the overcoming or not of the margin of
appreciation available to the signatory states of the ECHR in the field of artificial
procreation.
2. The margin of appreciation of states in the hypothesis of surrogacy
maternity
In the case of the lineage established following the use of modern techniques the option of the surrogate mothers, the legal debates start from legitimate
questions, of the type mentioned in the specialized literature18: "does the fact of
birth take precedence, even if it has no cover in biological truth, or vice versa, and
inevitably, is the subject open to "contractualization" in the form of the convention
having as object "gestation for another" and "substitution maternity"? ".
In trying to find answers, we find it appropriate to refer to two cases that we
consider emblematic for the subject analysed. Thus, in Mennesson v. France19,
Mennesson spouses, after having several unsuccessful attempts of in vitro
fertilization with their own gametes, concluded in California an agreement of
gestation for another, after which they resorted to in vitro fertilization with the
D. Spielmann, op. cit., pp.409-410
E. Florian, Lineage: between the obsession of biological truth and legal mystification, Revista română
de drept privat nr.3/2018, pp. 123-124.
19 ECHR, Case Mennesson c. Franţei, nr. 65192/11, June 26, 2014, final on September 26, 2014,
available [Online] at: https://hudoc.echr.coe.int
17
18
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gametes of Mr. Mennesson and an ovule from a donor, for the purpose of
implanting the fertilized embryos in another woman's womb. The caring mother
became pregnant with the twins, and through a decision of the California Supreme
Court, jointly referred by the two spouses, the caring mother and her husband, it
was decided that any child brought to the world by her within the next four
months will have Mr. Mennesson as a "genetic father" and Mrs. Mennesson as a
"legal mother". That decision also indicated the particulars that must be included in
the birth certificate of the twins, clearly specifying that Mennesson spouses must
be registered as father and mother. Following the birth of the twins, Mr.
Mennesson addressed the French Consulate in Los Angeles for the transcription of
birth certificates in the French civil status records and the registration of children
on his passport, in order to be able to return with them to France, but his request
was rejected by the consular authorities, the motivation being that the decision
obtained thus abroad is incompatible with the public order of French international
law. After the domestic remedies were exhausted, the two spouses complained to
the European Court of Human Rights that, to the detriment of the best interests of
their children, they were not able to obtain in France the recognition of the legally
established lineage abroad.
Analysing the request with which it was invested, the European Court of
Human Rights referred to the national margin of appreciation regarding the
recognition or not of the connection of lineage between the children conceived
legally by gestation for another abroad and the parents of intention, but
emphasized that the margin of appreciation mentioned should be reduced to
ensure a fair balance between the interests of the State and those of the persons
directly concerned by the measures taken by the State. For twin children born
under such conditions, the Court found that they are in a situation of legal
uncertainty that could create negative consequences on defining their own
identity, by the refusal of the French authorities to transcribe their birth certificates
issued in another country, in their national civil status registers. At the same time,
given the existence of a biological connection with the father, the Court stressed the
importance of a biological relationship as part of a person's identity, stating that it
is contrary to the interests of a child to deprive him/her of such a legal connection.
In this case, the Court's conclusion was that there was no breach of Article 8 of the
Convention regarding the right of the two spouses to have their family life
respected, but on the other hand, regarding the two twins, there was a breach of
the conventional provisions regarding the respect of their private life.
In a similar case20, the Labassee spouses, the claimant parents before ECHR,
also resorted to gestation for another in the United States of America, using the
genetic material of Mr. Labassee. In this case as well, the ruling in the United States
ECHR, Case Labassee c. Franţei, nr. 65941/11, June 26, 2014, final on September 26, 2014,
available [Online] at: https://hudoc.echr.coe.int
20
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acknowledged that the Labassee spouses are the parents of the child born in this
way, but, nevertheless, the French authorities refused to transcribe the birth
certificates in the French civil status registers, considering that such of transcription
would have meant that a gestation for another convention would cause effects, in
fact being absolutely null for public order causes, under the French Civil Code. The
Court admitted France's margin of appreciation to discourage its own citizens from
resorting to a method of procreation prohibited on its territory, but in its
considerations ruled that this conduct of the French State impinges on the best
interests of the child, the observance of which must prevail in making any decision
regarding them, all the more so as one of the parents of intention is the biological
parent of the child. Therefore, the conclusion was that the respondent State
exceeded the permitted limits of its margin of appreciation, causing an
infringement of the child's right to respect for his/her private life.
3. The problem of the father's consent to keeping and implanting the
fertilized ovules
This issue was debated at the European Court when examining the case Evans
v. The United Kingdom21, which refers to two antagonistic rights - to have children,
respectively not to have children. Such an analysis intervenes, when, after in vitro
embryo formation, the couple breaks up, and one of them wants to destroy the
conception products, withdrawing their consent for their implantation, while the
other seeks the use of the embryos.
In the case we refer to, as the petitioner was found to have pre-cancerous
tumours in the ovaries, she was recommended ovariectomy, not before she was
harvested several ovules for in vitro fertilization. To this end, the couple agreed to
carry out the procedure and conserve the embryos, after being told that, according
to the existing legislation at that time, donors of gametes are granted the right to
withdraw their consent, at any time before embryos were implanted in Mrs. Evans'
womb. As the separation of the two partners subsequently took place, Mrs. Evans'
boyfriend informed the clinic where the procedure was being held that he opposed
to the keeping of the embryos, not agreeing with their use by the petitioner.
As regards the coexistence of the two conflicting rights, equally protected by
the provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights, whatever the
decision of the national authorities, the interest of one of the two partners would
have been harmed, although the petitioner is the one who claimed that her rights
should prevail in the light of her subsequent sterility, a personal situation that
prevents her from having a child to be genetically linked to, if the embryos are
destroyed.
ECHR, Case Evans v. The United Kingdom, nr.6339/05, April 10, 2007, available [Online] at:
https://hudoc.echr.coe.int
21
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As just noted, in the further doctrinal developments on this case22,„the
question was whether Uk law struck a fair balance between the competing public
(legal certainty, the importance of consent) and private (Article 8 rights of both
parents) interests involved. The court referred to the complexity of the issue, the
detailed consideration it had been given in Parliament and in the courts, and the
fact that at the time of the procedure the rules were clear and had been made clear
to the applicant. On this basis, the Court disagreed that the applicant’s right to
respect for her decision to become a parent in the genetic sense should be accorded
greater weight than her ex-partner’s right to respect for his decision not to have a
genetically related child with her”.
4. The national margin of appreciation manifested by the prohibition within
the domestic law to use the ovules and the sperm that come from the donors, for
in vitro fertilization
This debate was triggered by the cause S.H. and others v. Austria23 and it was
based on the Austrian law that had been adopted starting from the idea that the
medical assisted procreation should remain as close as possible to the natural
conception, in order to avoid possible conflicts between the uterine and the genetic
lineage. The legal problem was that, through the control carried out by the
Strasbourg Court, it should be ascertained whether or not the Austrian state
exceeded its margin of appreciation or not, taking into account that there is no
European consensus for the authorization of sperm donation, respectively ovules,
for the purpose of in vitro fertilization.
The Court concluded, at the time of solving this case, within the meaning of
the absence of the breach of the fundamental right protected by Article 8, but the
doctrine accepted that the field in question knows a particular dynamic, which
requires a permanent review by the Member States, being a “clear signal by the
Court that continuing developments in this area will be kept under review and
that different conclusion might be reached in a future case”24.
5. Refusal of the request regarding medically assisted reproduction in case
of detained persons
In Dickson v. The United Kingdom25, the Court was called upon to balance
between on one hand the interests of detained petitioners who wished to have a
D.J. Harris, M. O’Boyle, E.P. Bates and C.M. Buckley, Law of the European Convention on Human
Rights, Oxford University Press, 2018, p.527
23 ECHR, Case S.H. and others v. Austria, 57813/00, November 3, 2011, available [Online] at:
https://hudoc.echr.coe.int
24 D.J. Harris, M. O’Boyle, E.P. Bates and C.M. Buckley, op. cit., p.527
25 ECHR, Case Dickson v. The United Kingdom, 44362/04, December 4, 2007, available [Online] at:
https://hudoc.echr.coe.int
22
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child together, their only possibility being artificial fertilization, given the date of
the first petitioner's release and the age of the second petitioner, and on the other
hand, the general policy of the respondent State according to which such requests
could only be admitted in exceptional circumstances.
The refusal that the two petitioners received from the authorities included
arguments related to the fact that the punitive elements of the first petitioner's
punishment would be annihilated if he was allowed to conceive a child by artificial
fertilization, during his detention.
In the control carried out, the Court sought to achieve a fair balance between
the public-private interests in the conflict and to see whether the proportionality of
the restriction was evaluated. Here are some of the considerations of the Court, on
which the solution of the breach of Article 8 of the Convention was based:
-- par. 75: „However, and while accepting that punishment remains one of the
aims of imprisonment, the Court would also underline the evolution in European
penal policy towards the increasing relative importance of the rehabilitative aim of
imprisonment, particularly towards the end of a long prison sentence”.
- par.76: „The Court is prepared to accept as legitimate for the purposes of the
second paragraph of Article 8 that the authorities, when developing and applying
the Policy, should concern themselves as a matter of principle with the welfare of
any child: conception of a child was the very object of the exercise. Moreover, the
State has a positive obligation to ensure the effective protection of children [...].
However, that cannot go so far as to prevent parents who so wish from attempting
to conceive a child in circumstances like those of the present case, especially as the
second applicant was at liberty and could have taken care of any child conceived
until such time as her husband was released”.
- par. 81. “The Court notes, as to the European consensus argument, that the
Chamber established that more than half of the Contracting States allow for
conjugal visits for prisoners (subject to a variety of different restrictions), a measure
which could be seen as obviating the need for the authorities to provide additional
facilities for artificial insemination. However, while the Court has expressed its
approval for the evolution in several European countries towards conjugal visits, it
has not yet interpreted the Convention as requiring Contracting States to make
provision for such visits […]. Accordingly, this is an area in which the Contracting
States could enjoy a wide margin of appreciation in determining the steps to be
taken to ensure compliance with the Convention with due regard to the needs and
resources of the community and of individuals” .
- par. 82. […] “the Court considers that the Policy as structured effectively
excluded any real weighing of the competing individual and public interests, and
prevented the required assessment of the proportionality of a restriction, in any
individual case. […] the Policy placed an inordinately high “exceptionality”
burden on the applicants when requesting artificial insemination facilities […].
They had to demonstrate, in the first place, as a condition precedent to the
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application of the Policy, that the deprivation of artificial insemination facilities
might prevent conception altogether (the “starting-point”). Secondly, and of even
greater significance, they had to go on to demonstrate that the circumstances of
their case were “exceptional” within the meaning of the remaining criteria of the
Policy (the “finishing-point”). The Court considers that even if the applicants’
Article 8 complaint was before the Secretary of State and the Court of Appeal, the
Policy set the threshold so high against them from the outset that it did not allow a
balancing of the competing individual and public interests and a proportionality
test by the Secretary of State or by the domestic courts in their case, as required by
the Convention […]”.

Conclusions
Medically assisted human reproduction is the subject of a series of debates, the
lack of consensus in this direction leading the European Court of Human Rights to
recognize, in this regard, a margin of appreciation for the Contracting States, in the
evolutionary interpretation of its provisions.
However, as shown in the Guide on Article 8 of the European Convention on
Human Rights26, once by acting within its limits of appreciation the State adopts
rules that are relevant in this area, the legal framework designed for this purpose
should be formulated coherently, so as to allow the various legitimate interests
involved to be duly taken into account and in accordance with the obligations
arising from the Convention. This can be achieved by reference to the standard of
proportionality, which allows an objective assessment of the existence or
non-existence of an imperative social need able to justify the interference of the
authorities in the exercise of a right defended by the Convention.
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TRENDS REGARDING FINES AND SANCTIONS
IN COMPETITION LAW, LABOR LAW AND DATA
PROTECTION LAW 1
Barbu Silviu GABRIEL, Goga Alexandru SILVIU2

Abstract: The reason on writing this paper is based on the fact that nowadays civil and
administrative sanctions and fines have become huge from a financial standing point, making a
significant issue on the matters of the constitutionality – the right to property. ECHR and the
European Court of Justice also have talking points on this. The Romanian Courts and mostly judges
form second tier courts such as Tribunals or Courts of Appeal have
become more aware of the fines they are presented with to be cancelled or at least diminished and
regard some of them to be exaggerated.
The research has been done on the basis on European and national Romanian law and, also on
the basis of cases presented in front of the courts and their outcome. The fines in competition law can
be negotiated but are a percentage of your annual income, the ones regarding labor law for working
without a contract are 10.000 lei per person (about 2100 euros) and the ones in data protection law
are also based on a fix sum and a percentage. Thus the results with which we came up are amazing,
regarding that some cases have been won, but most of the fines and sanctions remained in place, some
companies even agreeing to pay in advance or asking for a payment plan without going to trial. In
other cases we noticed that Romanian national law is more rigorous and at some times even more
severe than that of other EU member states.
In conclusion, there should be a more strict revision on fines and sanctions throughout the
whole European legal system and to ensure a more transparent and equitable framework in which
companies and even natural persons can be aware of the fines and sanctions and if they are not
contrary to Constitutional and European Law.
Key words: Public Law, Constitutional law, competition law, labor law, data protection law,
contraventions, fines, sanctions, companies, natural persons, ECHR

1 The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, held in Braşov (Romania)
and organized by the Faculty of Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th and 30th of
November 2019.
2 Ph.D., Faculty of Law – Transilvania University of Braşov, Judge; Lawyer, LLM, Esq, Braşov
Bar Association.
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Introduction

The purpose of a fine might be a different one depending on the standing
point of the lawmaker, or the law abider. A fine should prevent antisocial behavior
or any other potential issues that might harm individuals or the entire society, but
without restricting the right to individual freedom of the person infringing the law.
If fines are set to a fixed sum, the issue might arise that some felons, citizens or
companies might see them as a tax to violate the law. In order not to have a society
in which the rich, de facto, can be above the law, we should investigate if we need
to use proportional measure in direct correlation to the wealth of the person
infringing the law.
Most fines are created for minor antisocial behavior that are both encountered
with people no matter the wealth, and not just natural persons but also companies.
One has to ask himself if the new trends in fines and sanctions in order to make
them bigger and directly proportional to the amount of income is lawful or
constitutional.
ECHR jurisprudence, national Romanian courts, also other national courts of
law have to come to the agreement that most of the principles from criminal law
are also usable in contraventional sanction law. Coming to an individualised
applied sanction be it by means of the law, or by means of a judicial decision is an
inherent logical process through which we take into account individuality,
personality and proportionality.
The degree of danger of the violated law, in concrete and in abstracto, and also
all of the personal circumstances, the limits of fines and proportionality are
mentioned by the general law applicable, and have to be taken into account when
issuing or changing such a sanction.
Fines, warning and community work are the type of sanctions regulated by
Romanian law. Similar sanctions are found throught out of Europe and the world.
Common law systems have also the possibility to issue common law punishments
thought up or created by the judge himself. Most northern countries within or
outside the European Union always check the validity of fines with the
participation of a public prosecutor.
Every sanction has to be distinctly weighed, analyzed and debated and the
courts and judges unfortunately have the tendency to examine the amount of the
fine, before taking in the facts of the case.
Regarding article 6 of the ECHR, the repeated offence of a law might at worst
constitute a personal circumstance, but cannot ab initio exclude the possibility of
issuing a warning instead of a fine.
This being said, one has to ask oneself what is the limit when a fine for such a
violation of law is too great and thus becomes unconstitutional. Also a question
arisen is the small difference between such fines and those from criminal cases,
that are sometimes incredibly smaller.
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1. Defining sanctions and fines
1.1. Contravention
Contravention is a term from French law meaning an act violative of a law, a
treaty, or an agreement made between parties; a breach of law punishable by a fine
of fifteen francs or less and by an imprisonment of three days or less. In the U.S.
legal system, a breach or violation of the provisions of a contract, statute, or treaty.
From a historical point of view, contraventions and their penalties are
determined by the executive organs of the State, unlike crimes which are
determined by the legislative organs (Parliament), but this is not always the case.
Nowadays contraventions are mostly known all over the world in regulating
road conditions, drivers, public order and the such, and in romanian law also
encountered in consumer law, labour law, competition law, data protection law
and so on.
1.2. Fines
A fine or mulct is money that a court of law or other authority decides has to
be paid as punishment for a crime or other offence. The amount of a fine can be
determined case by case, but it is often announced in advance. The most usual use
of the term is for financial punishments for the commission of crimes, especially
minor crimes, or as the settlement of a claim. A synonym, typically used in civil
law actions, is mulct.
One common example of a fine is money paid for violations of traffic laws.
Currently in English common law, relatively small fines are used either in place of
or alongside community service orders for low-level criminal offences.
Larger fines are also given independently or alongside shorter prison
sentences when the judge or magistrate considers a considerable amount of
retribution is necessary, but there is unlikely to be significant danger to the public.
For instance, fraud is often punished by very large fines since fraudsters are
typically banned from the position or profession they abused to commit their
crimes.
Fines can also be used as a form of tax. Money for bail may be applied toward
a fine. A day-fine is a fine that, above a minimum, is based on personal income.
For example in Romania traffic violation fines are calculated on the basis of the
basic minimum income salary as the lawmaker has gathered that as long as you
have a drivers license it must mean you have a job or at least the means to pay
such a fine. 3
Study on minimum sanctions in the EU Member States, https://op.europa.eu/en/publicationdetail/-/publication/1226bed2-be78-11e5-9e54-01aa75ed71a1/language-en.
3
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1.3. Sanctions
Sanctions, in law and legal definition, are penalties or other means of
enforcement used to provide incentives for obedience with the law, or with rules
and regulations. Criminal sanctions can take the form of serious punishment, such
as corporal or capital punishment, incarceration, or severe fines. Within the civil
law context, sanctions are usually monetary fines, levied against a party to a
lawsuit or his/her attorney, for violating rules of procedure, or for abusing the
judicial process. The most severe sanction in a civil lawsuit is the involuntary
dismissal, with prejudice, of a complaining party's cause of action, or of the
responding party's answer. This has the effect of deciding the entire action against
the sanctioned party without recourse, except to the degree that an appeal or trial
de novo may be allowed because of reversible error.
As a noun, the term is usually used in the plural form, even if it only refers to a
single event: if a judge fines a party, it is not said that they imposed a sanction, but
that they imposed sanctions.
Conversely and sometimes confusingly, the word may be used to imply
"approve of," especially in an official sense. "The law sanctions such behavior"
would imply that the behavior spoken of enjoys the specific approval of law.
To sanction implies make a legal agreement. The word is derived from
sanctus, to make holy. A legal agreement or sanction imposes approvals, rules,
guidelines and penalties on conduct.
The Sanction is defined as an element associated with an accountability and
which corresponds to the consequence resulting from the justification of the
realisation (or not) of this accountability.
2. Competition law, labour law, data protection law
2.1. Sanctions in Competition Law
Competition law is a law that promotes or seeks to maintain market
competition by regulating anti-competitive conduct by companies. Competition
law is implemented through public and private enforcement. Competition law is
known as "antitrust law" in the United States for historical reasons, and as
"anti-monopoly law" in China and Russia. In previous years it has been known as
trade practices law in the United Kingdom and Australia. In the European Union,
it is referred to as both antitrust and competition law4.
In a very condensed form according to national Romanian law most of the
contraventional sanctions and fines given on the basis of competition law can be
negociated if you plead guilty to the Competition Council (the legal body
entrusted to investigate such violations). The amounts of fines range from 0.1% up
Ioan Muraru, Nasty Marian Vladoiu, Silviu Gabriel Barbu, Andrei Muraru, ``Contencios
constitutional – Constitutional litigation``, Hamangiu publishing house.
4
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to 1%, 0.5% upt to 10% of the annual income of a business, and they can go up to
2.500.000 lei (about 523.000 euros). There is also a separate sanction of 5000 lei
(about 1020 euros) per day of delay to submit the required information.
Thus the competion law field proves to be the most permissive of all
examined, and grace to the fact that you can negociate your position we notice
there is an almost complete lack of trials going to court for competition law fines.
There is also a system a place in which a company can enroll itself for the
future to denounce violations of competition law, in order to superseed any future
investigation.
Thus, we can conclude that competition law, borrowing from European law5,
and being very orientated to the actual reeducation and regulation of the interested
persons is completely constitutional and lawful and there are no pressing issues
here.
2.2. Sanctions in Labor Law
Labour law (US spelling: labor law, sometimes incorrectly conflated with
employment law) is the area of law most commonly relating to the relationship
between trade unions, employers and the government.
While the development of the field in different jurisdictions has resulted in
different specific meanings of what is meant by labour law, it is generally used in
reference to employment contexts that involve a trade union, while the term
employment law is usually used for workplaces where the legal relationship is
directly between the employer and the employee. While in some jurisdictions the
term may be used to refer to such law that may not involve trade unions, the
genesis of the term is historically inseparable and begins with the labour union
movements.
At the statutory level, Labour law is concerned with the establishment of a
labour-relations framework that provides for orderly and peaceful industrial
relations between employers and organized workers, and usually includes rules on
forming a union, conditions under which the union becomes bargaining agent,
strikes and lock-outs, process for negotiations, and other structural elements that
then permit the employer and the union to bargain a collective agreement and
fill-in the rest specific to rules and conditions relating to the workplace
The most known sanction in romanian labour law is that for receiving at work
persons without signing a labour contract the day before. This sanction 10.000 lei
or 20.000 lei (about 2250 up to 4500 euros) per person up to ten persons. Should the
facts regard more than 10 persons it becomes a criminal offence.
One must agree that such a sanction in the case of two or three persons can
completely destroy a company reaching up to 60.000 lei, reaching also the
threshold for bankruptcy according to romanian national law.
5

Articles 101 to 109 from the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union.
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Thus, one might conclude, that when the Inspectorate for Work relations issues
such a huge fine it can and it will almost surely destabilise or even destroy that
company.
Most of the times, according to jurisprudence, if the sanctions is only for one
person, judges will be lenient, and if it is the first time, they will change the fine to
a warning. If unfortunately the company is fined for two or more persons, the
judge will take into consideration any other personal circumstances but the denial
of the complaint is almost assured.
In conclusion, we believe that such huge sanctions are unconstitutional
because they are a disproportionate interference in the basic right to property of
the company. One should be fined for such a contravention, but there should be a
law in place to create proportional measures, not just a direct fine of 20.000 lei per
person, or at least the possibility of the judge (like in common law) to issue a
payment plan.
Should a company desire a payment plan it should go to the internal revenue
agency and submit a huge documentation only to be turned down by the
bureaucrecy of it all.
Our proposition would be that the lawmaker change the provisions of this law
and create the mandatory issue of a warning for the first sanction of such case, only
when one person is involved in the trespassing of the law, and if it is the first time.
There was a desire for the lawmaker to issue warning for the first time in all such
cases – Prevention law, but it was reduced to only a couple of laws and types of
fines where the body issuing the warning takes great care in the company getting
into accordance with law.
2.3. Trends in Data Protection Law
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) also know as Regulation (EU)
2016/679 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of
personal data and on the free movement of such data. This text includes the
corrigendum published in the OJEU of 23 May 2018.
The regulation is an essential step to strengthen individuals' fundamental
rights in the digital age and facilitate business by clarifying rules for companies
and public bodies in the digital single market. A single law will also do away with
the current fragmentation in different national systems and unnecessary
administrative burdens.
The regulation entered into force on the 24th of May 2016 and is applicable
since the 25th of May 2018.
Directive (EU) 2016/680 on the protection of natural persons regarding
processing of personal data connected with criminal offences or the execution of
criminal penalties, and on the free movement of such data is also an important law
regarding this field.
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The directive protects citizens' fundamental right to data protection whenever
personal data is used by criminal law enforcement authorities for law enforcement
purposes. It will in particular ensure that the personal data of victims, witnesses,
and suspects of crime are duly protected and will facilitate cross-border
cooperation in the fight against crime and terrorism6.
The directive entered into force on the 5th of May 2016 and EU countries had
to transpose it into their national law by the 6th of May 2018.
Several high level cases are ongoing in the EU and could cause fines up to 4 %
of the annual of a business, if there is a serious infringement.
A list of the top 10 GDPR fines up to date are as follows:
British Airways, UNITED KINGDOM, a fine of 204.600.000 euros,Insufficient
technical and organisational measures to ensure information security;
Marriott International Inc, UNITED KINGDOM, a fine of
110.390.200
euros, Insufficient technical and organisational measures to ensure information
security;
Google Inc., FRANCE, a fine of 50.000.000 euros, Various contraventions;
Austrian Post, AUSTRIA, a fine of 18.000.000 euros, Insufficient legal basis for
data processing
Deutsche Wohnen SE, GERMANY, a fine of 14.500.000 euros, Non-compliance
with general data processing principles;
National Revenue Agency, BULGARIA, a fine of 2.600.000 euros, Insufficient
technical and organisational measures to ensure information security;
UWV (Dutch employee insurance service provider), THE NETHERLANDS, a
fine of 900.000 euros Insufficient technical and organisational measures to ensure
information security;
Morele.net, POLAND, a fine of 644.780 euros, Insufficient technical and
organisational measures to ensure information security;
DSK Bank, BULGARIA, a fine of 511.000 euros, Insufficient technical and
organisational measures to ensure information security;
Haga Hospital, THE NETHERLANDS, a fine of 460.000 euros, Insufficient
technical and organisational measures to ensure information security.
In Romania alone there have been issued several fines as it follows: 9000 euro
for the owners of the website avocatnet.ro – lack of proper consent; a bank and its
subsidiary with 170.000 euros – use of Whatsapp to traffic personal data for credit
scoring; 2500 euros for a private company for revealing the personal identification
numbers of employees when it was not necessary on a flyer inside the company;
3000 euros for the owners of the website of avocatoo.ro regarding lack of security
measures to the personal data files published on the websites, 15.000 euros for a
private company for unauthorised acces to public data, and last but not least

6

https://www.dataprotection.ro/?page=allnews.
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130.000 euros for another bank for improper use of personal data and publication
via documents7.
Some of these cases are pending in front of prime instance courts, and thus we
can only talk about the fact that GDPR will surely create huge fines as all of them
are proportional to the amount of business you create.
We agree that fines are better when they are calculated proportional as they
can insure also more leeway and possibility on behalf of the judge when he or she
is examining a complaint.
Thus one can only promote at this point more regulation and education and
less sanctions.
2.4. Statistics
During our research for the present paper we were confronted with the
following short statistic information provided publicly by the courts via
portal.just.ro (the website of the Ministry of Justice that works with the information
inserted by the court clerks).
The percentages in 2019 are as follows:
Complaint denied in a percentage of 23.56%,
Partially admitted complaint in a percentage of 10.30%,
Complaint admitted fully 8.55%,
Denial of appeal – no reason of appeal 8.23%,
Denial of appeal – no new evidence 7.18%,
Other solutions – the rest.
Out of the total trials listed by Romanian courts by year we have up to
1.11.2019 the following statistic regarding the percentage of trials against
contraventional sanctions: 5.13% percent in 2019, 7.95% percent in 2018, 8.44%
percent in 2017, 9.93% in 2016, 11.78% in 2015, 12.81% in 2014, 13.41% in 2013, 12.81
in 2012, 10.75% in 2011, 4.90% in 2010. There is no data beyond 2010.
Thus we can conclude that either the amount of the persons going to court to
revert sanctions and fines has diminished over the last 5 years, or the amount of
persons actually fined has diminished. In lack of other evidence, we would rather
believe that it is the latter case.
Conclusions
There are voices that say that fines should be big enough to hurt you, but for
everyone, and this means it should pe proportional, in order to avoid
discrimination. Sanctions seek to bring about a change in the policy or conduct of
those targeted.
7

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sanction.
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Fines and sanctions for not abiding to the law should protect all citizens and
also to ensure the good being of society. Sanctions are meant to determine one not
to commit the same unlawful deed again. Thus the proportionality of fines is
needed for their efficiency.
Persons, especially wealthy ones, being companies or natural persons might
considered proportional or big sanctions as an abuse from the state.
Ourselves we can conclude that in competition law and data protection law
there are converging trends from European Law to National romanian law that
ensure an uniformity of sanctions and most of all, desirable to all parties,
proportionality of sanctions.
National Romanian labour law is very strict when it comes to sanctions, and
thus this is a diverging trend from that of the EU and other member states that
have done away with the issues of unregistered labor force. One might think that
Romanian labour law is still orientated to punitive measures as we still have a
problem with unregistered workers, and thus not only the State loses money, but
actually that employee that will not receive pension and social benefits he or she is
entitled to.
In conclusion, the Romanian national law maker should revise other European
national law, and also appreciate the trends in European Law in general, and
decide upon chaning the proportionality of sanctions in labour law to make them
fully constitutional and in accordance to the present day.
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REGULATION (EU) NO. 2015/848 - A MEANS
OF STREAMLINING INSOLVENCY PROCEEDINGS
CONCERNING A DEBTOR WHOSE CENTER OF MAIN
INTERESTS IS LOCATED WITHIN THE EUROPEAN UNION *
Author: Anca Roxana BULARCA **

Abstract: This article aims at presenting the relevant news brought by the Regulation (EU)
2015/848 of 20 May 2015 on insolvency proceedings 1 , which entered into force on June 26, 2017,
thereby repealing Regulation (EC) no. 1346/2002 of May 29, 2000 on insolvency proceedings2.
Through the new regulation, the legislator of the European Union has pursued a reform of the
previous regulations, which contributes to streamlining the insolvency proceedings taking place in
the European Union Member States and which have cross-border effects. The purpose of the analysis
is to highlight and contribute to the harmonization of the application of the national insolvency
regulations of the Member States of the European Union when the insolvency proceedings are likely
to apply different regulations or more regulations. The conclusions of this study may contribute to an
improvement in the application of Regulation (EU) No. 2015/848 and / or to an easier
understanding.
Keywords: private law, commercial law, European law, insolvency law

I. Introduction
Any business and activity is defined by risk, that is, the chance of winning or
the possibility of losing, an essential attribute of the free, functional market
economy and which ensures free competition. The business risk also involves
insolvency risk3.
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 4 November 2019.
**
Senior Lecturer, Ph.D. - Faculty of Law, Transilvania University of Brasov
(ancaroxanabularca@yahoo.com
1 Published in the OJ L141,5.6.2015, p. 19
2 Published in OJ L160, 30.6.2000, p. 1
3 The insolvency status of the debtor is not relevant in terms of insolvency law, but its analysis is
important from the perspective of business risk and insolvency risk, the last notion being increasingly
relevant for the prevention of pre-insolvency and / or insolvency.
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Generally, commercial transactions act as commutative contracts concluded
with the clear intention of winning, by the contracting parties, while the business
risk is not a condition of validity of the legal act, but only an element without
which the transaction loses its commercial nature.
Failure within transactions concluded may have chain effects on the activity of
a debtor who may become unable to meet his /her obligations towards the
creditors, being obliged to declare insolvency, as its assets are characterized by the
insufficient financial availability for payment of enforceable debts.
The essential element of the insolvency procedure is the state of insolvency 4,
and its occurrence marks the beginning of the period of restriction of the debtor's
rights and arising specific rights for creditors.
Insolvency is an area specific to commercial law, and the procedures
established by the law for the prevention of insolvency and insolvency, are
regulated in our country by a special law, respectively Law no.85/2014, known as
the Insolvency Code5.
Essentially, the Insolvency Code in the matter of business restructuring focuses
on the following rules applicable to all pre-insolvency and insolvency proceedings
in the Member States of the European Union, namely: encouraging insolvency
prevention procedures by laying down the foundations of a legal and business
culture in negotiations; supporting the reorganization procedure, at a rational
economic and balanced level, vis-à-vis a viable and good-faith debtor; in the event
of reorganization failure, the liquidation of the assets can also be done through a
business transfer, with reasonable duration, while asset capitalization is effective.
Given the contemporary European economic context, insolvency is an area
that must be based on the same guidelines in the European Union member states.
At this level, there is a concern to ensure similar insolvency laws for all EU
member states, and their similarity can only result from acquiring common
guiding principles6.
Going beyond the traditionalism of the continental law regarding the
institution of bankruptcy, the opinions that seemed immutable regarding the
"bankruptcy sanction", the American insolvency law has been the inspiration for
the European Union member states legislation.
Pre-insolvency and insolvency proceedings, are today an effective remedy for
the debtor who goes through either a period of financial difficulty or a state of
insolvency.
4 The concept of insolvency is defined by art.5 pt. 29 of Law no.85/2014 on the insolvency
prevention and insolvency procedures, as that state of the debtor's assets characterized by the
insufficiency of the available funds for the payment of certain debts, liquid and enforceable
5 Published in the Official Journal Part I no. 466/25.06.2014
6 See Position of the European Parliament of 5 February 2014, the Council position at first
reading of 12 March 2015 and position of the European Parliament of 20 May 2015
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Insolvency is a field that merges the economic, the social and the legal issues,
so that implementation of legal norms in this field must be based on logical
reasoning.
As an interdisciplinary discipline, the implementation and the interpretation of
insolvency-related legal norms, by the authorities applying this special procedure,
and also by the parties involved, must be carried out on the basis of principles.
The principles established by the Law no. 85/2014 were based on the
principles of the World Bank, the European Insolvency Principles and the
UNCITRAL Legislative Guide on Insolvency Law.
The principles of the World Bank7 is a tool of action with wide openness, in
order to provide support for countries seeking to improve the legislative
framework, to ensure an increasingly competitive legal system in the commercial
field, to ensure an increasingly safe and predictable investment environment, to
ensure economic growth.
These principles are grouped into 4 chapters, i.e.: legal framework for the
protection of creditors' rights, risk-management rules, legal framework for
insolvency proceedings and institutional regulations.
The European principles on insolvency8 were edited by a group of experts
from the International Insolvency Institute. These experts have shown that these
principles are structured in 14 chapters and contain rules that represent the essence
of European insolvency proceedings, reflecting the characteristics of the laws of the
European Union member states. Thus, these principles highlight rules regarding
the insolvency proceedings in general, the bodies and actors involved in the
procedure, the effects of opening the insolvency procedure, the administration of
the debtor's assets, the duties and remuneration of the insolvency practitioner,
treatment of the creditors' debts, the status of the debtor's employees, the legal
regime of the papers concluded by the debtor, the legal regime of the creditors'
guarantees, the reorganization of the debtor, the administration of the debtor, the
liquidation of the debtor's assets and the closing of the procedure. The purpose of
these principles is stated by the group of experts and consists in the future
adoption of a European Insolvency Code.
The UNCITRAL legislative guide9 includes a selection of the guiding
principles and objectives that any national insolvency law must propose. It
comprises 4 parts. The first two parts were adopted in 2004 and refer to
establishing and enacting the main objectives and the structure of the insolvency
procedure, and the principles governing this procedure. The third part of the guide
was adopted in 2010 and refers to the insolvency of the group of companies. The
7 The World Bank – 2011 Principles for Effective Insolvency and Creditor/Debtor Regimes
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTGILD/Resources/ICRPrinciples_Jan2011.pdf
8 http:/www.iiiglobal.org/component/jdownloads/finish/39/405.html
9 http:/www.uncitral.org/uncitral/en/uncitral_texts/insolvency/2004Guide.html
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fourth part of the guide was adopted in 2013 and refers to the responsibility of the
decision-making bodies of the companies in imminent state of insolvency.
The recommended principles10 were enacted to be considered when
implementing the insolvency legislation: inducing a degree of security at the
relevant market level, to promote stability and economic growth; maximizing the
assets and value of the debtor's assets; keeping a balance between bankruptcy and
reorganization; ensuring fair treatment of creditors in the same category; ensuring
an effective opening of the insolvency proceedings within a reasonable time;
creating a legal regime to ensure fair distribution of funds among creditors;
provision of a predictable and transparent legislation; recognizing the rights of
creditors and establishing clear rules for the categories of creditors participating in
the insolvency procedure; establishing a legal framework for cross-border
insolvency.
II. Brief considerations regarding cross-border insolvency from the
perspective of Law no.85 / 2014
The Insolvency Code regulated in Title III Cross-border insolvency, these legal
norms constituting, similar to the regulations in the field of private international
law11, the guide for identifying the law applicable when the insolvency proceeding
involves extraneous elements.
Prior to approaching the concept of cross-border insolvency, we need to
specify that the Insolvency Code defined the notions of foreign court and foreign
procedure, with its forms: main and secondary.
According to art.5 pt.32 of Law no.85/2014, foreign court is defined as the
judicial authority or any other competent authority according to the law of the
State of origin, authorized to open and control or supervise a foreign procedure or
to make decisions during the course of such a procedure.
According to art.5 pt. 49 of Law no.85/2014 the foreign procedure is the
collective, public, judicial or administrative procedure, which is carried out in
accordance with the insolvency legislation of a foreign state, including the
provisional procedure, in which the debtor’s assets and activity are subject to
control or supervision by a foreign court, in order to reorganize or liquidate the
debtor's business.
According to art.5 point 50 of Law no.85/2014 the main foreign procedure is
the foreign insolvency procedure that takes place in the state in which the center of
10

United Commission on International Trade Law, Legislative Guide on Insolvency Law, New York,

2005
11 Book VII - Provisions of private international law in Law no.287/2009 regarding the Civil
Code reissued in the Official Journal Part I no.505/15 07 2011 for the legal norms of material law and
Book VII - the international civil trial in Law no.134/2010 on the Code of civil procedure, reissued in
the Official Journal no.247/10 04 2015
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the debtor's main interests is located, and according to art.5 point 51 of Law
no. 85/2014 the secondary foreign procedure is the foreign insolvency procedure,
other than the main one, which takes place in the state in which the debtor has
established its headquarters.
Regarding the cross-border insolvency art.273 of the Law no.85/2014 sets out
that the internal regulation includes: rules for determining the law applicable to a
private international law relation in the field of insolvency; procedural rules in
litigation regarding the private international law relations in the field of
insolvency; norms regarding the conditions under which the Romanian competent
authorities request and provide assistance regarding the insolvency proceedings
opened in the territory of Romania or of a foreign state.
We find that the legislator made reference to both the implementation of
material and procedural law rules. In this context we believe that the regulation
contained in art.342 paragraph 1 of the Law no.85/2014 according to which the
provisions of this law are supplemented, to the extent that they do not contravene,
with those of the Code of civil procedure and of the Civil Code, remains
applicable, including those relating to the international proceedings and private
international law.
In terms of insolvency, the private international law relations are the private
law with an extraneous element relations, which are subject to settlement as a
result of the insolvency procedure opening and under the conditions established
by it.
We need to mention that, according to article 342 paragraph 2 of the Law
no.85/2014, the provisions of Chapter I of Title III do not apply to private
international law relations in the field of insolvency that fall under the scope of the
EC Regulation no.1346/2000, repealed by EU Regulation No. 2015/848.
Consequently, the legal rules referred to in the Insolvency Code regarding
cross-border insolvency will be applicable whenever we are not within the scope of
the EU Regulation no. 2015/848, which includes special legal norms applicable to
EU member states only.
Article 4 of the Civil Code and Article 3 of the Code of Civil Procedure,
entitled Priority application of the European Union law, set out the principle according
to which mandatory rules of the European Union law apply as a priority,
regardless of the quality or status of the parties.
As it is well known, the regulation - normative act in the European Union law
is mandatory is directly applicable, without transposition, in the national law of
the European Union member states.
Thus, when the extraneous element comes from the European Union space, in
the matter of cross-border insolvency, the EU Regulation 2015/848 will apply,
while for all the others, the provisions of the Insolvency Code will apply, except
for international treaties or conventions. In this respect, the Regulation (EU)
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no. 2015/848 stipulates that this applies only to the proceedings concerning a
debtor whose center of main interests is located in the Union, and before opening
an insolvency procedure, the competent court must examine ex officio whether the
center of the debtor's main interests or its headquarters are actually located within
its jurisdiction12. In the case of the debtor - legal entity, it is presumed, until the
contrary proof, that the center of its main interests is where the registered office is.
Regulation (EU) No. 2015/848 applies only to proceedings concerning a debtor
whose center of main interests is located within the European Union
The rules of jurisdiction provided for in the Regulation establish only the
international jurisdiction, i.e. designate the Member State whose courts may open
the insolvency proceedings. The territorial jurisdiction within each Member State is
established by the national law.
The competent court of a Member State must carefully check whether the
debtor's main interests are indeed located in that Member State. In the case of a
company, there is the possibility of reversing this presumption, for instance if the
company central administration is located in a Member State other than the one
where the registered office is located and if a comprehensive assessment of all the
relevant factors establishes, in a verifiable manner by third parties, that the actual
company management and supervision office and center of management of its
interests are located in that other Member State. In the case of an individual who
does not carry on an independent commercial or professional activity, this
presumption can be reversed, for example, if most of the debtor's assets are outside
the Member State in which the debtor has its usual residence or in if it can be
established that the main reason of relocation was the opening of insolvency
proceedings before the new court and if such opening could significantly affect the
interests of the creditors whose business with the debtor was conducted before
relocation.
If the specific circumstances give rise to doubts as to the court jurisdiction, it
should ask the debtor to provide additional evidence to support his claims and, if
the law applicable to the insolvency procedure allows it, to confer the debtor s
creditors the opportunity to submit their viewpoints regarding the jurisdiction.
We believe that if the Romanian court, compared to the evidence taken,
considers that it is not internationally competent to apply the debtor's insolvency
procedure, the solution is to dismiss as inadmissible the request, similar to the
situation in which the court would admit the general lack of jurisdiction of the
courts, or of the Romanian courts13.
In terms of procedural law this obligation confers efficiency to the provisions of art.131 of the
Code of civil procedure according to which the judge must verify his/her competence, this time the
one at the level of the European Union - international, before fulfilling any other duties
13 See the provisions of art. 132 para. 4 Civil Procedure Code
12
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III. Aspects considered relevant in terms of cross-border insolvency from the
perspective of Regulation (EU) no. 2015/848
The enactment of this regulation aimed to make cross-border insolvency
proceedings work efficiently and effectively. Corporate business are increasingly
having cross-border effects and are therefore increasingly regulated in the EU law.
Insolvency of such companies undermines the smooth operation of the domestic
market, as there is a need for a Union act to require supervision of the actions to be
taken regarding the assets of an insolvent debtor.
(EU) Regulation no. 2015/848 was adopted to improve implementation of
some of the provisions of EC Regulation no. 1346/2000 in order to improve the
effective administration of cross-border insolvency proceedings.
Regarding the scope, we show that Regulation (EU) no. 2015/848 applies
exclusively to insolvency court proceedings, a set of special legal norms at the level
of the European Union law, compared to Regulation (EU) no. 1215/201214.
The regulation refers to the concept of confidential insolvency proceedings,
considering that they are not subject to this normative act.
With respect with the scope, we show that Regulation (EU) no. 2015/848
applies to collective and public procedures based on insolvency legislation, which
are aimed at saving, adjusting the debts, restructuring or liquidating the assets of a
debtor in financial distress15. The provisions of the Regulation do not apply to
insurance undertakings16, credit institutions17, investment firms and other
institutions or companies that are the subject of Directive no. 2001/24 /EC 18 and
collective investment bodies.
The scope of this Regulation has been extended to procedures that promote the
rescue of economically viable, but distressed businesses, and which give
entrepreneurs a second chance. This includes rules that refer to the restructuring of
a debtor at a stage where there is only a probability of insolvency, and to rules that
allow the debtor full or partial control of its assets and business. This refers to debt
remittance or adjustment of debts procedures in relation to consumers and
individuals who are self-employed, for instance by reducing the amount payable
14 Regulation (EU) no. 1215/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 December
2012 on legal jurisdiction, recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters
(OJ L 351, 20.12.2012, p. 1)
15 According to art.5 paragraph 1 pt. 27 of the Law no.85/2014 the debtor who is in financial
distress is the debtor who, although executes or is able to execute its obligations, has a short term
liquidity degree and / or a high ong-term endebtness degree, which may affect the fulfillment of the
contractual obligations in relation to the resources generated by the operational activity or with the
resources attracted through the financial activity
16 Law no.85/2014 regulates the bankruptcy of credit institutions - articles 204 - 241
17 Law no.85/2014 regulates the bankruptcy of insurance / reinsurance companies - articles 242 - 272
18 Directive 2001/24/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 4 April 2001 on the
reorganization and liquidation of credit institutions (OJ L125, 5.5.2001, p. 15)
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by the debtor or by extending the payment term granted to it. Given that such
procedures do not necessarily involve the appointment of an insolvency
practitioner, they fall under the regulation if operate under the control or
supervision of a court. In this context, the term control includes situations in which
the court intervenes only following an appeal brought by a creditor or other
interested parties.
The financial distress of the debtor is a patrimonial condition specific to
pre-insolvency of the debtor and is not mistaken for the state of insolvency.
Regulation (EU) no. 2015/848 aimed at clarifying and extending the EC
Regulation no. 1346/2000 in order to apply its regulations both to the insolvency
prevention procedures (agreement with creditors and ad hoc mandate), and to
insolvency procedures, regardless of the stage - judicial reorganization or
bankruptcy19.
The purpose of the regulation is, however, to avoid the parties to be tempted
to transfer assets or legal proceedings from one Member State to another, in an
attempt to obtain a more favorable legal situation to the detriment of the list of
creditors (judicial tourism).
Regulation (EU) no. 2015/848 recommends that in case of relocation of the
center of main interests, creditors should be informed at the right time about the
new place where the debtor carries out its business, for example by drawing
attention to the change of commercial correspondence address or by publicly
announcing the new place by other appropriate means.
Insolvency proceedings do not necessarily imply the intervention of a judicial
authority, each Member State being free to choose the internal insolvency
regulations. Therefore, the term "court", used in the regulation, in certain
provisions, must be understood broadly as including a person or a body
empowered by the national law to open the insolvency proceedings.
Regulation (EU) No. 2015/848 took into account the fact that, due to the major
differences in the national law, introduction of universally applicable insolvency
proceedings throughout the EU is not useful. In this context, application without
exception of the law of the state in which procedures are opened, often leads to
difficulties. For example, in the national laws, the regulations are very different in
terms of guarantees20. In addition, the preferential rights of certain creditors within
insolvency proceedings are, in some cases, completely different. In this respect,
special rules regarding the law applicable to certain rights have been established
and significantly important legal relationships (for example, real rights and
employment contracts).
19 M. Comşa, Regulation on insolvency proceedings, Jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the
European Union, Universul Juridic Publishing House, Bucharest, 2017, p.281
20 The law-maker of the European Union refers here to the notion of guarantee of obligations,
being known that the international law in civil matters - the civil codes, which complement the
insolvency legislation, have much different concepts and notions, at the level of the Member States, in
relation to the insolvency legislation that is much more convergent
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Regulation (EU) No. 2015/848 allows the opening of the main insolvency
procedure in the Member State in which the debtor's main interests are located.
These procedures have a universal scope and include all the debtor s assets. For
protecting various interests, the regulation allows the opening of secondary
insolvency proceedings parallel to the main insolvency procedure. Secondary
insolvency proceedings may be opened in the Member State where the debtor has
its headquarters, in accordance with the case law of the Court of Justice of the
European Union. The effects of the secondary insolvency proceedings are limited
to the assets located in the state concerned. Unity within the EU is ensured by
mandatory rules of coordination with the main insolvency procedures.
The insolvency practitioner in the main insolvency procedure or any other
person qualified according to the national law of the respective Member State, may
request the opening of secondary insolvency proceedings.
Regulation (EU) no. 2015/848 provides rules for determining the location of
the debtor's assets, and the rules must be applicable when determining the assets
included in the main or secondary insolvency proceedings or which enter into
situations involving real rights of third parties.
Secondary insolvency proceedings may pursue different purposes, in addition
to protecting the interests of local creditors. There may be cases where the set of
assets subject of the debtor's insolvency is too complex to be administered in whole
or the differences between the respective legal systems are so great that difficulties
may arise due to the extension of the effects deriving from the legislation of the
State opening the proceedings to the other Member States in which the assets are
located. For this reason, the insolvency practitioner within the main insolvency
procedure may request opening of secondary insolvency proceedings for an
efficient management of the insolvency assets.
Secondary insolvency proceedings may also prevent the effective
administration of the assets that are the subject of the main insolvency. The
regulation sets out two specific situations in which the court notified with a request
to open a secondary insolvency procedure should be able to, at the request of the
insolvency practitioner in the main insolvency procedure, defer or refuse to open
such a procedure.
Firstly, the Regulation confers the insolvency practitioner from the main
insolvency procedure the possibility to make a commitment to the local creditors,
according to which they will be treated as if a secondary insolvency procedure had
been opened. This commitment must meet a number of conditions set out in the
regulation, in particular be approved by the most qualified local creditors. If such a
commitment has been made, the court referred with a request to open a secondary
insolvency procedure may refuse the respective application when it considers that
this commitment adequately protects the general interests of the local creditors.
When evaluating these interests, the court should keep in mind that the
commitment has been approved with most qualified local creditors.
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Regarding approval of such a commitment we consider that the national
regulations should be complied with. More specifically, when, on the grounds of
the national law for the approval of a reorganization plan, they should also apply
to approve the commitment. If there are different procedures to adopt
restructuring plans under the national law, Member States should designate a
specific procedure that should be relevant in this context.
Secondly, the Regulation provides for the possibility for the court to
temporarily suspend the opening of the secondary insolvency proceedings, when a
temporary suspension of the individual enforcement proceedings has been granted
within the main insolvency procedure, in order to maintain the efficiency of the
suspension granted in the main insolvency proceedings. The court has the
possibility to grant a temporary suspension if it deems that adequate measures are
in place to protect the general interest of local creditors. In such a case, all creditors
who might be affected by the result of the negotiations on a restructuring plan
should be informed about these negotiations and should be allowed to be
involved.
To ensure actual protection of the local interests, the insolvency practitioner in
the main insolvency procedure may not capitalize or abusively move assets located
in the Member State in which an office is located, in particular, in order to
circumvent the possibility that such interests are effectively satisfied, in the event a
secondary insolvency procedure is opened later.
The main and the secondary insolvency proceedings can contribute to the
efficient management of the assets that are the subject of the debtor's insolvency or
to the efficient capitalization of the assets if there is an adequate cooperation
between the actors involved in all the parallel proceedings. The good cooperation
implies that the various insolvency practitioners and the involved courts cooperate
closely, in particular through a sufficient exchange of information. To ensure the
predominant role of the main insolvency procedure, the insolvency practitioner
within this procedure has available several possibilities to intervene in the
secondary insolvency procedure which is carried out in parallel with the main one.
The insolvency practitioner is able to propose a restructuring plan or an agreement
with creditors or to request suspension of the recovery of assets in the secondary
insolvency procedure. In their cooperation, insolvency practitioners and courts
should consider the best practices for cross-border cooperation in insolvency cases,
as set out in the principles and guidelines for communication and cooperation
adopted by the European and international law enforcement organizations active
in insolvency, in particular the relevant guidelines developed by the United
Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL).
For such cooperation, insolvency practitioners and courts may enter into
agreements and protocols in order to facilitate cross-border cooperation of several
insolvency proceedings from different Member States targeting the same debtor or
companies member of the same group, when this is compatible with the rules
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applicable to each of the procedures. Such agreements and protocols may have
different forms, in the sense that they may be written or oral, different fields of
application, i.e. vary from general to specific, and may be concluded between
different parties. Simple general agreements may emphasize the need for close
cooperation between the parties without addressing specific issues, while more
detailed, specific agreements can establish a framework of principles that govern
multiple insolvency proceedings and can be approved by the courts involved,
when the national law requires so. They may reflect an agreement between the
parties to take or refrain from certain measures or actions.
Similarly, courts in different Member States can cooperate by coordinating the
appointment of insolvency practitioners. In this context, they may appoint a single
insolvency practitioner for several insolvency proceedings targeting the same
debtor or different member companies of the same group, provided that this joint
appointment is compatible with the rules applicable to each of the proceedings,
and in particular any requirement on the qualification and authorization of
insolvency practitioners.
Regulation (EU) no. 2015/848 ensures the efficient administration of
insolvency proceedings relating to the different companies belonging to a group 21.
Any creditor with its habitual residence, domicile or registered office in the EU
shall have the right to register its application for admission of the receivable on the
debtor's assets in any insolvency proceedings in progress in the European Union.
It is essential that the creditors who have their habitual residence, domicile or
registered office in the Union are informed about the opening of an insolvency
procedure regarding the assets of their debtor. To ensure fast transmission of
information to creditors, Regulation (EC) no. 1393/2007 of the European
Parliament and of the Council22 is not applicable, considering that Regulation no.
2015/848 refers to the obligation to inform the creditors.
Regulation (EU) No 2015/848 provides for the immediate recognition of the
decisions on the opening, conduct and closure of the insolvency procedure that fall
within its scope and of the decisions directly related to this insolvency procedure.
Therefore, automatic recognition means that the effects attributed to the procedure
under the law of the Member State where the procedure was opened extend to all
other Member States. Recognition of judgments made by the courts of the Member
States is based on the principle of mutual trust. For this purpose, the grounds for
non-recognition have been reduced to a minimum.
21 Law no.85/2014 contains special provisions regarding the insolvency of the group of
companies - articles 183 - 203
22 Regulation (EC) no. 1393/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 November
2007 on the notification or communication in the Member States of judicial and extrajudicial
documents in civil or commercial matters (notification or communication of acts) and repealing
Regulation (EC) no. 1348/2000 of the Council (OJ L324, 10.12.2007, p. 79)
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Regulation (EU) No. 2015/848 provides for unitary conflict rules, which
replace, within their field of application, the internal rules of private international
law. In the absence of contrary provisions, the legislation of the Member State of
opening (lex concursus) shall apply. This conflicting rule is applicable to both the
main insolvency procedure and the local procedures. Lex concursus determines all
the effects of the insolvency proceedings, both procedural and material, on the
individuals and the relevant legal relationships. It regulates all the conditions
regarding the opening, the progress and the closing of the insolvency procedure.
The automatic recognition of an insolvency procedure to which the law of the
State of the procedure opening is commonly applied may interfere with the rules
governing the transactions in other Member States. To protect the legitimate
expectations and the security of transactions in a Member State other than the state
of opening the procedure, a number of exceptions to the general rule are foreseen.
For example, in the case of real rights, a special derogation from the law of the
state of opening the proceedings was required, because such rights are of
particular importance for granting loans (collaterals for debts). The justification, the
validity and the extent of the real rights is determined by lex situs and it is not
affected by the opening of the insolvency procedure. The holder of a real right may
further capitalize the right to delimit the real guarantee from the assets. If the
assets are subject to the law of the state where they are located, but the main
insolvency procedure takes place in another Member State, the insolvency
practitioner within the main insolvency procedure may request the opening of a
secondary insolvency procedure in the jurisdiction in which the real rights have
arisen, to the extent the debtor has one seat in the respective state. If no secondary
insolvency proceedings are opened, any surplus obtained from the sale of an asset
that is subject to real rights should be paid to the insolvency practitioner in the
main proceedings.
Similarly, to protect the employees and the jobs, the effects of the insolvency
proceedings on the continuation or termination of the employment relationships
and on the rights and obligations of each party arising from these relationships are
determined by the legislation that governs the relevant employment contract in
accordance with the general conflictual rules. Moreover, if termination of the
employment agreements requires the approval of a court or an administrative
authority, the Member State in which the debtor's office is located retains the
power to grant such approval even if no insolvency proceedings have been opened
in that member state. Any other matter related to the insolvency legislation, such
as the protection of employees' claims through preferential rights and the status
that such preferential rights may have, are established by the law of the Member
State in which the insolvency procedure was opened (main or secondary), except
cases in which a commitment has been made, to avoid the secondary insolvency
procedure.
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For a better information of the creditors and of the courts and to prevent the
opening of parallel insolvency proceedings, Member States are required to publish
the relevant information in cross-border insolvency cases in an electronic publicly
available register23. To facilitate the access of creditors domiciled in another
Member State and of the courts based in another Member State to this information,
the regulation provides the interconnection of such insolvency registers through
the European e-Justice portal. Member States are free to publish relevant
information in several registers and each Member State can interconnect in more
than one register.

IV. Conclusions
In our opinion, Regulation (EU) No. 2015/848 is a much more efficient and
more friendly legal instrument for cross-border insolvency proceedings in the
European Union area, compared to the former regulation. Its regulations are more
clear and more accurate and we believe that they will have a greater application,
being known that under the old regulations there were numerous cross-border
insolvency proceedings that developed exclusively according to the national
insolvency law, avoiding the provisions of the European Union law and due to the
difficulty of their acquiring and implementation.

23 The European Insolvency Proceedings Bulletin which interconnects the national Insolvency
Proceedings Bulletin. According to art.5 pt. 6 of Law no.85/2014, the insolvency proceedings bulletin,
called IPB, is the publication edited by the National Trade Register Office, which aims to publish
summons, convocations, notifications and communications of the procedural documents performed
by the courts, receiver/judicial liquidator after the opening of the insolvency procedure provided by
this law, and of other acts that, according to the law, must be published.
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THE POSSIBILITY OF A COMMON EUROPEAN LAND
REGISTRY WITHIN THE CURRENT LEGAL FRAMEWORK*
Gabriel-Bogdan CHIHAI**

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to explore the possibility of implementing a common
European Land Registry from a legal point of view. Although the European Union has yet to succeed
in implementing a sole land registry, it has made clear and certain steps in this direction. Through
platforms like EULIS or common vision agreements signed with associations like ELRA, the
European Union is working towards the standardization of the way in which its member states
handle real estate registration. In order to fully understand the legal implications of, and how
achievable a standard European Land Registry is, it was deemed necessary to make an analysis based
upon the comparison between the different legal systems found in the European Union, with focus
upon the concept of property transmission. This comparison was chosen because, on the
aforementioned principles, all EU member countries have developed their own legal instruments and
institutions with the sole aim of supervising real estate registration. By focusing on the points of the
land registration process, which involve principles of law, like property transmission, good faith
protection or, third party effects, and the differences between them in different EU countries, this
research has concluded that, despite the steps in the right direction, the implementation of a common
European Land Registry at least from a legal point of view, is not yet a viable option.
Key words: Private Law, European Union Law, Land Registry, European Regulatory
Framework, Property rights, Property registration

Introduction
As the process of globalisation continues to make its effects more and more
obvious, the affected economies and legal systems need reliable instruments for the
classification, clarification and application of legal concepts and provisions that
ensure the security and transparency of the present and future legal relations. In
order to fulfil this necessity, the use of registers has been implemented and
encouraged, in order to provide a good overview of the different facets of a
particular situation. Registers create rights and obligations, have third-party effects
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 24 October 2019.
** Ph.D. Student. –Titu Maiorescu Univerisity, chihai.bogdan@gmail.com.
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and organise the transfer of legal rights, which makes it particularly important in
the economy market. This is confirmed by the tendency to update and modify the
forms of registers with the evolution of the free economy market (like the
European Union). Real estate is a very important part of the global economy since
it allows not only for the personal development of the individual but also for the
development of business, or state affairs (for example infrastructure). This is the
main reason why the registry plays a central role in the real estate world. With the
implementation through legal provisions, such registers offer a clear view over the
legal situation of a certain piece of real estate.
Lawmakers in Europe have adopted and developed such registers under
different forms, that were particular to their needs at the moment of
implementation (examples: “Cartea funciară” in Romania, “Grundbuch” in
Germany, Austria). They are designed to reflect the information needed to
determine the property rights, the rights of disposal, limitations of ownership, the
legal relations between multiple owners of a certain piece of real estate. The
German Federal Court considers the Land registry as being “the mirror of all
private material rights on real estate1”.
With the European Union specific principles of freedom of trade and
movement of member states citizens, the increase in real estate transactions and the
way they are handled demanded an updated registry, in order to have a clear
image upon the legal attributes of the property, and thus eliminating the barriers
which may appear against the aforementioned principles2. This research focuses on
the comparison of different Land registry systems (Romania, Germany, Austria)
from a legal point of view while taking into consideration the different steps made
by the analysed systems in order to harmonise the legal provisions, bringing the
real estate property law to a common, European form. Although the solutions
proposed by the European Union (like the EuroMortgage, Euro-Title System, or
EULIS - European Union Land Information Service) may represent steps in the right
direction for a unified European Land Registry System, the member states had yet
been able to fully implement such measures, mainly because of the way in which
they traditionally handle property law.
1. Section – Current European Framework
Private property is a central point for the European integration and the
wellbeing of the European market economy. Thus, in order to ensure a standard
practice, security and stability in this domain across the European Union member
states, property law is subject to the efforts of standardisation. But, at this point,
Kuntze , J., Ertl, R., Herrmann, H., & Eickmann, D. (1974). Grundbuchrecht. Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter, p. 74.
2 F. Baur & R. Stürner. Sachenrecht. München: C.H. Beck, 2009, p.151-154
1
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due to the different systems of property registration found in the European Union,
the standardisation process and its effects are still questionable. The
Europeanisation of the land registers would bring great difficulties at the
individual state level, especially because of the different levels of registration in
different countries. For example, in Romania only 35,8% of the total estimated
properties are registered in the Land Registry3. Such discrepancies may cause
problems in a unified land registry system. Furthermore, in some cases, it would
be more beneficial for member states to increase the quality and integrity of their
own land registries instead of focusing on creating a favourable framework for a
standard European land registry. Another relevant example in this case is that,
since 2001, Austria is working on improving its Land registry system, more
specifically, by increasing the information available in an electronic format4, while
in Romania there are still more than half of the estimated properties that are not
yet registered in the land registry5.
Although the European Union, as an entity, has refrained from ruling directly
upon the subject of the European Land registry, it has instead acknowledged the
necessity and efforts of organisations like ELRA (The European Land Registry
Association). ELRA is constituted as a non-profit organisation with a mission and
primary purpose that can be described as “the development and understanding of the
role of land registration in real property and capital markets.6” This association was
recognised by the European Commission and the European Parliament as the
association representing land registries in the European Union, being “fully
committed on working on behalf of Land Registries and in cooperating with the European
Union Institutions7”. Thus, ELRA is creating a favourable framework for the
cooperation of different land registry systems in the European context by
acknowledging the fact that Land registries are a fundamental instrument for the
basic exercise of community freedoms, such as free movement of capital and
people, even though the traditional laws governing the individual member states
Land registration systems are usually intertwined with the real estate rights and
property laws. ELRA has 33 organizations representing the Land Registries of 26
European countries and is still growing. Of the countries selected for this research
only Romania and Austria are represented within ELRA.

ANCPI. Agenţia Naţională de Cadastru şi Publicitate Imobiliară, available on: http://www.ancpi.ro.
J. Ernst, R. Mansberger, G. Muggenhuber, C. Twaroch, & R. Weesely, Österreichische Beiträge
zum Kataster im internationalen Umfeld. 200 Jahre Kataster Österreichisches Kulturgut 1817 - 2017, Wien:
Bundesamt für Eich- und Vermessungswesen, 2017, p. 283-294.
5 ANCPI,. Agenţia Naţională de Cadastru şi Publicitate Imobiliară, available on http://www.ancpi.ro.
6 Ibidem.
7 Ibidem.
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2. Section – Case Study

2.1. Subsection – Romania
In Romania the land registration process has become of utmost importance,
creating the necessary security in ensuring the guarantee of property rights, while
also maintaining the framework necessary for the transfer of these rights from the
moment they are created, to their extinction8. The Land Registry serves the same
purpose as in most other countries, mainly to respect the principles of the law
regarding the publicity of real estate. From a historical perspective, Romania had
five different Land registration Systems, each one specific to a certain region. In
2009, the new Romanian Civil Code regulated land registration through land
registers9.
The new provisions regulate Land Registries as a part of land registration
process through which a registration may translate or constitute real rights10. The
new Civil Code introduces aspects which better define both the purpose and the
object of the new land registries especially regarding: the definition of tabular
rights, types of registration, the publicity of the land registry, operations with real
rights regarding real estate, the conditions in which new registrations are made,
the dates from which new registrations come into force and produce effects against
third parties, conflicts between third parties regarding the same property,
provisions regarding deeds and legal relations11. It is important to note the fact that
the provisions of the new Romanian Civil Code come produces effects only on
deeds and registrations after the 1st of October 2011, when it came into force.
Complementary to the provisions found in the new Romanian Civil Code are the
provisions of Law 7/1996 (Republished in 2013) - Regarding the cadastre and real
estate publicity, which regulates the general conditions of land registration, the land
registration activity and procedures, and the organisation of the cadastre.
The Romanian Civil Code offers free access to the land registry, and therefore
it presumes the knowledge of its contents12. Interested parties may obtain any
information regarding the rights over a certain property, including copies of
documents that were the base of the registration.
The challenges that Romania faced in creating and enforcing a unitary Land
Registry system are reflected in the statistics mentioned which reflects a poor
performance in the process of registering all the properties in the Land Registry.
Keeping this in mind, it is important to note that creating a Standard European
P. Petru, Probleme de Drept Civil şi Procesual din Practica Secţiei Civile şi de Proprietate Intelectuală a
Înaltei Curţi de Casaţie şi Justiţie. Dreptul 12/2005, p.261-262.
9 Law no. 287 from 17 July 2009 regarding the Civil Code, republished in the Official Journal of
Romania, Part I, no. 505 from 15th of July 2011 – Title VII.
10 I. Sferidan, Drept Civil. Drepturi Reale Principale. Bucureşti: Hamangiu, 2013, Pag.301.
11 Civil code, art. 876 – 906.
12 Idem, art. 883.
8
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Land Registry would have to face the difficulties and down sides of bringing
together more than five different land registration systems, and, although the
technical problems could be considered resolved (most countries already base their
systems on the cadastre), the legal provisions in effect, may create conflictual
situations, especially regarding the their enforceability against third parties.
2.2. Subsection – Austria
Austria is a country with rich tradition regarding the Land Registry
(Grundbuch) the bases of which can be traced back to the Habsburg Monarchy.
The General Civil Code from 1812 (ABGB), was contained the first legal provisions
that instituted generally applicable norms in the field of property rights, and the
principle of land registering through which real rights were only deemed after the
registration in the Land Registry, and also the principle of trust, through which
interested third parties may trust the veridicity of the information contained in the
Land Registry.13 Since then, it has suffered several small changes especially
regarding its applicability, and the way in which the entries in the land registries
are held. The first major change was made through the Law from 17.11.1980 which
introduced the process of changing the way the Land Registries are held,
introducing the “Automation assisted data processing for the Land Registry” or
ADV-Grundbuch14. This was the technical base which led to today’s version of the
Austrian Land Registry, which is not a registry in the common sense of the word,
but a complex computer assisted information system. Despite this fact, it still
retains the structure of the old registries15.
In Austria, the Land Registry is an instrument that creates, modifies, transfers
or revokes property rights. This transfer is done using a valid document to
produce the legal effects, but it does not come into effect until it is fully registered
in the Land Registry. The principle of rank (prior tempore potiur iure) is also taken
into consideration. The Land registry also benefits of the publicity principle,
through which any interested party can obtain information about a given property
and the source of the rights that are in effect upon that property without having to
prove the legitimacy of the interest. The Law that governs the Land registry also
gives it the benefit trust, guaranteeing its accuracy in the eyes of the citizens.
Although Austrian Land Registry is regulated through a dedicated law, the rights
upon which it has effects are regulated by the Austrian Civil Code.

W. Brauneder, Österreichs Allgemeines Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch. Eine europäische
Privatsrechtkodifikation I. Wien: Hofmeister, 2014, p.219-225.
14 Bundesgesetz von 27.11.1980 über die Umstellung des Grundbuchs auf automationsuntertützte
Datenverarbeitung und die Änderung des Grundbuchgestzes und des Gerichtskommissärsgesetzes, Official
Journal of Austria nr.550/1980
15 W. Rechberger & L. Bittner, Grundbuchsrecht - 2. überarbeitete Auflage. Wien: Fakultas, 2007,
p.471-484.
13
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As mentioned in Section 1, Austria is currently working on increasing the
information available in its electronic Land registry, more specifically by including
3D technical data in the cadaster. As a result of the fact that Austria is continuously
looking to expand its data in the land registry, and considering the fact that it is
already in an electronic format, it would be easier to face the challenges imposed
by the implementation of a common European Land Registry.
2.3. Subsection – Germany
After the creation of the German Reich, and the new earned independence, the
two Laws that govern the focus points of this research were created as follows: the
German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch)16 which regulated property rights,
and the German Land Registry Law (Grundbuchordnung)17 which regulated upon
the procedural aspects of the Land Registers and property rights. The
aforementioned legislative acts came into force on the 1st of January 1900, and have
since suffered heavy modifications, in order to keep them in accordance with the
times. Till the year 1935 the German Land Registry Law contained general
guidance upon the way the Land registry should be kept and how the operations
should be registered, the rest being left for the federal states to decide. This was
changed in 1935 when all federal states have been forced to use the same
provisions upon the operations in the Land Registry18.
Through the reform the German Land Registry Law, decided upon
implementing a similar system to the one (at the time) already in use in Austria.
The principles that were in effect were almost the same: the rights of property
could be created, modified, transferred or revoked, based upon the deed (or the
appropriate document), but only came into effect after it has been registered in the
Land Registry. The principle of rank applies similar to how it is applied in Austria.
Notable differences can be found regarding the way the information is organized
in the land registry, and the fact that it also contains more data regarding the
sources of property rights upon that entry in the registry. Although since 1993 the
German Land Registry is also in an electronic format, its publicity is somewhat
limited by the fact that any third party interested in the information presented in
the Land Registry must prove a legitimate interest in the solicited information in
order to get access to it19. This limits the publicity of the Land registry to those that
benefit from the property right, or any other part that has a legitimate financial
Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch in the form of publication from 2. Januar 2002 (BGBl. I S. 42, 2909; 2003 I
S. 738), with article 7 which was modified on 31. January 2019 (BGBl. I S. 54).
17 Grundbuchordnung in the form of publication from 26. Mai 1994 (BGBl. I S. 1114), with Article
11, Paragraph 18 which was modified on 18. Juli 2017 (BGBl. I S. 2745).
18 M. Bengel, D. Richter, R. Bauer, & D. Weidlich, Grundbuch, Grundstück, Grenze - Handbuch zur
Grundbuchordnung unter Berücksichtigung katasterrechtlicher Fragen. Berlin: Hermann Luchterhand
Verlag, 2000, p.115-127
19 Grundbuchordnung (BGBl. I S. 1114) - § 12, Abs.1.
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interest (potential buyers, banks that offer credits, etc.). The Land Registries are
although accessible, without the need to prove the legitimacy of the request, by
public servants that are in the exercise of their authority, public notaries and
mandated lawyers, also benefiting from the presumption that they are in the
rightful exercise of their profession.
Germany has a well developed Land Registry system that guarantees the
applicability of the principles on which it is based. Furthermore, the high level of
details included in the Land Registry and the fact that it is in a fully digital format,
could make the integration in a common European Land Registry an easy task.
But, in this particular case, despite the developments that Germany made to its
Land Registry system, the limitations applied to the the principles that govern
property law, would cause great compatibility issues in case of implementing the
common European Land Registry. Also, it is worth noting that Germany, is not
represented in the European Land Registry Association.

Conclusions
The analysed Land Registry Systems have more or less similar methods, to
ultimately fulfill the same common function. The procedural principals that stay
behind the given systems, when viewed from a perspective, complete each other,
and only produce legal effects with one common condition: the registration of the
operation regarding the property rights in the Land Registry. Although the
presented forms are different up to a point, the common principles and the
common normative base may already be there for the implementation of the
Common European Land registry. But, this is a lengthy process, in which the
national dogmatical differences need to be put aside, and solutions of compromise
need to be made, in order to create the proper “legal atmosphere” necessary for the
creation of the principles on which the Common European Land registry would be
based.
The importance of the implementation of the pan-European Land registry is
no doubt high, especially in reinforcing the freedoms on which the whole concept
of the European Union is built. But, although there are positive movements in
towards this direction, given the current legal framework, that is different from
state to state and the current challenges that the Union faces, it can be concluded
that the European Land Registry is not a viable option, at this moment, at least
from a legal point of view.
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BRIEF ANALYSIS OF THE EUROPEAN UNION'S DIRECTIVES
IN THE AREA OF WATER PROTECTION AND THE LEVEL
OF THEIR NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION*
Ramona DUMINICĂ **
Abstract: The present study starts from the fact that, at present, the water pollution is a real
problem and the efforts unfolded for its prevention or for the removal of its negative effects when it
occurred, must be supported, continuous requiring both a regional and an international cooperation.
The action performed by the European Union in the area of water protection are reflected in different
directives which have as main objectives the insurance of the drinking-water supply, the proper
management of water resources, the battle against drought and floods, the battle against water
pollution. The rational protection and management of water resources, as well as the insurance of
their quality is an important part of the environmental policy of the European Union. Given these
aspects, the current paper presents the main legislative interventions of the European Union in the
area of water protection. It also aims to show to which extent Romania has managed to implement
the EU legislation in this area. As a conclusion, given all efforts laid by the Member States, almost
half of the European hydric systems have failed to reach the legislative objectives established by the
Union. Starting from the reality that water is constantly under the threat of a wide variety of
pressures exposing the sweet water ecosystems and the associated forms caused by humans and
pollution, continuing with the fact that the use of fields, water intake, climatic changes represent
changes modifying the natural debit of water systems, it is necessary that the fight against these
factors be continuous and pointed in the same direction as a national, communitarian and
international level, the divergences not being justified in this area.
Key words: Public law, environmental law, legal protection of waters, European Union
directives, national legislation.

Introduction
The development of human societies, the emergence and diversification of
industry, agriculture, transportation, sciences, technique, the incrementation of
urbanization and the modernization of social life generates some negative effects of
the most serious ones against the environment. The pollution is not specific to a
certain state or a continent, but a generalized phenomenon.
The water – element on which all known forms of life depend on – is currently
subjected to a high degree of pollution. Either they come from the sewage, from the
chemical substances used in agriculture and industry, through controlled or
accidental discharge, water pollution has become a worldwide reality.
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This diversity and multiplication of the sources of water pollution1 and their
high degree of toxicity have imposed the necessity of identifying more and more
complex legal means and methods for their combat. In this context, the struggle
against improvidence, pollution and uneven distribution of water for daily use
refers to a national effort, and especially to regional and international cooperation.
1. The communitarian policy in the area of water protection. General aspects
Starting from 1987 with the entrance into force of the European Single Act
which for the first time inserted within the area of communitarian preoccupations
the environmental issues up to present times, the European Union, through its
institutions, had and has among its main objectives of environmental policy the
adoption of measures for the protection of water resources. Thus, the protection,
rational management of water resources and the insurance of their quality
represents an important part of the EU’s environmental policy.
Undergrounding its interventions on Art 191-193 from the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), the actions performed by the
European Union in the area of water protection are reflected in the adoption of two
main normative acts on the prevention and management of sweet waters and
marine resources, namely: the Directive establishing a framework for Community
action in the field of water policy and the Directive establishing a framework for
community action in the field of marine environmental policy (Marine Strategy
Framework Directive).
For the optimization of the application of the current legislation in this area, as
well as for the integration of the objectives of the policy regarding the water in all
the other sectorial policies, in 2012 the Commission has published the
“Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council,
the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions
A Blueprint to Safeguard Europe’s Water Resources2. The plan was designed to
The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 4 November 2019.
** Senior Lecturer, Ph.D. – Faculty of Economic Sciences and Law, University of Piteşti
(duminica.ramona@gmail.com).
1 For a presentation of the sources of water pollution: D. Marinescu, Treatise on the environmental
law, 4th Ed., Bucharest: Universul Juridic Publ.-house, 2010, p. 161-162; A. I. Duşcă, Environmental Law,
Bucharest: Universul Juridic Publ.-house, 2014, p. 104-106 etc.
2 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic
and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions A Blueprint to Safeguard Europe's Water Resources /*
COM/2012/0673 final */, available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/
?uri=CELEX:52012DC0673&from=RO
*
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strengthen the policies regarding the water quantity and the efficiency of using
water resources for a durable management within the EU Strategy 2020-2050.
Among the communitarian institutions, the main attributions and
competences in this area belong to the European Commission, which performs
them through the Directorate-General for Environment3 (DG Environment)
established in 1973 with the purpose of protecting, preservation and improvement
of the environment in Europe for current and future generations.
The DG has competences regarding the proposals for policies and legislation
designed to protect the water quality, to insure the proper disposal of waste, aims
gathering information regarding the toxicity of chemicals and provides support for
European companies so that through their actions they will tend towards a durable
economy. In the same time, the DG insures the correct application by all Member
States of the communitarian legislation regarding the environment which implies
the support of their efforts to comply with the legislation, as well as the
investigation of the complaints filed by the Union’s citizens and by NGOs. The DG
Environment represents the European Union internationally in the relations
established regarding the environment and manages the general action plan in
this area4.
An important role in the application and evaluation of the current and future
policies of the EU on water is held by the European Environment Agency (EEA).
For instance, the EEA has presented a series of reports evaluating the condition of
the European waters5, emphasizing aspects referring to the use of water resources,
the ecological and chemical state, hydro-morphology, vulnerability and
biodiversity. In its activity, the Agency is supported by the European Topic Centre
on Inland, Coastal and Marine waters (ETC/ICM)6. For collecting and storing the
information regarding the water is responsible the Water Information System for
Europe (WISE)7 which acts as a partnership between the European Commission
and EEA, being considered the most complex point of multi-institutional access in
the area of information on waters.
Also, improving the implementation of the existing water policy and taking
new measures to make water management more efficient in the European Union
and preventing pollution are problems mentioned in the 7th Action Program for
Environment adopted by the European Parliament and the Council of the
https://ec.europa.eu/dgs/environment/index_en.htm
R. Duminică, Introduction to environmental law, Bucharest: Universitară Publ.-house, 2015, p. 70.
5 The policy on water was a main issue in the working program of the European Commission in
2012, declared as the European Year of Water (http://www.eea.europa.eu/themes/water/waterassessments-2012). See also, R. Duminică, Brief presentation of the international and european actions in the
area of water protection, Journal of Law and Administrative Sciences (JOLAS), special Issue/2015,
pp. 832-838.
6 See also http://icm.eionet.europa.eu/.
7 Ibidem.
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European Union on November 2013 and entered into force on January 2014 aiming
the period until 2020. This program has three key objectives: the protection,
preservation and incrementation of the EU’s natural capital, the transformation of
the Union’s economy into a green economy, efficient from the perspective of
resources and competitive from the perspective of the low level of carbon and
protection of the Union’s citizens against the pressures related to pollution and the
risks on health and welfare.
2. Directive establishing a framework for Community action in the field of
water policy and related directives regarding the water. The stage of their
implementation by Romania
Inserted in 2000, the Framework-Directive on Water8 was the first act which
approached this objective in an integrated manner, establishing a framework for
the protection of interior surface waters, underground waters, transitional and
coastal waters. The current directive aims the prevention and reduction of
pollution, the promotion of a durable use of water, the protection of environment,
the improvement of aquatic ecosystems and the amelioration of the effects of
floods and periods of drought. Its ultimate purpose is the insurance of a “good
ecological and chemical state” for all European waters.
Therefore, the Member States have the obligation to draft plans for the
management of the river basin based on the natural geographical river basins, as
well as specific programs with measures for reaching the objectives. The
Framework-Directive on Water has been transposed into the national legislation by
the Law No 107/1996 on waters9.
Regarding the stage of implementation by our country in this area, in the
Country Report 2019 on the evaluation of the application of the EU’s
environmental policies, it is shown that Romania has adopted and reported the
second generation of plans for the hydrographic basins based on the
Framework-Directive on Water and that between the first and the second
generation of plans have been drafted several evaluation methods, including
methods for the evaluation of the qualitative physio-chemical elements, of the
qualitative hydro-morphological elements and of the pollutants specific to water
basins, and that the trust in the evaluations of the ecological state has been
incremented. The ecological state varies between good and even better for most
lakes and rivers (66,14%), without being the case of transitional and waters. There
are very few bodies of water whose potential/state remains unknown. All bodies
8 Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2000 establishing a
framework for Community action in the field of water policy, published in the O.J. L 327/22 December 2000
with subsequent modifications and completions.
9 Published in the Official Gazette of Romania No 244/8 October 1996 and subjected to
numerous modifications and amendments.
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of underground waters have a good quantitative state, and between the first and
second generation of plans for management of hydrographic basins has been
registered a slight incrementation of the proportion of the bodies of water in a
good chemical condition (from 93 to 98%)10.
The European Framework-Directive on Water is completed by different
specific legislative acts, namely: the Nitrates Directive (91/676/EEC), the Directive
concerning urban waste-water treatment (91/271/EEC), the Directive concerning
the management of bathing water quality (2006/7/EC), the Directive on the
quality of water intended for human consumption (98/83/EC) and the Directive
on the assessment and management of flood risks (2007/60/EC).
The Nitrates Directive (91/676/EEC)11 aims the reduction of water pollution
caused or induced by nitrates originating from agricultural sources and the
prevention of new pollutions of this type. It has been transposed into our national
legislation by Government Decision No 964/2000 on the approval of the Action
Plan for water protection against the pollution with nitrates from agricultural
sources12.
According to the Country Report 2019 on the evaluation of the application of
the EU’s environmental policies, starting with 2013, Romania has a revised action
plan for the application of the Nitrates Directive. This program applies throughout
the national territory. Also, it is shown that the revised legislation has brought
significant improvements in comparison with the previous action plan. Romanian
authorities have decided to use an “approach throughout the territory”13.
The Directive concerning urban waste-water treatment14 shall apply for the
collection, treatment and evacuation of urban waste-waters, as well as for the
treatment and evacuation of used waters originating from certain industrial areas.
It has as main objective the environment protection against the deterioration
caused by the evacuation of waste-waters and has been transposed in the national
legislation by several normative acts, starting with the Law on Waters and
continuing with different governmental decisions15 and Minister’s orders adopted
in this area16.
10 European Commission, Country Report 2019 – Environmental Implementation Review 2019
Romania, Brussels, 4.4.2019, p. 22.
11 Council Directive 91/676/EEC of 12 December 1991 concerning the protection of waters against
pollution caused by nitrates from agricultural sources, published in the OJ L 375, 31.12.1991.
12 Published in the Official Gazette of Romania No 526/25 October 2000.
13 European Commission, Country Report 2019 – Environmental Implementation Review 2019
Romania, Brussels, 4.4.2019, p. 23.
14 Council Directive 91/271/EEC of 21 May 1991 concerning urban waste-water treatment, published in
the OJ L 135, 30.05.1991, p. 40.
15 For example: Decision for the approval of norms on the conditions of unloading in the aquatic
environment of waste waters, published in the Official Gazette of Romania No 187/20 March 2002 etc.
16 For example: Order of the Minister of Environment and Water Management and of the Minister of
Agriculture, Forests and Rural Development for the approval of the Technical Norms concerning the
environmental protection and especially of soil, when the sewage sludge is used in agriculture, published in the
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Though efforts for its application have been made, Romania remained behind
other Member States. Only 2,5% of the Romania waste-waters have been collected
(8 agglomerations) in accordance with the directive, and 6 agglomerations have
fulfilled the conditions for a secondary treatment and only 1 agglomeration has
fulfilled the conditions for a more rigorous treatment, as it is mentioned by the
Country Report 2019. Given the low degree of implementation, the Commission
has decided to initiate a procedure ascertaining the non-compliance against
Romania.
In order to comply with these measures, Romania shall have to adopt
measures for the improvement of the methodology establishing the priorities
regarding the projects for water proposed for financing from the EU and to speed
up their preparation and application.
Regarding the Directive on the quality of water intended for human
consumption17, it requires the Member States to constantly monitor the quality of
water intended for human consumption by using the “sampling point” and has
been transposed in our national legislation by the Law on the quality of drinking
water18.
In this area, in our country according to the Report of the Commission on the
quality of drinking water within the Union19, 99,44% of all analysis for drinking
water (2013) have been in accordance with the Directive. On the other hand, a
significant part of the population, namely 57% is currently not connected to public
systems of water distribution20.
The Directive concerning the management of bathing water quality21 has as
purpose the improvement of public health and the environmental protection by
establishing provisions on the monitorization and classification (into 4 categories)
of the bathing water and informing the public in this meaning. This directive has

Official Gazette of Romania, No 959/19 October 2004; Order on the approval of the Procedure and
Competences to issue notices and authorizations for water management, published in the Official Gazette of
Romania No 661/1 August 2006.
17 Council Directive 98/83/EC of 3 November 1998 on the quality of water intended for human
consumption, published in the OJ L 330 5.12.1998, p.32 with subsequent modifications.
18 Published in the Official Gazette of Romania No 552/29 July 2002.
19 Report from the Commission Synthesis Report on the Quality of Drinking Water in the Union
examining Member States' reports for the 2011-2013 period, foreseen under Article 13(5) of Directive 98/83/EC;
COM (2016) 666 final.
20 European Commission, Impact Assessment SWD (2017) 449 final of 1.2.2018 accompanying the
document Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the quality of water
intended for human consumption (recast) COM (2017) 753 final.
21 Directive 2006/7/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 February 2006 concerning the
management of bathing water quality and repealing Directive 76/160/EEC, published in the OJ L 64,
4.3.2006, p. 37 with latest amendments.
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been transposed into the national legislation22 and a report drafted by the
Environmental European Agency23 stated that in 2017 from a total of 50 bathing
waters in Romania only 5% had an excellent quality, 48% had a good quality and
2% had a sufficient quality.
Another normative act adopted by the European Union in the area of water
protection is the Directive on the assessment and management of flood risks24. Its
purpose is to reduce and manage the risks of floods against the human health,
environment, infrastructure and property. The Directive imposes for Member
States the obligation to perform preliminary evaluations to identify the
hydrographic basins and the coastal areas exposed to such risks and to
subsequently draft maps presenting the risk of flood and management plans
focused on prevention, protection and preparation. This directive has been
transposed into the national legislation25 and according to the Country Report
2019, our state has adopted and reported the first generation of plans for the flood
risk management based on this Directive. As effect of the evaluation performed by
the European Commission it has been ascertained that Romania laid great efforts
with positive results in establishing the objectives and drafting measures focused
on prevention, protection and preparation26.
3. Marine Strategy Framework-Directive
The Marine Strategy Framework-Directive27 is considered as the main act
adopted in the area of the EU’s integrated maritime policy (IMP). The Directive
states a framework in which the Member States adopt the necessary measures for
obtaining or maintaining a good ecological state of the marine environment until
2020. For this purpose, as it is mentioned by Art 1 Para 2, marine strategies shall be
developed and implemented in order to: protect and preserve the marine
environment, prevent its deterioration or, where practicable, restore marine
22 Decision on bathing water quality published in the Official Gazette of Romania No 404/29 May
2008; Government Decision on the modification and amendment of the Government Decision No 546/2008 on
bathing water management, published in the Official Gazette of Romania No 290/26 April 2011.
23 European Environment Agency, European Bathing Water Quality in 2017, Luxembourg:
Publications Office of the European Union, 2018, pp. 20-23.
24 Directive 2007/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 October 2007 on the
assessment and management of flood risks, published in the OJ L 288, 6.11.2007, pp. 27-34.
25 Emergency Ordinance for the modification and amendment of the Water Law No 107/1996, published
in the Official Gazette of Romania, No 114/19/02/2010.
26 European Commission, Country Report 2019 – Environmental Implementation Review 2019
Romania, Brussels, 4.4.2019, p. 24
27 Transposed into the national legislation by the Emergency Ordinance on the stability of the strategy
for marine environment, with subsequent modifications and amendments, published in the Official
Gazette of Romania no. 452/2 July 2010.
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ecosystems in areas where they have been adversely affected; prevent and reduce
inputs in the marine environment, with a view to phasing out pollution.
Also, the act states the European marine regions (the Baltic Sea, the North-east
Atlantic, the Mediterranean Sea and the Black Sea) with their subregions within the
geographical borders established by the conventions existing on the regional seas.
As effect of the leaks of hydrocarbons caused by the accident in 199928 of the
oil tanker Erika in order to consolidate the role in the area of maritime safety and
marine pollution has been established the European Maritime Safety Agency
(EMSA).
As it is mentioned by Art 1 of the Regulation (EC) No 1406/2002, the European
Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) has been established for the purpose of ensuring
a high, uniform and effective level of maritime safety and prevention of pollution
by ships, as well as for intervention in case of marine pollution caused by oil and
gas installations29. EMSA provides information for Governments and authorities
about what happens on the sea, supporting them for a more efficient
implementation of their maritime policies. Also, it provides maritime services
answering the constantly evolving needs of European users.
Regarding the implementation by our country, we need to mention that the
Convention on the Protection of the Black Sea Against Pollution (the Bucharest
Convention) contributes in the achievement of the strategic objectives for marine
environment imposed for Romania by the Marine Strategy Framework-Directive.
The marine environment strategies mention different phases which need to be
taken in cycles of 6 years.

Conclusions
The Report of the European Commission in 201930 regarding the means in
which the Member States have applied the EU legislation on waters states that in
the past 6 years there is a clear positive tendency, but rapid improvements are still
needed to meet the agreed quality standards in time. Thus, among the actions with
priority for our country in 2019, according to the Report of the European
Commission31, we need to mention the actions supporting the qualitative
monitorization of surface waters, the quantitative and chemical monitorization of
28 See also Andrada Mihaela Truşcă, The particularities of legal responsibility in environmental law,
Bucharest: Universul Juridic Publ.-house, 2012, p. 34.
29 Regulation (EC) 1406/2002 No 1406/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 June
2002 establishing a European Maritime Safety Agency, published in the OJ L 208, 5.8.2002, p. 1.
30 Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on the implementation of the
Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC) and the Floods Directive (2007/60/EC), Brussels, 26.2.2019 COM
(2019) 95 final, p. 10.
31 European Commission, Country Report 2019 – Environmental Implementation Review 2019
Romania, Brussels, 4.4.2019, p. 24.
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underground waters, insuring evaluations and justifications for projects which
may affect the bodies of water state, as well as the intensification of the efforts to
insure the application of the Directive concerning urban waste-water treatment.
As a conclusion, given all efforts laid by the Member States, almost half of the
European hydric systems have failed to reach the legislative objectives established
by the Union. Starting from the reality that water is constantly under the threat of a
wide variety of pressures exposing the sweet water ecosystems and the associated
forms caused by humans and pollution, continuing with the fact that the use of
fields, water intake, climatic changes represent changes modifying the natural
debit of water systems, it is necessary that the fight against these factors be
continuous and pointed in the same direction as a national, communitarian and
international level, the divergencies not being justified in this area.
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EUROPEAN CITIZENS’ INITIATIVE:
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Angela Maria ROMITO**

Abstract:
This article will focus on the European citizens' Initiatives (ECIs) reform which will enter into
force on 1 January 2019. Starting with an analysis of EU legal sources, this article will first
highlight the rising interest in the most prominent participatory democratic instrument at the EU
level; in a second step, it will present the actual outcomes of ECIs launched so far, highlighting some
criticisms regarding the functioning of the process. In the conclusion, it will illustrate the recent
reform introduced by Regulation 2019/788, questioning whether the new changes will enhance the
participation of Civil Society and citizens in the EU integration process as a possible remedy to
bridge the gap between supranational governance and citizens.
Key words: Public law, European process of integration, democracy, ECI, reforms

Introduction
The European Citizens’ Initiative (ECI) launched in April 2012 is a feature of
the Treaty of Lisbon that many people have not yet discovered. It is the world’s
first transnational direct democracy tool1: other than the consultation regime that
offers purely informal participation options for Civil Society, the Citizens’ Initiative
allows citizens (individually or in organized groups) to play an active role in the
EU's democratic life, giving them the opportunity to express their concerns across
national boundaries and to influence the European political and legislative agenda
through submitting a request to the European Commission to make a proposal for
a legal act2.
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 4 November 2019.
** Llm Pitt. (‘01), Ph.D. - Associate Professor in European Union Law, Department of Political
Science, University of Bari Aldo Moro, Italy, orcid.org/0000-0002-0486-5859; e-mail:
angelamaria.romito@uniba.it
1 J. Greenwood, K. Tuokko, The European Citizens’ Initiative: the territorial extension of a European
political public sphere?, European Politics and Society, 2017, p. 5.
2 The literature on this issue is very broad. Among others, see E. Amnå, New form of citizens
participation, Baden-Baden, Nomos, 2010; F. Esposito, Vers un nouveau pouvoir citoyen?,
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The ECI claims to allow for the direct participation of citizens in the
development of EU policies and was enthusiastically welcomed as, the most
prominent, albeit rather recent, participatory democratic instrument at EU level; as
the new tool for the citizens of the EU to set up a direct dialogue between them and
the Commission; “as a new participatory way in which Europeans interact with
their Union and with other European citizens”. All in all it was perceived as a
panacea to alleviate the “democratic deficit” of the EU.
Despite the high hopes of its proponents, the ECI has not reached its goal, and
instead of providing a, “whole new dimension of participatory democracy” as
observers had hoped for in the beginning3, it has remained, “virtually unnoticed
by the mass media and the wider public”4.
The current rules governing the ECI are based on a provision of the Lisbon
Treaty and were implemented through the European Citizens’ Initiative
Regulation, which has been in application since April 2012. Starting from 1 January
2020, the new regulation 2019/778 will replace the previous rules; the reforms aim
to make the ECI more inclusive, more accessible, and less burdensome and easier
to use for organisers and supporters, and to strengthen its follow-up.
1. Historical background and legislative framework
The concept of EU citizenship, from which ECI was derived, was first
introduced in the Maastricht Treaty.
Participatory democracy has been a topic of discussion since the beginning of
European integration, but has mainly revolved around the question of whether
treaty revision should be legitimized by popular vote. For a long time the only
instrument at EU citizens’ disposal was the right to petition the European
Parliament (EP). The concept of the ECI was developed in the context of the
Convention on the Future of Europe (2002-03) and was incorporated into the draft
treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe in Article 47(4); however, lacking any

Louvain-la-Neuve, Bruylant-Academia, 2007; B. Kaufmann, The European Citizens Initiative handbook,
Bruxelles, Green European Foundation, November 2010; J.W. Pichler, B. Kaufmann, The European
Citizen' Initiative: into new democratic territory, Mortsel, Intersentia, 2010; J.W.Pichler, B. Kaufmann The
next big thing, making Europe ready for the Citizens' Initiative, Mortsel, Intersentia, 2011; Conrad M., The
ECI's contribution to the Emergence of a European Public Sphere, in Conrad/ Knaut/Böttger (Hrsg.):
Bridging the Gap?, 2016, p. 64-80; J. Organ, EU Citizen Participation, Openness and the European Citizens
Inititaive: The TTIP Legacy, Common Market Law Review, 2017, p. 1713–1748.
3 J. Organnmely, Decommissioning Direct Democracy? A Critical Analysis of Commission
Decision-Making on the Legal Admissibility of European Citizens Initiative Proposals, European
Constitutional Law Review, 2014, p. 422–443.
4 K. Böttger, M. Conrad and A. Knaut, Bridging the Gap?: Opportunities and Constraints of the
European Citizens’ Initiative, 2016, Baden-Baden: Nomos Verlag.
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wide public debate beforehand, the legal text of the provisions, which was very
similar to the current regime, only broadly outlines the contours of the ECI5.
Although the Convention Praesidium rejected the inclusion of these provisions
in the final text, concerted efforts on the part of civil society organizations allowed
them to be maintained and, despite the failure of the Constitutional Treaty, the ECI
found its way into the Treaty of Lisbon. After the failure of the ratification process
for the Constitutional Treaty, the problem became how to bring the EU closer to
the people and how to cure the democratic deficit in the EU. The ECI represented
one of the main ways that European institutions chose to defeat populism by
bringing decision making closer to the citizens and by promoting a new
legitimization of Europe’s political unity6. It was reinserted during the drafting of
the Lisbon Treaty because there was a belief that it could perhaps alleviate the EU’s
real and perceived deficits relating to democracy, legitimacy and the public sphere.
It was supposed to give the individual, and indeed, “normal” EU citizen the
opportunity to launch their own initiatives, to solicit support, and to collect
signatures. Today, the citizens' initiative right is set out in Article 11(4) of the
Treaty on European Union, under Title II of TEU (provisions on democratic
principles)7. Within the framework of Title II of TEU, ECI is the most prominent
example of the Treaty’s new vision for democracy and a new “bottoms-up”
approach for Civil Society and citizens.
Article 11(4) TEU establishes the basic framework for that right, while Article
24(1) TFEU sets out the general principles for a regulation defining concrete
procedures and detailed conditions.
According to Article 11.4, no fewer than one million citizens who are nationals
of a significant number of Member States may take the initiative of inviting the
5 M. Dougan, “What are we to make out of the Citizens’ Initiative?”, Common Market Law Review,
2011, p. 1807–1848, p. 1809.
6 Four more mechanisms can be classified as tools for consultation and dialogues: petitioning the
European Parliament, formal complaints to the ombudsman, public consultations, and citizens’
dialogues. Whereas the ECI’s petitions to the European Parliament and complaints to the European
Ombudsman fall into the category of bottom-up instruments, as these offer citizens the opportunity to
trigger certain processes themselves, citizens’ consultations and citizens’ dialogues represent
top-down approaches that are instigated by the EU’s political elite. Bottom-up instruments facilitate
citizens’ influence over policy outcome because they challenge the existing policy preferences of the
political elite. Top-down instruments are generally weaker, as they aim to support existing policies
and the clarification of policy value to achieve more effective governance. See in detail S. Russack,
Pathways for Citizens to Engage in EU Policymaking, CEPS Policy Insights No. 2018-14 / November 2018.
7 According the Lisbon Treaty, the European Union is based on two complementary principles:
the “principle of representative democracy” and the “principle of participatory democracy”.
The right to submit an ECI should be clearly separated from the right to submit a petition: while
the former can be submitted by EU citizens or by natural or legal persons that are EU residents and
must address matters that fall within a field of activity of the EU and affect the petitioner directly, the
latter are addressed to Parliament in its capacity as the direct representative of the citizens at the EU
level.
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European Commission, within the framework of its powers, to submit an
appropriate proposal on matters in which the citizens deem a legal act of the Union
necessary for the implementation of treaties. In order to facilitate such “grassroots
initiatives”, three other paragraphs within the same Article 11 of TEU request that
EU institutions: 1) give citizens and representative associations, by appropriate
means, the opportunity to make known and publicly exchange their views in all
areas of Union action (par. 1); 2) maintain an open, transparent and regular
dialogue with representative associations and Civil Society (par. 2); and, 3) that the
Commission, in particular, carry out broad consultations with concerned parties in
order to ensure that the Union’s actions are coherent and transparent (par. 3).
All in all, this provision is not only very innovative, because it provides the
most concrete new instrument to involve citizens (individually or in organized
groups) directly, but it is also symbolic since it is the formal expression of the link
between the official citizenship rights granted by the EU and the more elusive
notion of a European Civil Society.
Regulation (EU) No 211/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council8
laid down the rules and procedures for the European Citizens' Initiative and was
complemented by Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 1179/20119,
which further defines technical specifications.
According to the ECI Regulation, ECI organizers must first set up a citizens'
committee (consisting of at least seven people, all residing in different Member
States) and ask the Commission to register their initiative. After two months, if the
Commission concludes that the proposed initiative does not 'manifestly fall'
outside its powers and complies with other formal conditions in Article 4.2 of the
ECI Regulation (the legal admissibility test), it can be registered.
After registration, organizers must collect at least 1 million signatures in at
least a quarter of the Member States (i.e. seven of the 28 Member States) within 12
months. In addition, specific quotas for the number of signatures requested from
each Member State apply according to the relative sizes of the populations. It is
expressly stated that initiatives may not be run by organizations or by members of

8 The procedures and conditions for exercising this right are governed by Regulation (EU) No
211/2011, of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 February 2011 on the Citizens’
Initiative, OJ 2011 L 65/1, adopted on the basis of article 24 TFEU. The proposal for a regulation was
the result of an extensive consultation. Negotiation and settlement of the final text took several
months. A draft proposal was submitted to Parliament and the Council on 31 March 2010, and a
political agreement was reached on 15 December 2010, enabling formal adoption of the text by
Parliament and the Council on 16 February 2011. On 1 April 2011, the text was agreed upon by the
European Parliament and the Council was entered into force under Regulation (EU) No 211/2011.
9 Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 1179/2011 of 17 November 2011 laying down
technical specifications for online collection systems pursuant to Regulation (EU) No 211/2011 of the
European Parliament and of the Council on the citizens' initiative.
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the European Parliament10, but may be supported by them. Collected statements of
support, either on paper or in an electronic format, are then forwarded to
authorities in the Member States for verification, and then to the Commission.
Finally, once all requirements for submitting an initiative have been met, the
organizers will meet with the Commission representatives and have the
opportunity to present their initiative at a public hearing in the European
Parliament with the participation of other relevant EU institutions. Within three
months the Commission decides whether to act on the initiative or not, and in
either case it must publish a reasoned response (which will take the form of a
communication). This will then be formally adopted by the College of
Commissioners and published in all official EU languages.
Thus, while the initiative gives a limited and indirect right to citizens and
organized Civil Society to initiate legislation, the Commission, indeed, has a
gatekeeper role in determining whether or not to propose legislation.
According to Article 22 of the Regulation on the Citizens' Initiative, by 1 April
2015, and every three years thereafter, the Commission must present a report on
the application of the Regulation, with a view to its possible revision.
The Commission issued such reports on 31 March 201511 and 28 March 201812.
These communications provided a state of play and assessment of the
implementation of the ECI and spelled out a list of challenges identified after the
first six years of implementation of this new legislative and institutional
framework. They highlighted a number of shortcomings and took into account a
number of suggestions that Parliament included in its reports, in addition to some
of the substantive research carried out at its initiative13.
2. Track record of the ECI (the situation as of November 2019)
Seven years since the regulation (EU) no. 211/2011 entered into force is
enough time to take preliminary stock of ECI.
Between 2012 and 2019, the Commission has received 74 ECI proposals14:
 16 are currently open for signature15:
10 Members of the European Parliament may be members of citizens’ committees but cannot be
counted as one of the requisite 7 citizens, meaning that they may not be mentioned on the committee
registration form.
11 Report on the application of Regulation (EU) No 211/2011 on the citizens' initiative of 31
March 2015, COM(2015)0145
12 Second report on the application of Regulation (EU) No 211/2011 on the citizens’ initiative of
28 March 2018, COM(2018)0157.
13 ‘European Citizens’ Initiative — First lessons of implementation’, Policy Department on
Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs (2014), which can be accessed at:http://www.europarl.eu
ropa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2014/509982/IPOL_STU(2014)509982_EN.pdf
14 According to the official register: http://ec.europa.eu/citizens-initiative/eci.
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 21 ECI registration requests have been rejected by the Commission, mostly
because they fall outside of its competence, and 15 have been withdrawn by ECI
organisers.
 23 ECI requests did not gather sufficient support over the 12-month period
for collecting signatures.
 The Commission has formally replied to 4 initiatives which gained 1 million
signatures, namely, “Stop Vivisection”, “One of Us”, “Water is a public good, not a
commodity”16, and “Ban glyphosate and protect people and the environment from
toxic pesticides by adopting communications”, but none of them has become law
yet17.
 6 ECIs have been the subject of legal action before the General Court of the
18
EU .
The records show that the ECI has not reached its full potential as a democratic
tool at the European level. After a strong initial interest in the instrument, the
number of new initiatives has drastically decreased. It is a matter of fact that, due
to technical shortcomings and the administrative procedures for organisers, the
number of initiatives that have passed the threshold of one million signatures is
very low. In addition, the initiatives had high refusal rates (mostly because the
Commission considered them to be beyond the scope of its powers). Finally, there
has been no legislative impact of successful initiatives so far, and the Commission’s
15 Namely 1) Save bees and farmers ! Towards a bee-friendly agriculture for a healthy
environment; 2) Actions on Climate Emergency; 3) Stop corruption in Europe at its root, by cutting off
funds to countries with inefficient judiciary after deadline; 4) Mettons fin à l'ère du plastique en
Europe, 5) Grow scientific progress: crops matter!; 6) A price for carbon to fight climate change; 7)
Save the bees! Protection of biodiversity and improvement of habitats for insects in Europe; 8) Ending
the aviation fuel tac exemption in Europe; 9) PRO-NUTRISCORE; 10) Cohesion policy for the equality
of the regions and sustainability of the regional cultures; 11) The fast, fair and effective solution to
climate change, 12) Respect for the rule of the law within the European Union;; 13) NewRightsNow Strengthening the rights of ‘uberised’ workers; 14) Housing for All; 15) Europe CARES - Inclusive
Quality Education for Children with Disabilities; 16) Let's demand smarter vaping regulation!
16 A proposal for the revision of the Directive on Drinking water was adopted by the
Commission on 1.2.2018. Further information on this initiative can be found on the dedicated
Commission website.
17 Parliament organised hearings with the representatives of each initiative, which were held on
17 February 2014, 10 April 2014, 24 April 2015 and 20 November 2017, respectively. The Commission
provided a reply setting out its legal and political conclusions with regard to all four of them.
18 It should be specified that ECI organizers can utilise a number of judicial and extrajudicial
remedies: they can submit an action to the General Court (in the first instance) and to the Court (on
appeal) under art. 263 of TFEU asking for the annulment of the Commission’s refusal to register, or
asking the Ombudsman to intervene. In its most recent judgment, T-646/13 ‘Minority SafePack v
Commission’, Court stated that the Commission failed to comply with its obligation to explain in
detail and justify its reasons to refuse to register an ECI; and in judgment T-754/14 ‘Michael Efler and
others v Commission’, on the ‘Stop TTIP’ initiative, the Court decided that the initial refusal was
unlawful, and the Commission was forced to register it.
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follow-up is perceived as insufficient due to its non-binding character19. The
declining numbers of proposed initiatives has been a consequence of the
shortcomings under the old regulation: in each of the first two years, 19 ECIs were
submitted, between 2014 and 2017 there were, on average, five per year. Starting in
2017, there has been an increase in the number of initiatives launched—seven in
2018 and sixteen in 2019. The poor success rate registered up to 2018 has generated
considerable criticism and general Euroscepticism among academics and
stakeholders.
3. The review process
Ever since the ECI Regulation became applicable, the European Parliament has
repeatedly called for a reform of the ECI Regulation with a view to simplifying and
streamlining the procedures. Over the past two years, EU institutions, ECI
organizers, the Members of the European Parliament, the Commission, the
Committee of Regions and the European Economic and Social Committee have all
agreed that the ECI was unnecessarily complex and that significant changes to its
procedures were urgently needed in order to restore citizen confidence in the
popular legislative tool and to fulfil its promise of participatory democracy.20
The problems identified can be summarized with regard to the following three
aspects:
a) the difficulties for citizens to propose legally admissible initiatives – this is
evidenced by the relatively high rate of refusals of registration (30% of requests for
registration could not be registered by the Commission, as they were manifestly
outside the scope of the Commission's competences);
19 The Commission, indeed, has a monopoly on legislative initiatives (articles 7 and 225 of the
TFEU) and is not legally obliged to follow up on any such initiative. The regulation only prescribes
that it shall publish a communication containing its “legal and political conclusions” and “the actions
it intends to take” or a justification for why it decided not to proceed with the initiative. If it decides to
put forward a legislative proposal, the legislative procedure, pursuant to article 294 of TFUE, begins:
the Commission proposal is submitted to the legislative institutions (generally the European
Parliament and the Council) and, if adopted, it becomes law.
20 The problems have been highlighted in several documents, all available on line. See two
European Parliament studies, "European Citizens’ Initiative – First lessons of implementation" and
"Implementation of the European Citizens’ Initiative"; The conclusions of the "ECI Days" of April 2015
and 20.l.2016; the Opinion of the Committee of the Regions of October 2015; the Resolution of the
European Parliament of October 2015; the REFIT Platform Opinion of June 2016; and the Opinion of
the European Economic and Social Committee of July 2016. The Ombudsman Report, a so-called
own-initiative inquiry on the effectiveness of the ECI procedure, can be found at
http://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/en/cases/decision.faces/en/59205/html.bookmark.
The
revision of the Regulation on the citizens' initiative was publicly announced by Commission First
Vice-President Frans Timmermans on the occasion of the "ECI Day" Conference on 11.4.2017, as a
result of a two-year review process triggered by the Commission Report on the application of the
Regulation with regard to the Citizens' Initiative of 31.3.2015, cit.
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b) a complex and burdensome process for organisers of initiatives to collect
statements of support, as evidenced by the low rate of success (i.e. initiatives that
manage to reach the required number of signatories within the one-year collection
period);
c) the limited debate and impact generated thus far.
Finally, on 13 September 2017, the Commission presented its legislative
proposal to revise the ECI21. Following inter-institutional negotiations held
between September and December 2018, Parliament and the Council reached a
political agreement on 12 December 2018. The agreed upon text was adopted by
Parliament on 12 March 2019 and by the Council on 9 April 2019. The final act was
signed on 17 April 2019 and was published in the Official Journal of the European
Union22.
The purpose of the reform is to empower European citizens, to strengthen
their sense of belonging to the EU, and to generate better and more democratic
governance at the European level.
4. The new Regulation
The Regulation 788/2019 on the ECI aims to make the European Citizens'
Initiative more accessible, less burdensome and easier to use for organisers and
supporters, and to strengthen follow-up in order to achieve its full potential as a
tool to foster debate. It should also facilitate the participation of as many citizens as
possible in the democratic decision-making process of the Union. To achieve those
objectives, the procedures and conditions required for the European Citizens'
Initiative should be effective, transparent, clear, simple, user-friendly, accessible for
persons with disabilities, and proportionate to the nature of this instrument. They
should strike a judicious balance between rights and obligations and should ensure
that valid initiatives receive an appropriate examination and response by the
Commission. All in all, the reform is a tangible improvement and citizens should
be able to put issues on the political agenda more easily.
The procedure to submit a new ECI has 5 steps which are similar to the ones
stated in Regulation 211/2011. The first step, according to the new rules (and
identical to the previous ones), is the establishment of an organizing committee
(called a ‘citizens’ committee’) which must be formed by at least seven people who
are residents of at least seven different Member States (but not necessarily of seven
different nationalities) and who are of age to vote in European elections. The
novelty is that according to art. 2, and contrary to the Commission’s and
Parliament’s proposals, Member States will be free to lower the participation age

Proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the European
Citizens’ Initiative, (COM(2017)0482).
22 OJ L130/55, on 17th May 2019
21
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from 18 to 16. This seemingly small step could make a big difference by
encouraging more youth participation at the European level.
During the registration phase, the committee must register the initiative with
the Commission by submitting a document which: gives the title and subject
matter and a short description of the initiative, outlines the legal basis for the
proposed legal action, and provides information on the committee members and
on all sources of support and funding for the proposed initiative. In order to make
the ECI more accessible and to ensure that as many initiatives are registered as
possible, the main novelty is that a partial registration is accepted and the new
“two step procedure” allows organizers to revise their proposal and to provide
more detailed information and other material in an Annex.
The Commission has two months to decide whether to register the proposed
initiative23; the registered ones are then published on the Commission’s web portal.
After registration, the collection of statements of support starts; regardless of
whether they are collected on paper or electronically24, the same data requirements
apply for the purpose of verification25.
In order to be considered by the Commission, the ECI must gather one million
statements of support within 12 months26.
Regarding this phase, the new ECI Regulation includes some changes: it
enables EU citizens to support an ECI regardless of where they live; it also
introduces more flexibility in choosing the start date of the period for collecting
signatures, within six months following registration. Moreover, it further simplifies
the personal data requirements for ECI signatories. In addition, the new regulation
lays down the Commission’s obligation to set up and operate a central online
collection system and to phase out individual collection systems after 2022. Finally,
23 The proposal will not be registered if the procedural requirements have not been met or if it
falls outside the framework of the Commission’s powers to submit a proposal for a legal act for the
purpose of implementing the Treaties. Registration will also be refused if the initiative is manifestly
frivolous, abusive or vexatious, or is contrary to the values of the EU as set out in Article 2 TEU (art.
6.2, d). The Commission's decision is open to judicial or extrajudicial redress.
24 If statements of support are collected electronically, the online collection system must first be
certified by the relevant national authorities. It must be specified that all the detailed rules for the
technical specifications of online collection systems are laid down in a Commission implementing
regulation No 1179/2011.
25 These requirements, defined at Member State level, are spelled out in Annex III to Regulation
(EU) No 211/2011. Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Finland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Slovakia
and the United Kingdom do not require signatories of statements of support to provide personal
identification documents or numbers. All other Member States do require such identification. The
Annex specifies, for each Member State in which they are required, the types of personal identification
documents that may be used.
26 In order for it to qualify in a given Member State, the number of signatories in that Member
State must be at least 750 multiplied by the number of MEPs elected from that Member State. The
minimum number of signed statements of support is determined according to the same system of
digressive proportionality used to determine the distribution of seats in the European Parliament
among the Member States.
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at the insistence of the European Parliament, the new regulation provides for
enhanced support for ECI organisers by means of contact points in each Member
State and an online collaborative platform offering information and assistance,
practical support, and legal advice about the ECI.
Following the next step, all the collected statements of support are then
forwarded by the organisers to the competent national authorities for verification27,
and then to the Commission. The national authorities have 3 months to certify the
statements of support but are not required to verify the signatures. As a
consequence, the organisers are asked to submit relevant certificates from the
national authorities concerning the number of statements of support, and they
must provide information about any sources of funding.28
Having received the submission, the Commission is required to publish it in a
register immediately, and to meet with the organisers at the appropriate level to
allow them to explain the details of their request. After an exchange of views with
the Commission, the organisers are given an opportunity to present the initiative at
a public hearing held by Parliament29. Following the public hearing, Parliament
can hold a plenary debate and adopt a resolution in order to assess political
support for the initiative.
Differently from the past, the new Regulation will extend the time period in
which the Commission is required to respond to a valid initiative from three to six
months. Moreover, the Commission, in a specific communication, will have to
outline a formal list of actions it intends to take and a clear timeline for their
implementation, setting out its legal and political conclusions on each initiative.
At first glance, the reform faces the several challenges listed and tackles the
considerable bureaucratic hurdles and technical deficits criticised by users and
NGOs. Due to these major changes, the Commission will take over the
responsibility of translating the texts of the proposed initiatives. Initiatives starting
from January 2020 can be partially registered. Technical and legal requirements for
collecting signatures will be harmonised and will become less burdensome. In
addition, the reform installs and confirms the online collaborative platform
offering support to citizens organising initiatives. In an effort to ensure full
transparency, two other new duties will be created: first, the regulation requires
the organisers to report regularly on the sources of funding and other support
provided; second, it also requires the Commission to make a contact form available
27 The authorities, which are typically interior ministries, electoral commissions or population
registries, are tasked to certify the statements of support compiled by the Commission based on
information communicated by the Member States. Their list is available at: http://ec.europa.eu/
citizens-initiative/public/authorities-verification.
28 Tthreshold set out in Regulation (EU, Euratom) No 1141/2014 on the statute and funding of
European political parties and European political foundations, as amended by Regulation
(EU,Euratom) 2018/673.
29 The hearing is organized by the committee responsible for the subject matter of the ECI (Rule
211 of Parliament’s Rules of Procedure).
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on the register and on the ECI public website so that citizens can submit
complaints relating to the completeness and correctness of such information.
Finally, there will be a broader hearing process, and the European Parliament
will play a greater role in holding public Parliamentary plenary debates on the
successful initiatives and in overseeing the actions taken by the Commission in
response to the initiative.
At this stage, theoretically, Regulation 788/2019 seems to be a tangible
improvement upon the ECIs’ functioning; in practise, in the following months we
will need to further analyse the impact of these changes on its effectiveness.
Conclusions
Will the ECI live up to its promises? Is it a meaningful democratic instrument?
Is it a real model for participatory governance in the EU?
ECI seemed to be a revolutionary tool for the inclusion of citizens and
organized Civil Society groups in EU policy making; yet, the doubts about its
capacity to keep the promise of enhancing the democratic quality of the EU legal
system, referring to its weak device incapable of influencing the agenda of EU
institutions (since it leaves the Commission’s monopoly on legislative initiative
untouched), made it less attractive.
Certainly, the reform is an important instrument in tackling the more complex
institutional, legal and organisational issues and promoting a dialogue between
citizens and the institutions. However, in our opinion, the key aim of the ECI is to
promote transnational discussion and deliberation; the objective is not merely
about collecting signatures, or about empowering EU citizens to co-determine the
European agenda, but rather it is about grassroots participation in the common
challenges30. If on the one hand ECI fails to “automatically” bring EU
policy-making closer to the citizens, on the other hand it has to be considered that
the main effect of the ECI may not be the passing of large amounts of new
legislation, but rather the enlargement of the Brussels policy-making community to
new constituencies and the fostering of a transnational European public opinion
and transnational debate on European issues.
In other words, ECI is a useful tool not only to enhance the democratic
legitimacy of the EU institutions but also, and foremost, to strengthen a common
sense of belonging and an EU identity, and to foster pan-European public debate.
The reform will better facilitate the ECI process, regardless of whether an ECI
reaches one million signatures or not; however the hope is to enhance EU-wide
J.Sauron, The European Citizens' Initiative: not such a good idea, Fondation Robert Schuman,
n°192, 31.1.2011.
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debate. To make the mechanism more user friendly, a different and more
comprehensive and transnational approach is needed. The ECI, because it can
bypass national schemes of representation, could lead to the reinforcement of the
principle of subsidiarity for an effective federal governance that is directly
accountable to its citizens. A direct effect could be the reinforcement of the EU
polity through active participation and the creation of a unique European civic
ritual of direct democracy that gives a concrete meaning to European citizenship.
In this regard, the ECI is a powerful tool to combat critics of the democratic
legitimacy of the EU institutions in the short term and to generate a tangible sense
of civic belonging to the EU in the long term31.
In a broader perspective, in a rapidly changing global order, under the
pressure of globalisation and under the deepening of European integration, the EU
member states are enmeshed in a system of multi-level governance which spreads
decision making across different levels and numerous arenas and brings in a
multitude of actors. Thus, in this changing environment, citizen-centric practices
are needed to shape and strengthen the values that are connected with the EU.
However, as long as there is no deep sense of belonging to Europe, there will
not be strong active citizenship (and the common feeling, at best, will be mainly
limited to the right of citizens to express their views through voting). On the
contrary, a “bottoms-up” mobilisation, intended not as a voluntaristic action but as
a specific right to take part in governance policy may not only change the way in
which the EU agenda is established, but it may also increase a transnational “civil
dialogue” generating a real and effective societal integration within the Union’s
States and, furthermore, it may enhance the democratic quality of the EU through a
“cultural” growth32.
The ECI contains the seeds for a European public sphere and European parties;
however, the development of European democracy and new forms of citizen
participation have certainly not reached the end of the road.

E. Garnier, A European Citizens’ Initiative 2.0 To Tackle The Democratic Deficit Effectively, 17 April
2017, available at https://www.thenewfederalist.eu
32 Some useful thoughts about how Civil Society and stakeholders will contribute to bringing
about a higher standard of governance in Europe in the years to come are in a case study
commissioned by the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) from CNVOS (Centre for
information service, cooperation and development of NGOs, Slovenia) and ENNA (European
Network of National Civil Society Associations), dated December 2017, T.Divjak, G.Forbici, The future
evolution of Civil Society in the European Union by 2030, CES/CSS/01/2017.
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DYNAMICS AND TOOLS OF ‘UPWARD CONVERGENCE’ IN
THE EU SOCIAL POLICY: ASSESSING THE EUROPEAN
STATES’ PERFORMANCE UNDER THE EUROPEAN PILLAR OF
SOCIAL RIGHTS
Cristina PĂTRAŞCU
Abstract: The present article proposes an analysis of the various ‘facets’ of convergence with a
special focus on the concept of ‘upward convergence’ which was set in place to ensure a better
coordination of the EU and its members in the field of social policy. Ensuring a stronger
socioeconomic convergence to achieve better living standards for the European citizens and reduce
inequalities, particularly after the economic crisis that has shaken Europe, has become a top priority
for the EU. In order to realize this objective, the EU uses a variety of tools and mechanisms, both
legal and financial. One of the newest and highly debated legal instruments created by the EU is the
European Pillar of Social Rights.
The article offers a comparative analysis of the levels of performance as well as of the concrete
results obtained by various governments in their efforts to implement the objectives of EU social
policy. The analysis starts from the assumption that the European states have different levels of
economic development and resilience, a fact that makes even more difficult a strong convergence and
synchronicity in the implementation of these measures.
Our research intends to call attention to the fact that EU’s legislation and policies have a
positive impact on the performance of the governments in the socioeconomic field.
The methods used are both qualitative and quantitative, consisting of an evaluation and a brief
comparative study based on the scientific literature in the field, but also of the presentation of data
and indicators that clearly show the levels of performance and the achievements of different
governments.
The main general conclusion that may be formulated is that on the one hand, the EU is making
efforts at establishing all the necessary instruments to enhance convergence. On the other hand,
between countries there are both convergent and divergent evolutions and countries may be grouped
according to the level(s) of their accomplishments (which differ from case to case) which makes it
obvious that some of them do need more time and (harder) work to reach the established targets.
Key words: Public Law, European Union Law, convergence, government performance, social
policy, European Pillar of Social Rights.
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Introduction

In the last decades, following the recent and strongly perturbing economic
crisis, the EU has shown a heightened interest in supporting its member states in
the process of national structural reforms oriented towards achieving greater
economic and social growth, legal and political stability and deeper levels of social
cohesion both within and among European countries. In promoting its vision and
strategic activities for creating a better and faster adjustable public administration
and a more competitive single market, the EU seems more aware than ever, that in
order to achieve these targets it has to work hard together with the national
governments to reduce the current disparities existing between various regions or
various states on its territory. In its recent efforts, the EU focused on the necessity
of creating a consolidated legal and strategic framework to enhance ‘upward
convergence’ and the coordination between its own actions, policies and
programmes and those of its members. All these reasons urged the EU to elaborate
and set in motion several tools and policies, based on the provisions of the EU
Treaties and other legal acts issued by its institutions, and backed up by a series of
mechanisms (e.g. the European Semester) and financial programmes to ensure
their achievement.
At the core of these efforts stands the initiative of improving the living
conditions of the European citizens, which compelled the EU institutions to make
of the social dimension a top priority. EU’s commitment to address and materialize
this political priority is expressed through various acts and documents among
which the European Pillar of Social Rights is the most prominent. Together with the
complex procedure known as the ‘European Semester’, this document also stands
for EU’s efforts to set up common standards and tools that are much needed to
enhance convergence. Convergence has come to the fore of the political EU
discourse and agenda in the last years, being considered not only a ‘political
buzzword’1 (as a high official of the European Commission put it). Its importance
as a value of the European integration itself is more and more often acknowledged
and made reference to, so that it became a topic of research and monitoring of the
European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions
(from now on referred to as Eurofound2).

1 V. Dombrovskis, Commission Vice-President, Reforms, Productivity and Wages – What Drives
Convergence, Speech at the EPSC Conference ‘Reinventing Convergence’, Brussels, 19 October 2017,
available
at
https://ec.europa.eu/epsc/sites/epsc/files/reinventing_convergence_-_speech__valdis_dombrovskis.pdf.
2 Eurofound – tripartite EU agency assisting in the development of better social and work-related
policies.
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1. Facets of ‘convergence’: a multidimensional concept and an EU priority
The concept of ‘convergence’ has been used on various occasions to reflect
various realities. There are instances when it is referred to as one concept with
different meanings, as there are also situations when speakers refer to different
notions of convergence applicable to different phenomena. To make these aspects
clearer, a brief analysis of the specific characteristics and possible uses of this/these
notions will be presented.
One of the best known distributions of ‘convergence’ is in association with
‘legal’, hence the expression ‘legal convergence’ that has very often occurred in the
context of ensuring the application of the EU’s acquis communautaire, uniformly
within all member states, as well as in the context of the EU’s various enlargements
with the accession of new members. Legal convergence, with its close ‘relative’ ‘institutional convergence’ - means harmonization and compliance with the EU
acquis and is viewed as a driving force for structural reform processes3.
Other collocations of this term have also appeared related to the topic of the
EU’s single market and economic progress. For instance various notions such as:
‘cyclical convergence’ (explained as synchronic progress of the European countries
along the economic cycle), ‘nominal convergence’ (accomplished via nominal
variables, like interest rates or inflation) or ‘real convergence’ (whereby poorer
countries catch up with richer ones) have been identified in the European
discourse and research on convergence4.
The newest addition to the seemingly growing lexical family of the term
convergence is ‘upward convergence’, used to designate ‘a trend whereby EU
Member States’ performance in a given domain or range of domains improves,
while the gaps between Member States diminish’5. The ‘upward convergence’ is
investigated thoroughly by one of the latest research reports elaborated by
Eurofound, representing ‘the first thematic output of the research strand entitled
“Monitoring convergence in the European Union”6. The notion is analysed in close
connection with economic and social convergence and their opposites: ‘economic
divergence’ and ‘social divergence’. Whereas socioeconomic convergence is seen as
a ‘political promise on the part of EU’7, ‘economic divergence undermines the
promise of shared economic prosperity across Europe’. At the same time, the
D. Bogov, Convergence of South-Eastern Europe to the EU: Between the Dream and the Reality, in
I. P. Szekely (ed.), Faces of Convergence, The Vienna Institute for International Economic Studies,
2019, p. 30.
4 V. Dombrovskis, op. cit., p. 1-2, available at https://wiiw.ac.at ›faces-of-convergence-dlp-4908
5 Eurofound, Upward convergence in employment and socioeconomic factors, Publications Office of the
European Union, Luxemburg, 2019, p. 1, available at http://eurofound.link/ef18042.
6 Eurofound, op. cit., 2019, p. 1.
7 Ibidem.
3
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existence of ‘social divergence poses an obstacle to the European integration
project’s ultimate goal of improving living and working conditions’8.
The importance of this concept is therefore undeniable for the narrower
context of this (limited) research as it is for the far greater context of the European
integration. As a preliminary conclusion, it may be stated that convergence should
be understood as a ‘multidimensional’ concept that encompasses many facets:
economic, social, legal, structural, real, environmental convergence, surpassing the
more traditional, limited view that highlights only one aspect of convergence. Real
connections and mutual reinforcement exist between these different phenomena
covered by the notion of convergence and these aspects have to be carefully taken
into consideration by researchers and practitioners alike.
2. Legal tools for enhancing socioeconomic convergence
The European integration has been based from the outset on a bundle of
fundamental values such as: economic progress, the creation of a single market,
institutions organized on the basis of the rule of law and the commitment to create
and guarantee the fundamental human rights and better living and working
conditions for its citizens. These values have formed the foundation for every
treaty and legal act, policy, action or declaration of the EU. Harmonization with
and integration of all these values within the juridical framework of each of the
member states has been well established as a prerequisite and accepted by all
states that form the nucleus of the EU. In other words, convergence is in its turn a
fundamental value whose importance has been acknowledged and stated as such
in the Treaty on the European Union, as well as in the Treaty on the Functioning of
the European Union (TFEU). Direct reference to the concept of convergence for
instance is made into the Preamble of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU) and
in various articles of the two treaties (art. 24, art. 32 of the TEU; Art. 121, Art. 140 of
the TFEU). There are also the specific Protocols (Protocol on the convergence
criteria referred to in the initial article 109j, renumbered as Article 121 and then
renumbered again as Article 140 of the TFEU; and Protocol on the excessive deficit
procedure) that contain other necessary rules in the field of ‘economic
convergence’.
These legal provisions introduced the concept of ‘economic convergence’,
which in the TEU appears in the Preamble part. The member states are urged ‘to
achieve the strengthening and convergence of their economies and to establish an
economic and monetary union, including…, a single and stable currency’. In its
turn, Art.140 in TFEU states the euro convergence criteria that form the content of
the concept of ‘nominal convergence’. Consequently, the economic convergence
stands out as a primary principle within the legal framework of convergence.
8

Ibidem.
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Nevertheless, looking back at the texts of the first documents elaborated by the
‘founding fathers’, we can find evidence that the founders had in mind the
principle of social convergence as well. The Schuman Declaration (9 May 1950)
emphasized the necessity of creating an organization that will end conflicts and
secure peace in Europe and added a reference to the principle of ‘equalisation and
improvement of the living conditions of workers in these industries’9. The notion
of ‘equalisation’ clearly refers to social convergence and in the founders’ vision it
should have emerged from the ‘economic convergence’. Certainly, social
convergence did not result ‘naturally’ from the economic convergence and as it can
be observed it has taken a long time and effort to develop and be settled as a
concept and policy in its own right on the EU agenda.
An important step was taken with the introduction of an ‘horizontal social
clause’ by the Treaty of Lisbon, which is expressed in Article 9 of the TFEU. This
article highlights the social dimension through inscribing the requirement that all
policies should take into account the promotion of ‘a high level of employment’,
the guarantee of ‘adequate social protection’ and the ‘fight against social
exclusion’10.
The re-launching of the theme of convergence, intermingled with a (slowly,
but surely) growing additional thread represented by social cohesion, seems to
have taken a greater impetus in the aftermath of the economic crisis. The crisis has
had, among other negative effects, a negative impact also on the convergent trends
manifested in the economic and social domains. These convergent tendencies
characterised the activities and performances of the national governments and the
European institutions in the pre-crisis time11, but the economic recession caused
them to go-slow and even to reverse in some areas: for instance, divergent trends
were manifested primarily in the field of employment and living conditions. In
order to re-establish the situation existing before the recession, converging courses
of action have been pursued and rebuilt since 2013. To some extent, these trends
have been recovered, but EU officials and researchers have already flagged up that
there are still persistent divergences particularly in the social field. Divergency, as
already stated, has been perceived as negative and even disruptive, because such
evolutions ‘undermine’ the accomplishment of EU’s social objectives, a
responsibility assumed within the integration project long before.
A new stage in the development of tools and measures meant to enhance
social convergence was marked with the EU renewed commitment to set up a
beneficial framework for balanced and sustainable growth and for social and
9The Schuman Declaration, 9 May 1950, available at https://europa.eu/european-union/abouteu/symbols/europe-day/schuman-declaration_en.
10 Article 9, Consolidated Version of the Treaty on the Functioning of The European Union, Official
Journal of the European Union, C 326/49, 26. 10. 2012, available at https://cutt.ly/ceA9QWE
11 Eurofound, Upward Convergence in the EU: Concepts, measurements and indicators, Publications
Office of the European Union, Luxemburg, 2018, p. 1.
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territorial cohesion within the Europe 2020 Strategy12. This emblematic document
set in motion several important mechanisms of coordination that consolidated the
European system of (economic) governance. Among these mechanisms the most
relevant are country-reporting and country-specific recommendations and the
establishment of a complex system of integrated monitoring of social, employment
and environmental goals. For the first time, data and quantifiers are advanced to
monitor governments’ performance, not only in economic terms, but also in other
important fields, such as social inclusion, innovation and employment levels.
Unfortunately, it can be denied that social and economic divergence persists
after the crisis and that increasing disparities within and between the member
states seem to get more visible. As a reaction to these negative conditions, the EU
placed a stronger focus on the topic of social convergence, making efforts at filling
the gap in legal, financial and political terms and inscribing in its agenda the
priority of ‘upward convergence’ in the domain of social cohesion and higher
living standards for the European citizens.
The current political debate advances as a fundamental principle to be set in
place the idea that socioeconomic convergence has to be promoted at all levels, a
goal whose importance is based on the ‘shared conviction that the future of the EU
lies in preserving diversity but correcting possible asymmetries while moving
closer together’13.
This stream of thought is closely linked to the discussion on reforming the
Economic and Monetary Union14 in order to establish a stronger economic
governance in which social policy has its own status and instruments. To enhance
harmonisation in this field, a complex monitoring, evaluating and coordination
procedure was initiated in 2010, namely the European Semester. This is an annual
cycle, divided in two parts, and offers a common framework for the
implementation of economic policies within the EU15.
Furthermore, convergent trends in the socioeconomic field have manifested
more recently, from the appointment of Juncker Commission onwards. The notion
of upward social convergence occurred frequently in the President Juncker’s
discourse in 2015, and in parallel in the Five Presidents’ Report. This report
analyses into detail the topic of economic and social convergence, emphasizing its
importance on the road towards social cohesion. Another significant aspect is that

12 Communication from the Commission, Europe 2020: A strategy for smart, sustainable and
inclusive growth, COM(2010) 2020 final, Brussels 3.3.2010.
13 Eurofound, op.cit., 2018, p. 1
14 European Commission, Commission recommendation on the European Pillar of Social Rights,
COM(2017) 2006 final Brussels; European Commission, Reflection Paper on the deepening of the
Economic and Monetary Union, COM(2017) 291 final Brussels.
15The European Semester, available at https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/
economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/
european-semester_en.
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both economic and social convergence are part of the same political agenda for the
first time16.
In order to support positive action in this domain, a legal document has been
elaborated in 2017 and was given the name of European Pillar of Social Rights.
This document reflects a newly gained understanding on the part of the EU’s
institutions that intense efforts have to be made to sustain the social and economic
growth of less developed countries in Central and Eastern Europe as well as in
other countries, while deepening convergence in terms of political and social
policy standards.
3. The European Pillar of Social Rights – a ‘soft law’ instrument
An important step forward was made with the Rome Declaration, signed on 25
March 2017, which expressed the call for a ‘safe and secure’, ‘prosperous and
sustainable’, ‘stronger’ and ‘social Europe’: ‘a Union which, based on sustainable
growth, promotes economic and social progress as well as cohesion and
convergence’17.
The Rome Declaration opened the way to the proclamation in November 2017
of the European Pillar of Social Rights that reflects an EU response to the
destructive effects of the 2008 crisis on European society. The document rests on 20
principles which are not new but were formulated in various documents and at
various times to protect and guarantee the respect of the fundamental rights of the
European citizens. According to the European Pillar, these rights can be grouped
into three main categories: 1) equal opportunities and access to the labour market,
2) fair working conditions and 3) social protection and inclusion.
The European Pillar role is important as it continues and extends the principles
established in 2013 in the Social Investment Package and establishes a series of
conditions to improve the pursuance and effective realization of the objective of
upward social and economic convergence and. The European Pillar contribution is
also relevant for the change of perspective it initiates, namely the belief that
economic and social convergence are interdependent. This new idea marks a
departure from the classical view according to which the economic performance is
a precondition for social development18. The philosophy underlying the Pillar’s
provisions is that investment in citizens will have a positive outcome, as better
working and living conditions will eventually lead to greater social inclusion and
economic growth.
Since its proclamation, The Pillar has formed the subject of heated and
variegated debate. While praised for its content, particularly the way it elaborates
16Eurofound,

op.cit., 2018, p. 7-8
Council of the EU, Statements and Remarks, Rome Declaration, 149/17, 25/03/2017, available
at https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/03/25/rome-declaration/pdf.
18 Eurofound, op.cit., 2018, p. 8.
17
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on social rights, ensuring protection of these rights at a higher level than the
existing one, it has more often than not criticised and even dubbed ineffective or
irrelevant because of its juridical form.
The document was delivered under the form of a recommendation adopted by
the European Commission on the basis of the provisions of the Article 292 TFEU.
As expressly stated in Article 288 in TFEU, EU law is represented by regulations,
directives, decisions, recommendations and opinions. The main difference between
them is made by their binding or non-binding effect. Recommendations are
non-binding or soft law instruments, and the Pillar is such an instrument of
indirect action, which is intended to prepare the next stages of development,
mainly to determine the adoption of legislation at national level19. However, it
does not mean that soft law instruments have no legal effects. In the scientific
literature it is highlighted that soft law instruments may include wording which
suggest a (certain) binding nature and such wording may be similar to that of
directives or decisions20. The legal effects of this instrument will be highly
dependent of the way the Court of Justice will interpret and apply its principles
and provisions and on the number of cases in which its provisions will be invoked
before a law court.
Researchers have also observed21 that in the case of economic convergence and
the construction of a single European market, the legal instruments that were used
were binding directives. To ensure a stronger coordination of the governments’
actions, binding legal acts were associated with another instrument, namely the
introduction of country-specific recommendations, as a means of offering guidance
on policy measures in different fields. These binding legal instruments ensured the
implementation of the necessary measures in the economic domain and caused an
improvement of the economic governance.
To what extent the European Pillar of Social Rights will be effective still
remains to be seen. Even so, it has to be appreciated for the new perspective it
endorses and for the progress it illustrates in bringing the theme of social upward
convergence into the foreground. Moreover, the European Council (at its meeting
on 20 June 2019) reaffirmed the necessity to implement the European Pillar and
inscribed it as a priority in the New Strategic Agenda 2019-2024.
Z. Rasnaca, (Any) relevance of the European Pillar of Social Rights for the EU Law, November 2017,
available
at
https://europeanlawblog.eu/2017/11/17/any-relevance-of-the-european-pillar-ofsocial-rights-for-eu-law/.
20 Meijers Committee, Standing Committee of experts on international immigration, refugee and
criminal law, 9 April 2008, available at https://www.commissie-meijers.nl/sites/all/files/cm1609_
note.pdf.
21 B. Vujčic, EU Membership and Structural Policies in CESEE, in I. P. Szekely (ed.), Faces of
Convergence, The Vienna Institute for International Economic Studies, 2019, p. 166.
19
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4. Measuring performance levels of Member States under the European
Pillar of Social Rights
For monitoring and evaluation of the performance of the member states, the
European Pillar is backed up by a Social Scoreboard, composed of 14 headline
indicators and additional 28 indicators to capture the situation in member states.
The Social Scoreboard identifies trends and performances across EU countries in
three areas related to the principles under the European Pillar, assessing the
progress towards a social triple ‘A’ for the EU as a whole. Its findings and results
are used within the process of the European Semester and are taken into account in
the elaboration of the Country Reports22.
Member states’ performance is analysed according to the levels and changes of
each indicator in comparison with the EU average. Then states are classified in
seven groups, namely: „best performers”, „better than average”, „good but to
monitor”, „on average/neutral”, „weak but improving”, „to watch” and „critical
situations”. The three chapters analysed in the Social Scoreboard are: equal
opportunities and access to the labour market, dynamic labour markets and fair
working conditions and public support/social protection and inclusion23.
A summary of the scoreboard analysis for the three domains shows that the
situation of the member states varies greatly. The Scoreboard reveals that the
majority of the countries are at least once pointed out to meet a challenge for one
headline indicator, except for Germany, Finland, France, the Netherlands, Sweden,
which are best performers. At the opposite pole, countries like Greece, Romania or
Italy are confronted with challenges and grouped under the label „critical
situations” or „to watch”, for more than 10 indicators, of which „critical situations”
are present for 7 (Greece), 4 (Romania) and 6 indicators (Italy). The overall
classification gathers together Croatia and Spain (9 challenges each), Bulgaria (with
8 challenges), Cyprus, Latvia and Portugal (each with 6 challenges). In comparison
to these categories, Netherlands is a „best performer” or „better than average” for
11 indicators, followed by Czech Republic and Sweden (10 indicators each),
Austria, Germany and Slovenia (8 indicators each)24.

22 Social Scoreboard, in European Commission, European Pillar of Social Rights, Social
Scoreboard, available at https://composite-indicators.jrc.ec.europa.eu/social-scoreboard/, consulted
on 8. 11. 2019
23 The Social Scoreboard, European Commission, Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion,
available at https://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=1196&furtherNews=yes&news
Id=9163.
24Evidence from the social scoreboard (2019), in DRAFT JOINT EMPLOYMENT REPORT FROM
THE COMMISSION AND THE COUNCIL accompanying the Communication from the Commission
on the Annual Growth Survey 2019, Brussels, 21. 11. 2018, COM(2018) 761 final, p. 24 available at
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1547650919951&uri=CELEX%3A52018DC07
61, consulted on 11. 11. 2019
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As compared to the 2018 edition of the Social Scoreboard, the overall
performance of the countries has improved, as the number of the domains in
which states have been confronted with challenges, has decreased. In one area,
only, public support/social protection and inclusion, the quality has slightly
deteriorated and the report points out that the most numerous problematic flags
appear in this filed, quantifying an average of 9.3 cases per indicator (of which 3.5
„critical situations”)25. However, the number of signposted states under the label
„critical situations” diminished from 14 in 2018, to 13 in 2019 (current exercise).
Whereas several states (such as Estonia, Malta and Portugal) have performed
slightly better and left this group, others (Hungary and Latvia) have been classified
in this group. The main conclusion remains that the social situation across the EU
as whole continues to get better entering into a new stage, as on the average for the
EU 13 out of 14 headline indicators have recorded an improvement according to
the results of the Social scoreboard (that used available data from 2016 or 2017)26.
The process of monitoring states’ performance according to the indicators of
the European Pillar of Social Rights is further enhanced by an additional
document, namely the Joint Employment Report (whose latest version is part of
the 2019 Autumn Package of the European Semester). This Report is elaborated on
the basis of the Article 148 of TFEU and its initial proposal by the European
Commission is a component of the Autumn Package within the European
Semester Cycle. The Joint Employment Report offers an annual overview of key
social developments in Europe as well as member states’ reform actions27. This
report incorporates a series of key indicators that can be used to assess and identify
convergent or divergent trends in the domain of social inclusion and protection
across European states28
Another important aspect that has to be taken into consideration when
analysing the member states’ performance in the field of social policy and their
capacity to enhance upward convergence is the quality of their institutions.
Scholars29 have emphasized the importance of quality of democracy and
governance as drivers for enhancing convergence within the European space.
Indicators such as the rule of law as well as the respect for the citizens’ rights are
included among the Sustainable Governance Indicators (SGI, 2019), a complex
measurement index that shows again the high quality of democracy in the Nordic
countries. According to this index, countries like Denmark, Sweden, Germany or
Austria rank first in the classification. Consequently, there are still a lot of work to
be done in order to improve the quality of the institutions, especially in newer
Evidence from the social scoreboard (2019), op. cit., p. 24
Evidence from the social scoreboard (2019), op. cit., p. 23
27 Ibidem, p. 2
28 Eurofound, op.cit., 2018, p. 34
29 B. Vujcic, EU Membership and Structural Policies in CESEE, in I. P. Szekely (ed.), Faces of
Convergence, The Vienna Institute for International Economic Studies, 2019, p. 166.
25
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member states that lag behind the best performers. Applying the structural
reforms required by the EU institutions would ensure a higher quality of
democracy and would give a new stimulus for the convergence process.

Conclusions
Upward convergence in the EU has been pursued and accomplished
gradually, over the past decades, between member states. Although the concept
has been considered in close connection with the economic dimension of
convergence, its most recent evolutive trends have shifted the focus of attention on
the social dimension.
This shift has been caused by the real necessity of recovery after the economic
shock in 2008 which compelled the EU to reflect back on its original roots and act
firmly to regain its role of initiator, coordinator and manager of economic and
social progress. In order to reaffirm its commitment to the fundamental values of
integration, the EU decided to consolidate the social dimension of convergence,
using various legal, strategical and monitoring instruments, to ensure and develop
a coordinated action in this field. Among these instruments the European Pillar of
Social Rights, the two reports called the Four Presidents’ and the Five Presidents’
Report and the Social Scoreboard used within the European Semester have the
most substantial contribution to strengthen the social dimension of the integration
project.
Even though the European Pillar of Social Rights is a soft law instrument, the
use of soft law instruments in important domains (for instance freedom, security or
justice) is not unusual. In fact, the Meijers Committee observed the increased use of
soft law instruments in recent years and stated that ‘soft law instruments may not
be binding but they may have legal effects requiring EU institutions, authorities of
the Members States and (possibly) national courts to take them into account’30. At
the same time, the Committee acknowledged that soft law instruments ‘play a
useful role in the implementation of EU laws and policies’, but the use of these
instruments should be ‘subject of appropriate safeguards’31. Considering the fact
that the European Pillar was accompanied by a Social Scoreboard and linked to the
process of the European Semester whose data are also included in the Country
Reports, it can be said that EU is seeking ways to establish these „safeguards”.
Moreover, setting the implementation of the European Pillar among the priorities
of the New Strategic Agenda 2019-2024 reinforces the relevance of this document
for the social dimension of upward convergence.
30 Meijers Committee, Standing Committee of experts on international immigration, refugee and
criminal law, 9 April 2008, available at https://www.commissie-meijers.nl/sites/all/files/cm1609_
note.pdf.
31 Ibidem.
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Presenting the results of the evaluation carried out through the Social
Scoreboard, our research intends to call attention to the fact that EU’s legislation
and policies have a positive impact on the performance of the majority of
governments, urging them to take the necessary steps toward improving the
quality of their citizens’ life. The social dimension of Europe seems to gain more
and more prominence together with the economic one, being a facet of the complex
phenomenon of convergence and originating in its turn new (convergent) trends in
EU’s actions meant to reduce disparities and divergence among and within the
European countries.
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INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION
IN THE EUROPEAN UNION*
Ana-Maria BOLBORICI**

Abstract: This paper concentrates on a few aspects regarding the issues that arose after
the massive waves of immigrants' who are in Europe. In this context, the purpose of the
paper is to offer a perspective about what is international protection and asks the question:
what rights do persons who may be in need of international protection have? It is obvious
that the people in need of international protection do not have basic human rights and
physical security guaranteed in their home countries and they have been forced to escape
from the risk of persecution, inhuman or degrading treatment or other serious human
rights violations. In this regard, we will analyze the acquis communautaire that the EU
asylum organizations provide for forms of international protection and the corresponding
procedure of international protection. We will conclude, stressing that even though the
right to asylum is recognized and convergent at the European level and the roots are in the
Geneva Convention, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU, and other international
and European legal instruments, in reality nowadays proves that there is a divergent
tendency in applying the legal aspects to the persons who need international protection.
Key words: Public Law, European Union Law

Introduction
Migration is a demographic phenomenon that is a result of the process of
globalization and regionalization to which we have witnessed in the last decade.
Migration can be seen as a normal phenomenon but with causes and multiple
socio-economic effects; migration is a necessary process having to regard that
generally, migration occurs from regions which have a less developed economy
compared to developed countries, being involved in this process are mostly adults,
especially young men, women, but also includes, elderly people and children.
Because of this diversity, and the range of intersectional identities, these
people can experience discrimination and numerous inequalities due to their
immigration status. For all of these people, migration represents a chance to start a
new life which hopefully ensures a decent secure life.1
The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
*
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Refugees and asylum seekers are a diverse group but they have something in
common: they are subject to forced migration and fleeing from persecution in their
countries of origin.
‘Migrant’ is a broad term that covers persons who leave one country or region
to settle in another, some migrants voluntarily decide to move for a variety of
reasons, most of them for reasons that are not protection-related, for instance
because of family ties or due to economic hardship (as we mentioned before).
In this paper, we will refer strictly to the persons in need of international
protection, as those are the persons who are forced to flee to save their lives or
preserve their freedom.
The European Union’s laws on refugees and asylum seekers are constantly
changing and evolving, with the main challenge in the field of asylum being the
creation of a Common European Asylum System. which needed to converge the
different legal systems of the Member States and the international principles of
refugee protection, drawn by the 1951 Refugee Convention.
Immigration Rules point us to the definition contained the Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees done at Geneva on 28 July 1951 and the New
York Protocol of 31 January 1967 (often just referred to as the ‘Refugee Convention’
or the ‘Geneva Convention’).
A refugee is defined in Article 1A of the Refugee Convention as a person who,
owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside
the country of his nationality and is unable, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to
avail himself of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and
being outside the country of his former habitual residence as a result of such
events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it. There are some
points of views that in the following years, we could witness a rapid emergence of
new types of refugees, such as climate refugees, who could seek more
environmentally stable areas, such as Europe.2
In almost all cases those persons have no protection in their country of origin
and it is often their own government that is threatening to persecute them. In these
particular cases, if the countries do not let them in, and do not offer protection,

Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 24 November 2019.
** Senior Lecturer PhD, Transilvania University of Braşov, Faculty of Sociology and
Communication, ana.bolborici@unitbv.ro.
1 See also Ana-Maria Bolborici, The immigration crisis – reflections concerning the crisis of European
identity, Bulletin of the Transilvania University of Braşov Series VII: Social Sciences • Law • Vol. 9 (58)
No. 1 – 2016.
2 Bacaian Livia Elena, The protection of refugees and their right to seek asylum in the European
Union, 2011, INSTITUT EUROPÉEN DE L’UNIVERSITÉ DE GENÈVE COLLECTION EURYOPA
VOL. 70- 2011, p. 8, https://www.unige.ch/gsi/files/6614/0351/6348/Bacaian.pdf.
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they may be leaving them exposed to death, persecution, or other serious human
rights violations.3
That’ is why these people are vulnerable and need support, need international
protection because they do no't have the assurance of basic human rights and
physical security guaranteed in their home countries and in those circumstances
they have been forced to escape from the risk of persecution, inhuman, or
degrading treatment or other serious human rights violations.
Any person who is in a vulnerable position and asks for international
protections should be treated fully with respect to key fundamental rights, such as
human dignity, right to life, the prohibition of torture, the principle of
non-refoulement, right to asylum, and non-discrimination.
Human dignity stipulates that a human being has an innate right to be valued,
respected, and to receive ethical treatment. Right to life prohibiting the death
penalty or execution and stipulating a duty to take preventive measures in
situations where there is a real and immediate risk to the life of an individual.
Prohibition of torture that stipulates that no one can be subjected to torture or
to inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Principle of non-refoulement
referring to the obligation of states to refrain from expelling or returning a person
in any manner whatsoever to a situation where she/he may face persecution
and/or torture, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Right to asylum
that gives everyone the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries protection
from persecution.
The regulation ensures that each person (whether adult or child) has the right
to make an application for international protection on his or her own behalf or
through his or her relative or representative.
Non-discrimination that prohibits any unfair treatment or arbitrary action or
distinction based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic or social origin,
genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or any other opinion,
membership of a national minority, property, birth, disability, age or sexual
orientation.4
1. Discussion
According to Eurostat, 2.4 million immigrants entered the EU from non-EU
countries in 2017 and the EU Member States granted citizenship to 825 thousand
3 EASO, Access to the Asylum Procedure, p. 5, https://www.easo.europa.eu/sites/default/
files/public/FAQs_0.pdf.
4 EASO, Practical Guide: Access to the Asylum Procedure, p. 9, https://www.easo.europa.eu/sites/
default/files/public/Practical-Guide1_0.pdf.
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persons in 2017; 22.3 million people (4.4 %) of the 512.4 million people living in the
EU on 1 January 2018 were non-EU citizens.5
Results of a Eurobarometer survey published in April 2018 show that nearly
four in ten Europeans (38 %) think that immigration from outside the EU is more
of a problem than an opportunity, although this varies significantly by country.
Also, Eurostat reports that 37 million people in the EU were born in a third country
and migrants in an irregular situation are estimated to total between 1.8–3.9
million.6
The opinion polls reveal that a significant percentage of citizens belonging to
the Member of the European area no longer feel safe, considering that by this
exodus of refugees will have an influence on the status of politics within the
European area. The polls also reveal the collapse regarding the absence of a
convergent approach and in accordance with the different viewpoints and, in the
subsidiary, with the policies on migration and the legal trends about immigrants
refugee status and subsidiary protection status in the frame of the Member States
of the European Union. From 2015-2018, almost 2 million people received
international protection in the EU, many of them were children or young adults.
Based on those realities, it is obvious the concerns related to migration affected
different policies and as well practices in 2018 and 2019.
Although various civil society initiatives throughout the European Union aim
to support and welcome migrants, Europe’s population overall is concerned about
migration, even more so when it is considered ‘irregular migration’.7
At the same time, Europe’s population is misinformed when having to regard
that they can 'not have a clear projection about the incoming fluxes of migrants; for
example, they didn't know how many migrants there are in dangerous and
vulnerable situations and that need quick and specialized support.
This happens probably because the migratory patterns are often mixed, within
mixed migration flows, those who are in need of protection and those whose
reasons are not protection-related travel alongside each other, making use of the
same routes and means of transport.
All together, at the end of the day, these migrants arrive in a European state (if
they are lucky and have the chance to survive at that long and unsafe trip) and all
that the European citizens can see are huge waves of persons who live on the
streets and require help. This can explain why the opinion polls show that a
significant percentage of citizens belonging to the Member of the European area no
longer feel safe and protected in their own city/country. In this situation, it
5 Eurostat, Statistics Explained, Migration and migrant population statistics, March 2019,
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Migration_and_migrant_population_
statistics.
6 FRA, Asylum, visas, migration, borders and integration, p. 5, https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/
files/fra_uploads/fra-2019-frr-chapter-6-asylum_en.pdf.
7 Ibidem.
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becomes very important to identify those who are really in need of international
protection.
A person who may be in need of international protection is entitled to certain
rights regardless of whether they have explicitly applied for international
protection or not. One of these rights is the principle of non-refoulement and
applies to all persons regardless of whether their status has or has not been
formally determined. In this regard, Member States have the obligation to refrain
from returning individuals to any place where they may face persecution as well as
inhumane or degrading treatment or punishment, including torture, and even if
they are in an irregular migratory situation.8
Also important is to be assured of the effective access to the asylum procedure,
the right to information in a language which can be understood by the immigrants
concerning the entire process of application, so that; those people have access to an
interpreter, and the opportunity to communicate with organizations who provide
legal advice or counseling to applicants.
In line with the relevant international and European legal standards and
legislation all persons must be treated with respect for human dignity and in
accordance with fundamental and human rights and including the provision of
emergency healthcare and meeting basic needs.
Vulnerable persons, such as children and victims of human trafficking,
unaccompanied children, disabled people, elderly people, pregnant women, single
parents with children and so on, must be identified and referred to appropriate
procedures.
Another category of person who may also be in need of international
protection are the victims of human trafficking and to those people shall be given
access to the asylum procedure and must be properly informed of their right to
seek asylum.9
In accordance with the Geneva Convention and the Schengen Border Code,
applicants for international protection cannot be penalised on account of their
illegal entry, provided they present themselves without delay to the authorities.
During the investigation of false and fraudulent documents, the person may apply
for international protection and in this case, the police investigation shall be
stopped and the asylum procedure shall be initiated.10
The Common European Asylum System (CEAS) is a common system based on
the full and inclusive application of the Geneva Convention and aims to ensure fair
and human treatment of applicants for international protection, to harmonise
asylum systems and to reduce the differences between the Member States on the

8 EASO, Access to the Asylum Procedure, p. 12, https://www.easo.europa.eu/sites/default/files/
public/FAQs_0.pdf.
9 Idem, p. 7.
10 Idem, p. 19.
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basis of binding legislation, as well as to strengthen practical cooperation between
national asylum administrations and the external dimension of asylum.11
EU asylum acquis communautaire provides for two forms of international
protection: refugee status and subsidiary protection status.
A person who seeks international protection (refugee status or subsidiary
protection status) is assimilated with asylum seekers. For many countries, the
distinction between a refugee and an asylum seeker is still ambiguous due to the
lack of a clear definition of an asylum seeker from the 1951 Refugee Convention.
For that reason, each country may set out the guidelines for granting asylum to
those in need of protection.12
According to the regulations, a refugee is a person who was forced to flee the
country of nationality, or in the case of stateless persons, the country of former
habitual residence, because of a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons
of race, religion, nationality, political opinion or membership of a particular social
group, and is unable or, owing to such fear, unwilling to return to it.13
The second option, subsidiary protection is granted to people who do not
qualify as refugees but are in need of international protection. Across the EU,
subsidiary protection is provided to those facing a real risk of serious harm if
returned to their countries, such as the death penalty or execution, torture,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, a serious and individual threat
by reason of indiscriminate violence in situations of international or internal armed
conflict.14
An asylum seeker has been generally defined as a person who seeks asylum or
shelter in another country than his country of origin, for a series of reasons like
persecution, aggression, conflicts, human rights abuses, threats to life, etc., and
who is waiting for his application to be examined. After applying for asylum, this
asylum seeker may become a refugee or an economic migrant in the host country.
However, sometimes, an asylum seeker may not meet the Refugee Convention
criteria and may not be entitled to refugee status, but may suffer persecution if he
were to be returned to his country of origin. In this case, he may be granted “de
facto” legal status to be able to enjoy the protection of the asylum country. This
type of status was defined, under European law, in the form of subsidiary
protection.
Asylum applications include all persons who have lodged or have been
included in an application for international protection as a family member in the
reporting country during the reporting month. First-instance decisions include all
persons covered by decisions issued on granting EU-regulated international
protection status (refugee or subsidiary protection) following a first time or
Idem, p. 9.
Bacaian Livia Elena, op. cit, p. 19.
13 EASO, Access to ... op. cit, p. 8.
14 Ibidem.
11
12
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repeated application for international protection in the first instance determination
process. The EU recognition rate includes EU-regulated forms of protection
(refugee status and subsidiary protection) and excludes national protection forms
(humanitarian reasons).15
An asylum seeker may be entitled to refugee or subsidiary protection status
depending on the resolution of his application.
So, the reality is that a great number of asylum seekers, who do not qualify as
refugees, fall under the second category and become persons eligible for subsidiary
protection. In international law, this type of obligation to protect people who do
not satisfy the 1951 Refugee Convention definition, are known under the name of
complementary protection.16
The European Union codifies complementary protection in the form of
subsidiary protection; in this regard, a person eligible for subsidiary protection is
defined in the Council Directive 2004/83/EC of 29 April 2004 on minimum
standards for the qualification and status of third-country nationals or stateless
persons as refugees or as persons who otherwise need international protection and
the content of the protection granted as follows: "a third-country national or
stateless person who does not qualify as a refugee but in respect of whom
substantial grounds have been shown for believing that the person concerned, if
returned to his or her country of origin, or in the case of a stateless person, to his or
her country of former habitual residence, would face a real risk of suffering serious
harm as defined in Article 15".17
According to Article 15, serious harm, meaning the death penalty, execution,
torture, inhuman or degrading treatment, punishment, the threat to life or violence
in the event of armed conflict.
It can be concluded that in the European Union, the notion of subsidiary
protection is generous and applies to many categories of people, not only to those
who may be subjected to torture.

Conclusions
Related to the asylum situation, in the first nine months of 2019, more than
500,000 applications were lodged in the EU, which is a slight increase compared to
almost 497,000 in the same period of 2018. The main receiving countries in 2019 so
far are Germany, France, Spain, Greece and the United Kingdom, representing
more than 72% of the total. In 2018, the main countries of origin were Syria,
15 EUROPEAN ASYLUM SUPPORT OFFICE, Latest Asylum Trends, August 2019,
https://www.easo.europa.eu/latest-asylum-trends.
16 Bacaian Livia Elena, op. cit, p. 20.
17 Council Directive 2004/83/EC, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:
2004:304:0012:0023:EN:PDF.
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Afghanistan, and Iraq, and so far in 2019, they are Afghanistan, Syria, and
Venezuela.
In the first half of 2019, 96,800 positive decisions were issued in the EU. The
recognition rate for first-instance decisions issued between February and July 2019
was 34%.
The main countries of first entry such as Italy and Greece have the largest
number of existing records, France and Germany remain the main destination
countries of secondary movements with the largest number of hits registered.
So far in 2019, some 456, 000 applications for asylum have been lodged in the
EU, up by 10% compared to last year. Following a peak in July, applications were
reduced in August (5, 400) but remained more or less in line with earlier in the
year. Syrians, Afghans, and Venezuelans continued to lodge the most applications,
accounting for a quarter of all applications.
So far this year (2019), the majority of citizenship among the top 30 lodged
more applications than a year ago. In August 2019, the output of first-instance
authorities (about 46,000) returned to the levels of most other months in 2019, after
record numbers in July. Overall, the EU recognition rate for decisions issued at first
instance in the past six months was 34% - with applicants from Syria (85%), Yemen
(83%) and Eritrea (82%) having the highest EU-regulated recognition rate.
Venezuelans, Colombians and Afghans, all lodged far more applications than they
received decisions at first instance and so the number of pending cases for these
nationalities increased.18
In August 2019 around 55, 400 applications for international protection were
lodged in the EU, down by 12% from July, but broadly in line with most other
months so far this year. Syrians, Afghans, and Venezuelans continued to lodge the
most applications, but in lower numbers than a month earlier, in particular,
Venezuelans (- 22%).
Turkey, Iraq, Colombia, Pakistan, Iran, Albania, and Nigeria completed the list
of the top 10 countries of origin of applicants. With the exception of Turks and
Iranians, for whom applications were stable, all these citizenship groups lodged
fewer applications than a month earlier.19
The statistics show that some 3% of all applications were lodged by
self-claimed unaccompanied minors (UAMs) in August 2019; most self-claimed
UAMs were nationals of Afghanistan, followed at large distance by Syrians,
Somalis, Pakistanis, and Moroccans.
The number of UAMs among Afghan applicants increased over the past few
months. For citizenships, lodging at least 1, 000 total applications between January
and August 2019, the largest concentration of UAMs was observed among
EUROPEAN ASYLUM SUPPORT OFFICE, Latest Asylum Trends, 7 October 2019,
https://www.easo.europa.eu/latest-asylum-trends.
19 Ibidem.
18
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nationals of Vietnam (12% out of all Vietnamese applicants), who preceded
Afghans (9%), Sudanese and Eritreans (8% each).20
It is obvious that the EU is set on implementing a Common European and
Asylum System, intended to converge the different asylum policies and legal
systems of Member States.
The continuous change and evolution in this area, starting with the
development of European norms on asylum and continuing with the different case
laws judged by the European Court of Justice and the European Court of Human
Rights is still challenging nowadays.
Concluding, everyone has the right to apply for international protection and
the right to asylum is recognised in the Geneva Convention, the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the EU, and other international and European legal
instruments.
The question of whether the European Union will behave like a fortress or like
a host for these new migrants will still remain open to further discussions.

20
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PUBLIC LAW
THE RIGHT TO GOOD ADMINISTRATION – IS THE
CONSTITUTIONAL REGULATION NECESSARY?*
Oana ŞARAMET**

Abstract: The constitutional revision from 2003 enriched the patrimony of the fundamental
rights and freedoms of Romanian citizens with three such rights and freedoms: the right to a healthy
environment, economic freedom and access to culture. More than 16 years after this revision, but
also as a member state of the European Union, we consider as an opportunity and necessity, at the
same time, a new revision of our fundamental law, a consistent one at this moment, which should
take into consideration the consecration of other rights, even by designing the necessary
constitutional framework for ensuring and respecting a good administration. Analysing the
constitutional provisions of other states, as well as those of the European level, the relevant doctrine
and jurisprudence, using research methods such as multidisciplinary, comparative, sociological,
empirical or systemic, it will be possible for us to conclude that good administration is one of those
indefinite or determinable legal concepts. Being such a concept it is necessary to identify elements
that allow us to configure it, elements that we should find in a unitary text in an article of our
fundamental law, and through which the right to good administration would be enshrined. Therefore,
we appreciate that in a state where the public administration, exercising of its functions and
attributions, also had delicate moments in ensuring a good and efficient administration, the
consecration of the right to good administration, by exhaustively capturing, as far as possible, the
elements the definers of the concept of good administration, is a natural consequence of the
constitutional recognition of the rule of law.
Keywords: Public Law, Administrative and Constitutional Law, right, good administration,
constitutional provision.

Introduction
According to the Explanatory Dictionary of the Romanian language, “to
govern”1 means to lead a state, but also the verb “to administer”2 is explained by
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 15 November 2019.
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the same term, namely to lead, but not a state, but institutions or businesses. Just
from these basic definitions of the two mentioned words, it can be created
confusion if we consider that “to govern`” is synonymous with “to administrate”.
But, as Venice Commission has shown in Stocktaking on the notions of “good
governance” and “good administration”, „the concept of good governance
developed by the World Bank has been end or set by a range of other international
actors and organisations, which have often adapted it to their own needs”3 and
many attempts have been made by international organisations or national
authorities to modify it with a view to include democratic elements4. Thus, it is
considered „the concept of good governance does not find its origin in the
constitutional or legal discourses, being rather a non-legal concept”5. On the
contrary, it is stated that good administration is included in good governance, as
an important dimension of that concept, and also it is „widely accepted that good
administration is a legal concept in itself, which is enshrined in international
documents as well as in the legal order of several states”6.
Therefore, first of all we have to differentiate between these two concepts good governance and good administration, concepts that are an important part of
the vocabulary used by the persons who governs us, even when is set up the
constitutional and legal framework for organization and functioning of the public
administration.
The doctrine considers that good governance, but even good administration
are indefinite legal concepts7, concepts whose content cannot be accurately
determined and for this reason it is impossible to formulate a precise and clear
definition for these two concepts. We have to take into consideration when we are
trying to determine the content of these concepts that even their content differs
depending on the social-political reality which we are referring to, but also on the
political regime of that state, and this is the situation just if we only refer to the
perception of these concepts at national level. However, such an approach would
be limited and inadequate in the current reality, it is important to remember that
**
Senior Lecturer, Ph.D. – Transilvania University of Braşov, Faculty of Law
(oana.saramet@unitbv.ro).
1 See in this regard, The explanatory dictionary of the Romanian language, on-line version, available
on: https://dexonline.ro/definitie/guverna.
2 Idem, available on: https://dexonline.ro/definitie/administra.
3 European Commission for Democracy through Law (Venice Commission), Stocktaking on the
notions of “good governance” and “good administration”, Study no. 470 / 2008, CDL-AD(2011)009,
Strasbourg, 8 April 2011, p. 4, available on: https://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/
default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2011)009-e.
4 See, European Commission for Democracy through Law (Venice Commission), Stocktaking on
the notions of “good governance” and “good administration”, op. cit., p. 4.
5 Ibidem.
6 Ibidem.
7 D. Apostol Tofan, Administrative Law, tome I, forth edition, Bucharest: C.H. Beck, 2018, p. 12.
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these concepts have been developed at the level of international and / or regional
bodies, organizations or institutions, as the case may be. Therefore, we will try to
identify the main elements, the defining ones for these concepts so that, based on
our constitutional regulations, especially, but also on legal ones, to be possible for
us to justify our answer to the question regarding the necessity of constitutional
regulation of the right to good administration.
We decided to discuss about good governance, but in this work, especially
about good administration, because this is what each of us wants to be assured by
today's governors to limit their powers and attributions which, sometimes even
with our approval, which they have assigned, including by the constitution of a
state to ensure the government of the state. We can observe such inclinations
especially among the important central authorities within the executive power,
such as the head of state, especially when this position is held by a president of the
republic, or the government. In this regard, we appreciate that the most eloquent
example of our constitutional system it is represented by the constitutional
provisions of the emergency ordinances and the excessive appetite8 of our
Government to use them to regulate in the most diverse areas, seriously
undermining the exclusive attribution of the Parliament to adopt normative acts in
the law field.
But, today's citizens increasingly demand, sometimes even through less
peaceful forms, respect for their rights, our leaders are asked imperatively to not
forget that the power in any democratic state it belongs to the people, and they –
our leaders have just specific powers and attributions, constitutionally and legally
established, to exercise this power, but only for the benefit of the people who
empowered the leaders to do so.
1. Good governance and good administration - different legal concepts
We have already mentioned that these two concepts are legal ones, good
administration being a dimension of good governance. In our contemporary
period9, in the context of developing another concept and mechanisms for practical
From the Activity Report of the Legislative Council, Chapter IV-The official evidence of the
Romanian legislation-Directory of Romanian legislation-The issuance of the normative acts in
execution, report from 2017, we notice that the number of these emergency ordinances of the
Government (GEO) was of 117 compared to 278 laws adopted by the Parliament, of which almost half
were laws by which they were adopted or rejected including the GEO. Also, from the activity report
for the year 2018, we note that the number of these GEOs was 114 compared to the 363 laws adopted
by the Parliament, of which almost one third were laws which were adopted or rejected including the
GEO. (These activity reports are available on: http://www.clr.ro/InfoPublic/rapActiv.aspx).
9 This does not mean that about the concept of governance was discussed only in the
contemporary period, on the contrary various aspects regarding the governance, its elements, what its
implementation implies so that we can talk about good governance, for example, have been analysed
by "researchers" from various fields, from philosophy to law, politics, sociology, economics,
8
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implementation sustainable development10, it has been discussed, mainly by
international financial institutions, such as the World Bank, about governance11
and good governance, about what they imply, what is the content of these
concepts. Regarding the concept of good administration, the doctrine appreciates
that a first definition of it was outlined by the Council of Ministers, the
decision-making body of the Council of Europe12 departing from a real necessity
determined by different aspects such as the fact that: „the public authorities play a
key role in democratic societies; that they are active in numerous spheres; that their
activities affect private persons’ rights and interests; that national legislation and
various international instruments, particularly those of the Council of Europe, offer
these persons certain rights with regard to the administration; and that the
European Court of Human Rights has applied the Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms to the protection of private persons in
their relations with the administration”13. We have to point out that even the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of underlined that „good administration is
an aspect of good governance; that it is not just concerned with legal
arrangements”14, and which involves many other elements that contribute to the
definition of the concept of good administration.
Therefore, governance and good governance are concepts that take into
account the decision-making side of the specific activities of exercising power by
management”. See, also for some details, E. Slabu, Good administration in the European administrative
space, Bucharest: C.H. Beck, 2018, p. 21.
10 Discussing about the concept of good governance for sustainable development, an author
pointed out that, in this case, good governance „should ensure achievement of a sustainable economy,
which provides prosperity and opportunities for all; accomplishment of a strong, healthy and just
society meeting the diverse needs of the stakeholders; and sustainable use of the resources within the
environmental limits”, and it is also very important to promote „effective, participative systems of
governance focused on engaging citizens’ creativity, energy and diversity is also an objective of the
good governance”. See, S. Mojsovska, Towards good governance for sustainable development in Macedonia,
Economic Development no. 1-2/2009, p. 88, available on: https://www.ceeol.com/search/articledetail?id=209078.
11 An author pointed out a real truth about the concept of governance, namely that this concept is
not a new one, it is as old as human civilization. When you are explaining this concept as simple as he
has done, it is obviously that he is right. Thus, he states that „simply put "governance" means: the
process of decision-making and the process by which decisions are implemented (or not
implemented)”. See, Y. K. Sheng, What is good governance, United Nations Economic and Social
Commission for Asia and the Pacific, available on: https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/files/
good-governance.pdf.
12 E. Slabu, Good administration in the European administrative space, op. cit., p. 23.
13 See point no. 13 of the Preamble of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)7 of the Committee of Ministers
to member states on good administration, adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 20 June 2007 at the
999bis meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies, this recommendation is available on: https://rm.coe.int/
16807096b9.
14 See point no. 19 of the Preamble from the same Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)7 of the
Committee of Ministers to member states on good administration.
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the rulers, by the decisions took by them, this way being outline the guidelines for
the development of a state, but also how it will be achieved the leadership of that
state. On a contrary, administration and good administration are about the
methods in which public authorities, especially those in the sphere of public
administration, put into practice these leading ideas.
1.1. Good government
Good governance is seen as a concept that is "embedded in the more general
principles of the rule of law", nowadays being "considered universal" which
should mean that it must "be applied globally"15. Good governance has to "define
the responsibility and effectiveness of governmental activity, but also the fight
against corruption and political clientelism"16. By outlining what this concept
should take into consideration, we could agree to identify so succinctly the content
of good governance. However, we consider that both governance and good
governance have a broader content.
Thus, governance should mean „the functioning of institutions that should
have social legitimacy and work effectively and responsibly, the capacity of
societies to create a system of representations, institutions, and intermediary
structures geared to achieving the objectives set out above”17, but also „the way of
social coordination or social order”18. Another author points out that „governance
refers not only to relations between individuals, but also to political and power
structures”19. In another opinion, it is shown that „by and large, the term
“Governance” has become a more or less neutral concept that focuses on steering
mechanisms in a certain political unit, emphasizing the interaction of State (First),
Business (Second), and Society (Third Sector) players”20. Another author21
appreciates that when most international organisations provides definition of good
governance, actually they are referring to governance „outlining three aspects of it:
i) the type of the political regime, ii) the public management of economic and social
15 D.C. Dragoş, B. Neamţu, coordinators, Ombudsman Institution: Alternative Justice?, Bucharest:
C.H. Beck, 2011, p. XIX.
16 E. Slabu, Good administration in the European administrative space, op. cit., p. 22.
17 M. Zakrzewska, The role of social participation in the concept of good governance - a theoretical
approach, Public Policy and Administration no. 4/2017, p. 530, available on: https://www.ceeol.com/
search/article-detail?id=608138.
18 R. Maynz, New Challenges In Governance Theory, European University Institute. Jean Monnet
Chair Paper RSC, 1998, quoted by M. Zakrzewska, op. cit., p. 530.
19 J. Newman, Modernising Governance. New Labour, Policy and Society, Sage, 2000, quoted by M.
Zakrzewska, op. cit., p. 530.
20 W. Drechsler, Governance, good governance, and government: The case for Estonian administrative
capacity, TRAMES no. 4/2204, p. 388, available on: https://www.ceeol.com/search/articledetail?id=201280.
21 S. Ladi, Good governance and public administration reform in the Black Sea economic cooperation
(BSEC) member states, Athens: International Centre for Black Sea Studies, Xenophon Paper no. 6, p. 11,
available on: http://icbss.org/media/110_original.pdf.
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resources, and iii) the capacity of government to design, formulate and implement
policies”22.
Therefore, identifying the content of the concept of governance is a complex
process, which differs from author to author, depending on how each author
approaches this concept. It is a certainty that government is referring to the
functioning of the state institutions, respecting principles such as legality,
efficiency, effectiveness, but also to the settlement of objective procedures and
mechanisms for the designation of these institutions so that the relationships
between individuals, between individuals and these institutions, but also between
these institutions can be optimally realized. The way the state government will be
understood is related to the type of political regime, public management and
human resources, but also to the ability of rulers to configure and implement
various policies needed in a state dominated by the rule of law, such as the respect
of fundamental rights and freedoms, the independence of justice or the principle of
separation and balance of powers in a state.
Unlike the term of governance, good governance „is mainly a political and
technocratic term without normative aspirations and suggests that governance
should be “good” and not “bad”23, which „has acquired the characteristics of a
“container concept”, which incorporates a variety of principles and is as general as
concepts such as globalisation or global governance”24. Good governance is such a
concept because the areas of interest are numerous: “universal protection of
human rights non-discriminatory laws; efficient, impartial and rapid judicial
processes; transparent public agencies; accountability for decisions by public
officials; devolution of resources and decision making to local levels from the
capital; and meaningful participation by citizens in debating public policies and
choices”25. If we are considering that the good governance is related to sustainable
development then our „container concept” „should ensure achievement of a
sustainable economy, which provides prosperity and opportunities for all;
accomplishment of a strong, healthy and just society meeting the diverse needs of
the stakeholders; and sustainable use of the resources within the environmental
limits”26.
It is obviously that good governance also has a wide content, almost
impossible to identify in its entirety, which takes into consideration all aspects of
the life of a society, a state, or an international organization, which could be
modified depending on the changes that occur in the social reality.
S. Ladi, op. cit., p. 11, quoting World Bank, Governance: The World Bank’s Experience
(Washington D.C.: The World Bank, 1994).
23 S. Ladi, op. cit., p. 11.
24 Ibidem.
25 T. G. Weiss, Governance, Good Governance and Global Governance: Conceptual and Actual
Challenges, Third World Quarterly 21, no. 5 (2000), p. 801, quoted by S. Ladi, op. cit., p. 11.
26 S. Mojsovska, op. cit., p. 88.
22
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Because „good governance is a product of time and the individual historical,
political and economic conditions of each country have to be taken into account
when reforms are prioritised”27, it would be advisable to identify several defining
elements that must be veritable constants on the basis of which the concept of good
governance can be identified. Besides, this is the way used by different
international organizations to identify the content and the meaning of good
governance, and in our opinion it is more accurate to proceed like this to create a
framework for identifying this concept. So, for example, the World Bank is
identifying such defining elements as: public sector management, accountability,
legal framework for development, and transparency and information, but also
military expenditure and human rights28. OSCE underlines that it is possible to
identify a good governance when „a public sector [is] based on integrity, openness,
transparency, accountability and rule of law as being a major factor of sustainable
economic growth, and recognize that such a public sector constitutes an important
element for fostering citizens’ trust in public institutions and government”29. In a
document from the European Commission there are identified five principles
which underpin good governance: openness, participation, accountability,
effectiveness and coherence30. It is also mentioned that the application of these five
principles reinforces those of proportionality and subsidiarity31.
1.2. Good administration
We already know that the rule of law also includes respect for fundamental
rights and freedoms. But, the public administration, by its authorities and
institutions, exercising honestly and properly their powers, is obliged to respect
the rights and duties of each individual, if not even to contribute to their
27 S. Ladi, op. cit., p. 12. Another author considers that: „Good enough governance, as a concept,
suggests that not all governance deficits need to (or can) be tackled at once, and that institution- and
capacity-building are products of time; governance achievements can also be reversed. Good enough
governance means that interventions thought to contribute to the ends of economic and political
development need to be questioned, prioritised, and made relevant to the conditions of individual
countries. They need to be assessed in the light of historical evidence, sequence, and timing, and they
should be selected carefully in terms of their contributions to particular ends such as poverty
reduction and democracy”. See M. S. Grindle, Good Enough Governance Revisited, Development Policy
Review 25, no. 5/2007, p. 554, available on: http://courses.washington.edu/pbaf531/Grindle_
GoodEnoughGovRevisited.pdf.
28 Governance. The World Bank’s Experience, a World Bank Publication, USA, 1994, p. XIII,
available
on:
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/711471468765285964/pdf/multi0
page.pdf.
29 OSCE, Ministerial Council, Declaration on strengthening good governance and combating corruption,
money-laundering and the financing of terrorism, MC.DOC/2/12, Dublin, 2012, available on:
https://www.osce.org/cio/97968?download=true.
30 Commission of European Communities, European Governance. A White Paper, COM(2001) 428
final, Brusseles, 2001, available on: https://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/european-governance-whitepaper_en.
31 Ibidem.
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fulfillment in accordance and within the limits of their competence. To
administrate a community should be the main mission of any structure from the
public administration structure – even if we are talking about public authority or
public institution. And in order to talk about good administration or not, we could
see whether "the fundamental rights of the governed ones are respected by the
rulers, as in any state that recognizes and applies the rule of law"32, but also "if the
proper functioning of the public administration is ensured," with respect to clear,
predictable, known legal provisions, known" 33 by the governed ones, but also and
by the rulers civil servants.
Like good governance, whose dimension it is, good administration is a
complex concept that is difficult to be formulated in a synthetic definition, and to
configure this definition it is imperative to respect several other principles, such as
the principle of legality, the principle of proportionality, the principle of
decision-making transparency, or others objective aspects that have to characterize
the activity of the public administration, whether in fulfilling this activity is
involved just the public official or even the civil servant.
„In the modern area of social relations there is an increasing demand for good
and effective governance which includes good administration”34. As we already
mentioned above, the concept of good administration is various and difficult to
define in an unequivocal, brief way35, but certainly it means that the functioning
process of authorities and institutions forming the executive mechanism for public
tasks should be focused on maintaining and improving these freedoms and human
rights which determine the level of all people36.
Certainly, „good governance and good administration are loaded with ethical
values and principles, such as trust, transparency, responsibility, accountability,
responsiveness and participation”37. Thus, it will be better for us to use the same
pattern for identifying some constitutive elements even for this concept of good
administration, instead of trying in vain to create a rigid definition of this concept.
Actually, this is the method used by the Council of Europe or the European Union
to identify the defining elements of good administration. Thus, in the Code of good

E. Slabu, Good administration in the European administrative space, op. cit., p. 8.
Ibidem.
34 S. Mazur, Paradoxes of Polish public administration reformation process, in A. Bosiacki, H. Izdebski,
A. Nelicki, & I. Zachariasz (Eds.), New public management and public governance in Poland and in
Europe, p. 64, 2010. Warszawa, quoted by A. Lipska-Sondecka, Problems with right to good
administration in the context of new solutions, Polish Political Science Yearbook no. 1/2015, p. 198,
available on: https://www.ceeol.com/search/article-detail?id=409396.
35 A. Lipska-Sondecka, op. cit., p. 199.
36 Ibidem.
37 O.-P. Viinamäki, R. Ikola-Norrbacka, A. Salminen, The control of corruption in Finland,
Administration and Public Management Review no. 09/2007, p. 84, available on:
https://www.ceeol.com/search/article-detail?id=90618.
32
33
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administration adopted by Committee of Ministers from Council of European38 are
identified these principles: lawfulness, equality, impartiality, proportionality, legal
certainty, taking action within a reasonable time limit, participation, respect for
privacy, transparency. This Code also mentioned some rules governing
administrative decisions39, and some rules regarding appeals40.
In order to achieve good administration, a Code of good administrative
behaviour is in force at European Union41, a code that establishes a set of principles
that should guide European civil servants in fulfilling their attributions. Such
principles are, for example: lawfulness, absence of discrimination, proportionality,
absence of abuse of power, impartiality and independence, objectivity, fairness,
courtesy, duty to state the grounds of decisions, legitimate expectations,
consistency, and advice, reply to letters in the language of the citizen,
acknowledgement of receipt and indication of the competent official, obligation to
transfer to the competent service of the institution, right to be heard and to make
statements, reasonable time-limit for taking decisions, indication of appeal
possibilities, notification of the decision. About this code, Emily O'Reilly, the
European Ombudsman, stated that: „it is designed to support those efforts by
sharing best practice and by promoting — within the institutions and beyond — a
harmonised, citizen-focused European administrative culture that both listens to,
and learns from, its interactions with citizens, businesses and stakeholders. The
code provides guidance on practical steps towards greater effectiveness,
transparency and accountability and my office is always happy to provide
additional informal advice if necessary...”42. This Code includes the general
principles of good administrative behaviour43, which applies to all relationships
between institutions and their administrations and the general public, and which,
in our opinion, should be at least a starting point for identifying specific ones at
national level and which should govern the activity of the public administration at
any level.
In our national legislation, by the Administrative Code currently in force44 the
ordinary legislator has identified, through Art. 6 - 13, not only the general
principles applicable to public administration, but, by the provisions of Art. 368, a
series of principles that govern the professional conduct of civil servants and
labour contract servants from public administration, such as: the supremacy of the
38 Committee of Ministers of Council of Europen, Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)7 of the Committee
of Ministers to member states on good administration, op. cit., Art. 2 – 10.
39 Idem, Art. 11 – 21.
40 Idem, Art. 22 – 23.
41 This code is available on: https://www.ombudsman.europa.eu/ro/publication/ro/3510.
42 E. O’Reilly, Declaration of the European Ombudsman, available on: https://www.ombudsman.
europa.eu/ro/publication/ro/3510.
43 These principles were specified in those mentioned above.
44 Government Emergency Ordinance no. 57 from 3 July 2019 regarding the Administrative Code,
published in the Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 555 from 5th of July 2019.
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Constitution and the law, ensuring equal treatment of citizens in front of public
authorities and institutions, professionalism, impartiality and independence, moral
integrity, freedom of thought and expression, honesty and fairness, openness and
transparency, accountability and legal liability.
Regarding these provisions we consider that it is appropriate to make the
following observations. Thus, these principles do not represent, to a large extent,
and with the exception of the principles mentioned in letter j), novelty elements
because they were established by Law no. 7/2004 regarding the Code of conduct of
civil servants (law repealed when the Administrative Code came into force), before
the Administrative Code came into force. Unlike the Administrative Code, but
naturally considering the technical aspects of elaboration of normative acts, Law
no. 7/2004, identifies, by the provisions of Art. 2, the purposes that determined the
legislator to adopt such a code by a normative act with the primary legal force of a
law, among them being the one of ensuring a good administration in achieving the
public interest. Although some of these principles can be mentioned when we are
talking about of the public dignitaries - the local elected officials, as honesty and
fairness that are provided, for example, by Art. 224 of the Administrative Code, we
consider that all the principles should govern the activity of all categories of
employees from public administration, regardless of whether they are civil
servants, labour contract servants or even public officials. We are stating this
because the legal valuation of some is different. Thus, for example, if in the case of
civil servants and labour contract servants the lawfulness is seen as a principle, in
the case of local elected officials this is considered to be just an obligation. On the
other hand, if we consider that the lawfulness – principle which affect all the type
of laws, summarizing the legislator's way to express about it, seems redundant to
us anyway, because any one of us as citizens of this state has the fundamental duty
to respect the Constitution, its supremacy and the laws (In this context we are
using the concept of law in a broad sense – lato sensu, namely that of any
normative act) provided by Art. 1, paragraph (5) of the Constitution.
In our opinion, it would be more opportunely and appropriate to establish by
law a set of principles to govern the activity of the public administration without
distinguishing taking into consideration criteria as quality of work or professional
qualification of those who have to fulfill their public or professional activities, as it
is laid down by law at European Union level.
2. The right to good administration
Romanian Constitution45 does not provide, expressis verbis, the right to good
administration, but taking into consideration the quality of membership of the
For example, the Constitution of Finland is referring indirectly to the good governance in the
Art. 124 by stating that „a public administrative task may be delegated to others than public
45
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European Union that Romania has, and in accordance with the provisions of art.
148 paragraph (2) of the Constitution, which regulates that "the provisions of the
constituent treaties of the European Union, as well as the other mandatory
community regulations shall take precedence over the opposite provisions of the
national laws, in compliance with the provisions of the accession act", we consider
that, for the moment, the right to good administration can be invoked even at
national level. We sustain this point of view according to which "the right to good
administration reflects a general principle of Union law"46, as the case-law of the
Court of Luxembourg reveals, to support that this right and principle should also
govern our public administration47.
The right to good administration is enshrined in the European Union by
Art. 41 48 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, European
Legislators establishing in this article the most important elements of good
administration and, implicitly, of its correlative right. The right to good
administration from the „citizens’ rights” chapter of Charter of Fundamental
Rights is one of these rights that, together with the non-discrimination clause in
Art. 18 TFEU, the right to access to documents and the provisions on democratic
principles introduced by Lisbon Treaty into Art. 9-12 TEU, clearly strengthen on
authorities only by an Act or by virtue of an Act, if this is necessary for the appropriate performance
of the task and if basic rights and liberties, legal remedies and other requirements of good governance
are not endangered”. This constitution is available on: https://www.constituteproject.org/
constitution/Finland_2011?lang=en. But majority of the constitutions of EU member states are
referring indirectly to good administration by providing regulations about the powers and the duties
of the authorities from public administration.
46 Court of Justice of European Union, Judgment of the Court (Fourth Chamber), 8 May 2014, H.N. v
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform and Others (C-604/12, ECLI:EU:C:2014:302), paragraph. 49,
published in the electronic Reports of Cases (Court Reports - general).
47 Indeed, an indication in this regard also comes from the Constitutional Court of Romania
which, by Decision no. 12/2013, it ruled that “regarding the provisions of art. 41 of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union, regarding the right to good administration”, these
European provisions can be invoked in the accordance to Art. 148 from Constitution, and Art. 6
paragraph (1) of the Treaty on European Union. See Constitutional Court of Romania, decision no.
12/2013 on objection as to the unconstitutionality of Art. 6 paragraph (4), Art. 10 paragraph (2), Art. 15
paragraph (5), Art. 17 paragraph (1) letter d) şi e), Art. 88 paragraph (1), Art. 91 and of Art. 93^1 from
Law no. 504 from 11 July 2002 – Law of audio-visual field, published in the Official Journal of Romania,
Part I, no. 114 from 28th of February 2013.
48 The provisions of Art. 41 of this Charter provide that: 1. Every person has the right to have his
or her affairs handled impartially, fairly and within a reasonable time by the institutions and bodies of
the Union. 2. This right includes: the right of every person to be heard, before any individual measure
which would affect him or her adversely is taken; the right of every person to have access to his or her
file, while respecting the legitimate interests of confidentiality and of professional and business
secrecy; the obligation of the administration to give reasons for its decisions. 3. Every person has the
right to have the Community make good any damage caused by its institutions or by its servants in
the performance of their duties, in accordance with the general principles common to the laws of the
Member States. 4. Every person may write to the institutions of the Union in one of the languages of
the Treaties and must have an answer in the same language.
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important dimension of EU citizenship49. If we were to extrapolate the ones
mentioned here, but taking into consideration all those mentioned above, also
emphasizing that both good governance and good administration are
determinable and not indefinite concepts, we consider that this right to good
administration must be enshrined, expressis verbis, in our fundamental law, as other
authors already claim50.
In this context, we find it pertinent and appropriate to argue that "the right to
good administration requires clear and stable legal provisions, efficient public
management, respect for the fundamental rights of people by public authorities,
respect for the principles applicable to a modern public administration (lawfulness
and transparency of the activity of public authorities, equality of all persons in
relation with public authorities, impartiality and proportionality of the actions of
public authorities, respect of the reasonable term in fulfilling the activity of public
authorities, respect of the private life of people), approval of clear and accessible
administrative procedures, internal and external control of activities carried out by
public administration authorities, combating corruption, but also efficiency and
effectiveness in the activity of public administration, through a performant public
management”51.

Conclusions
In a state where democracy and the rule of law are still learned mostly by the
rulers, as is our state, where the public administration and civil servants, but also
the public dignitaries, through which public administration is realised, still learn
49 P. Craig, G. de Búrca, EU Law. Text, Cases, and Materials, fifth edition, New York: Oxford, 2011,
p. 852. By more recent judgements, the CJEU has begun to analyse the possible violation of the right to
good administration. Thus, in a recent case-law, the General Court stated that „the party who made a
request for assistance, as the presumed victim, must be granted procedural rights separate from the
rights of defence referred to in Article 48 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights, which are not as
extensive as those rights and which are, ultimately, covered by the right to good administration, as
now provided for by Article 41 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights. Thus, in order for the right to
good administration to be observed, the party who made the request for assistance must necessarily,
in accordance with Article 41(2)(a) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights, be properly heard before the
decision rejecting the request for assistance is adopted by the appointing authority or the AECE”.
Court of Justice of European Union, Judgment of the General Court (First Chamber, Extended Composition),
28 June 2018, H.F. v European Parliament (T-218/17, ECLI:EU:T:2018:393), paragraph 70 and 74,
published in the electronic Reports of Cases (Court Reports - general).
50 V. Vedinaş, Some considerations regarding the Draft Law on the revision of the Romanian
Constitution, Revista de Drept Public no. 3/2013, p. 23, or E. Slabu, Does good administration represent a
basic concept for the public administration reform in Romania?, Scientific Annals of Alexandru Ioan Cuza
University of Iaşi, Juridical Sciences Series, no. 2/2016, p. 381.
51 E. Slabu, Good administration in the European administrative space, Summary of the PhD Thesis, p.
5, available on: https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B8QmaaRXFXpKQ0pfMU5nb0FfYmM/view.
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that they have to work just to serve the interests of citizens, we consider that the
right to good administration should become a new right in our Constitution. This
way, we can contribute even more to make our authorities to understand that
governance and administration has to be carried out exclusively for the benefit of
the people.
The consecration of this right, appreciated by us as one of the guarantee rights,
with the right of the person aggrieved by a public authority and the right of
petition, all of them being a second generation rights, should be done by
identifying all its defining elements, in an exhaustive way, as we have identified
them in the ones mentioned above.
We argue our last mentioned point of view by pointing out the fact that many
of defining elements of good administration are not settled, expressis verbis, by our
Constitution, although they are veritable principles, in which case it is necessary to
conclude about their constitutional consecration by interpreting the constitutional
provisions, as it is, for example, the case of the principle of proportionality.
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OSCILLATING BETWEEN DIFFERENT TYPES OF PUBLIC
CONTRACTS REGARDING THE CONSTRUCTION
OF A HIGHWAY *
Cătălina Georgeta DINU **

Abstract: The article underlines the difficulties that the public authorities have in choosing the
most suitable public contract for the construction of a highway, starting from the identification of the
applicable legislation in this matter, both at European and national level. The analysis of examples of
good practice in such constructions is also necessary, by evaluating some public contracts already
executed at the level of some foreign states. The impasse in which Romania has been for many years
for the construction of a highway can be overcome by elaborating an appropriate legislation and
applying it correctly. Therefore, the understanding of the specificity of the various contractual
categories to which the Romanian state can appeal in order to materialize this old desire to build a
highway is essential. The representatives of the central authorities often oscillated between
public-private partnership, concession of works and public procurement, although the legislation has
changed several times during this time. And the transposition of the European directives in the field
seems not to have led to a clear conclusion on the long-term benefits and efficiency of these contracts.
The article intends to respond to these concerns that currently grind the aspirations of
materialization and completion of the construction of the Brasov-Comarnic highway from Romania.
Key words: Public Law, Administrative Law, Public Contracts, public private partnership,
concession, public procurement.

Introduction
The dynamics of investments and of the economy in general, but also the
constant legislative changes have led both to the diversification of the categories of
public contracts, as well as to a fluctuating interpretation of the specificity of each
of these categories – too less the resultant of an in-depth analysis.
According to art. 5 paragraph (1) lit. a) of Directive 2014/23 / EC1, the works
concession is a "contract with the onerous title concluded in writing by which one
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 13 November 2019.
** Senior Lecturer – Transilvania University of Braşov (catalina.matei@unitbv.ro).
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or more contracting authorities or contracting entities entrust the execution of
works to one or more economic operators, in which the consideration for works it
is represented either exclusively by the right to exploit the works that are the
subject of the contract, or by this right accompanied by a payment”. The works
concession is not confused with the works contract, the last one referring to the
public works contract.
In the current Romanian legislative space, according to art. 5 paragraph (1) lit.
g) of Law no. 100/20162, the works concession contract is a contract with an
onerous title, assimilated according to the law of the administrative act, concluded
in writing, by which one or more contracting entities entrust the execution of
works to one or more economic operators, in which the consideration for works it
is represented either exclusively by the right to exploit the result of the works that
are the subject of the contract, or by this right accompanied by a payment. The
definition unequivocally clarifies the membership of the concession contract to the
category of administrative contracts, as well as the existence of the concession by
itself, as it is not a form or a derivative of public procurement3.
According to art. 3 paragraph (1) lit. l) of Law no. 98/20164, the public
procurement contract is the contract concluded in writing between one or more
economic operators, on the one hand, and one or more public authorities, whose
purpose is the execution of works, the supply of products or the provision of
services. Similar O.U.G. no. 34/20065, Law no. 98/2016 defines in the same article
the sub-categories of public procurement contracts, including the public works
contract, previously called - works contract.
Therefore, the public works procurement contract is that public procurement
contract that has as its object: either exclusively the execution, or both the design
and the execution of works in connection with one of the activities provided in
annex no. 1; either exclusively the execution, or both the design and the execution
of a construction; or the accomplishment, by any means, of a construction that
corresponds to the requirements established by the contracting authority that
exerts a decisive influence on the type or design of the construction.
Directive 2014/23/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 February 2014 on the
award of concession contracts was published in OJ L 94 of 28 March 2014, and entered into force
within
20 days from the date of its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union.
2 Law no. 100/2016 regarding the work concession and the services concession, published in the
Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 392 from 23rd of May 2016.
3 C.G. Dinu, The Concession Contract, 2nd Edition, C.H.Beck Publishing House, Bucharest, 2016, p.
229 and the following.
4 Law no. 98/2016 regarding the public procurement, published in the Official Journal of
Romania, Part I, no. 390 from 23rd of May 2016.
5 Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34/2006 on the award of public procurement contracts,
public works concession contracts and service concession contracts, published in the Official Journal
of Romania, Part I, no. 418 from 15 of May 2006. It was repealed by Law nr. 98/2016.
1
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1. Delimitation among concession/PPP and public procurement
The criterion of the risk assumed by the concessionaire delimits its situation to
that of the works contractor. We also note that the operation of the works does not
belong to the contracting economic operator of the public procurement, being a
step that exceeds the contract and belongs to the contracting authority.
In the situation of the traditional way of constructing the highway, through
public procurement, the following aspects were presented:
1.1. Design and construction stage:
- approximately three or four design and construction contracts would be
awarded by auction for separate portions of the road infrastructure in question
depending on the budget allocated for the project;
- nominal fixed price for the planned design and construction period, but only
for the initially planned construction stage;
- the procedures for awarding the public procurement contracts are started
according to the insurance of the financing source;
- the payments are made according to the progress of the works, so it implies
the need of sufficient public funds for the design and construction stage, which
could lead to the limitation of the availability of funds for the necessary works in
other public projects;
Unlike the variant in PPP / concession regime, the risks related to the interface
existing between the various parties involved in the project are borne by the
contracting authority.
1.2. Maintenance and operation stage:
- the maintenance and operation works would be purchased separately from
the works for the construction phase, depending on the budget allocated annually;
- the payments are made according to the progress of the works;
- although the decision regarding the realization of other investments and their
conception (regarding the object, schedule, technical specifications) remains of the
contracting authority, it is possible that the maintenance of the respective road
sections will not be made on the basis of optimization considerations from the
point of view technically, but on considerations related to the prioritization of the
use of available funds, in case there would be road projects with immediate or
higher investment needs.
1.3. Financing
The source of financing the costs would be the state budget and, therefore, in
the last instance, any loan is contracted at the state level, the costs being
immediately recorded in the public sector balance sheet, thus contributing to the
increase of the budget deficit.
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High financing needs for the contracting authority, especially during the
realization of the investment itself.
2. Significant differences between concession / PPP and public procurement
The responsibility for the maintenance and operation works is borne by the
same company (the concessionaire) that is responsible for the design and
construction, which leads to the optimization of these two activities within the life
cycle of the project.
The payments to the Concessionaire are made exclusively based on and
depending on the availability of the road and the quality of the services provided
during the contractual period, the quality of the construction being thus ensured
on the basis of the commercial interest of the concessionaire. The payment of
availability to be made by the contracting authority is known by at the time of the
award procedure as part of a competitive selection process, including on the basis
of price.
As a consequence, when the concession contract is signed the costs of
operation and maintenance of the road are known, unlike the traditional public
procurement procedure, where the decisions regarding the operation and
maintenance activities are made at future times, when the infrastructure has
already been achieved, thus resulting in a much higher cost predictability in the
case of a PPP than of a project realized in the classical acquisition system.
The payments made by the public authority are made during the operation
period, after the completion of the construction, and take into account the level of
performance in the provision of services by the concessionaire.
Most of the risks are allocated to the concessionaire, the rule being that the
public authority bears exclusively the risks expressly assigned to it by the
concession contract.
Compared to the traditional acquisition process, the financing costs of the
private partner are higher in the case of a PPP / concession project; on the other
hand, appropriately, the acquisition of services related to a road sector in PPP /
concession system compared to the purchase of separate contracts of the same road
sector (broken down into several lots) leads to a high level of risk transfer to the
private partner and to economies of scale for this, which can translate into the
bidding of competitive prices for the contracting authority as well as the existence
of the appropriate incentives of the concessionaire to carry out the contract within
the contractual terms and at the established costs (otherwise its capacity is affected,
repayment of the loan as a result of the lack of income, the project does not reach
the exploitation stage within the deadlines established with the contracting
authority and the financiers), the economic-social benefits pursued can thus be
achieved.
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Given the emphasis on the performance of the concessionaire to provide
services throughout the operational stage of the project, according to the nature of
the PPP / concession contracts, the attention paid to the end user of the investment
is essential.
The typical profile of the payment flows made by the contracting authority
over time in the case of the traditional acquisition reflects consistent amounts of
money paid by the Contracting Authority during the 4 first years, as reflected in
the following graphic:

On the contrary, the typical profile of the payment flows made by the
contracting authority over time in the case of PPP / concession acquisition shows a
financial participation of the state over the last years, as it is reflected above.
Another notable difference in the distribution of payments made by the
Contracting Authority over time in the case of the two acquisition options is the
financing costs of the contracting authority, which are affected by the due dates for
making these payments to various contractors. In the case of the PPP / concession
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option, the private partner must obtain and secure the financing of the project for a
much longer period of time, as opposed to the traditional acquisition where the
payments made by the Contracting Authority are made earlier. From the
perspective of the contracting authority, in the case of the PPP / concession option,
the costs of financing public funds have a different distribution over time
compared to the traditional acquisition.
3. Repeated Attempts of building a Highway. Short history.
In 2002, the first steps were taken to achieve the Bucharest - Brasov Highway
in a public-private partnership regime by publishing in the Official Monitor of
Romania the Announcements of Intent for the different sections of this highway.
Following the completion of the awarding and negotiation procedures, in 2004, the
public-private partnership contracts were no longer concluded, and the necessary
Government decisions were not adopted and adopted according to the law for the
approval of the contracts.
The first attempt took place in 2004, when the Government led by Adrian
Nastase then selected three companies to build the Bucharest-Ploiesti (Strabag
from Austria), Comarnic-Predeal (Vinci from France) and Predeal-Brasov
(Ashtrom-Roichman, Israel) sections.
In 2004, on October 18, in Bucharest, in the presence of the former French
Prime Minister, Jean-Pierre Raffarin and of the Prime Minister Adrian Nastase, the
former Minister of Transport Miron Mitrea signed with Vinci the public-private
partnership contract with the French company Vinci for the realization of 36 km of
the highway between Comarnic and Predeal. Cost: 480 million euros.
Traian Basescu argued that there was no tender for the construction of the
Brasov-Bucharest highway and that it was "at most a selection of bids, which is
illegal for works over 100,000 euros", and the contract for the French company
Vinci , which will build this highway, is a gift offered by Adrian Nastase to the
French Prime Minister.
Subsequently, at the change of Government at the end of 2004 and after the
European Commission expressed its disagreement on how the concessionaires
were selected, the contract for the highway to Brasov was not signed anymore.
In 2007, the second attempt was made to realize the first public-private
partnership/concession project in the road infrastructure in Romania by launching
the public procurement procedure in order to award the concession contract for
the Comarnic Highway - Brasov. The concession contract was awarded to the
Consortium consisting of Vinci Concessions, Aktor Concessions, Vinci
Construction Grands Projects and Aktor, the project did not reach financial closure.
The discussions regarding the realization of the highway between Comarnic
and Brasov continued, and in 2009 the tender for the project in public-private
partnership was designated. The highway from Comarnic to Brasov should have
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been 58 kilometers long and the Minister of Transport since then, estimated at 1.5
billion euros.
In April 2010, however, the Vinci - Aktor consortium unilaterally denounced
the contract, the official reason being the lack of funds. The representatives of the
consortium showed that the Romanian state did not accept certain clauses, which
led to the impossibility of obtaining financing for the project6.
On December 19, 2013 was announced the association Vinci-Strabag-Aktor that was
to make the concession of the Comarnic - Brasov highway
The prime minister at that time, Victor Ponta announced that the
Vinci-Strabag-Aktor association won the tender for the concession of the Comarnic
- Brasov highway section. The 58-kilometer-long section of the highway would cost
around 1.2 billion euros for construction, being practically the first Romanian
highway made in concession and the builder will pay the tax. The concession was
estimated for a period of 30 years, during which time the state grants availability
payments to the manufacturer to offset the income from the tax. Comarnic - Brasov
highway is in the third attempt of concession, after two failed attempts in the past:
in 2004 (with Vinci company) and in 2009 (with Vinci-Aktor association).
In February 2013, Prime Minister Victor Ponta declared in a show at Realitatea
TV that the realization of the Comarnic - Brasov highway is a priority for him and
that if he does not manage to finish it by 2016 then he will not run for the next
parliamentary elections.
3.1. Concession for 30 years - a test for the Government's highway strategy
According to the information published on the public procurement website,
with the launch of the procedure, the section of the Comarnic-Brasov highway was
58 kilometers long, and the value estimated by CNADNR was 5.32 billion lei
excluding VAT (total: 1, 2 billion euros, 21 million euros / km).
The duration of the contract was 360 months (30 years), starting from the date
of the award of the contract or from issuing the orders to start the works, this
period including the construction phase, the operation and maintenance stage, the
success of this contract also depended on other projects to be developed in
public-private partnership or concession, some already removed in the competitive
dialogue procedure (Pitesti-Craiova, Highway A0 of the Southern Belt of the
Capital). But nothing has materialized.
Regarding the availability payments, some calculations showed that the state
could end up paying even three times more money than the estimated value of the
motorway, but the amount will be "extended" over the 30 years concession.
Basically, the state should cover the repayments and interest of the loans that the
contractor will contract for the realization of the motorway.
https://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-esential-16243041-ultima-ora-asocierea-vinci-strabag-aktorcastigat--licitatia-pentru-realizarea-autostrazii-comarnic-brasov.htm.
6
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The payments that the state would have made were strictly related to the
fulfilment of the performance criteria associated with the operation and
maintenance, provided in the contract. In other words, if the highway was not
profitable, the state would pay more and vice versa.
The profit of the builder came from the concession rates that is from the
freeway fee, the renting of the service spaces and advertising spaces. These
amounts would have covered some of the costs of operating the highway.
The Romanian state transferred the risks of construction, operation and
availability of financing to the builders.
The next step that the Vinci-Strabag-Aktor association had to do after signing
the concession contract was to make the financial closure of the project within six
months, is to sign the financing credits with the banks. Only after the financing
was obtained, construction work could begin.
According to the national company of highways (CNADNR) calculations, "in
the variant with the usage tariff, the traffic on the new section of the highway will
be 66.67% of the traffic in the situation in which the drivers should not pay the
usage tax".
Moreover, in the descriptive documentation of the project, CNADNR
estimates that the annual average traffic of traffic will increase from 10,000-20,000
vehicles in 2015 to 22,000-36,000 in 2030 and to 36,000-59,000 in 2045. Highway
made through mountains: 53 bridges, passages and viaducts, 18 tunnels.
However, on the CNADNR site it was specified that for design and
construction 4 years are allocated, and for operation and maintenance - 25 years.
The route of the highway is on a mountainous terrain which implies the
accomplishment of some very expensive works of art (bridges, passages, viaducts).
During the 58 km of the highway 53 bridges and viaducts will be built and no less
than 18 tunnels with a total length of 2.89 kilometers. New tunnels near
Busteni-Sinaia-Predeal resorts
In addition to the tunnels estimated in the descriptive documentation, the
director of CNADNR announced that, following consultations with the interested
manufacturers, the variant of the construction of other 3 tunnels in 10 kilometers
length will be considered near the three big resorts: Busteni, Sinaia and Predeal.
The highway was divided into two sections: Comarnic-Predeal and
Predeal-Brasov (Cristian).
4. The highway project in the period 2012-20137
On 08.12.2012, the Contracting Authority (the association between the Ministry
of Transport and the National Company of Highways and National Roads of
Romania) published in SEAP the Concession Announcement no. 2253 regarding
7
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the start of the competitive dialogue procedure for the award of the Public Works
Concession Contract for the design, construction, financing, operation and
maintenance of the Bucharest-Brasov Highway, the Comarnic-Brasov Section.
At the end of the first stage of the procedure, the following candidates were
pre-selected in March 2013 4 competitors, and after the completion of the dialogue
phase, the following candidates submitted final offers within the deadline
(09.12.2013):
• ASOCIEREA VINCI SA, VINCI CONSTRUCTION GRANDS PROJETS SAS,
VINCI CONSTRUCTION TERRASSEMENT SAS, STRABAG AG, STRABAG SE,
AKTOR SA, AKTOR CONCESSIONS SA,
• ASSOCIATION OF IMPREGILO & SALINI.
Following the analysis and evaluation of the final offers, on 19.12.2013, the first
offer was declared a winner.
Regarding the concession rate and tax system, on the Comarnic-Brasov Highway,
a “semi-closed” toll system was planned, which provided for full-road barriers at
the two ends of the highway, located in the Comarnic and Rasnov area, as well as
toll booths in Sinaia-Busteni and Predeal. The concession tariff was charged once
the entire highway is completed and becomes operational.
The concession contract is structured in three main stages as follows: 1.
Preliminary period 12 months from the date of signature of the Contract; 2.
Construction period 36 months from the end of the preliminary period; 3.
Operating period 26 years from the end of the construction period. The operating
period begins on the date of completion of the highway construction and lasts 26
years, when the concessionaire has the obligation to operate and maintain the
highway according to the performance standards provided in the concession
contract.
The obligation of the concessionaire to operate and maintain the highway has
as its object all the activities necessary for the permanent assurance of a fully
functional, safe and high quality highway for users. These activities include snow
clearing and removal of ice from the road, cleaning, maintenance of the vegetation
on the side of the highway, carrying out repair work on the tread surface and
service and parking spaces, as well as monitoring the occurrence of damage
(grinding, wear and tear). ) and prompt repairs, such as periodic rehabilitation
works in order to maintain the highway and related works in good conditions.
The concessionaire also has the obligation to collect the concession tariffs and
to operate and maintain the tariff collection system. The penalty system provided
in the contract places a special emphasis on minimizing any breaches of these
obligations that may disrupt the flow of traffic flows in good conditions. The
concessionaire must make available to the users a wide range of options regarding
the modalities of payment of the tariffs, electronic and manual (with cash), as well
as to assure the assistance to the users on any aspects related to them, among
which the making available of a call center with 24/24 operation.
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The concessionaire must frequently demonstrate, during the contract, that the
operating and maintenance requirements are met. For this purpose, objective
methods are used to determine the state of the road and the structures, according
to international and national standards, the functionality of the charging stations is
controlled by sensors, video monitoring system (CCTV) as well as other detection
equipment are used to monitor the quality of the service placed at the disposition
of the users, both on the route of the motorway and in the spaces of services and
parking, all these besides the frequent inspections on which the monitoring staff
will carry out.
In case the concessionaire does not meet the requirements for the operation
and maintenance of the motorway, it is penalized by the Authority.
4.1. Payment mechanism. The Revenue of the Dealer
The concessionaire benefits from three categories of income:
a) Availability payments from the public authority;
b) Revenue from the concession fee paid by the users of the motorway (these
will be deducted from the availability payment);
c) Income from the use of secondary infrastructure (for example, rents or
royalties paid by entities operating gas stations or other service spaces) - a
percentage of 60% of these to be returned to the contracting authority and
deducted from the availability payment.
So far only a few such projects have reached financial closure in South-East
Europe, and as a result have been built and are currently in operation.
This is mainly due to some essential characteristics that countries in this region
have in common:
- old road infrastructure and in many cases much degraded, requiring urgent
restoration / reconstruction work
- the relatively low degree of ownership over the vehicles, low volumes of
traffic and reduced availability of payment of the fees for road use
- small national economies, as well as limited fiscal space, resulting in limited
budgetary resources for the realization of road infrastructure
- low country rating and absence of mature financial markets, considerably
affecting the possibility of using the financial options available for this type of
projects
In the face of such objective constraints, representatives of the public and
private sectors require considerable efforts to create the conditions for the
development of PPP / concession projects in this part of Europe.
5. The project “Bucharest - Brasov highway, Comarnic section - Brasov, Lot
2: Predeal-Christian sector”
The highway was to be promoted by the former Dancila government as a pilot
project in PPP, through competitive dialogue, according to a 11 July 2018 press
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release. The decision will be taken only if it obtains the support of the European
Commission and if the IFI (International Financial Institutions), the World Bank,
the EIB and the EBRD will agree to participate in the financing of the project.
On October 25, 2019, the first asphalt layer is laid on the Râşnov - Cristian /
Brasov lot, part of the Comarnic - Brasov Highway. The general objective of the
project was to make a fast and safe connection between DN73 (Rasnov) and DN73
(Brasov), thus bypassing the City of Rasnov and the Commune of Cristian,
through the section of the Rasnov - Cristian Highway, part of the Predeal - Cristian
section.
The project aims to reduce the travel time between Rasnov and Cristian from
11 minutes to 4 minutes; reducing the operating costs of the vehicles by
approximately 15%; reducing the number of accidents as a result of avoiding the
crossing of urban areas and, last but not least, improving the environmental
conditions, as a result of reducing the amounts of pollutant emissions, noise and
local air pollution.
The total value of the project is 204,219,379 lei (including VAT) and will be
financed through the Large Infrastructure Operational Program 2014-2020 as
follows: 75% European Union contribution from the European Regional
Development Fund - 123,429,400.05 lei, 25% contribution own- 41,143,133.32 lei, the
rest of 39,646,846.22 lei representing VAT8.
The works for the Râşnov - Cristian lot officially started on May 20, 2019. The
deadline for completing the works on this motorway sector is April 2020. The
contract for the design and execution of lot 5 of the Comarnic-Brasov highway,
Râşnov - Cristian sector and the Link Road, length 6.3 km (highway) + 3.7 km
(4-lane national road with median separator) was signed in the autumn of 2017
with the Association Alpenside - Specialist Consulting, for the amount of 118
million lei. As for the construction of most of the high-speed road in Prahova
Valley, the future is uncertain. And that's because PNL, the party that could come
to the government, has a different perspective than the PSD for this project9.
On the 25 of October 2019, The Orban government wants to make the
Comarnic-Brasov highway also in public-private partnership (PPP) as the former
prime-minister Viorica Dancila wanted. The differences are that the route of the
road will change and that the liberals do not even think about going without
European funding10.

http://www.ziare.com/economie/infrastructura/ca-si-dancila-liberalii-vor-autostrada-comarnicbrasov-in-ppp-doar-ca-propun-alt-traseu-si-cer-bani- European-1582828.
9 https://www.economica.net/premiera-pe-autostrada-comarnic-brasov-se-asterne-primul-stratde-asfalt-pe-lotul-rasnov-cristian-video_175525.html; https://www.economica.net/autostrada-comarnicbrasov-primul-strat-de-asfalt-pe-lotul-rasnov-cristian-ar-putea-fi-asternut-pana-vine-iarna_
175099.html.
10 http://www.cnadnr.ro/ro/comunicare/comunicate-de-presa/interes-general/autostradabucuresti-brasov-tronson-comarnic-brasov;http://www.ziare.com/economie/infrastructura/ca-si8
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The PNL governance program shows that the Minister of Transport,
Infrastructure and Communications wants to continue to build the
Comarnic-Brasov Highway in PPP.
In the recent past, the former Dancila Cabinet delegated the National Strategy
and Forecast Commission to negotiate to select a private partner to build the
high-speed road based on a feasibility study (SF) conducted in the early 2000s.
That document provided a route of the highway that was to pass through the
middle of the Busteni resort.
The forecast commission has launched a tender. Several large contractors have
shown interest in the project. They asked for clarifications from the Forecast
Commission, but did not submit any offers. Finally, the Forecast Commission
announced that it is negotiating a contract with a Chinese-Turkish association
called China Communications Construction Company - Makyol Insaat Sanayi
Turizm.
Meanwhile, Viorica Dancila has decided that the high-speed road will be built
with money from the budget. It wasn't long, however, until the late Minister of
Transport, Razvan Cuc, announced that in the meantime the Forecast Commission
was conducting new negotiations with the Chinese-Turkish association. The new
version of the contract was not publicized.

Conclusions
The Liberals want to make a fifth attempt to build this road through the
mountain in the PPP. It is sustained that PNL wants a route given by a feasibility
study from 2015, more environmentally friendly and which provides for the
construction of tunnels through the mountains.
In the PNL governance plan it is mentioned that: “The Comarnic-Brasov
highway with a length of 58.0 km and costs 997.75 million euros (2014 MPGT
prices) will be promoted as a pilot project in PPP, through competitive dialogue.
The decision will be taken only if we get the support of the European Commission
and if IFI (International Financial Institutions), World Bank, EIB and EBRD will
agree to participate in the financing of the project, the Feasibility Study (SF) of 2015
will be used, on a route and modern and environmentally friendly technical
solutions ( tunnels)”11.

dancila-liberalii-vor-autostrada-comarnic-brasov-in-ppp-doar-ca-propun-alt-traseu-si-cer-banieuropeni-1582828.
11 http://www.ziare.com/economie/infrastructura/ca-si-dancila-liberalii-vor-autostrada-comarnicbrasov-in-ppp-doar-ca-propun-alt-traseu-si-cer-bani-europeni-1582828.
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ASPECTS OF PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING BY ROMANIAN
CIVIL COURTS ACTING IN THEIR JUDICIAL CAPACITY*
Adrian CRISTOLOVEAN**

Abstract: Although the data protection supervisory authorities are not competent to supervise
processing operations of courts when acting in their judicial capacity, the General Data Protection
Regulation also applies to the activities of courts and other judicial authorities which must ensure
compliance with the rules of this regulation. Therefore this paper aims to explore the processing
performed by civil courts in their judicial capacity, without overlooking the impact of the internet age
on the publication of personal data from pending cases and judgments. To this end we’ll analyse the
provisions of Regulation (EU) 2016/679 and the national legal framework regarding the processing
of data by the courts, without overlooking a recent trend in dealing with processing operations
performed by the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). At first glance it seems that our
civil courts were left to their own devices as to data protection since the Romanian national
supervisory authority is not competent to supervise processing operations of courts acting in their
judicial capacity and the Romanian legislator did not entrust this mission to specific bodies within
our judicial system. However despite the absence of a right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory
authority or to an effective judicial remedy against a supervisory authority, the data subjects –
plaintiffs and defendants – may resort to the right to an effective judicial remedy against the
controller for the protection of their personal data processed by a civil court. Since the right to the
protection of personal data is not an absolute right and it must be considered in relation to its
function in society and be balanced against other fundamental rights, in accordance with the
principle of proportionality, not always will prevail the rights of the data subject, or, better said, they
will not be able to prevail before the balance tilts – sooner or later – in favour of the data subject.
Key words: Private Law, European Union Law, GDPR, civil courts, court proceedings, court
decisions, judicial activities.

Introduction
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)1 expressly refers to the
activity of the civil courts2 on several occasions. Firstly, recital (20) mentions that

* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 4 November 2019.
** LL.M. Attorney at law (Bucharest Bar) – Muşat & Asociaţii (adrian.cristolovean@musat.ro).
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while this Regulation applies, inter alia, to the activities of courts and other judicial
authorities, the competence of the supervisory authorities3 should not cover the
processing of personal data when the courts are acting in their judicial capacity.
Hence, in order to safeguard the independence of the judiciary in the performance
of its judicial tasks, including decision-making, civil courts don’t fall under the
control of ordinary supervisory authorities. However, Member States can entrust
the supervision of such data processing operations to specific bodies within their
judicial system, an aspect that the Romanian legislator did not consider at the time
of implementing Regulation (EU) 2016/6794.
Such specific bodies should, in particular: a). ensure compliance with the rules
of this Regulation (e.g. the obligation to keep records of processing activities and to
implement the principles of data protection by design and by default5), b). enhance
awareness among members of the judiciary of their obligations under this
Regulation, c). handle complaints in relation to such data processing operations.
The need to establish the aforesaid structures is substantiated by the fact that
courts – when acting in their judicial capacity – are also exempted from the
obligation to designate a data protection officer6, namely a person with expert
knowledge of data protection law and practices that should assist the civil courts to
monitor internal compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation,
including awareness-raising and training of staff involved in processing
operations.
1 Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the
protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation),
published in the Official Journal of the European Union L 119 from 4th of May 2016.
2 Our analysis does not consider the processing of personal data by criminal courts, aspects
covered by Directive (EU) 2016/680 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on
the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data by competent
authorities for the purposes of the prevention, investigation, detection or prosecution of criminal
offences or the execution of criminal penalties, and on the free movement of such data, published in
the Official Journal of the European Union L 119 from 4 May 2016. This directive was transposed into
national law by Law no. 363 from 28 December 2018, published in The Official Journal of Romania, Part
I, no. 13 from 7 January 2019.
3 Autoritatea Naţională de Supraveghere a Prelucrării Datelor cu Caracter Personal in Romania,
established by Law no. 102 from 2 May 2005, published in The Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no.
391 from 9 May 2005.
4 Law no. 190 from 18th of July 2018 on implementing measures for Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with
regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data […], published in
The Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 651 from 26th of July 2018, doesn’t contain any provision
in this regard, nor any other law.
5 For further details see S.-D. Şchiopu, The obligation to keep a record of processing activities for
personal data, Revista română de drept al afacerilor no. 1/2018, p. 85-94; S.-D. Şchiopu, An Overview of
the Technical and Organisational Measures Necessary to Ensure the Effective Implementation of the General
Data Protection Regulation, Revista română de drept al afacerilor no. 2/2019, p. 53-56.
6 See recital (97) and article 37 (1) (a) GDPR.
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At first glance, it seems that civil courts were left to their own devices as to
data protection given the absence of an obligation to designate a data protection
officer, the fact that the Romanian national supervisory authority is not competent
to supervise processing operations of courts acting in their judicial capacity and
our legislator did not entrust this mission to specific bodies within our judicial
system. However we have to bear in mind that Regulation (EU) 2016/679 applies
to the activities of courts and other judicial authorities, despite the
abovementioned derogations, and civil courts must ensure compliance just as any
other controller should7.
1. Personal data processing in court proceedings
The Code of Civil Procedure8 requires that the decision be delivered in public
hearing9 (article 402) and the court hearings are public, except for the cases
provided by law (article 17). Conducting civil proceedings without public presence
can happen according to article 213 (1) when the court, upon request or ex officio,
orders that they be carried out in whole or in part without the presence of the
public. This can happen when a public hearing would undermine morality, public
order, the interests of minors, the privacy of the parties or the interests of justice.
In a jurisprudential interpretation “[t]he principle of publicity means that the
civil proceedings are, as a rule, conducted before a court in a public hearing, in the
presence of the parties, but also of any other person who wishes to attend the
debate. Thus, the publicity takes place in court, not in virtual space, including the
presence of the audience in the court room. This does not mean that people who do
not want to attend the debates must subsequently be given access to information
on the various litigations that were pending before the court”10.
It is obvious and unavoidable that during the procedure before the civil court
personal data will be processed usually by disclosure11, especially those of the
7 Article 4 (7) GDPR: “«controller» means the natural or legal person, public authority, agency or
other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of
personal data; where the purposes and means of such processing are determined by […] law, the
controller or the specific criteria for its nomination may be provided for by Union or Member State
law”.
8 Law no. 134 from 1 July 2010 regarding the Code of Civil Procedure, republished in the Official
Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 247 from 10 April 2015.
9 According to article. 396 (2) from the Code of Civil Procedure, when the decision was
postponed, it can also be delivered not in public hearing, but by making the solution available to the
parties through the court clerk.
10 Bucharest Court of Appeal, VIIIth section for administrative and fiscal litigation, civil ruling no.
10 from 19 March 2015, and S.-D. Şchiopu, Personal Data Processing. Retrieval of Information Available on
the Courts' Portal. Right of Opposition of the Data Subject. […] Principle of Publicity of Court Hearings,
Revista română de jurisprudenţă no. 1/2018, p. 83 and 86.
11 Article 4 (7) GDPR: “«processing» means any operation or set of operations […], such as
collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval,
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plaintiff and the defendant, as part of the normal course of the judicial
proceedings, even maybe special (sensitive) categories of personal data12 whose
processing is in principle prohibited according to article 9 (1) GDPR, one exception
being precisely the need for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims
or whenever courts are acting in their judicial capacity. For instance a person's
name and surname are personal data, whether or not they are sufficient in a given
situation to identify that person13.
It is worth to mention that civil courts will not base the lawfulness of
processing on the consent of the data subjects but on other legal grounds14
provided by the General Data Protection Regulation such as the compliance with a
legal obligation to which the controller is subject or the performance of a task
carried out in the public interest, considering that justice is regarded as a public
service15.
However nowadays there is an exception to this rule. Some courts offer the
possibility to request the communication of documents in electronic format and
online access to the electronic court case file. As the party can truly choose the way
procedural documents are communicated – by email or traditional mail services –
and the court file can be consulted either online, either in physical format at the
court archive, the processing necessary for the use of these electronic means will be
based on the consent of the data subject according to article 6 (1) (a) GDPR. In this
specific case consent should be regarded as freely given because the data subject
has a genuine free choice since consent can be withdrawn without detriment, that
is, without losing access to the documents related to the court proceedings.
The civil court will also be responsible for the conformity with the principles
relating to processing of personal data pursuant to article 5 GDPR16 and must be
able to demonstrate, in accordance with the accountability principle, the
compliance of processing activities with Regulation (EU) 2016/679.

consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or
combination, restriction, erasure or destruction”.
12 E.g. data revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs,
data concerning health or data concerning a natural person's sex life or sexual orientation.
13 High Court of Cassation and Justice of Romania, the panel for questions of law, decision no. 37
from 7 December 2015, published in the Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 51 from 25 January 2016.
14 D.-M. Şandru, Situations in which the processing of personal data is allowed without the consent of the
data subject, in A. Săvescu (coord.), RGPD – Regulamentul general privind protecţia datelor cu caracter
personal: comentarii şi explicaţii, Bucharest: Hamangiu, 2018, p. 39-48.
15 See article 5 of Law no. 304 from 28 June 2004 on judicial organization, republished in the
Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 827 from 13 September 2005.
16 For further details see S.-D. Şchiopu, The Pillars of Personal Data Processing, Revista Universul
Juridic no. 6/2017, p. 96-101; D.-M. Şandru, Principles of Data Protection - from Theory to Practice,
Curierul judiciar no. 6/2018, p. 364-366.
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2. The online publication of personal data from pending cases and
judgments
The publication on the courts’ portal (http://portal.just.ro/) of personal data
from court files is done in accordance with the Strategy for Computerization of the
Judicial System17. It concerned, inter alia, the transfer and publishing of public data
about court cases, decisions and rulings from ECRIS (The Electronic Court Register
Informational System) on the portal of the Ministry of Justice. This Government
Decision is considered to have created for the civil courts the legal obligation to
make available online on the courts’ portal personal data such as the names of the
plaintiffs and the defendants18.
Although the implementation of the strategy should have been aimed at
securing personal information, our national supervisory authority recommended to the
Ministry of Justice only to take “measures for the exact determination of personal
data that are strictly necessary to achieve the purpose pursued through the ECRIS
application, respectively the courts’ portal, provided the data must be adequate,
relevant and not excessive [in relation to the purposes for which they are
processed19] (posting only the name and surname of the defendants and plaintiffs
in the published solution)”20.
On the other hand, the Plenary of the Superior Council of Magistracy
considered that “it is necessary to elaborate a procedure that allows the deletion or
censorship of personal data from the portal of the courts in the case of archived
court files” and decided notify the Ministry of Justice, in its capacity as
administrator of the portal of the courts, with the indicated aspects21.
This decision was based on the following facts: a). personal data should only
be kept for the period of time necessary to fulfil the purpose for which they were
collected or for further processing; b). the content of the right to the protection of
personal data, which concerns the right of the natural person to the protection of
17 Approved by Government Decision no. 543 of 9 June 2005, published in the Official Journal of
Romania, Part I, no. 547 of 28 June 2005.
18 See for instance Constanţa Court of Appeal, section for administrative and fiscal litigation, civil
ruling no. 14 from 2 February 2015, available on http://rolii.ro/.
19 Recital (28) from Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24
October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on
the free movement of such data, published in the Official Journal of the European Communities L 281
from 23rd of November 1995.
20 S.-D. Şchiopu, The effectiveness of the right to be forgotten, in I. Alexe, N.-D. Ploeşteanu, D.-M.
Şandru (eds.), Protecţia datelor cu caracter personal. Impactul protecţiei datelor personale asupra
mediului de afaceri. Evaluări ale experienţelor româneşti şi noile provocări ale Regulamentului (UE)
2016/679, Bucharest: Universitară, 2017, p. 191-192.
21 Press release of 17 May 2012 regarding the Decision of the Superior Council of Magistracy
Plenary to notify the Ministry of Justice with the proposal to delete or censor personal data from the
court portal in the case of archived files, available on https://www.juridice.ro/wp-content/uploads/
2012/05/CSM-17-05-date-cu-caracter-personal.doc.
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the characteristics that lead to his identification and the correlative obligation of the
state to take adequate measures to ensure an effective protection; c). the purpose of
the court portal to ensure the transparency of the judicial procedures, through the
possibility of any interested person to follow the evolution of the cases submitted
to the court, by consulting the lists of sessions of the court, including the deadlines
and the solutions given in court cases; d). data processing, by posting the name of
the parties on the portal, which is justified by the purpose of the portal during the
trial of the case and which, is no longer required after the case has been resolved,
namely the archiving of the file; e). the fact that after archiving a file from the
courts' portal, it can still be identified by the number and object of the case22.
Since nothing happened in the meantime and the personal data continued to
appear on the portal after the court case files were archived, the Judicial Inspection
proposed not long ago the analysis by the Legislation and Documentation Service
within The Superior Council of Magistracy of the possibility to delete information
from courts’ computer databases and identifying the solutions that may be
available to them in the case of requests made by the parties regarding the removal
of identification data from these records and from the court portal, given the two
applications filed in 2016 at the High Court of Cassation and Justice23
As far as we know, until the archiving deadline is fulfilled, deadline
established in relation to the subject matter of the case, the data provided by the
ECRIS program continue to be in the electronic records of the files that are not
confidential and implicitly also remain published on the court's website24.
Consequently, at present the deletion of personal data from the portal does not
take place at the time of archiving the court files, but at the completion of the
archiving period.
As the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has also stated “even
initially lawful processing of accurate data may, in the course of time, become
incompatible with the directive [requirements laid down in Article 6 (1) (c) to (e) of
Directive 95/46, now repeated in Article 5 (1) (c) to (e) of Regulation 2016/679]
where those data are no longer necessary in the light of the purposes for which
they were collected or processed. That is so in particular where they appear to be
inadequate, irrelevant or no longer relevant, or excessive in relation to those
purposes and in the light of the time that has elapsed”25.
Ibidem.
Superior Council of Magistracy, Judiciary Inspection, Control report no. 1619/IJ/917/DIJ/2016, 22
April 2016, http://old.csm1909.ro/csm/linkuri/19_07_2016__82228_ro.doc.
24 Ploieşti Court of Appeal, section for administrative and fiscal litigation, decision no. 91 from 10
February 2015, available on http://rolii.ro/.
25 CJEU, Judgment from 13 May 2014, C‑131/12, Google Spain, ECLI:EU:C:2014:317, published in
the electronic Reports of Cases (Court Reports - general), paragraph 93. See also CJEU, Judgment from
24 September 2019, C‑136/17, GC and Others (Déréférencement de données sensibles),
ECLI:EU:C:2019:773, published in the electronic Reports of Cases (Court Reports - general), paragraph
74, which reiterates this idea but also in the context of the General Data Protection Regulation.
22
23
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The processing of personal data by keeping them on the portal after the
dispute is settled clearly violates the principles of minimisation26 and storage
limitation set by article 5 (1) (c) and (e) GDPR, posting the name of the parties on
the portal, which is justified by the purpose of the portal during the trial of the
case, is no longer necessary after the case has been settled, namely the archiving of
the physical court case file.
Therefore, pursuant article 17 (1) (a) GDPR, the data subjects should obtain
from the civil courts the erasure of data concerning them from the portal, since the
personal data are no longer necessary in relation to the purposes for which they
were processed27. However, the civil courts could show a proactive attitude
towards the compliance with Regulation (EU) 2016/679 and request the
administrator of the portal to implement technical measures that will ensure ex
officio the anonymisation of online data concurrently with the physical archiving of
the file.
Unlike the national legal framework, the Rules of Procedure of the Court of
Justice28 provide for more specific regulations regarding the anonymisation of
personal data. According to article 95 (1), in the proceedings pending before it, the
Court respects the anonymity granted by the referring court or tribunal. Also, if it
considers it necessary, the Court may also render anonymous data subjects
concerned by the case29. In order to maintain its effectiveness, the Court
recommends that the application be made at the outset of the proceedings, since,
on account of the dissemination of information concerning the case on the Internet,
granting anonymity becomes much more difficult if the notice of the case
concerned has already been published in the Official Journal of the European
Union30.
Not long ago, the Court of Justice of the European Union decided to go even
further and anonymise all requests for preliminary rulings involving natural

26 As one author said, this principle “is very important in Romania, since most laws provide
obligations for controllers that establish the legality of the processing, but clearly violate the data
minimization” – D.-M. Şandru, Old principles in new times. Critical remarks on two newly introduced
phrases in Article 5 of General Data Protection Regulation, Revista română de drept al afacerilor
no. 1/2018, p. 83.
27 Silviu-Dorin Şchiopu, General considerations on the right to the erasure of personal data, Revista
Universul Juridic no. 9/2019, p. 48.
28 CJEU, Consolidated version of the Rules of Procedure of the Court of Justice of 25 September 2012, as
last amended on 9 April 2019, https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/201210/rp_en.pdf.
29 At the request of the referring court or tribunal, at the duly reasoned request of a party to the
main proceedings or of its own motion. When requested by a party, the application for anonymity
must be made by a separate document stating appropriate reasons.
30 CJEU, Practice Rules for the Implementation of the Rules of Procedure of the General Court adopted
by the General Court on 20 May 2015, https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/
2016-08/dpe_vc_en.pdf.
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persons31. This concern arose in the context of the application of Regulation (EU)
2016/679, at which point the Court decided to increase the protection of the data of
natural persons in publications concerning requests for preliminary rulings.
Practically the Court followed the tendency, seen within the member states32, to
increase the protection for personal data against a background marked by the
proliferation of means of searching and disseminating information.
Consequently, in order to ensure the protection of the natural persons’ data
while guaranteeing at the same time that citizens are informed and have the right
to open courts33, the Court of Justice decided, in all requests for preliminary rulings
brought after 1 July 2018, to replace, in all its public documents, the name of natural
persons involved in the case by initials. Similarly, any additional element likely to
permit identification of the persons concerned will be removed. In the case of
decisions issued by the Romanian civil courts, before being published by the
Foundation “Romanian Legal Information Institute” (http://rolii.ro/)34 the name,
surname, nickname, date and place of birth, personal numeric code, address and
occupation of the data subjects are anonymised35.
However, the Court of Justice of the European Union stressed that its measures
seek to ensure appropriate protection for personal data only in the publications of
the Court of Justice and these measures do not affect the way in which cases are
handled by the Court or the usual progress of the proceedings, or, in particular, the
hearings, which will continue to follow the current arrangements.
3. The right of the data subject to an effective judicial remedy against a civil
court
Given that, according to article 55 (3) GDPR, common supervisory authorities
aren’t competent to supervise processing operations of civil courts acting in their
judicial capacity, neither the plaintiff, nor the defendant from a civil litigation can
lodge a complaint as data subjects with the Romanian supervisory authority. As a
consequence, there is also no question of an effective judicial remedy against a
31 CJEU, Press release no. 96/18: From 1 July 2018, requests for preliminary rulings involving
natural persons will be anonymised, Luxembourg, 29 June 2018, https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/
upload/docs/application/pdf/2018-06/cp180096en.pdf.
32 See also C. de Terwangne, Diffusion de la jurisprudence via internet dans les pays de l’Union
européenne et règles applicables aux données personnelles, 2005, http://www.crid.be/pdf/public/
5021.pdf.
33 „Tout en garantissant l’information des citoyens et la publicité de la justice” – in the French
version of the Press release no. 96/2018.
34 S.-D. Şchiopu, Online Published Civil Judicial Decisions in Romania - Balancing the Conflict between
the Principle of Publicity in Court Proceedings and the Right to Personal Data Protection, Jus et Civitas - A
Journal of Social and Legal Studies vol. IV (LXVIII), no. 1/2017, p. 30-31.
35 Article 3 of Decision no. 884 of 20 August 2013 issued by the Plenary of the Superior Council of
Magistracy, available at https://www.juridice.ro/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/16_09_2013__
60647_ro.pdf.
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legally binding decision of a supervisory authority concerning the data subjects,
considering that there is no competent authority who could issue such a decision.
When data subjects consider that their rights derived from data protection
have been infringed as a result of the processing of their personal data in
non-compliance with Regulation (EU) 2016/679, the only means available to the
plaintiff or the defendant in a Romanian civil suit is the right to an effective judicial
remedy against the controller – namely the civil court that infringed, for instance,
the data subjects' rights pursuant to articles 12 to 22 GDPR.
The lack of other remedies could be considered somewhat offset by the fact
that all requests regarding the defence of the rights guaranteed by the General
Data Protection Regulation are exempted from court stamp duty charges and the
law provides an alternative territorial competence36. The competent court is that
from the headquarters of the civil court – the controller – or from the habitual
residence of the data subject, so it will be most convenient for the data subjects to
exercise their rights in the latter jurisdiction.

Conclusions
Although the Code of Civil Procedure offers to data subjects such as the
plaintiffs and the defendants the possibility to request that the civil proceedings
are conducted without public presence, we cannot guess in what situations the
court will actually consider that the publicity of the hearing could really affect the
privacy of the parties. What we can say, however, is that the possible disclosure of
sensitive data such as those regarding health or data concerning an individual’s
sex life or sexual orientation, should determine the court ex officio to declare the
hearings closed to the general public.
Furthermore, since the decisions are usually delivered in public hearing, their
reading should not include such sensitive data. Taking into account the protection
of personal data and the protection of privacy, an example of good practice would
be to postpone the decision and deliver it not in public hearing, but by making the
solution available to the parties through the court clerk, in order to ensure, in
particular, the principle of data minimisation. Also, as we already mentioned, civil
courts could show a more proactive attitude towards their compliance with
See article 8 (3) of Annex I on the Procedure for receiving and resolving complaints from the
Decision of the President of the National Supervisory Authority for the Processing of Personal Data
no. 133 from 3 July 2018, published in The Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 600 from 13 July
2018. According to article 3 (5) and (6) of Law no. 102 from 2 May 2005 on the establishment,
organization and functioning of the National Supervisory Authority for the Processing of Personal
Data, republished in The Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 947 from 9 November 2019, the said
decision is normative and is mandatory for public authorities and institutions, private legal entities
and any other bodies.
36
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Regulation (EU) 2016/679 and request the implementation of technical measures to
ensure ex officio the anonymisation of online data on the courts’ portal concurrently
with the physical archiving of the file.
Not least, in order to achieve a certain level of awareness among members of
the judiciary of their obligations, civil courts should consider awareness-raising
and training the staff involved in processing operations as part of the appropriate
organisational measures taken in order to be able to demonstrate compliance with
the General Data Protection Regulation.
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GENERAL ASPECTS ON ACADEMIC ETHICS *
Cristinel GHIGHECI **

Abstract: The academic field is one that raises many ethical challenges and needs a different
approach in this regard. Being an activity field with many particularities, with diversified human
relations, with the involvement of a large number of people and with often divergent interests
between them, the academic field needs an ethical approach. To better understand the concept of
ethics, one should start from the etymology of this word. The definitions of ethics are much more
numerous and each one emphasizes one or more aspects considered as defining for it. As a common
element of these definitions, one can remember first of all that ethics is about human behaviour. The
law and the regulations cannot cover the vastness of these inter-human relations and they manage to
solve the multitude of problems that may arise in the relations between teachers, in the relations
between students or in the relations between teachers and students. No matter how well the codes of
ethics are developed, they will not be able to regulate all of the issues raised by the academic life. That
is why greater emphasis should be placed on making each person aware of the importance of
acquiring an ethical way of being and behaving in society. The human factor is the one that can
ensure the smooth running of the activity in the academic environment.
Key words: Private Law, General Theory of Law, academic, Ethics.

Introduction
Ethics is generally considered to be a field of philosophy, but not one that is
strictly limited to theoretical speculations, but which has profound practical
implications in many areas. Although the rhythm of today's life almost completely
excludes the appetite for speculative, however, the need to identify practical
solutions to the behavioural problems raised by the increasingly complex social life
required the development of this science. There is more and more discussion now
about applied ethics in different fields, such as professional ethics, press ethics,
trade ethics, academic ethics, and so on.
While religious life occupied an important place in society, there was no need
for separate discussions about human behaviour, as religious precepts contained
answers to many of the ethical issues people were facing. With the secularization
of states, there was a need for norms that would regulate human conduct in a
deeper way than the law does, but which are no longer related to the relationship
with divinity. There are many situations that cannot find a regulation in the law,
because they cannot fit in such a general pattern, but they need a particular
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approach. However, solving all these particular problems can only be done by
referring to an authority, which is in a better position to decide.
The academic field is one that raises many ethical challenges and needs a
different approach in this regard. Being an activity field with many particularities,
with diversified human relations, with the involvement of a large number of
people and with often divergent interests between them, the academic field needs
an ethical approach. The law and the regulations cannot cover the vastness of these
inter-human relations and they manage to solve the multitude of problems that
may arise in the relations between teachers, in the relations between students or in
the relations between teachers and students.
1. Ethics. Morality. Terminological aspects.
To better understand the concept of ethics, one should start from the
etymology of this word. Often it is identified within the notion of morality, but
there are also opinions according to which the terms "ethical" and "moral" would
be different, in the sense that the first would refer to the behavioural aspects
manifested in relations with others, while the second would refer exclusively to the
report of each person with their own conscience. Other authors consider that
ethical norms would have their source in reason, being developed by thinkers,
philosophers, while moral norms would have their source in divine revelation,
being elaborated by representatives of different religions1.
Etymologically speaking, the two terms have the same meaning, both the
Greek "éthicos" (éthos) and the Latin "mores" (by which the Greek term was
translated into Latin) having the meaning of "manners". In the beginning, the
Greek term ("ethicos"), as well as the Latin term ("mores") did not have only a
positive meaning, by which all kinds of customs, morals, both good and bad, were
designated. The Latin expression “O tempora! O, mores!” (O, times! O, morals!) by
which Cicero wept, in the 1st century BC, the bad morals of some Roman
politicians of that era. Over time the terms ethical and moral have come to
The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, held in Braşov (Romania)
and organized by the Faculty of Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th and 30th of
November 2019.
** Senior
Lecturer, Ph.D. – Transilvania University of Braşov, Faculty of Law,
ghigheci.costel@unitbv.ro.
1 It has been argued that ethics is the moral of philosophers, it is philosophical, while morals
appeared closely related to philosophy at the beginning; ethics has its source in human nature and the
body of knowledge in human reason, while morals have their source and knowledge in Revelation,
emphasizing the superiority of morals, since the reason alone cannot reach a discovery, a total
knowledge of moral laws. See: N. Mladin, Command and freedom. Lectures on Orthodox morals,
Cluj-Napoca: Renaşterea, 2013, p. 45-49.
*
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designate exclusively positive behaviour of the person, this being an example of
semantic evolution of a word, with the evolution of social consciousness.
Apart from the two terms mentioned above, which seem to have a similar
content, the term "deontological" is also used with a meaning close to them.
Regarding the relationship between these terms, it was stated that "there is a
distinction, both etymological and of content, between ethics and deontology:
deontology is that part of ethics that studies the norms and obligations specific to a
professional activity, while the notion of ethics has a broader sphere, including
both the study of norms and obligations, as well as the study of primary notions
that justify the establishment of these norms and obligations. Ethics, in addition,
requires an assumption by the legal body of the standards and norms entered, and
not a settlement of them by a state body as in the case of deontological ones.
Likewise, the violation of the ethical norms attracts a moral responsibility, whereas
the violation of the deontological ones attracts a legal responsibility, namely a
disciplinary one”2. As is clear from this distinction, the concept of deontology is
associated with imperative norms, the disobedience of which can lead to legal
liability of the person (disciplinary, civil, etc.), while the notion of ethics is
associated with looser rules of conduct, which leaves margin of appreciation
greater to the recipient and do not attract in case of violation more than a vote of
blame from the community, and not a form of legal liability.
This is the meaning that we can derive from the etymology of the word,
considering that the term "deontology" has its root in the Greek δέον / déon,
which means "what is needed, what is due, what is right"; in short, "debt", which in
conjunction with λογος / logos - study, theory, study discipline forms the word
"deontology", which would designate debt theory; more precisely, the theory of
duties, that is, of the conscientious, internalized, assumed obligations, on the basis
of which man has to manifest.3
Also in relation to the distinction between ethical and deontological norms,
also pointed out that «a code of ethics is a means of correction imposed
downwards which prohibits "unacceptable behaviours, sanctions are negative,
disciplinary", While "a code of ethics has the role of stimulating the behaviour
desired by the professional body itself, the "sanctions" should be positive (such as
prizes, decorations, advances) for reaching or exceeding the objectives. The only
real sanction must be the blame, the deterioration of the reputation within the
professional body, possibly the exclusion from the professional association.4
2 C. Dănileţ, I. Copoeru, Between disciplinary sanction and moral conviction. Ethical tools and
procedures in the Romanian judicial system, p. 20, available on: http://cj.md/uploads/danilet-copoeru_
sanctiune-disciplinara-si-convingere-morala1.pdf, consulted on: 16.12.2015.
3 Idem, p. 3.
4 Idem, p. 21.
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2. Definition of ethics. Essential features

Morals has been defined by an author as a set of judgments regarding good
and evil, intended to drive people's behaviour.5 In another opinion, morality
consists of an inner disposition to recognize the law, to obey it and to fulfil it.6 In
another attempt to define the science of ethics it was said that this is a socio-human
discipline, guiding and prescriptive, based on the principles of deliberation and
choice, aiming at the nature of personality and life, character formation, study of
morals.7
The definitions of ethics are much more numerous and each one emphasizes
one or more aspects considered as defining for it.
As a common element of these definitions, one can remember first of all that
ethics is about human behaviour. Man's actions or inactions are the only ones that
can be analysed from the perspective of their ethical value, because only man is
able to freely assess the consequences of his actions and can choose which attitude
to take in each case. The behaviour of machines or robots, however evolved they
may be, or the behaviour of other beings belonging to the animal kingdom could
not be subjected to an ethical analysis.
Secondly, it can also be distinguished as an essential feature of ethics, the
opposition between good and evil, seen not only from the perspective of the one
whose action is analysed, but especially from the perspective of the other people.
An act of theft can be good for the person who carries it out, but it is bad for those
around it, for the community as a whole and therefore cannot be considered
ethical.
Third, the purpose of the distinction between good and bad actions, within
ethics, is to guide human behaviour in the direction of good. This analysis is not
made purely for the theoretical purpose, but also for a practical purpose, of the
good coexistence of people in a smaller or larger community. That is why ethics is
not considered a descriptive science, which describes phenomena in nature such as
biology, chemistry, physics, etc., but is a normative science, which describes
human life as it should be (at just like law).
3. The origin of ethics. The sources of ethical norms
Ethics was necessary because the selfish nature of man would have made
living in society impossible. Of course, there are people for whom the interest of
the community or those around them is primal for their own interest, but these are
C. le Bihan, Important Issues of Ethics, Bucharest: Institutul European, 1999, p. 4.
G. Fonsegrive, Contemporary morality, Revue des deux mondes, august/1911, p. 812, apud. I.
Bunea, Phenomenology of moral consciousness, Cluj-Napoca: Limes, 2010, p. 8.
7 M.M. Pivniceru, C. Luca (coordinators), Deontology of the magistrate profession. Contemporary
landmarks, Bucharest: Hamangiu, 2008, p. 2.
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exceptions, and a society cannot lead by exceptions. The vast majority of people
need rules to guide their behaviour, to clearly indicate what is good and what is
bad, and these rules have been laid down over time, taking into account the
common experience of the human society.
Humanity’s consciousness has evolved over time, now focusing more on the
rights of the individual than in the past. Specialized institutions were created to
defend the rights of the individual in the face of state actions, and these actions had
the effect of making the contemporary society aware of the special value that man
represents. A side effect of this promotion of individualism was that, with the
promotion of the individual's own interests, each person's concern for the interest
of others decreased. In other words, the selfish spirit is more pronounced
nowadays, because each individual is taught from childhood that his rights are
more important than the rights of others. As a result, from the collision of all
individual interests, the current need arose to establish rules of conduct that would
make living in society possible.
To the question "What is the basis of ethics?" Several possible answers were
tried, without being able to establish with certainty which of them is the closest to
the truth.
Some thinkers have considered that ethics are based on a feeling, considering
that it is the love of others, or the fear of shame of others, or sympathy (Adam
Smith), or mercy (Arthur Schopenhauer).
Others (Immanuel Kant) believed that feelings are too unstable to stand up to
the rules of ethics, because a man can love someone today and hate him tomorrow.
Therefore, he believes that ethics is based on reason, which tells man that he must
always do his duty.
Others consider that it is society that has created and imposed over time the
ethical norms, which were born out of a need for people to live together. Being acts
that are useful for the normal conduct of life in society, this current has been called
utilitarianism.
Others argue that the apprehension of moral values it is not exclusively
intellectual, rational, but exclusively sentimental, affective, but it is a spiritual act in
which the human person as a whole, with its deep and specific characteristics, is
engaged.8
The sources of the ethical norms in the academic field are formed mainly from
the ethical codes elaborated at university level. But these codes of ethics cannot
regulate all the problems of this nature that people in the academic environment
can face. They should be completed with the practice of ethics commissions, which
should be made known to all interested persons. Last but not least, even those who
are part of the academic environment can develop different rules of ethics,
8

I. Bunea, op.cit., p. 17.
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following the daily practice, regardless of the concrete form in which these norms
will be imposed.
4. Violation sanction of ethical norms
An important issue raised in relation to ethical norms is the sanction of their
violation. In general, when discussing ethical or moral norms, it is considered that
each individual sets his own standard and that it is his free choice whether he
always wants to respect it or not. In our recent society, it does not seem to count
too much on the moral standard of each person or on the individual's observance
of ethical norms. That is why the impression was created that there would be no
sanction in case of non-observance of ethical norms or that this would have no
consequence.
In one opinion it was argued that "Any Code of ethics is enacted by the
authorities to regulate the general principles and rules that characterize a
profession, therefore the minimum standards required and mandatory for its
exercise. Violation of ethical rules can and must be disciplined, as a rule, by these
authorities themselves.”9 This opinion was born precisely because of the
widespread impression that the violation of ethical norms has no concrete
sanction.
Is it a good solution, however, for non-compliance with ethical rules to lead to
disciplinary sanctions? Given the uncertainty of the ethical norms, the unlimited
character of the concrete situations that require the adoption of a more or less
ethical behaviour, achieving confusion between the ethical and the disciplinary
field could not lead to a better understanding of the ethical norms by their
recipients. On the contrary, this would lead to increased confusion and rejection by
individuals of ethical norms.
For this reason, the opinion that the field of ethics should not be confused with
the disciplinary field has acquired a wider dissemination, and the violation of
ethical norms should lead to the application of a different kind of sanctions than
the disciplinary sanctions. Of course, some ethical norms, the most important ones,
could be regulated as disciplinary violations, but this does not solve the situation
of the other ethical norms, the most numerous ones, which would not be
sanctioned as disciplinary misconduct. In the latter case, the solution was proposed
to set up some ethics councils or other bodies, separated by the disciplinary bodies,
to find the deviations from the norms of ethical conduct.
9 C.A. Domocos, Considerations regarding the crime of domestic violence provided by art. 199 of
Criminal Code. Deontological aspects common to the profession of judge and lawyer, available on:
https://www.universuljuridic.ro/consideratii-privind-infractiunea-de-violenta-in-familie-prevazutade-art-199-cod-penal-aspecte-deontologice-comune-profesiei-de-judecator-si-avocat/, consulted on:
16.12.2015.
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Thus, in connection with the sanctioning of deviations from the professional
ethics, it was argued that "for violations of conduct there must be a distinct body
that is meant to apply disciplinary sanctions: this may be a Senate of a professional
association or another internal regulatory body of the profession, and the violation
only entails sanctions at the level of the profession, such as banning the association
or exclusion from the association.”10 A body distinct from the disciplinary one,
which would find the deviations from the ethical norms, could keep the record of
all the concrete cases that required the adoption of solutions and would have
benchmarks to adopt the best solutions. Also, the recipients of ethical norms would
have, in their turn, some concrete benchmarks, after which they will be able to
guide their behaviour in different situations.
However, because there are persons for whom the rules are not voluntarily
accepted in the absence of concrete sanctions, so that there is no risk that the
deviations from the ethical norms will remain without any consequence, the
finding by this body can be adopted as a disciplinary deviation of repeated
deviations from the ethical norms or the explicit refusal of the person to obey the
norms of conduct generally accepted by the members of the group.
In the academic environment there are ethics committees within the
universities, which can analyse the deviations from the ethical norms without
imposing disciplinary sanctions.

Conclusions
Academic ethics is a burgeoning field that will certainly find its place in our
academic life. The codes of ethics and the practice resulting from the activity of the
ethics commissions will have to be brought more frequently in the discussion of
the people involved in the academic environment, in order to be more easily
assimilated. However, no matter how well the codes of ethics are developed, they
will not be able to regulate all of the issues raised by the academic life. That is why
greater emphasis should be placed on making each person aware of the
importance of acquiring an ethical way of being and behaving in society. The
human factor is the one that can ensure the smooth running of the activity in the
academic environment. Even if it is much easier to adopt an ethical code than to
change some mentalities, if the concerns in this area will not go beyond this stage,
there are little chances of achieving visible effects in this area.

10
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Abstract: Among the formal sources of law, jurisprudence occupies a central position,
as, by its form and content, it brought expression to a system of law which would become
the fundament of law in posthumous ages, thus creating a treasure of ancient civilizations
in regard to universal cultural and scientific patrimony. Initially, jurisprudence was
achieved by empirical means, by the so-called case interpretation which was unable to
provide the necessary background in order to elaborate universal principles of law or
systematized interpretation which would represent the fundament of future legal
construction. In the classical age, jurisprudence will reach its highest level, thus giving new
dimension to the greatness and glory of Roman law, as legal advisers of those times will
phrase principles and rules of law by combining different legal cases; thus, they prove to be
great exegetes with a real sense of enforcing laws, thus, the regulations of ius civiliae
become abstract legal provisions. This is the reason why the most interesting source of law
of this age is responsa prudentium, namely the consultations given by the legal advisers;
during this age, these consultations are no longer simple opinions which do not oblige the
judge, but special concessions form the emperor, thus becoming mandatory regulations.
Although, in present times, this possibility of the judge to rule by considering the opinion
of a legal adviser, which might tilt the balance of justice one way or another is no longer in
effect, the legal advisers still maintain their influence over the rulings of courts even if by
indirect means, as is the case of appeal in the interest of law.
Key words: Public law, jurisprudence, social norm, legal norm, configuration factors of the
law, society.

Among the sources of Roman law, in the formal meaning of the term,
jurisprudence has an important place as it has a special meaning on a national
level, as opposed to the usual meaning of the term, in case of Roman legal culture,
juris prudentia was the science of law, namely what we call today the doctrine of
law; on the other hand, the obvious reality that all exegetes who have analyzed the
legal phenomenon of ancient Rome have unanimously pointed out that juris
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prudentia was not a simple factor of configuring law, as it proved to be a true
formal source of law during the 12 centuries of Roman civilization.
If, nowadays, jurisprudence is the ensemble of solutions by the courts of law in
solving different cases, in ancient Rome, the legal term of juris prudenţia was in fact
„the doctrine elaborated by Roman legal advisers by interpreting the legal
regulations”1.
Starting from this reality, the ones called upon to interpret the legal regulations
and to enforce them in regard to different cases, sometimes by subtly completing
or even changing them, by an obvious activity of creating law, were called juris
prudentes, a term which derived from the Latin name of science of law, namely juris
prudentia. It was stated in specialty literature that Roman legal advisers were not
only scientists2, who had thorough knowledge of the Roman system of law, but
they also became creators of law through their entire activity; they participated in
the complex process of creating Roman law, which subsequently became a huge
treasure of the ancient civilization thus, influencing the subsequent European
regulations.
This activity was extremely productive, as mentioned by a source of law of
that time, and took place between the second century BC and the first decades of
the third century AD, when the Roman legal advisers were allowed to contribute
to the process of creating law3.
Thus, even from the old age, the Roman legal advisers, along with the specific
process of interpreting jus civilae by using the principle of judicial syllogism, have
also created new legal institutions, by using the text of the 12 tables, as is
adoption4, emancipation, in iure cessio, per aes et libram will and so on.
When analyzing the evolution of Roman jurisprudence, several stages can be
noticed.
A first stage, which in its turn, contains two phases, is represented by the old
age jurisprudence, in which case we can distinguish between sacred jurisprudence
and laic jurisprudence.
Sacred jurisprudence debuts at the time the Roman state was created, namely
the fourth century BC and lasts until the year 304 BC, when Gnaeus Flavius, a
freed slave of the Patrician Appius Claudius Caecus has divulged a series of tables
by posting them in the forum of legal sanctions, along with the calendar of trial
days – dies fasti – days when justice can be administered, namely complaints could
T. Sâmbrian, Roman law institutions, Craiova: Sitech, 2009, p. 40.
A. Schiavone, The legal adviser, in „L’uomo romano”, Roma-Bari, 1989, Romanian edition –
Andrea Geardina (coordinator), the Roman man, translation by Dragoş Cojocaru, Iaşi Polirom
Publishing House, 2001, p. 84.
3 Cf. Gaius, 1.7.
4 C.Şt. Tomulescu, Private Roman law, Bucharest: Ministry of Education press, 1956, p. 36.
1
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be filed according to the will of the gods in the spirit or Roman tradition5. For his
endeavor, as a reward from the people, he would later be appointed tribune and
edili curuli.
By referencing this historical time, Titus Livius stated the following in regard
to the deed of Gnaeus Flavius „he has divulged civil law hidden to a great extent
by the pontiffs and has posted the calendar in the forum so anyone would know
when he can file a complaint of law”6.
During this time, jurisprudence is a of a primary character with obvious
interference from the magical-religious practice administered by the pontiffs – the
great priests – the only ones allowed to know and interpret the legal regulations
and the only ones who were able to show the interested parties the formulas which
would be used in order to valorize their subjective rights and interests.
The methods by which legal regulations were interpreted, as they were
considered a gift of the gods given to the Roman people, as well as the means by
which several cases were solved by interpreting these rules, was a mystical activity
for the Roman people; thus, only priests which came from the great Patricians
would know and administer these regulations, according to their own interests.
The parties among which the litigation occurred would be forced to address the
pontifical college in order to receive the formulas which needed to be fulfilled7
within the legal endeavor.
The answers drafted by the pontiffs according to – responsa – didn’t need to be
motivated, as they usually derived from the sacred power they held in their
capacity of intermediaries between the divinity and the people, thus showing that
the traditions and ethics of the Roman society was respected8.
During this historical age, the influence of the priests in the Roman society was
overwhelming, as they were considered to be the wise men of the citadel9, and had
to provide solutions to a series of situations which occurred within the civil circuit,
such as drafting a will, transferring a res mancipi or the consultation in regard to
solving another legal relation of patrimonial content.
In the ancient times and most of the old age, the interference between the legal
regulations, jus and the religious ones, fas, was obvious, as the priests were
privileged within society because of their special status, thus being the only ones
who were privy to the truth and scientific results in other areas, such as astronomy,
medicine, geometry or science of nature, such as physics, chemistry and so on.
Divulging the legal procedure by Gnaeus Flavius in the year 304 BC ended the
monopoly of the pontiffs in the activity of administering justice, a fact for which, as
5 Tit Liviu, Ab urbe condita, 9.4.6.5., Plinius, Naturalis Historia, 33,(6), 17 şi 18 (translation from
Latin by Ioana Costa, Iaşi, Polirom, 2001, p. 84).
6 C.Şt. Tomulescu, op.cit., p. 37.
7 Pomponius, Libri singulari enchiridii, Dig.1.2.6, in Th.Sâmbrian, op.cit., p. 40.
8 Cf. A. Schiavone, op.cit., p. 87 şi 89.
9 Ibidem.
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stated by the renowned Romanist Mommsen, this endeavor would represent a true
social revolution10, and ius civilae, thus divulged, was named Ius civilae Flavianum
or Ius Flavianum11.
Thus the second phase of the jurisprudence in the old age began, namely the
laic jurisprudence, in which the activity of interpreting and enforcing law would be
transferred to individuals who held a magistrate function in the Roman state.
The empirical jurisprudence of those times, achieved by the so called case
interpretation was far from providing the necessary background in order to
elaborate universal principles of law or a systematized interpretation which would
represent the fundament for future legal constructions.
The activity of Roman legal advisers, along with the scientific analysis which
they achieved, also had a practical dimension achieved by respondere, agere şi cavere.
Respondere was the free legal consultation the legal advisers would provide for
individuals in regard to their legal problems. Cavere was the support provided by
the legal advisers in order to draft certain acts meant to valorize the interests of the
people. The third activity, known as agere consisted of the advice given to the
judges in regard to the way in which a trial had to be conducted12.
All these caused these scientists to enjoy a special respect within the citadel,
which determined Cicero to state that „domus iuris consulti totius oraculum civitatis”.
By indirect means, by a fragment belonging to Pomponious listed in the
Justinian Digests, we can find reference in regard to the activity of old age legal
advisers, as well as those from the first decades of the classical age.
An important place in the line of the so called veteres, a title used for the legal
advisers of the classical age, those of the old age, had the first juris consultus from
the history of Roman law, Sextus Aelius Paetus Catus, author of the work called–
Triperlito – a work which represents a comment of the Law of the XII Tables,
subsequently known as the true foundation (cunabula) of law. All the provisions of
law extracted from his work formed the so called Aelianum13.
According to the above mentioned source of law, by quoting opinions by
Sextus Pomponius, those who have founded Roman civil law are– Maniilius,
Marcus Junius Brutus and Publius Mucius Scaevola whose son Quintus Mucius
Scaevola would be the most illustrious representative of his generation (see the
second century and the beginning of the first century BC). His works, called „liber
singularis” and „ius civilae”, were true models for the following generations of legal
advisers. His work is remembered as he was the first to elaborate the first
definitions and synthesis with a pronounced science character in the history of
Roman jurisprudence.
10 Th. Mommsen, Roman history, Bucharest: Science and Encyclopedia Publishing House, 1987, p.
120 and following.
11 Pomponius, op.cit., Dig. 1.2.2.7.
12 E. Molcuţ, D. Oancea, Roman law, Bucharest, Şansa SRL Publishing House, 1993, p. 48.
13 T. Sâmbrian, op.cit., p. 41.
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One of his illustrious disciples would be the great speaker Cicero, who would
later become a contemporary and a friend 14 of Aquilus Gallus, who created – actio
de dolo – a complaint for the individual whose consent was affected by vice as a
result of deceiving practice.
We must also notice the rigorous comments of the praetor’s edict by Servius
Sulpicius Rufus, author of a work which contained 40 books, called Digests.
In the classical age, jurisprudence will reach its highest point, thus giving new
dimensions to the greatness and glory of Roman law, as legal advisers of this time
would phrase principles and rules of law which derived from combining different
cases; thus they prove to be great exegetes with an obvious sense for enforcing the
law, thus the regulations of ius civilae become legal provisions with a high degree
of abstract. It was stated that „the permanent relation between the principles of law
and the social reality brought upon their crystallization depending on practical
requirements”15.
The legal constructions undertook in order to create rules of law were so
rigorous and serious that they would led to abstract solutions for imaginary
situations, thus causing real judicial axioms turned into principles of practical
character which would apply to similar situations. A rule of law would become a
rule only if it solved a large number of similar situations.
The two great schools of law are founded during this time, true centers of
research which gave expression to legal orientations. From the early stages of the
empire, two schools of legal advisers were founded, one led by C. Ateius Capito (a
consul in the fourth year BC) and another one led by M. Antistius Labeo. These
two rival schools last until the middle of the second century. The fundament of this
division seems to be the following: on one hand, the school founded by Ateius
Capito, also known as the Sabinian school, after the name of Massurius Sabinus,
the successor of Capito as the head of the school, seems to be a traditionalist
school, a conservative one; on the other hand, the school founded by Labeo, was
progressive; it was also called the Proculian school after the name of one of the
head of this school, Proculus. Also, the Sabinians would favor case solutions,
whereas the Proculians would favor systematization
In regard to the material form of these schools, it is not known whether there
were two establishments who taught law or rather two adversary currents of
thinking, much like the philosophical currents of the Greek; nevertheless, it is
certain that they were precisely organized, as each had a leader (princeps scholae);
upon his death, a new leader would be chosen, thus leading to an uninterrupted
series of legal advisers who would pass on their methods and ideas. As a result of
the reorganization of the emperor council by Hadrian, who enlisted Salvius
Iulianus and Celsus, the leaders of the two rival schools, in this council, the
14
15

E. Molcuţ, D. Oancea, op.cit., p. 48.
Ibidem.
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division between the Sabinians and the Proculians disappears. Subsequently, we
will describe the achievements of a few legal advisers who had a significant impact
in the classical age16.
Iuventius Celsus (second century) – a Proculian, an original legal adviser,
extremely critical, is distinguished by the clarity of his language and the
independence of his legal reasoning; an adversary of Iulian, who he never quotes, a
member of the Imperial Council of -Hadrian (117-138), along with Iulian, was
twice consul (the second time in 129). He provided the famous, but rustic,
responsum Celsinum to the famous, but naive, consultatio Domitiana. Out of his
numerous works, the Iustinian Digests have only borrowed fragments of hid
Digests in his 39 books.
Salvius Iulianus (second century) – a Sabinian, contemporary and rival of
Celsus, whom he never quotes. He is the most quoted legal adviser in the Iustinian
Digests. His glory consists from the codification of the praetor’s edict – edictum
perpetuum – by request of Hadrian, probably between the years 134-138. Iulian has
codified edicts of edili curuli, both drafts were regulated as mandatory for all
praetors and future edili. Iulian is also the author of Digests grouped in 90 books
which contain the ensemble of law. Although he was Sabinian, he made no rule of
ever adopting a Proculian opinion; he has adopted both opinions, depending on
how rigorous they were; thus, given his prestige, the division between the two
rival schools will become less and less significant until it finally disappears.
Aemilius Papinianus (second-third century) – the most illustrious of the
classical legal advisers, was one of the intimate friends of the emperor Septimius
Severus (193-211); the most important function that he held was that of prefect of
the praetor (205-212). His main works are Quaestiones in 37 books and Responsa in
19 books. Probably his greatest honor was the law of quotations of 426, by which
Valentinian the third confirmed the authority of works by Papinian, Paul, Ulpian,
Gaius, Modestin and, in case of divergent opinions (if two legal advisers had an
identical opinion, two others offered a contrary solution and the fifth one
abstained), the judge would be forced to follow Papinian’s opinion. The authority
he enjoyed is owed to his method of reducing any particular legal problem to the
general rule of law which governs it. Along with his son, he was killed in the year
212 because he refused to write a speech for Caracalla in order for him to justify to
the senate and the people Caracalla’s murder of his brother Geta. After Papinian,
the legal advisers will be preoccupied with arranging the materials left by their
predecessors, in order to allow an easy use of his works.
Iulius Paulus (third century) – a member of the Imperial Council during the
time of Septimius Severus and Caracalla. He wrote an impressive amount of
works, additional to his notes on the works of other authors; his known work
See C. Murzea, S.-D. Şchiopu, A. Bianov, A collection of Latin legal texts Brasov, Romprint
Publishing House, 2006, p. 393-396.
16
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consists of 86 works and 319 books (especially given the work of his ancestors who
he commented and compiled); his reputation is consecrated by the work Sententiae.
However, despite the materials he borrowed from previous legal advisers, Paul, in
regard to his personal contribution, proves to be an excellent legal adviser, a fine
critic with a vast culture, in many cases his opinions prove to be greatly
independent, as his personal contribution is obvious. Extracts from his work
represent a sixth of the Digests.
Ulpianus (third century) – from Tyr (Syria), a member of the Imperial Council
under Severus Alexander (222-235) and prefect of the praetor (222-228), the
favorite adviser of the emperor, who protected him on numerous occasions form
the rage of the praetorians (Ulpian had attempted to reduce the influence of the
military); however, in the year 228 he was assassinated by the praetorians. He was
one of the greatest Roman legal advisers, although he was not a creative spirit, but
more a clear and intelligent adviser who systematized the works of other legal
advisers. His precision and clarity led to his work representing about a third of the
Digests.
Herennius Modestinus (third century) – the last classical legal adviser, a
disciple of Ulpian, a teacher of Maximilian the young (assassinated along with his
father in the year 238), known for his manuals for students and practitioners of
law. His work reveals the first symptoms of the decadence of the science of law, by
the ignorance of legal studies in favor of the practice manuals, as well as by a
tendency to return to the case method of law.
Thus, the most interesting source of law of this time is responsa prudentium,
namely the consultation provided by legal advisers which, in this age, no longer
represent simple opinions who do not hold the judge to respect it, but mandatory
regulations by special concession from the emperor.
August, probably with the purpose of winning over some legal advisers,
granted some of them ius publice respondendi ex auctoritate principis (the right to
provide legal consultation in the name of the emperor), provided that these
consultations were signed, namely invested with the seal of the legal advisor, in
order to guarantee the authenticity of the consultation17. The consequence of this
right was the fact that the judge who was brought such an opinion was tied to the
opinion of the legal adviser (for that specific case); he was however free to
appreciate the facts. Subsequent to the emperor Hadrian, the opinion of legal
advisers would have power of law (also for similar cases) if they are unanimous; in
case of divergent opinion, the judge was free to choose the opinion which he
thought to be correct18.

17 D.1.2.2.47: „...August was the first who, in order to add more weight to these responses,
ordered that legal advisers will only be able to provide legal advice if they were authorized by him...”.
18 Gaius 1.7: „Responsa prudentium are those opinions which were allowed to give foundation to
all rights. If the opinions of all legal advisers converge toward the same solutions, what they believe
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Although, nowadays, this possibility to appeal to the science of a legal adviser
in order to force a certain opinion on the judge no longer exists, the legal advisers
still maintain an influence over the rulings of most judges even if by indirect
means, such as the case of the appeal in the interest of law.
According to article 516 sixth alignment of the Civil Procedure Code19, the
judge can request a written opinion from renowned specialists in regard to the
problems of law which were solved in a different manner; the report will contain
the different solutions and the reasoning for the solutions, the relevant
jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court, the European Court of Human Rights,
doctrine and any consulted specialists.

Conclusions
Although we may never be in the presence of such influence by the legal
advisers over the configuration of law as was the one exercised by those who
enjoyed ius publice respondendi ex auctoritate principis, the role of doctrine can’t be
underestimated in present times, especially since the court rulings often contains
quotes from modern legal advisers.

becomes law; if they are in disagreement, the judge is allowed to follow the opinion which he thinks is
correct; this was established by the divine rescript of Hadrian”.
19 Law no 134 of July 1st, 2010 regarding the Civil Procedure Code, republished in the Official
Bulletin no. 247 of 2015.
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Abstract: This article intends to carry out an analysis of the practice of Prosecutor's Offices to order the
prosecution regarding certain defendants for having committed manslaughter, in the context in which
investigations were carried out in terms of homicide committed by another person, with regard to the same
victim. Thus, assuming that the crime perpetrator cannot be held criminally liable or is not identified, the
criminal investigation bodies have ordered the prosecution for manslaughter by persons who, by failing to meet
some legal or contractual obligations, facilitated the occurrence of death.
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Introduction
Lately, in criminal cases which deal with the investigation of facts which
resulted in the death of people, we note an increasing trend of the prosecuting
authorities to proceed to trigger the criminal prosecution under the accusation of
manslaughter against persons other than the immediate author of the act, in
situations where the identification of the manslaughter perpetrator did not succeed
or the latter is not criminally liable.
Thus, although the data existing in the case file show with obvious evidence
that the victim's death was caused by the willful misconduct of a person who, for
various reasons, cannot be prosecuted, the prosecution authorities choose to
investigate other persons, for which there is no reason to prevent the further
prosecution or the initiation of criminal proceedings for the crime of manslaughter.
This article aims to analyze, from a theoretical and case-law point of view, to
what extent the two crimes - murder or involuntary manslaughter - can coexist in
the presence of the same victim.
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Thus, we shall briefly present the main theories developed in the specialized
literature with regard to the causal connection as part of the objective side of the
crime.
We shall also present two cases of judicial practice, where the Public Ministry
ordered the prosecution of defendants for committing the crime of manslaughter,
although it was known that the victim's death was due to the intentional action of a
third party who was either not identified (in the first case) or did not meet the
requirements of the law to be criminally responsible (in the second case).
1. Brief theoretical Considerations on Causation
In the doctrine, causation was defined as a variable concept consisting of the
cause and effect relationship, which must exist between the action or inaction as
provided in the incrimination norm, which constitutes the material of the offense
and the immediate consequence thereof1. Thus, it was argued that it is necessary to
determine, on a case by case basis, whether a particular act or omission committed
by a certain person may be retained as a cause of generated result2.
Published literature revealed the existence of two current trends with reference
to the theories developed on causation: one current supports the monistic thesis,
while the other supports the pluralist thesis3.
According to the theories advocating the monistic thesis, the immediate
consequence has only one cause, so that, in the event of the existence of a plurality
of human contributions, these are considered to be simple conditions without
criminal significance4.
In general, monistic theories are accused of narrowing the causal antecedence
to only one human contribution5.
On the other hand, according to the theories that support the pluralistic thesis,
the production of the result may be due to a concurrence of causes6. The most
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019.
** Senior
Lecturer, Ph.D. – Faculty of Law, Transilvania University of Brasov
(gliga.ioan@gmail.com).
1 M. Udroiu Drept penal: partea generală (Criminal Law: General Part), 5th Edition, Bucharest: C.H.
Beck, 2018, page 107
2 Ibid; For an exhaustive discussion of the main theories regarding the causation relationship, see
M. Hotca, Curs de drept penal. Partea generală (Course on Criminal Law. General Part). Bucharest: Editura
Universul Juridic (Universul Juridic Publishing House), 2017, pages 181-183.
3 C. Mitrache, C. Mitrache, Drept penal român: partea generală: conform Noului Cod penal: curs
universitar (Romanian Criminal Law: general part: according to the New Criminal Code: University Course),
Bucharest: Universul Juridic Publishing House, 2014, page 163.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
6 Idem, page 164.
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important of these are the theory of equivalence conditions and the theory of
necessary conditions.
The theory of equivalence conditions, also known as the causa sine qua non
theory, was formulated in 1860 by the German author Von Buri7. According to this
theory, the causes of the produced result are all the conditions that preceded it and
without which the result would not have occurred. In other words, it is considered
that any condition which preceded and is related to the outcome, is equivalent to
the cause8.
In the doctrine, this theory was criticized for placing on the same level all
conditions, without emphasizing the differences between their contribution to the
production of the outcome and without distinguishing between the different
conditions in terms of their role in the production of the outcome9.
According to the theory of the necessary condition, any condition necessary for
the production of the outcome is considered as its cause, taking into account the
actual contribution of each condition10. The doctrine appreciated that this theory
offers most of the possibilities to solve the issue of causation as it correctly
established the sphere of contributions with a causal link11.
However, the published literature expressed the view that this theory would
not bring any new element as regards the issue of causation in the context where
post factum all conditions appear necessary after the outcome has occurred12.
All these theories have both advantages and disadvantages, so the judicial
doctrine and practice have reached an agreement on the line of thinking which
would be preferable to follow in terms of establishing the existence or
non-existence of the causal link between the actions or inactions of a person and
the result produced in a given case.
Judicial practice showed that most of the problems arising from the need to
establish the causation occurred primarily in relation to crimes against offenses
against life and limb13. Thus, there existed situations where it was difficult to
determine the causal link due to the fact that many people had contributed to the
exercise of violence, due to the victim’s own contribution to the worsening of their
own state of health, the latter medical fault, when providing medical treatment and
attention to the victom, as well as due to the subsequent contribution of a third
party to the worsening of the victim’s health condition14.
Ibid.
Ibid.
9 Ibid.
10 G. Antoniu, Raportul de cauzalitate în dreptul penal (Causation Relationship in Criminal Law),
Bucharest, Editura Ştiinţifică, 1968, pages 138, 157.
11 C. Bulai, B.N. Bulai, Manual de drept penal, Partea generală (Manual of Criminal Law, General Part)
Bucharest: Universul Juridic Publishing House, 2007, page 182.
12 C. Mitrache, C. Mitrache, op cit., page 164.
13 M. Udroiu, op cit., page 108.
14 Ibid, page 109.
7
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2. Legal Proceedings against the CEO of a Company, under the Accusation
of Manslaughter, as he failed to take the necessary Measures for the Safety and
Health of two of his Employees who were the Victims of an armed Attack by a
third Party
In 2009, on the territory of the municipality of Brasov an armed robbery took
place on a motor vehicle for the transportation of money, belonging to a company
that conducted foreign currency exchange activities. Following this attack, one
person died and another was seriously injured, both were employees of the
aforementioned company. So far, the attacker has not been identified, nor held
criminally liable.
The indictment of the Prosecutor's Office attached to the Brasov District Court
(Judecatoria Brasov), ordered, among other things, the prosecution of the said C.V.,
executive manager of SC. E.C. SRL, in relation with the perpetration of the crimes
provided by art. 37 paragraph 1, 2 and 3 of the Law no. 319/200615, manslaughter,
provided by art. 178 of the Criminal Code paragraph 1, 216 (the victim I.C.), and
involuntary bodily injuries, provided and punished by paragraphs 2, 4 of art. 184
of the Criminal Code (the injured party G.R.P.), consisting in the fact that as the
employer of the victim I.C. and of the injured party G.R.P., out of negligence, failed
to provide for all legal measures for the safety and health at work, as provided by
article 8, paragraph 1, article 12, paragraph 1, letters a, b, article 13 letters a, b, f, h, j,
r, article 25 paragraph 2 of Law no. 319/2006 on the safety and health at work, in
the sense that he did not provide the employees with the appropriate protective
equipment, fire arms and a vehicle adequately equipped to transport monetary
values, i.e. equipped with bulletproof windows, armor in vulnerable areas,
armored safe, etc., thus exposing them to a very likely risk of aggression which
was materialized by the armed attack by an unknown person on the two
employees, who were carrying about 425,000 euros, an aggression which resulted
in the death of one of the employees and the very serious injury of the other
employee, who suffered traumatic injuries requiring 90 days of medical care,
endangered his life and caused him permanent physical infirmity and an organ
loss.
During the trial, the defendant C.V. asserted in his defense that in this case
there was no causal link between the inaction of which he was accused (that he had
not taken measures for the safety at work) and the actual outcome (death of I.C.
and the injury suffered by G.R.P.), an outcome which was caused solely by the act
of the attacker who fired several shots on the two employees. Thus, it was argued
that it was impossible for a the same result to be caused both by a deliberate action
15 Law no. 319 of the 14th of July, 2006 on Health and Safety at Work, published in the Monitorul
Oficial al României (Official Gazette of Romania), Part I, no. 646 of the 26th of July 2006.
16 Law no. 286 of the 17th of July, 2009 on the Criminal Code, published in the Monitorul Oficial al
României (Official Gazette of Romania), Part I, no. 510 of the 24th of July, 2009.
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and an omission due to negligence, so either we admit that the outcome was due to
the armed attack or it was caused by the inaction of which C.V. was accused,
meaning that he failed to take the necessary measures for the safety at work.
It was also asserted that in the event that the attacker were to be identified and
subject to criminal liability, we would find ourselves, in case the thesis of the
Public Ministry were to be accepted, in a situation where two different people were
sentenced for causing the same result (death or bodily injury), under the same
circumstances (the event on the 29th/01/2009) on the same passive subjects (I.C.
and G.R.P.), but acting under different types of fault: C.V. out of negligence, i.e. he
had not taken the necessary labor safety measures and the attacker by intention, as
a result of the shots he fired on the two victims.
This situation would be unacceptable in terms of legal logic, as it is virtually
impossible for the same change of the objective reality to be caused both
intentionally by action and out of negligence, by inaction, by two different authors.
By the judgment no. 1990 of 10th/11/2015 the District Court of Brasov17
ordered the acquittal of the defendant C.V. in relation with the committing of
manslaughter, respectively bodily injury by negligence.
The court noted that from the evidence submitted in the case one may retain
the failure of the S.C. E.C. SRL and of the defendant C.V. to apply the statutory
requirements as imposed by Law no. 319/2006 on the safety and health at work.
However, the court did not consider that the socially dangerous outcome - in this
case the death of the victim I.C., and the bodily injury of the injured person G.R.P.
was not a direct consequence of the non-compliance with provisions on the health
and safety at work, but is the result of the act committed by a third party - author
of the armed attack - for which the two defendants are not held liable.
Thus, the judge called to decide in the case was of the opinion that in the case it
was necessary to verify whether produced outcome - death and bodily injury - is a
consequence of the state of danger created by the inaction of the defendants by not
taking measures to comply with the law on safety and health at work. Only to the
extent that the typical result is a manifestation of the state of danger caused by the
inaction of the two defendants by not taking the legal measures for safety and
health at work, the result can be attributed to the author. The imputation will,
however, be excluded if the result was determined directly by a cause outside the
action of the author, owing to an external factor.
Thus, although by the inaction of the two defendants a state of danger was
unquestionably created in terms of social relationships with regard to the health
and safety at work, the produced outcome cannot be attributed to them, nor is it
within the scope of the infringed law, which is aimed at preventing any accident
that might occur during the carrying out of the activity by the employees.

17

District Court of Brasov, Criminal Division, criminal Sentence no. 1990/2015, unpublished.
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In this case, it held that the act of the third party who opened fire on the two
employees of the S.C. E.C. SRL contains the entire causality of the produced
outcome, reason why these were considered as the sole cause of the death of the
said I.C. and of the injury of the victim G.R.P., an aspect which exonerates the two
defendants from responsibility for the facts adduced against them by the
indictment.
In other words, the court held that in the absence of a causal link between the
failure of the defendants to implement the provisions on health and safety at work
and the actual results produced by the action of a third party, one cannot argue
that the act of the defendants corresponds objectively to the abstract model as set
out in the incrimination norm, reason why their acquittal is necessary, pursuant to
art. 16, para. 1, letter b of the Criminal Procedure Code.
The same point of view was embraced by the Brasov Court of Appeal, which,
in the Criminal Decision no. 400/2016 dated 18th of May, 201618, held that the
armed attack on the two men is normally a totally unexpected and unpredictable
event in Romania, reason why one cannot argue that the two defendants did not
foresee the possible result of infringing their obligations to provide for conditions
of safety and health at work, although they should and could have foreseen it.
3. Indictment of a physician on duty under the accusation of manslaughter
because she had was alleged not to have complied with the rules applicable to
the restraint of patients suffering from mental illnesses, a situation which made
the victim unable to defend herself against the assault a hospital ward colleague,
which resulted in her death.
Through the indictment of the Prosecutor’s Office attached to the Sf. Gheorghe
District Court, the defendant V.I.C. was sent to trial for having committed the
crime of manslaughter, as provided and punished by art. 192 para. 2 Criminal
Code, consisting in the fact that, as a physician on duty at the Psychiatry Section of
the Hospital in the municipality of S., on the 19th/11/2013, she did not comply
with the legal provisions in force, i.e. the Order of the Ministry of Health no.
372/2006 on the enforcement procedures of the Law on mental health19 allowing
the restraining of the victim P.J. in breach of the law, then by not monitoring her
while she was restrained, thus the victim was made unable to defend herself
against the action of suppression of her life, committed by a ward colleague of the
victim, the said B.Z.

18 Brasov Court of Appeal, Criminal Division, decision in the Criminal Case no. 400/2016,
unpublished.
19 Order of Ministry of Health no. 372 of 10th of April 2006, on the enforcement rules for the Law on
Mental Health and Protection of People with Mental Disorders no. 487/2002, as amended, published in the
Official Gazette no. 373 of the 2nd of May, 2006
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The prosecutor alleged that, as regards the material element of the crime, it
was represented by an inaction, resp. the fact that the defendant V.I.C. remained
passive when she was informed that the defendant D.A.Z.– a registered nurse in
the Psychiatric Section, had restrained the victim. Thus, the defendant V.I.C. was
accused by the prosecution that she did not check whether the taking of such
measure was necessary and neither did she make sure that the victim was properly
monitored after the restriction. At the same time, the prosecution accused the
defendant that she did not perform checks on the other patients in the same ward
with the victim, and as a consequence she did not know that murder perpetrator
had previously been admitted to the Psychiatric Section on numerous occasions as
a result of aggressive manifestations, so he was a potential danger to the other
patients.
Likewise, the prosecutor considered that the immediate consequence arose
from the action of the said B.Z., but it would not have occurred had the victim not
been restrained and therefore unable to defend herself, and if she had been
appropriately monitored by the medical staff after the restriction.
Regarding the causal link which must exist between the material element of
the crime and the generated result, in this case the victim's death, the prosecutor
argued that it exists, because if the legal provisions applicable in the matter had
been complied with, the death would not have occurred. The two defendants – the
physician on duty and the nurse who decided on the restraining – are
professionals, people with medical background and rich professional experience,
who should have anticipated that a restrained patient, left unattended in a ward
with other patients with psychiatric disorders, would be extremely vulnerable to
the actions of the latter.
Finally, the prosecution alleged that the form of guilt which characterized the
actions of the two defendants is the actionable negligence - they did not foresee the
result of their action, although they could and should have.
By the judgment in the criminal case no. 87/2019, pronounced on the
th
25 /06/201920, the District Court of S. ordered, pursuant to art. 16 para. 1 letter b
thesis I of the Criminal Procedure Code, the acquittal of the two defendants for
having committed the crime of manslaughter, considering that in the respective
case there was no causal link between the actions or inactions adduced against
them and the produced result – the death of the victim P.J.
The court held that the objective imputation theory of the outcome was the
most suited to the particular circumstances of the case and involved first the
establishment whether the action of the defendant created a legally relevant risk
for the protected social value, then whether the result produced was a consequence
of the state of danger created by the action. Thus, in a first step, one should check
whether the produced result is the outcome of the exposure to danger as created
20

District Court of Sf. Gheorghe, judgement in the Criminal Case no. 87/2019, unpublished.
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by the action. To the extent that the typical result is a materialization of the state of
danger as mentioned in the first stage, the result can be attributed to the author.
Similarly, the imputation will be excluded when, although the author created a
danger for the protected value, the result does not appear as a materialization of
said danger, but is due to an external factor, which occurred by accident.
Therefore, it was considered that in the respective case, although the existence
of the socially dangerous outcome is undeniable, neither of the two defendants can
be accused for the death of the victim P.J., which is a materialization of the state of
danger generated by the sending of the said B.Z. to the same ward with the victim
and a direct consequence of the action of the latter, which the defendants could not
objectively anticipate.
The court pointed out that for the deficiencies ascertained in the performance
of their professional duties, the defendants can be accused of the infringement of
the rights of the patient P.J. to receive an adequate medical care, but the guilty
conduct of the defendants cannot attract their criminal liability, neither for the
crime of manslaughter, nor for any other criminal offense, as it is situated outside
the sphere of the criminal offense.

Conclusions
As can be seen from the court cases above, the courts of law tend to embrace
the point of view that, in the event the produced result – the death of the victim - is
due to the actions of a third party which, for various reasons, cannot be held
criminally responsible for the crime of homicide, the person who recklessly, did
not fulfill certain obligations, thereby facilitating the production of the death,
cannot be criminally prosecuted since there is no causal link between their actions
or inactions and the occurred outcome.
Thus, we can see that the theories of causation developed in the published
literature as presented above, the ones belonging to the monist trend were the only
ones which found resonance in the judicial practice.
We consider that the acquittal solutions pronounced in such matters are legal
and justified, as the courts made a pertinent analysis of the causation, both in
theoretical and in practical terms, taking into account the specific circumstances of
each case.
Given this case-law orientation, in the sense of finding that the typical
elements of the crime of manslaughter are not met in such cases, we hope that, as a
result of the dissemination of the argumentation used by the courts of law to
substantiate the delivered solutions, a change will occur also as regards the
practice of the Prosecutor’s Offices so that in future such cases may already be
solved during the criminal prosecution phase by ordering a nolle prosequi solution
(of taking no further action).
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ASPECTS REGARDING THE CRIMINALIZATION
AND INVESTIGATION OF THE OFFENCES RELATED
TO TERRORIST ACTIVITIES IN ROMANIAN LEGISLATION*
Adrian Cristian MOISE1**
Abstract:
Starting from the definition of terrorism, this article aims to present and analyze aspects related
to the crimes in relation to terrorist activities at the national and European level.
First, the article analyzes the offences related to terrorist activities provided by Law no.535/2004
on the prevention and combating of terrorism in Romania, after which the article analyzes the
offences related to terrorist activities included in the European Union Directive 2017/541 from the
15th of March 2017 on combating terrorism, as well as in the Council of Europe Convention on the
Prevention of Terrorism and the Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention on the
Prevention of Terrorism.
At the same time, the article presents and analyzes aspects regarding the activities of prevention
and combating of the offences related to terrorist activities, as well as the criminal investigation of
these offences.
Finally, the article will establish whether the Romanian legislation regarding the offences
related to terrorist activities adapted to the provisions in the field included in the most important
legal instruments in the field of prevention and combating of terrorism at the European and
international level.
Keywords: terrorism; offences related to terrorist activities; investigation; prevention;
combating.

§1. Preliminary considerations
The most important legal instrument in combating terrorism in Romania is
Law no.535/2004 on the prevention and combating of terrorism. Article 1 of the
Law no. 535/2004 on the prevention and combating terrorism defines terrorism as
“those actions, inactions, as well as threats against them which pose public danger,
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affect the life, the bodily integrity or the health of the people, the material factors,
the international relations of the states, the national or international security, are
politically, religiously or ideologically motivated and are committed for one of the
following purposes: a) intimidating the population or a segment thereof by
producing a strong psychological impact; b) the illegitimate constraint of a public
authority or international organisation to perform, not to perform, or refrain from
performing a particular act; c) serious destabilization or destruction of the
fundamental, constitutional, economic or social political structures of a state or
international organisations”.
Under the Article 4(1) of Law no.535/2004 on the prevention and combating of
terrorism is defined the notion of terrorist entity, “this being a person, a grouping, a
structured group or organisation, which, by any means, directly or indirectly
commits or participates in acts of terrorism; is preparing to commit acts of
terrorism; promotes or encourages terrorism; supports, in any way, terrorism”.
According to the provisions of Article 4(2) of Law no.535/2004, terrorist is “the
person who committed an offence under this law or intends to prepare, commit,
facilitate or instigate acts of terrorism”.
In accordance with the provisions of Article 3 of Law no.535/2004, “the
terrorism acts are transnational in nature, if: they are committed in the territory of
at least two states; they are committed in the territory of one state, but part of their
planning, preparation, management or control takes place in the territory of
another state; they are committed on the territory of one state, but involve a
terrorist entity that carries out activities on the territory of another state; are
committed on the territory of one state, but have substantial effects on the territory
of another state”.
The offences related to terrorist activities are the following: public provocation
to commit a terrorist offence, recruitment for terrorism, providing training for
terrorism, receiving training for terrorism, travelling for the purpose of terrorism
and terrorist financing.

§2. The offences related to terrorist activities stipulated by Law no.535/2004
on the prevention and combating of terrorism
The offences related to terrorist activities are included in Articles 33, 33¹, 33²,
35¹ and 36 of the Law no.535/2004 on the prevention and combating of terrorism.
Article 33 of the Law no.535/2004 punishes the following acts, if they are
committed for the purposes provided by Article 1: procuring, holding, preparing,
manufacturing, transporting or providing dual-use products or technologies or
military or explosive or flammable materials, for the purpose of producing
destructive means, explosive devices of any kind, as well as chemical, biological,
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radiological or nuclear, which could endanger the life, health of humans, animals
or the environment; providing instructions on the manufacture or use of
explosives, firearms or any other weapons, harmful or dangerous substances, or on
specific techniques or methods of committing or supporting the commission of an
act of terrorism, knowing that the respective competences offered are or can be
used for this purpose; receiving or acquiring instructions by self-documenting the
manufacture or use of explosives, firearms or any other weapons, harmful or
dangerous substances, or on specific techniques or methods of committing or
supporting the commission of an act of terrorism; qualified theft committed in
order to commit the offences provided by this article; facilitating border crossing,
hosting or facilitating access to the target area of a person known to have
participated or committed or is going to participate or commit a terrorist offence;
collecting or holding, for the purpose of transmitting, or making available data and
information on objectives targeted by a terrorist entity; forgery of official
documents or their use for the purpose of facilitating a terrorist act; the blackmail
committed for the purpose of committing an act of terrorism.
Article 33¹ of the Law no.535/2004 punishes the act of asking one or more
persons, directly or indirectly, by any means, to commit or support the commission
of an act of terrorism.
Article 33² of the Law no.535/2004 incriminates the act of urging the public,
verbally, in writing or by any other means, to commit crimes provided by the Law
no.535/2004. The same Article 33² incriminates the promotion of a message by
propaganda committed by any means, in public, with the intention of instigating
the act of terrorism, whether or not the message directly supports the terrorism or
whether or not the crimes have been committed.
Article 35¹ of the Law no.535/2004 incriminates the movement of a person
from the territory of the State of which he is a citizen or from the territory of which
he resides or resides in or on the territory of a state other than the one whose
citizen or resident is for the purpose of committing, planning or preparing terrorist
acts or to participate in them or to offer or receive training or preparation for
committing an act of terrorism or for supporting, in any way, a terrorist entity,
constitutes displacement for terrorist purposes. Moreover we emphasize that the
same article punishes any act of organization or facilitation by which assistance is
offered to any person to travel abroad for terrorist purposes, knowing that the
assistance thus is provided for this purpose.
Article 36 of the Law no.535/2004 incriminates the offence of terrorist
financing which consists in the collection or making available, directly or
indirectly, of funds, licit or illicit, with the intention of being used or knowing that
they are to be used, in whole or in part, for committing acts of terrorism or for
supporting a terrorist entity.
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§3. The offences related to terrorist activities stipulated by the legal
instruments in the fied of combating terrorism at the European and international
level
The most important legal instruments in the field of combating terrorism at
European and international level are the following: the Directive 2017/541/EU2 of
the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2017 on combating
terrorism; the Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism; the
Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of
Terrorism.
On the 31st of March 2017 it was published in the Official Journal of the
European Union the Directive 2017/541/EU of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 15 March 2017 on combating terrorism, replacing Framework Decision
2002/475/JHA of 13 June 2002 on combating terrorism, which is the most
important legal instrument in the fight against terrorism at European Union level.
Directive 2017/541/EU on combating terrorism covers the offences related to
terrorist activities in the Articles 5-12, which refer to public provocation to commit
a terrorist offence, recruitment for terrorism, providing training for terrorism,
receiving training for terrorism, travelling for the purpose of terrorism, organising
or otherwise facilitating travelling for the purpose of terrorism, terrorist financing
and other offences related to terrorist activities, as it is for example, aggravated
theft for the purpose of committing terrorist offences, extortion with a view to
committing one of the terrorist offences and drawing up or using false
administrative documents with a view to committing one of the terrorist offences.
The Convention of the Council of Europe on the Prevention of Terrorism3,
adopted in Warsaw on the 16th of May 2005, represents one of the most important
legal instruments in the field of prevention and combating terrorism, which was
ratified by Romania by Law no. 411/20064.
Pursuant to the Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism,
in Articles 5-7, the signatory parties must take the necessary measures to provide
as a crime according to their national law the following criminal behaviours that
lead to offences related to terrorist activities: public provocation to commit a
terrorist offence (Article 5); recruitment for terrorism (Article 6); training for
terrorism (Article 7). All the three behaviours to commit offences must be
committed without right and intentionally.
Directive 2017/541/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 March 2017 on
combating terrorism, replacing Framework Decision 2002/475/JHA of 13 June 2002 on combating
terrorism and and amending Council Decision 2005/671/JHA, Official Journal of the European
Union, 31.03.2017, L88/6.
3 Council of Europe on the Prevention of Terrorism from the 16th of May 2005, Retrieved 31
October 2019 from: http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/html/196.htm
4 Romanian Official Gazette no.949 from the 24th of November 2006.
2
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The offences related to terrorist activities stipulated by the Council of Europe
Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism can also be done by using the Internet
network5.
The Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention6 on the
prevention of terrorism was adopted in Riga on the 22sd of October 2015. The
purpose of this Additional Protocol is to complement the provisions of the Council
of Europe Convention on the prevention of terrorism as regards the
criminalization of the deeds described in Articles 2 to 6, thereby enhancing the
efforts of States Parties to prevent terrorism and its negative effects on the full
exercise of human rights, in particular the right to life, both by measures to be
taken at national level and by international cooperation, taking into account the
multilateral or bilateral treaties or agreements between the parties, currently
in force.
This Protocol complements the Council of Europe Convention on the
Prevention of Terrorism by adding provisions on the criminalization of acts related
to terrorist offenses and provisions on the exchange of information. The offences
provided in the protocol, such as those in the Convention, are mainly preparatory
in relation to acts of terrorism.
The Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention on the
Prevention of Terrorism incriminates the following offences related to terrorist
activities: receiving training for terrorism (Article 3); travelling abroad for the
purpose of terrorism (Article 4 ); funding travelling abroad for the purpose of
terrorism (Article 5); organising or otherwise facilitating travelling abroad for the
purpose of terrorism (Article 6).
The European Union signed the Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe
Convention on the prevention of terrorism on 22sd of October 2015.
Romania signed the Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention
on the prevention of terrorism on the 11th of March 2016 and shall ratify it in the
immediate future.
§4. The forensic investigation of the offences related to terrorist activities
The process of investigating the offences related to terrorist activities takes
place in two stages: the informative-operative investigation stage referring to checks
and activities specific to collection of information carried out exclusively by state
bodies with duties in the field of national security, such as the Romanian
Intelligence Service, before the commencement of the trial phase of criminal
5 Britz, Marjie T. (2013). Computer Forensics and Cyber Crime. An Introduction, Third Edition, Upper
Saddle River, New Jersey: Pearson Education Inc., pp. 149-150.
6 The Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention, Retrieved 31 October 2019 from:
https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/217
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prosecution and which may contribute to the commencement of criminal
prosecution and the stage of criminal investigation that is carried out by the judicial
bodies, that is, the Service for combating terrorist offences and those against
national security within the Directorate for the Investigation of Organized Crime
and Terrorism of the Prosecutor’s Office near the High Court of Cassation and
Justice, helped by state bodies with duties in the field of national security during
the trial phase of the prosecution7.
The informative-operative investigation stage s carried out during several phases:8
planning; obtaining information; verification of information; information analysis;
notifying the competent judicial bodies.
After completing the file of informative documentation9, the Romanian
Intelligence Service will notice Service for combating terrorist offences and those
against national security within the Directorate for the Investigation of Organized
Crime and Terrorism of the Prosecutor’s Office near the High Court of Cassation
and Justice by means of a report of finding, according to the provisions of Article
21 (1)10 of the Law no.51/1991 regarding the national security of Romania, Article
1111 of the Law no.14/1992 regarding the organization and functioning of the
Romanian Intelligence Service, related to Article 6112 paragraph (1) (c) from the
Romanian Criminal Procedure Code, in order to start the criminal prosecution, in
connection with the commission of an offence related to terrorist activities.
7 Moise, Adrian Cristian; Stancu, Emilian (2017). Forensics. Methodological elements for investigating
offences. University course, Bucharest: Universul Juridic, pp. 290-291.
8 Idem, pp. 295-299; Ronczkowski, Michael R. (2012). Terrorism and organized hate crime.
Intelligence gathering, analysis and investigations, Third Edition, Boca Raton, Florida: CRC Press, Taylor
& Francis Group, pp. 151-183.
9 Maras, Marie Helen (2014). The CRC Press Terrorism Reader, Boca Raton, Florida: CRC Press,
Taylor & Francis Group, p. 137 and the following.
10 Article 21 paragraph 1 of the Law no. 51/1991 regarding the national security of Romania
states: "The data and information of interest for national security, resulting from the authorized
activities, if it indicates the preparation or the commission of a crime provided by the criminal law, are
retained in writing and transmitted to the bodies of criminal prosecution, according to Article 61 of
the Romanian Criminal Procedure Code, accompanied by the mandate issued for them, to which is
added the proposal to declassify, as the case may be, total or in an extract, according to the law, of the
mandate. The intercepted calls and/or communications, recorded in writing, and/or the recorded
images are transmitted to the criminal investigation bodies in their entirety, accompanied by their
original digital content ”.
11 Article 11 of the Law no. 14/1992 regarding the organization and functioning of the Romanian
Intelligence Service provides: “If from the specific checks and activities provided in the Articles 9 and
10 result in data and information indicating the preparation or commission of a crime provided by the
criminal law, they are transmitted to the criminal prosecution bodies under the conditions provided
by the Article 61 of the Romanian Criminal Procedure Code”.
12 Article 61 paragraph (1) (c) of the Romanian Criminal Procedure Code provides: "(1)
Whenever there is a reasonable suspicion regarding the commission of a crime, they are obliged to
draw up a report on the circumstances found: c) public order bodies and national security, for the
offences found during the exercise of the duties provided by the law ”.
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The criminal prosecution is carried out by the competent judicial bodies within
the Service for combating terrorist offences and those against national security
within the Directorate for the Investigation of Organized Crime and Terrorism of
the Prosecutor’s Office near the High Court of Cassation and Justice, in order to
establish the existence of the offences related to terrorist activities, to identify the
perpetrator and to know all the circumstances necessary for the just settlement of
the case.
The Romanian Intelligence Service, through the Anti-Terrorist Operational
Coordination Center technically coordinates the National System for the
Prevention and Combating of Terrorism. At the same time, within the Romanian
Intelligence Service there are two departments that fight against terrorism, besides
the Anti-Terrorist Operational Coordination Center: The department dedicated to
the collection of information, which ensures constant monitoring and analysis of
terrorist risks at national level and in relation to the global evolution of the terrorist
phenomenon; The Anti-Terrorist Brigade, which provides anti/counterterrorism
intervention at national level, but also airport security, on all sixteen civil airports
in Romania, as well as the security of the flights of the Romanian aviation
companies.
According to the provisions of Article 11¹ of the Law no.535/2004 on the
prevention and combating of terrorism, in the case of imminence or the occurrence
of an offence related to terrorist activities on the territory of the country, at the
proposal of the director of the Romanian Intelligence Service, the Supreme Council
for the Defense of the Country may issue a decision regarding the declaration of
the terrorist crisis situation. Thus, on the logistical and operational support of the
Anti-Terrorist Operational Coordination Center, the National Antiterrorist Action
Center is activated, which ensures at national level the management of the terrorist
crisis, in order to remove the threats to the national security generated by the fact
created situation.
The process of investigating terrorism continues with the stage of the criminal
investigation of the offences related to terrorist activities, through which the
transition from the secret investigation to the criminal investigation that begins
with the opening of the criminal process is initiated, by starting the criminal
prosecution under the conditions of ensuring the procedural rights and guarantees
of all terrorism suspects.
The criminal investigation of the offences related to terrorist activities is carried
out on the basis of the rules of the criminal procedural law, as regulated by the
Romanian Criminal Procedure Code.
The criminal investigation of the offences related to terrorist activities uses
special techniques and methods of supervision or investigation, provided by
Article 138 of the Romanian Criminal Procedure Code, these being the following:
the interception of communications or any type of distance communication; access
to a computer system; video, audio or photo surveillance; localization or tracking
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by technical means; obtaining data regarding a person's financial transactions;
retention, delivery or search of postal items; the use of undercover investigators
and collaborators; authorized participation in certain activities; supervised
delivery; obtaining the traffic and location data processed by the providers of
public electronic communications networks or the providers of electronic
communications services for the public. The special investigation techniques and
methods provided by Article 138 (1) (a-d) of the Romanian Criminal Procedure
Code are used under the name of technical supervision13.
For the relationship with the providers of electronic communications for the
public, the National Center for Interception of Communications within the
Romanian Intelligence Service is designated with the role to obtain, process and
store information in the field of national security. At the request of the criminal
prosecution bodies, the National Center for Interception of Communications
ensures their direct and independent access to the technical systems for the
purpose of executing the technical supervision provided by the Article 138 (1) (a)
of the Romanian Criminal Procedure Code, namely the interception of
communications or any type of distance communication.
The concrete conditions regarding the access of the judicial bodies to the
technical systems are established through cooperation protocols concluded by the
Romanian Intelligence Service with the Public Ministry, the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, as well as with other institutions within which it operates, under the
conditions of the Article 57 (2) of the Romanian Criminal Procedure Code, the
special criminal investigation bodies.
The criminal jurisdiction as the first court of trial for the offences related to
terrorist activities belongs to the High Court of Cassation and Justice.
The National Office for the Prevention and Combating of Money Laundering
has a very important role in the investigation of the offences related to terrorist
activities, which represents a specialized body with legal personality, operating
under the subordination of the Government, has as an activity object besides the
prevention and combating of money laundering, and the prevention and
combating of terrorist financing14, according to Article 26 (2) of Law no.656/2002
for the prevention and sanctioning of money laundering, as well as for the
establishment of measures to prevent and combat terrorist financing, and for this
purpose receives, analyzes, processes information and immediately notifies the
Romanian Intelligence Service and the Directorate for the Investigation of
Organized Crime and Terrorism of the Prosecutor’s Office near the High Court of
13 United Nations. United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. United Nations
Counter-Terrorism Implementation Task Force (2012). The use of the Internet for terrorist purposes, New
York, September 2012, pp. 53-72.
14 Turner, Jonathan E. (2011). Money Laundering Prevention. Deterring, Detecting, and Resolving
Financial Fraud, Hoboken, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., pp. 132-135.
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Cassation and Justice when it is established the existence of sound indications
regarding suspected terrorist financing operations.
According to the provisions of Article 22¹ of the Law no.535/2004 on the
prevention and combating of terrorism, the Romanian judicial authorities shall
transmit, upon request or ex officio, as soon as possible, to the competent
authorities of another Member State of the European Union the relevant
information collected in the criminal proceedings in relation to terrorist offenses,
when the respective information could be used in the respective Member State for
the prevention, detection, investigation or criminal prosecution of offences related
to terrorist activities.
Unlike the Law no.535/2004 on the prevention and combating of terrorism, the
Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism and the Directive
2017/541/EU on combating terrorism contain provisions regarding the protection,
compensation and support for the victims of terrorism. We remark that the Article
24 from the Directive 2017/541/EU on combating terrorism includes provisions
related to assistance and support to victims of terrorism, referring in particular to:
emotional and psychological support, such as trauma support and counselling;
provision of advice and information on any relevant legal, practical or financial
matters, including facilitating the exercise of the right to information of victims of
terrorism; assistance with claims regarding compensation for victims of terrorism
available under the national law of the Member State concerned. The Article 25
from the Directive 2017/541/EU refers to the existence of measures to protect
victims of terrorism and their family members. Also, the Article 25 pays particular
attention to the risk of intimidation and retaliation and to the need to protect the
dignity and physical integrity of victims of terrorism, including during questioning
and when testifying.
The Article 13 from the Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of
Terrorism contains measures relating to the protection, compensation and support
for victims of terrorism, that has been committed within its own territory.
Moreover the Article 13 contains provisions regarding the financial assistance and
compensation for the victims of terrorism and their close family members.

§5. Conclusions
Following the carried out analysis, we found out that the text of Articles 33,
33¹, 33², 35¹ and 36 regarding the offences related to terrorist activities from the
Law no.535/2004 on the prevention and combating of terrorism adapted almost
entirely to the provisions of the text of Articles 5-12 of the Directive 2017/541/EU
on combating terrorism, to the provisions of Articles 5-7 of the Council of Europe
Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism and to the provisions of Articles 3-6
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from the Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention on the
prevention of terrorism.
Thus, we highlight that the actions of prevention and combating of the
offences related to terrorist activities, as well as the forensic investigation
procedures of these offences from the Romanian legal system, adapted to the
actions of prevention, combating and forensic investigation of the offences related
to terrorist activities from the Directive 2017/541/EU, the Council of Europe
Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism and the Additional Protocol to the
Council of Europe Convention on the prevention of terrorism.
In addition to the convergence elements listed above, we have noticed that the
legal instruments from Romania in the field of the offences related to terrorist
activities, also present elements of divergence from the legal instruments at the
European and international level regarding the protection, compensation and
support for the victims of terrorism.
Another element of divergence from the European and international legal
instruments in the field of the offences related to terrorist activities, refers to the
fact that the offences related to terrorist activities from the Law no.535/2004 on the
prevention and combating of terrorism cannot be committed using the Internet
network and the information and communication technology.
Therefore, the Romanian legislators should update as soon as possible the Law
no.535/2004 regarding the offences related to terrorist activities, by introducing an
article referring to the commission of the offences related to terrorist activities by
using the Internet network and the new technologies.
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SHORT CONSIDERATIONS ON THE SCOPE OF THE RIGHT
TO A FAIR TRIAL PROVIDED BY ART. 6 OF THE ECHR –
THE CONCEPT OF ”CRIMINAL CHARGE”*
Mihai GURAN **

Abstract: The concept of ”criminal charge” referred to in the text of article 6 of the European
Convention on Human Rights has an autonomous meaning in the conventional protection system,
which must be analysed in the light of the principles developed in this matter in the case law of the
Strasbourg Court. The purpose of this article, after examining the relevant case law and doctrine, is
to highlight the criteria that have been considered by the European court in order to determine
whether a certain judicial procedure can be classified as belonging to the sphere of criminal law. At
the same time, the article aims to analyze the practical relevance of this delimitation, especially in the
matter of the right to a fair trial, to what extent certain stages of the criminal trial or special
"criminal" procedures fall under the scope of the provisions of art. 6 of the European Convention on
Human Rights, and must observe the fairness requirements of the procedure.
Key words: Public Law, Criminal Law, European Convention on Human Rights, criminal
charge, right to a fair trial, criminal procedure, procedural guarantees.

Introduction
The meaning and scope of the concept of prosecution in criminal matters, as
set-out in the case law of the European Court of Human Rights, is of particular
practical importance, both nationally and internationally, in the context in which it
is relevant both in terms of establishing the scope of the guarantees offered to the
persons charged with the provisions of art. 6 of the Convention 1 , and for the
proper application of the non bis in idem principle and of the right of the
defendant to benefit from a double degree of jurisdiction in criminal matters.
Thus, in the event that it will be established that in a certain procedure, the
court is going to rule on a charge in criminal matters , within the meaning given to
this concept in the conventional system, the defendant must enjoy all the
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and EU
Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of Law –
Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019.
** Ph.D. Candidate – Faculty of Law, Lucian Blaga University of Sibiu (mihai.guran@yahoo.com).
1 The European Convention on Human Rights, as amended by Protocols no. 11 and 14.
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guarantees offered by art. 6 of the Convention on Criminal Matters, as developed
in the case law of the Strasbourg Court. In this respect, we recall that the case law
of the European court is directly applicable nationally, in the light of the provisions
of art. 20 of the Constitution of Romania.
Equally, the right of the defendant to benefit from a double degree of
jurisdiction in criminal matters, provided by art. 2 paragraph 2 of the Protocol no. 7
to the European Convention on Human Rights, is applicable only in respect of
proceedings concerning a criminal prosecution.
Last but not least, this concept is also relevant in terms of the right not to be
judged or punished twice, as provided by art. 4 of the Protocol no. 7 to the
European Convention on Human Rights, as it becomes applicable only insofar as
the two judicial proceedings against the same person, for the same deeds, are
criminal in the conventional meaning of this notion.
This article aims to present the criteria considered in the case law of the
European court for defining the concept of criminal prosecution, and for delimiting
its scope, compared to other judicial procedures regulated in the national
legislation.
At the same time, it presents the criteria that must be met for a certain judicial
procedure to be included in the criminal area, criteria that have been developed in
particular in the case of Engel and others v. The Netherlands. 2 .

The concept of "criminal prosecution"
The European Convention on Human Rights, and in particular art. 6, does not
define "criminal prosecution", which represents an autonomous notion developed
in the case-law of the Strasbourg court.
In the Court's opinion, the charge in criminal matters represents an official
notification, emanating from a competent authority, of the fact that a person is charged with
committing a crime 3 .
This concept is mainly related to the right to a fair trial (provided for in Article
6 ECHR), to the right not to be judged or punished twice, materialized in the
principle of non bis in idem (art.4 paragraph 1). of Protocol no.7 ECHR) and
guaranteeing the right to two degrees of jurisdiction in criminal matters (art.2 of
Protocol no.7 ECHR).
Thus, the procedural guarantees in criminal matters offered by art.6 par.1,
par.2 and par.3 of the Convention, apply to persons against whom a "criminal
prosecution" has been formulated, as defined by this concept in the conventional
2 Judgment on the merits delivered by the Court (Plenary), Engel and Others v. the Netherlands,
no. 5100/71; 5101/71; 5102/71; 5354/72; 5370/72, ECHR 1972;
3 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Eckle v. Germany, no. 8130/78, Series A
no. 51;
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system. The prominent place that the right to a fair trial occupies in democratic
societies has determined the Court to prefer a "substantive" approach, rather than a
"form" one, in terms of the concept analyzed in the present study and which is
provided by art. 6 par.1 of the Convention 4 .
A criminal prosecution come into existence either when a person is officially
notified by the competent authority that he or she is suspected of having
committed a crime, or from the moment his / her situation is substantially affected
by the actions taken by the competent authorities, due to the existence, as far as it is
concerned, of a suspicion in this regard. 5
Thus, for example, a person arrested on the suspicion of having committed a
criminal offense 6, a person heard on his /her involvement in committing acts that
constitute crimes 7 or a person who has been formally charged, in accordance with
the procedure provided by national law 8 , can be considered persons against
whom an accusation has been made in criminal matters and thus enjoy the
protection offered by article 6 of the Convention. By way of example, occurrence of
any of the aforementioned events, irrespective of their chronological order, is the
one that determines the application of Article 6 in its criminal side.9

The scope of the guarantees offered by art. 6 of the European Convention of
Human Rights.
In its case-law, the European human rights litigation court has ruled that not
every proceeding of a criminal nature benefits from the guarantees provided by
Article 6 ECHR, but only the proceedings that concern a decision on the merits of
any criminal prosecution, excluding thus the adjacent aspects of criminal
proceedings.
4

Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Šubinski v. Slovenia, no. 19611/04, §62, ECHR

2007;
5 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Deweer v. Belgium, no. 6903/75, §42-46,
Series A no. 35; Eckle, op.cit., §73; Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, McFarlane v.
Ireland, no. 31333/06, §143, ECHR 2010;
6 See, among others: Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Heaney and McGuiness v.
Ireland, no. 34720/97, §42, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2000-XII; Judgment on the merits
delivered by a Chamber, Brusco v. France, no. 1466/07, §47-50, ECHR 2007;
7 See, among others: Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Aleksandr Zaichenko v.
Russia, no. 39660/02, §41-43, ECHR 2010; Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Yankov
and Others v. Bulgaria, no. 4570/05, §23, ECHR 2010;
8 See, among others: Judgment on the merits delivered by the Grand Chamber, Pélissier and
Sassi v. France, no. 25444/94, §46, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1999-II; Judgment on the
merits delivered by the Grand Chamber, Pedersen and Baadsgaard v. Denmark, no.49017/99, §44,
Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2004-XI;
9 Judgment on the merits delivered by the Grand Chamber, Simeonovi v. Bulgaria, no. 21980/04,
§111, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2017 (extracts)
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Thus, it does not fall under the protection of Article 6 ECHR:
 procedure regarding the recusal of a magistrate 10 ;
 Review procedure, because it concerns a final court decision, so that the
person requesting it is not a "defendant" 11 ;
 procedures subsequent to a final conviction, which require enforcement of
the more favourable criminal provisions introduced by a new law 12 ;
 the procedures regarding preventive detention 13 ;
 the procedure regarding the admissibility of a trial against the defendant,
which was considered as a prejudicial question 14 ;
 the extradition procedure 15 ;
 the procedure for expelling a foreigner16;
 the procedure of the European arrest warrant 17 ;
 the procedure regarding the conditions of application of an amnesty law
regarding a final conviction 18 ;
 the procedures for transferring convicted persons 19 .
Instead, it was appreciated that it falls within the scope of protection of
Article 6:
 the procedure of re-trial of a person permanently convicted in absentia 20 ;
 the procedure of conducting a search 21 ;
 legal remedies 22 ;
10 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Mickovski v. Former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, no. 68329/01;
11 Judgment on the merits delivered by the Court (Plenary), Oberschlick c. Austria, no. 11662/85,
Series A no. 204;
12 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Nurmagomedov c. Russia, no.30138/02,
ECHR 2007;
13 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Neumeister c. Austria, no.1936/63, Series A
no.8;
14 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Korellis c. Cyprus, no.54528/00, ECHR 2003;
15 See, among others: Decision of the Commission (Plenary), Kirkwood v. United Kingdom, no.
10479/83, D.R. 37, p.158; Judgment striking the case out delivered by a Chamber, Farmakopoulos v.
Belgium, no. 11683/85; Series A no.235-A; Decision of the Commission (Plenary), Raidl v. Austria,
no.25342/94; Decision of a Chamber, Raf v. Spain, no 53652/00, Reports of Judgments and Decisions
2000-XI; Decision of a Chamber, Penafiel Saldago v. Spain, no.65964/01
16 Decision of the Commission (Plenary), Agee v. United Kingdom, no.7729/76, D.R. 7, p. 164
17 Decision of a Chamber, Monedero Angora v. Spain, no.41138/05, Reports of Judgments and
Decisions 2008;
18 Decision of a Chamber, Montcornet de Caumont v. France, no.59290/00, Reports of Judgments
and Decisions 2003-VII;
19 Decision of a Chamber, Szabo v. Sweden, no.28578/03, Reports of Judgments and Decisions
2006-VIII;
20 Judgment on the merits delivered by the Grand Chamber, Sejdovic v. Italy, no. 56581/00,
Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2006-II;
21 Eckle v. Germany, op.cit.; Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Barry v. Ireland,
no.18273/04, ECHR 2005;
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 procedures before the constitutional jurisdictions 23 , in the event that their
result is likely to influence the solution of ordinary jurisdictions;
 the flagrant procedure 24 ;
 enforcement proceedings aimed at the seizure of goods which are suspected
of infringement 25 .
Equally, the Court considered that the provisions of art.6 also apply in the case
of the criminal procedures following which the defendant is applied an
administrative sanction, due to the low degree of social danger of the deed.
Thus, the guarantees provided by article 6 of the Convention are applicable if a
court decided to close the procedure, after conducting an expert's examination and
hearing several witnesses, because the deed was insignificant 26 or when, after the
closure of the premises of a trader, as a result of a crime of selling prices, the
criminal action was quashed by an amicable agreement between the prosecutor's
office and the trader, who was obliged to pay a fine 27 .
The procedural time from which we can speak about a criminal prosecution within the
meaning of the Convention is extremely important, since from this time only all the
procedural guarantees provided by Article 6 ECHR are guaranteed.
In its case-law, the European Court of Human Rights has ruled that a person
becomes defendant, which entails the application of the guarantees provided by
Article 6 of the Convention, since the national authorities had reasonable grounds
to suspect him/her of committing a crime and not from the moment when this
quality is formally brought to his notice. 28
The time when a criminal prosecution is formally brought against a person may
coincide with the date of the arrest, the date on which the defendant is notified that
the criminal prosecution was initiated against him/her, the date of the criminal
proceedings being initiated or the date at which some preliminary investigations
were initiated, the date on which the first hearing took place at the police
headquarters or a house search was carried out, or with the date of communication
of the indictment. 29
22 Judgment on the merits delivered by the Grand Chamber, Meftah and others c. France,
no.32911/96, 35237/97, 34595/97, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2002-VII;
23 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Gast and Pop v. Germany, no.29357/95,
Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2000-II; Decision of a chamber, Caldas Ramírez de Arrellano v.
Spain, no. 68874/01, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2003-I (extracts)
24 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Blaj c. Romania, no.36259/04, ECHR 2014;
25 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Phillips c. United Kingdom, no. 41087/98,
Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2001-VII;
26 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Adolf c. Austria, no.8269/78, Series A no.49;
27 Deweer v. Belgium, op.cit. apud. M. Vasiescu, Dictionary of Human Rights, Bucharest:
Publishing House C.H.Beck,, 2013, p.23
28 Brusco c. France, op.cit;
29 See in this regard: Eckle v. Germany, op.cit; Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber,
Pantea v. Romania, no.33343/96, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2003-VI; Judgment on the
merits delivered by a Chamber, Coeme and Others v. Belgium, no. 32492/96,32547/96,32548/
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Article 6 The ECHR is applicable in all the procedural stages with relevance on the
court ruling a decision concerning the merits of the case, starting from the initial stages
of the investigation carried out by the criminal investigation bodies and until the
exhaustion of all the ordinary remedies, considering that the fairness the procedure
is analyzed as a whole. 30
The procedural safeguards provided for in Article 6 do not, in principle, apply
to preliminary measures that can be taken in a criminal trial before an indictment is
formally formulated, but such measures may nevertheless fall within the scope of
other conventional provisions, in especially those of art.3 and art.5 ECHR. 31
Thus, although the main purpose of Article 6, in criminal matters, is to ensure
a fair trial before a competent "court" to rule on the merits of the charges 32, the
guarantees offered by art.6 become applicable as soon as there is a criminal
prosecution, within the meaning given to this concept in the European Court of
Human Rights case-law. Therefore, the guarantees offered by art. 6 of the
Convention are also relevant to the proceedings before the trial, if and to the extent
that the fairness of the proceedings is seriously prejudiced by an initial breach of
these guarantees, which took place in the early stages of the investigation. 33 .
The stage of criminal prosecution may be of particular importance in relation
to the subsequent proceedings: the evidence taken at this stage often determines
the framework in which the charges are to be examined during the trial, and the
domestic law may institute certain consequences arising from the attitude of the
accused at his hearing. initials, which can be decisive for the prospects of defense
in subsequent proceedings. The way in which the provisions of Article 6 para. 1
and par. 3 of the Convention are to be applied prior to the prosecution of the
96,33209/96,33210/96, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2000-VII; Judgment on the merits
delivered by a Chamber, Diamantides v. Greece, October 23, 2003, no.60821/00, ECHR 2003;
Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Loffler v. Austria, no.30546/96; Barry v. Ireland,
op. cit.; Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Bertin-Mourot v. France, no. 36343/97;
apud. M. Udroiu, O. Predescu, European protection of human rights and the Romanian criminal trial,
Bucharest: Publishing House C.H. Beck, , 2008, p.639
30 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Allenet de Ribemont v. France, no.15175/89,
Series A no.308; Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Samoilă and Cionca v. Romania,
no.33065/03, §91 - §101, apud. M. Udroiu, O.Predescu, op.cit., p.540
31 Judgment on the merits delivered by the Grand Chamber, Saunders v. United Kingdom,
no.19187/91, §67, Reports 1996-VI; Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Fayed v. United
Kingdom, no. 17101/90, §61, Series A no.294-B ; apud. M. Udroiu, O. Predescu, op.cit., P.539
32 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Imbrioscia v. Switzerland, no. 13972/88, §36,
Series A no.275; Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Brennan v. United Kingdom,
no.39846/98, §45, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2001-X; Judgment on the merits delivered by a
Chamber, Shabelnik v. Ukraine, no. 16404/03, §52, ECHR 2009; Judgment on the merits delivered by
the Grand Chamber, Dvorski v. Croatia, no.25703/11, §76, Reports of Judgments and Decisions 2015;
33 Imbrioscia v. Switzerland, op.cit., §36; Dvorski v. Croatia, op.cit., §76;
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defendant depends on the characteristics of the procedure and the specific
circumstances of each case. 34

Delimitation of criminal proceedings from other judicial procedures. The
Engel criteria
In his case-law 35 , the Strasbourg Court has ruled that, in order to determine
whether a particular fact imputed to a person represents a criminal prosecution, the
following three criteria must be considered:
a) Qualification of the deed as a crime under the national law;
b) Nature of the offense;
c) The nature and gravity of the sanction that a subject risks;
However, the European court has established that these criteria are alternative,
so that they do not need to be cumulatively met to be in the presence of a " criminal
prosecution ".
However, a cumulative approach is allowed, assuming that the separate
analysis of the three criteria mentioned above did not lead to a conclusion
regarding the existence or absence of an accusation. 36 .
a) Qualification of the deed as a crime under the national law;
According to this criterion, the European court first checks whether the act
attributed to the person is incriminated as a crime in the national law of the state
concerned.
If so, the European Court of Human Rights will consider this internal
qualification of the deed, following which, in case of a negative answer in this first
test, it will proceed to analyze the other two criteria.
Thus, this criterion is applied with priority, the other two having a subsidiary
nature, implementing it only in the assumption that the national law of the state
does not qualify the litigation as a criminal one.
Therefore, the concept of criminal prosecution, in the interpretation given by the
European court, allows the inclusion in the scope of article 6 of the Convention of a
crime that is not qualified as criminal in the domestic law, but prohibits the reverse
operation, for the purpose of excluding from the scope of protection of the
conventional provisions of a procedure which according to the national law, is of
criminal nature.
In the Strasbourg Court's view, the internal qualification of the deed is
therefore a simple starting point for its own analysis, which will lead to its own
Imbrioscia v. Switzerland, op.cit., §38;
Engel and Others v. the Netherlands, op.cit;
36 See Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Garyfallou AEBE v. Greece, no.18996/91,
Reports 1997-V;
34
35
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qualification. The indication given by the national law has only "a formal and relative
value", which is to be examined in the light of a "common denominator" of the laws in
the matter of other contracting states. 37
b) Nature of the offense;
The criterion of the nature of the criminal offense was analyzed, in the
jurisprudence of the European court, in the light of the following aspects:
Applicability of the violated rule
First of all, shall be examined whether the norm in question is addressed to the
whole population or only to a certain category - lawyers, military, doctors, etc. 38
Thus, in the event that the legal norm in question applies to a limited number of
people (for example, the members of a profession); this is rather related to the
disciplinary law than the criminal law.
If the rule addresses to all legal subjects, having a general effect, the Court
considers that, most likely, we are in the presence of a criminal litigation within the
meaning of Article 6 of the Convention.
Purpose of the penalty
The purpose of this criterion is to distinguish criminal penalties from those of a
purely administrative nature. Thus, from this perspective, the European court will
analyze whether the rule in question contains a punitive and dissuasive sanction 39.
In this respect, an important aspect to be considered is the circumstance if the
application of a sanction represents the consequence of finding the guilt of the defendant 40 .
c) The nature and gravity of the sanction that a subject risks;
In its case-law, the European court has established that in the event that the
purpose of the sanction applied is rather a reparative one, the cause is outside the
scope of criminal law, but if the purpose of the sanction is rather punitive or
preventive, then there are indications that there is a dispute criminal41 .
Thus, it has been considered that, as a rule, they belong to the criminal law, the
facts of which the perpetrators are exposed to measures deprived of liberty or
fines, "except those which, by their nature, duration and ways of enforcement, do not cause
significant harm " 42 .
37 C. Bârsan, European Convention on Human Rights. Comments on articles, 2nd edition,
Bucharest: Publishing House C.H. Beck, 2010, p.413
38 Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Bendenoun c. France, no.12547/86, Series A
no.284;
39 Judgment on the merits delivered by the Court (Plenary), Öztürk c. Germany, no.8544/79,
Series A no.73;
40 Judgment on the merits delivered by the Grand Chamber, Benham v. United Kingdom, no.
19380/92, Reports 1996-III;
41 R. Chiriţă, The right to a fair trial, Bucharest: Publishing House Universul Juridic, 2008. p.242
42 Judgment on the merits delivered by the Grand Chamber, Escoubet c. Belgium, no.26780/95,
Reports of Judgments and Decisions 1999-VII, apud. C. Bârsan, op.cit., P.414
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Equally, the Court considered that we are facing a "criminal prosecution" and,
assuming that the sanction is of a pecuniary nature, if this has an exorbitant value
or if, in the case of non-payment, the fine can become a measure depriving of
liberty, regardless of whether or not this substitution was made or not in the case43.
Nevertheless, the Court considered that if the sanction applied to the person
concerned is the prohibition to hold a public office for a period of 10 years, we are
in the presence of a criminal litigation. The severity of this sanction was examined
in the light of the fact that this prohibition has significant effects on the defendant's
personal situation, who is unable to continue his professional life. At the same
time, the Court also considered the nature of the sanction, which is obviously
punitive and preventive. 44

Conclusions
The inclusion of a certain judicial procedure in the criminal scope, according to
the criteria developed in the case-law of the Strasbourg Court, set out above, has
particular importance for the practical work, given that this delimitation
determines the scope of the guarantees of a fair trial governed by art. 6 of the
Convention.
In the same respect, the identification of the criminal trial stages, i.e. the special
judicial criminal proceedings, covering an accusation in criminal matters, has a
practical relevance, because only within them the defendant enjoys the full range
of rights offered by art. 6 of the Convention.
In view of these aspects, we consider the knowledge of the European Court of
Human Rights case-law presented above to be essential, so that it can be properly
applied in criminal cases pending with the Romanian judicial bodies.

Öztürk v. Germany, op.cit .;
Judgment on the merits delivered by a Chamber, Matyjek c. Poland, no.38184/03, ECHR 2007,
apud. R. Chiriţă, op.cit., P.243
43
44
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THE DEFENDANT’S RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT AND NOT
INCRIMINATE HIMSELF ACCORDING TO THE CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE CODE. THE RESPECT OF THE PROVISIONS
OF ARTICLE 6 OF THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION
ON HUMAN RIGHTS1
Maria Magdalena BÂRSAN2
Abstract: A defendant's right to remain silent regarding the actions for which he is
prosecuted and to not contribute to his own incrimination represent essential aspects of an
equitable criminal procedure law. The article aims to discuss the extent to which the
provisions of the Criminal Procedure Code are violated, as well as the provisions of the
European Convention on Human Rights in this matter. Based on the right to remain silent
and not incriminate oneself as regulated in article 6, the criminal investigators are
prevented from obtaining evidence by defying the will of the culprit and not to testify
against him. Each accused individual has the right to remain silent and not incriminate
himself, although the provisions of article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights
does not expressly mention this right, it is acknowledged by international legal regulations
which are found at the center of the concept of equitable trial. The Romanian legislator
should take a closer look at the provisions of the Romanian procedural code that currently
establish these procedural measures and corroborate them with those of the Romanian
Constitution and those of the ECHR.
Key words: Public Law, Criminal Law, Defendant’s right to remain silent, Criminal
Procedure Code, European Convention of Human Rights.

Introductory notes
Across time, almost all European procedural laws acknowledged the
defendant’s right to not incriminate himself, by remaining silent and ensuring
access to legal assistance from the early stages of an investigation.
1 The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, held in Braşov (Romania)
and organized by the Faculty of Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th and 30th of
November 2019.
2 Senior Lecturer, PH.D - Faculty of Law, Transilvania University of Brasov (magdalena_maria_
neagu@yahoo.com).
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The system of the European Convention on Human Rights regulates the right
to an equitable trial in two regards: a wide meaning, stating that it entails all
guarantees regulated by article 6 first paragraph, namely any person’s right to
equitable trial by an independent and impartial court, publicly and within a
reasonable term, in regard to civil rights and obligations or any criminal charge;
article 6 second paragraph states any individual who is accused of committing a
crime has the right to be presumed not guilty until his guilt is legally established,
by definitive court decision; article 6 third paragraph regulates some special
guarantees in criminal matter, namely: any accused has the right to be informed of
the nature and cause of his accusation in a language he understands, he must be
ensured the time and necessary means to prepare his defense; he must be assisted
by a chosen defender or assisted by a public defender free of charge, he must be
able to question de prosecutor’s witnesses and has the right to the hearing of his
witnesses in the same conditions; he can be assisted by a translator without pay, if
he does not understand the language of the court hearings3.
In national law, along with the suspect or defendant’s right to remain silent
(article 78 Criminal Procedure Code and article 83 first alignment letter a of the
Criminal Procedure Code), the lawmaker has acknowledged, on a declarative
level, the witness’s right to not incriminate himself (article 118 of the Criminal
Procedure Code).
On a simple reading of article 118 of the Criminal Procedure Code regarding
the witness’s right not to incriminate himself, we note that this procedural
regulation conflicts with the right to an equitable trial, in which the presumption of
innocence needs to be effectively respected with all its components and the right to
a defense must benefit from all its values, according to the provisions of article 21
of the Romanian Constitution corroborated with those of article 6 of the European
Convention on Human Rights.
The right to not self incriminate oneself and to refuse incriminating statements
results from the very acknowledgement of the principle according to which the
accused is not held to prove his innocence, as it is the duty of investigators to prove
the deed without any help from the accused party. Beyond the specific
manifestation and the meaning of the right to not self incriminate, of the same
importance is the correlative obligation of the judicial investigators to ensure the
defendant with the complete exercise of this right.
In national law, the obligation to warn the suspect or defendant on the right to
remain silent is found in the provisions which regulate the right to a defense, in
article 10 fourth alignment of the Criminal Procedure Code, thus the criminal
investigators are held to inform the defendant of his right to remain silent, before
the hearing of the suspect or defendant.
C. Birsan, European Convention on Human Rights, Comments by articles, Second edition, C.H.Beck
Publishing House, 2010, page 359
3
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The defendant’s right to remain silent is a right which results from the
provisions of article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights; in national
law, similar regulations are found in the Criminal Procedure Code, as it is an
essentially procedural guarantee which exists and causes consequences only in the
context of a criminal trial. 4 An suspect’s right to remain silent in regard to the
deeds he is accused of and to not contribute to his own incrimination are essential
aspects of an equitable procedure in the criminal trial. The European Court has
constantly ruled that, even if article 6 of the Convention does not expressly
regulate these rights, they are generally acknowledged regulations, which are the
center of the notion of an equitable trial, as regulated in this text.
The reason for their acknowledgement is the need to protect the accused
person of committing a crime from pressure from the criminal investigators, in
order to avoid any judicial error in criminal trials and to allow the fulfillment of the
purposes regulated in article 6 of the Convention.
The European Convention has shown that, on one hand, it is obliviously
incompatible with the demands of the Convention for a conviction to be
exclusively or essentially based on the silence of the defendant, his refusal to
answer questions or to testify in court; on the other hand, it is similarly obvious
that these interdictions might prevent the court from considering the silence of the
interested party in situations which require an explanation in order to appreciate
the force of persuasion of the elements of the accused file5. There is no clear
distinction between these two situations, thus “the right to remain silent” must not
be seen as an absolute right.
Preliminary aspects
First, we must discuss the extent to which the right to remain silent must be
respected and the right not to incriminate oneself in the time previous to the
criminal court, namely before the criminal investigation. The philosophy of the
Romanian lawmaker was that of acknowledging the right to remain silent only for
the suspect or the defendant, thus, in order to discuss the existence and exercise of
such a right, we must get past the time of the in personam criminal investigation,
according to article 305 third alignment6 of the Criminal Procedure Code.7
4 F. Sudre, European and International law of human rights, Polirom Publishing House, Iasi, 2006,
page 297
5 C. Birsan, op. cit., page 515
6 Also see Decision no 111 of February 28th, 2019, regarding the non-constitutionality exception of
the provisions of article 10 first and fifth alignments, articles 33 and 88 first alignment, article 305 third
alignment and article 309 first alignment of the Criminal Procedure Code.
7 Article 105 third alignment of the Criminal Procedure Code states that: „ when there is evidence to
prove reasonable doubt that a certain person commited the crime for which he is investigated and none of the
cases regulated in article 16 first alignment apply, the criminal investigator continues the inquiry, thus the
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What is relevant in this matter is knowing to what extent the criminal
investigators would be obliged to respect a de facto but not de jure suspect’s right to
remain silent, by considering the fact that the lack of the official quality of suspect
is the result of the lack of manifestation of will of the same criminal investigators,
by failing to issue the ordinance mentioned in article 305 of the Criminal Procedure
Code. If they were to disregard this interdiction of hearing witnesses of those who
is the de facto suspect, the criminal investigators are in the situation of irrevocably
affecting the right to an equitable trial, even in case those statements are not used
as evidence.
Although internal law regulates, in article 118 of the Criminal Procedure Code8
the „witness’s right to not incriminate himself”, it expressly mentions the
impossibility to use the statement of a witness who subsequently became a suspect
or defendant, as things are not so simple as the text would let us believe. This is
because the legal solution of article 118 of the Criminal Procedure Code does not
regulate the right of the witness to not give a statement which would incriminate
him and to benefit from the assistance of a lawyer; at the same time, the criminal
investigator’s obligation to warn the individual of this is missing and the sanction
of such statements is deceptive, thus allowing the use, in a criminal trial, of
illegally obtained evidence. Criminal procedural law offers a remedy in the
provisions of article 118 and 109 third alignment, according to which the witness’s
statement given in the course of a in rem criminal investigation by a person who,
within the same investigation has subsequently become a suspect as a result of that
statement can’t be used against him and, in the course of the hearing, namely after
the criminal investigation begins in personam, the suspect can exercise his right to
remain silent in regard to any of the facts and circumstance about which he is
questioned. As a result, the lawmaker has regulated the suspect’s right to not
contribute to its own accusation, a fact which represents an essential element of the
right to an equitable trial.
Maybe the best example in this matter is the case Brusco vs. France9. Although
a statement from the injured party exists which implicates Brusco in committing
the crime of attempted murder, as well as the statement of a co accused which
indicated that he had hired Brusco to commit the crime, the criminal investigators
had heard the defendant as a witness and subsequently used his statements
against him, including in order to indict him and subsequently convict him. Under
these circumstances, the Court appreciated that, when the defendant was detained
person becomes a suspect. The measure undertook by the criminal investigsator is subject to confirmation by the
district attorney within 3 days, as the investigator is held to present the file of the cause to the district attorney.”
8 Article 118 of the Criminal Procedure Code: “A witness statement given by a person, who had the
capacity of suspect or defendant before such testimony or subsequently acquired the capacity of suspect or
defendant in the same case, may not be used against them. At the moment when they record the statement,
judicial bodies are under an obligation to mention their previous capacity.”
9 V. Puşcasu, The right to remain silent and not incriminate oneself, A collection initiated and
coordinated by Sergiu Bogdan, Universul Juridic Publishing House, Bucharest, 2010, page 147
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and had to be sworn in, he was under criminal investigation and benefited from
the right to remain silent and not contribute to his own incrimination, as regulated
by article 6 first and third paragraphs of the Convention.

Sanctions for violating the right to remain silent and to not self-incriminate
In order for the right to remain silent and not self-incriminate oneself to not
remain unachievable and doubtful, but to manifest as an effective and specific
guarantee, the procedural provisions are not enough, as certain legal tools are
required which are meant to ensure efficiency, namely the Romanian lawmaker
should study the international regulations in this matter, by identifying the
inconsistencies which occur in practice; at the same time, the lawmaker should
regulate sanctions in order to remove the consequences of this legal guarantee. We
can distinguish between two categories of regulations: those of substantial law,
which attract responsibility from the person who violated the right to remain silent
and not incriminate, as well as essentially procedural provisions whose effect is
that of sanctioning the validity of evidence and procedural acts which impair on
the previously mentioned right10. The criminal law regulations send us to the
provisions of the special part of the Criminal Code, namely those in the category of
“Crimes against performing justice”. The judicial object of the crimes against
performing justice is the ensemble of social relations which are performed in
regard to ensuring justice, independence, impartiality and efficiency in the process
of enforcing laws, by criminally sanctioning the deeds which are likely to seriously
influence, ignore or undermine the authority of justice. The crime of abusive
investigation, stated in article 280 of the Criminal Code11has, as an judicial special
object, the social relations regarding the activity of performing justice, an activity
whose normal performance is incompatible with the use of illegal means against
the individuals who are investigated or tried in a criminal case.
The crime of abusive investigation can only be committed by a public servant
who, according to the law and his duties, performs activities of criminal
investigation or criminal trial. The criminal investigators are divided in: criminal
investigators of judicial police and special criminal investigators (for example,
specialized workers of the Internal Affairs Minister specifically appointed by the
For a similar classification, see G. Theodoru, Criminal Procedure Treaty, Hamangiu Publishing
House, Bucharest, 2007, page 495
11 Article 280 of the Criminal Procedure Code states in the first alignment that : (1) The use of
promises, threats or violence against a criminally investigated person by an investigator, prosecutor of
judge, in order to force a statement or confession, a false statement or retraction of a statement, is
punishable by incarceration from 2 to 7 years and the interdiction of holding a public office. (2) The
same sanction is applies to the fabrication, falsification or creating false evidence by a criminal
investigator, a prosecutor or a judge.
10
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General Prosecutor or the case prosecutor, the preliminary chamber judge or the
rights and liberties judge).
The typical version of this crime entails the existence of an essential condition
regarding the time when the deed was committed. This results from the quality of
the secondary passive subject, who can only be a criminally prosecuted or tried
person; thus, it results that the criminal investigation had already began at the time
the crime was committed and the deed was committed until there is a definitive
court decision in the case, ruling in any of the solutions stated in article 396 of the
Criminal Procedure Code12. A deed which was committed before the beginning of
the criminal investigation will be the one regulated by article 272 of the Criminal
Code – influencing the statements, if all other elements of the crimes are present.
Conclusions
For a long time, the Romanian criminal procedure law contained no regulation
of the right to remain silent and not incriminate oneself, thus lacking any historical
tradition of this procedural guarantee in the internal system of law, built on an
inquisitorial procedural model, in which the suspect or the prosecuted individual
would talk to the judicial investigators13. Despite the obvious evolution of laws, the
new regulation does not bring any light to this subject, as the lawmakers provided
no explanation for the numerous legal regulations of the right to remain silent and
not incriminate oneself in all aspects and phases of the criminal investigation.14
Based on the right to remain silent and not incriminate oneself as regulated in
article 6, the criminal investigators are prevented from obtaining evidence by
defying the will of the culprit and not to testify against him. Each accused
individual has the right to remain silent and not incriminate himself, although the
provisions of article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights does not
expressly mention this right, it is acknowledged by international legal regulations
which are found at the center of the concept of equitable trial. By protecting the
defendant against abusive constraint from the authorities, these immunities help
avoid judicial errors and guarantee the desired outcome. This applies to all crimes,
regardless of their degree of severity and complexity, from the early stage of the
questioning by the police. It entails the fact that in a criminal investigation, the
prosecutors are allowed to build their prosecution without proof which was
Article 396 of the Criminal Procedure Code states in the first alignment: (1) The court rules on
the guilt of the defendant, by ruling for conviction, renouncing the punishment, postponing the
punishment or acquittal and end of criminal trial.
13 D. Ionescu The warning procedure. Consequences in the matter of the validity of the accused’s
statements in the criminal trial, in “Notes on Criminal Law” Magazine, no. 2/2006.
14 V. Puscasu, The right to remain silent and not self-incriminate, Ratio essendi, West University
Magazine, Law series, Timisoara, page 95
12
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obtained by constraint or pressure or against the will of the defendant. These rights
serve to protect a suspect’s right to choose whether to talk or remain silent when
he is questioned by the police.
This freedom of choice is compromised in case the suspect chooses to remain
silent during questioning, but the authorities use a legal subterfuge in order to
force a confession or incriminatory statements which they was unable to obtain
during questioning, thus exercising their coercion powers. In order to establish the
fact of whether choosing to remain silent can lead to conclusions unfavorable to the
defendant thus violating article 6 of the Convention, several elements must be
considered such as the existing proof and the degree of constraint15. This right is
destined to protect the individual against the coercing force of the competent
authorities during questioning. In ECHR jurisprudence, it is considered that this
right, which is not formally guaranteed by the constitution, is a guarantee given to
the defendants in the name of the right to an equitable trial, the right to freedom
and human dignity16.

15 V. Puşcasu, The right to remain silent and not incriminate oneself, A collection initiated and
coordinated by Sergiu Bogdan, Universul Juridic Publishing House, Bucharest, 2015, page 315
16 N. A. Odina, The right to remain silent. The role of silence in the protection and guarantee of natural
subjective rights, Eftimie Murgu University, Resita, page 73
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CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING THE DEPRIVATION
OF LIBERTY OF JUVENILES IN CRIMINAL MATTERS,
IN LIGHT OF NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
REGULATIONS*
Gabriela-Nicoleta CHIHAIA**

Abstract: This article aims to identify the international legal framework, especially the
European one, as well as the national framework regarding the deprivation of liberty of juveniles in
criminal procedure proceedings, starting from the correct implementation of the principles that
concern the interest of this category of persons and continuing with the situations in which it can be
disposed, as well as the impact that such a measure has on the juveniles, but also on the families from
which they come from.
At the same time, this article presents, on the one hand, the vulnerabilities presented by
juveniles in detention, and on the other hand, their main rights, both at European and national level.
The importance of monitoring the places in which the juveniles are detained is emphasized, as
well as the need for alternatives measures to the deprivation of liberty of juveniles, depending on the
different stages of the procedure in which they are involved. This goal is the hardest to achieve in
practice, as there are few possibilities for implementing such alternative measures.
The criminal justice system for juveniles must be oriented entirely towards respecting the rights
and safety of juveniles, to promote their well-being, both physically and mentally, and the
deprivation of liberty should be used as a last resort, only in exceptional situations, when it is
absolutely necessary to achieve the goals provided by the legislation in this matter.
Key words: Public Law, Criminal Law, criminal executional law, juveniles, deprivation of
liberty, rights, vulnerabilities.

Introduction
Juveniles come into contact with the justice system in many different ways, for
example, for family matters such as divorce or adoption, in administrative matters
for nationality or immigration issues or in criminal matters as victims, witnesses or
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 4 November 2019.
** Judge, Ph.D. - Braşov County Court for Minors and Family.
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perpetrators of crimes. When faced with the justice system, juveniles are thrown
into an intimidating adult world which they cannot understand.
The most important measure that can be ordered against a juvenile and with
the biggest implications on his/her life and personality is deprivation of liberty, in
criminal proceedings.
According to the United Nations Rules for the Protection of Juveniles
Deprived of their Liberty1, „a juvenile is every person under the age of 18. The age
limit below which it should not be permitted to deprive a child of his or her liberty
should be determined by law”. At the same time, „the deprivation of liberty means
any form of detention or imprisonment or the placement of a person in a public or
private custodial setting, from which this person is not permitted to leave at will,
by order of any judicial, administrative or other public authority”.
Deprivation of liberty can also be defined as any form of detention or
imprisonment or a placement a person in a public custodial setting, from which the
person is not permitted to leave at will, by order of any judicial authority.
The juvenile justice system should uphold the rights and safety and promote
the physical and mental well-being of juveniles. Imprisonment should be used as a
last resort. Juveniles should only be deprived of their liberty in accordance with
these principles.
This article intends to present first and foremost the legal framework, both at
international level, especially at European level, and at national level, regarding
the way of depriving the juveniles involved in criminal proceedings, the principles
whose observance is required by these regulations, as well as their correct
implementation in practice. Thus, we will refer only to the detention of juveniles as
a result of their criminal liability, and not to the situations in which they are
deprived of liberty in different correctional, medical, educational, therapeutic,
social institutions, etc.
At the same time, it is important to emphasize that the mere implementation of
these principles is not sufficient, since it is important that, after taking the measure
of deprivation of liberty of the juvenile, their places of detention to be checked,
monitored, to meet the purpose of the criminal sanction that was applied to them,
taking into account their age, the degree of their personality development and the
influence on the growth and development of juveniles, in an attempt to render the
society fit for an adult life that would no longer interfere with the criminal
environment.
Also for the purpose of correct and complete reintegration into society of
juveniles who are involved, as active subjects, perpetrators of crimes of varying
degrees of gravity, in criminal proceedings, it is important to identify alternative
measures of deprivation of liberty that can be arranged by the judicial bodies.
United Nations Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of their Liberty, adopted by General
Assembly resolution 45/113 of 14 December 1990
1
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Moreover, all international and national regulations regarding the deprivation
of liberty of juveniles in criminal proceedings emphasize that such deprivation can
only be disposed of as the last solution of criminal policy, the period spent by a
juvenile in detention affecting him/her in a way greater than it would affect a
major, such a measure can be taken only if it is necessary and is commensurate
with the gravity of the act the juvenile is accused of having committed, in the case
of pre-trial detention, or for which he was definitively convicted by a court, in the
case of detention as a criminal punishment.
Thus, deprivation of liberty of a juvenile should be a disposition of last resort
and for the minimum necessary period and should be limited to exceptional cases.
The length of the sanction should be determined by the judicial authority, without
precluding the possibility of his or her early release.
1. Deprivation of liberty of juveniles in criminal proceedings; guiding
principles
Juveniles involved in criminal proceedings may be deprived of liberty only in
situations where they are accused or convicted of a crime, either in so-called
provisional detention - arrested and placed in a pre-trial detention, during the
criminal trial, or as a result of a decision to convict them - by which it was decided,
with definitive character, that they committed the offense for which they were
investigated, the so-called detention - sentenced to custodial sentence.
Thus, deprivation of liberty involves more severe restriction of motion within
a narrower space than mere interference with liberty of movement: it includes
police custody, remand detention, imprisonment after conviction, house arrest.
Like adult charges, juveniles in criminal investigations are presumed innocent
and shall be treated as such. First, as expressly provided by the Convention on the
Rights of the Child, the leading international regulation on the rights of the child,
adopted by the United Nations2, no child shall be deprived of liberty illegally or
arbitrarily. The arrest or detention of a child must be in accordance with the law
and will only be as light and as short as possible.
It follows that the fundamental principle that governs the matter of criminal
detention of juveniles is that the pre-trial detention of juveniles should be carried
out only as a last resort, the judicial bodies should try to find, if possible, other
options to keep the juvenile at their disposal and prevent him/her from
committing other criminal acts. Also in the matter of criminal law, the principle of
civil law is fully applicable, namely all judgments of the judicial authorities must
take into account, first of all, the "best interests of the child".
Convention on the Rights of the Child - The Convention on the Rights of the Child, adopted on
November 20, 1989 by the United Nations, published in the Official Gazette of Romania no. 314 of
June 13, 2001.
2
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This principle results from both international and Romanian national
regulations. Thus, United Nations Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived of
their Liberty provides that „detention before trial shall be avoided to the extent
possible and limited to exceptional circumstances. Therefore, all efforts shall be
made to apply alternative measures. When pre-trial detention is nevertheless used,
juvenile courts and investigative bodies shall give the highest priority to the most
expeditious processing of such cases to ensure the shortest possible duration of
detention. Untried detainees should be separated from convicted juveniles”.
Also, the Convention on the Rights of the Child stipulates in article 37 letter c)
that "any juvenile deprived of liberty will be separated from adults, unless it is
considered that it is in the best interest of the juvenile not to do so, and will have
the right to maintain contact with his/her family through correspondence and
visits, except in exceptional cases”.
In this regard, the Criminal Procedure Code3 provides for a special section, 8,
within the chapter on preventive measures, entitled "Special provisions on
preventive measures applied to juveniles", according to which "detention and
pre-trial detention may be ordered against a juvenile, exceptionally, only if the
effects that deprivation of liberty would have on his/her personality and
development are not disproportionate to the purpose pursued by taking the
measure. When determining the duration for which the measure of pre-trial
detention is taken, the age of the defendant is taken into account from the date on
which the measure is taken, prolonged or maintained ”(article 243 paragraph 2-3).
Also, the aspects related to the execution of the preventive measure are
regulated by Law no. 254/20134, which stipulates that the detention and pre-trial
detention during the criminal prosecution, including of the juvenile defendants,
are carried out in centers of pre-trial detention and arrest that are organized and
operate under the subordination of the Ministry of Internal Affairs, being
established by order of the Minister of Internal Affairs. During the trial, the
pre-trial detention is carried out in the special sections of detention in
penitentiaries or in the pre-trial detention centers in the penitentiary, which are
organized and operate under the National Penitentiary Administration.
Article 117 of the aforementioned law, entitled “Pre-trial detention Regime”,
stipulates that the juvenile persons detained or in pre-trial detention are usually
housed separately from the adult persons. During the execution of the pre-trial
detention, the juvenile is granted psychological assistance, under the conditions
established by the regulation provided in article 107 paragraph 2, in order to
3 Law no. 135/2010, published in the Official Journal of Romania no. 486 of July 15, 2010, entered
into force on 01/02/2014.
4 Law no. 254/2013 regarding the execution of the punishments and of the deprivation measures
ordered by the judicial bodies during the criminal trial, published in the Official Journal of Romania
no. 514 of August 14, 2013
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diminish the negative effects of the deprivation of liberty on its physical, mental or
moral development.
At the same time, according to article 123, "during the trial, the juvenile
deprived of liberty execute the preventive measure in detention centers. For the
presentation to the judicial bodies, the juveniles on pre-trial detention can be
transferred to the special sections of pre-trial detention in penitentiaries for a
period of maximum 10 days, being kept separately from the adults. In the interval
stipulated, the juveniles execute the measure of the pre-trial detention, respecting
the particularities of the age, with the assurance of the necessary psychosocial
assistance, in order not to harm their physical, mental or moral development ”.
All regulations, whether national or international, expressly provide that
juveniles in conflict with the law should be held in detention centers specifically
designed for persons under the age of 18 years, offering a non-prison-like
environment and regimes tailored to their needs and run by specialized staff,
trained in dealing with juveniles. Such facilities should offer ready access to
natural light and adequate ventilation, access to sanitary facilities that are hygienic
and respect privacy and, in principle, accommodation in individual bedrooms.
Large dormitories should be avoided.
An important support given to juveniles in detention is to maintain contact
with parents and family through telephone, electronic or other correspondence,
and regular visits at all the time. Juveniles should be placed in a facility that is as
close as possible to the place of residence of their family.
2. The main rights of juveniles deprived of liberty in criminal proceedings
Even if they are deprived of liberty, juveniles, either during the criminal trial,
or already convicted under a definitive judgment of the judicial authorities, benefit
from various rights during the detention period. Many of them are common with
those of the elderly in detention, being regulated at international level in the main
documents regarding human rights, such as: Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, European Convention on Human Rights, Charter of Human Rights, etc.
At the same time, the main international document on the rights of juveniles,
Convention on the Rights of the Child regulates, at the level of the principle, the
main rights enjoyed by juveniles in detention status as a result of criminal
behavior, restoring common rights with those of others to the detained majorities,
but also stipulating and emphasizing rights inherent in the minority status of the
persons involved in the criminal proceedings.
The Convention on the Rights of the Child is lex specialis on the human rights
protections afforded to juveniles.
The analysis of the main rights enjoyed by the juveniles in detention as a result
of the criminal proceedings that are being carried out against them can only start
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with one of the most important rights they enjoy, namely the right not to be
subjected to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment.
Some international human rights treaties or regulations are relevant to torture
and other ill-treatment in the context of juvenile deprived of their liberty. These
include the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment and the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, as well as regional treaties, such as African, Inter-American and European
regional instruments.
Convention on the Rights of the Child provides that no child shall be subjected
to torture, punishment or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. Capital
punishment or life imprisonment without the possibility of being released will not
be pronounced for crimes committed by persons under the age of 18 years.
At national level, our country has also implemented this principle, firstly by
prohibiting the death sentence of any person, both in the case of juveniles and
those with life imprisonment. The Romanian Criminal code, which entered into
force in February 2014, provided for the persons who committed crimes during the
period when they were juveniles, the impossibility of applying some punishments,
but only sanctioning them with educational measures.
Thus, according to the Romanian Criminal Code, the rule, in the case of
juvenile offenders, is the application of non-custodial educational measures (article
116 paragraph 1), the deprivation of liberty measures being the exception and
being reserved for the hypotheses of serious offenses or of juveniles who have
committed multiple offenses (article 116 paragraph 2).
Secondly, like the other states, Romania regulated and sanctioned the
commission of acts of torture or inhuman or degrading treatment against any
person at criminal level, through the offenses of "submission to ill treatment"
(article 281 Criminal Code) and "torture" (article 282 Criminal Code).
Last but not least, in article 5 of Law no. 254/2013, it is foreseen that the
submission of any person in the execution of a punishment or other measure
depriving of liberty to torture, inhuman or degrading treatment or other
ill-treatment is forbidden.
In close connection with the right not to be subjected to torture or inhuman or
degrading treatment, there is also the right to be treated with respect for dignity.
Article 40 paragraph 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child recognizes
every child who is suspected, accused or has been found to have violated the
criminal law the right to treatment according to the sense of dignity and personal
value, which will strengthen respect for human or for human rights and freedoms
fundamental of others and taking into account his age, as well as the need to
facilitate his reintegration into society and him/her assuming a constructive role in
society.
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Also, article 37 paragraph 1 letter c) provides that any child deprived of liberty
must be treated with humanity and with due respect for human dignity and in a
manner that takes into account the needs of persons of his or her age.
Where the deprivation of liberty of a child can be justified as necessary, limited
and consistent with the best interests of the child, the child must be treated with
humanity and respect for his or her inherent dignity and in a manner that takes
into account the needs of persons of their age and maturity.
A similar provision can be found in Law no. 254/2013, which in article 4
stipulates that the deprivation of liberty measures (the only criminal sanctions that
can be applied to juveniles who have committed crimes) are carried out under
conditions that ensure the respect of human dignity.
Juveniles should be provided, where possible, with opportunities to pursue
work, with remuneration, and continue education or training, but should not be
required to do so. They should receive and retain materials for their leisure and
recreation as are compatible with the interests of the administration of justice.
In the same sense, in order to respect human dignity and a daily life as close as
possible to that of freedom, the Special Rapporteur Juan E. Méndez recommended5
that children in detention should be provided throughout the day with a full
program of education, sport, vocational training, recreation and other purposeful
out-of-cell activities. This includes physical exercise for at least two hours every
day in the open air, and preferably for a considerably longer time. Girls should
under no circumstances receive less care, protection, assistance and training,
including equal access to sport and recreation.
In addition to the rights presented above, an important place in the regulation
of the rights of the child, like those of the major persons investigated in a criminal
procedure, is occupied by the so-called procedural rights, which the person
concerned benefits during the criminal procedure.
Thus, according to article 40 paragraph 2 of the Convention, the parties of the
Convention shall, in particular, ensure that any child suspected or accused of a
criminal law violation has at least the following rights guaranteed:
(i) to be considered innocent until proved otherwise;
(ii) to be informed in the shortest and most direct manner of the allegations
against him/her or, where appropriate, through his/her parents or legal
representatives and to receive legal assistance or any other appropriate assistance,
in order to formulate and support the defenses;
(iii) the right to examine, without delay, the case by an authority or a judicial
authority, competent, independent and impartial, through a fair trial and fair
United Nations, Report of the Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment, A/HRC/28/68, available at https://www.refworld.org/docid/5508244
54.html
5
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hearing procedure, in the presence of those who provide legal representation or
legal assistance and if this is not considered to be contrary to the major interest of
the child, taking into account especially his/her age or situation, in the presence of
his/her parents or his/her legal representatives;
(iv) not being compelled to testify or confess that he/she is guilty; the right to
interrogate or request the interrogation of the witnesses of the prosecution, to
obtain the bringing and interrogation of the witnesses of the defense, under equal
conditions;
(v) if he/she is found to be in violation of the criminal law, the right to have
appeal to the decision and to any measures taken accordingly, before a competent,
independent and impartial superior authority or court, according to laws;
(vi) the right to be assisted free of charge by an interpreter, if he/she does not
understand or speak the language used;
(vii) the right to full respect for his/her private life, at all stages of the
procedure.
Thus, it can be observed that among the most important rights regarding the
period of the criminal proceedings, is the right to defense of the juveniles accused
of committing crimes, including in the component to benefit from the specialized
advice of a lawyer, even designated by the state and paid by this one, to
communicate freely with the lawyer.
In this respect, United Nations Rules for the Protection of Juveniles Deprived
of their Liberty provides that “juveniles should have the right of legal counsel and
be enabled to apply for free legal aid, where such aid is available, and to
communicate regularly with their legal advisers. Privacy and confidentiality shall
be ensured for such communications”.
At the same time, the Convention on the rights of the children, in article 37
letter d) stipulates that "juveniles deprived of liberty must have the right to have
quick access to legal aid or any other appropriate assistance, as well as the right to
challenge the legality of their deprivation of liberty, before a court or other
competent authority, independent and impartial, and the right to be judged in the
urgent procedure of the case”. The provisions are similar to those of the European
Convention on Human Rights, regulated by article 5 regarding the right to
freedom and security.
The Romanian legislation also provides for the obligation of the legal
assistance of the juvenile accused (suspect or accused) for the entire duration of the
criminal proceedings against him, his absence attracting by law the absolute nullity
of the acts performed by the judicial bodies. In case the juvenile has not chosen a
lawyer, the judicial body is obliged to take measures for the appointment of an ex
officio lawyer. Also by virtue of respecting the right to defense, the lawyer has the
right to benefit from the time and facilities necessary for the preparation and
realization of an effective defense, including contacting his client under conditions
of confidentiality at the place of detention, law no. 254/2013 stipulating at article
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62 that the convicted persons, but the provision also applies to those in provisional
detention, benefit from the space and facilities necessary to ensure the right to legal
assistance. They can consult lawyers elected by them, in any matter of law
deduced from administrative or judicial procedures, consulting with the lawyer,
elected or ex officio, being made with the respect of the confidentiality of the visit,
only under visual supervision.
3. The need to identify alternative measures for juvenile detention
Starting from the principle presented from the beginning of the this paper,
namely, that the detention of juveniles involved in criminal proceedings should be
the last measure to which the judicial authorities should go, all the regulations at
international, universal or European level, emphasizing the need of identification
and application by the national judicial bodies of alternative measures to the
detention of these juveniles.
The Convention on the Rights of the Child emphasizes that each state must
regulate, at national level, a whole range of provisions, such as those regarding
care, guidance and supervision, probation periods, family placement, education
programs, general and professional and to alternative solutions to those regarding
detention, in the interest of protecting them and commensurate with their situation
and with the crime committed.
Unfortunately, as in the case of adults, deprivation of liberty is often the first
response of the judicial bodies against juveniles who commit crimes and last for
too long. Detention is justified for a variety of reasons, starting from the need to
prevent other criminal offenses, to protecting society, public order and security,
and even the protection of the child in question.
However, most custodial systems are ineffective in preventing the repetition of
the criminal behavior of the person who spent a longer or shorter period in
custody. In practice, many times, the heavier, harsher the punishment, the less the
effect sought - the reeducation of the condemned and his/her preparation for
his/her return into society. This happens with greater repeatability in the case of
juveniles, with reference to which, the specialists pointed out that the detention has
a negative impact on their mental development, constituting a harm to the health
of the juveniles. This is because, with the deprivation of liberty of juveniles, these
rights are affected, in the alternative, by other rights, even if the authorities try to
adopt regulations that protect them, such as: deprivation of education, access to
adequate health, access to justice etc.
At international level it has been emphasized that the reaction taken shall
always be in proportion not only to the circumstances and the gravity of the
offence, but also to the circumstances and the needs of the juvenile as well as to the
needs of the society. Restrictions on the personal liberty of the juvenile shall be
imposed only after careful consideration and shall be limited to the possible
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minimum. Deprivation of liberty shall not be imposed unless the juvenile is
adjudicated of a serious act involving violence against another person or of
persistence in committing other serious offences and unless there is no other
appropriate response. The well-being of the juvenile shall be the guiding factor in
the consideration of her or his case.
For these reasons, it was stressed continuously, the need to find alternatives to
detention.
At the national level, this decision was implemented with the entry into force
of the current Criminal Code, the legislator establishing the sanctioning framework
for juvenile offenders so that it corresponds to their psychophysical particularities,
to ensure their education and re-education, in order not to reiterate in future
criminal behavior.
Thus, article 115 of the Criminal Code regulates the general legal framework of
the educational measures that can be taken against juveniles who commit crimes
(with the mention that only juveniles between 14 and 18 years old, according to
article 114 paragraph 1 of the Criminal code), stipulating that educational
measures are not depriving of liberty, in the increasing order of their seriousness:
the training period, supervision, registration at the weekend and daily assistance,
and educational measures depriving of liberty: the admission to an educational
center and the admission to a detention center.
Non-custodial educational measures can theoretically be taken for any crime
committed by a juvenile. In contrast, the deprivation of educational measures can
be taken only if the juvenile has committed a crime, for which an educational
measure has been applied which was executed or whose execution began before
the crime for which he is convicted (similar to the post-executing offense or
post-convict) or when the punishment provided by law for the crime is 7 years or
greater or life imprisonment. Even in these situations, the court is not obliged to
take an educational measure depriving of liberty, since the legislator uses the
phrase "may", which means that the application of such a measure is optional and
not mandatory.

Conclusions
The fundamental principles that govern the deprivation of liberty of juveniles
are: arrest or detention of a child shall be in conformity with the law, used only as a
measure of last resort, for the shortest appropriate period of time; no child shall be
deprived of liberty unlawfully or arbitrarily; deprivation of liberty is very rarely in
the best interest of the child, nor necessary to protect public safety.
Under article 37 letter (b) of the Convention on the Rights of the Child and
explained by the Committee on the Rights of the Child in its general comment No.
10 (CRC/C/GC/10), the deprivation of liberty of a child should be a last resort
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measure to be used only for the shortest possible period of time. Similarly, the
Havana Rules require that deprivation of liberty to be limited to exceptional cases.
Both the Beijing Rules and the Riyadh Guidelines emphasize this principle. In
addition, the best interests of the child must be a primary consideration in every
decision on initiating or continuing the deprivation of liberty of a child.
The detention of juveniles should only take place under conditions that take
full account of their particular needs, status and special requirements according to
their age, personality, sex and type of offence, as well as mental and physical
health, and which ensure their protection from harmful influences and risk
situations.
The principal criteria for the separation of different categories of juveniles
deprived of their liberty should be the provision of the type of care best suited to
the particular needs of the individuals concerned and the protection of their
physical, mental and moral integrity and well-being.
As the Special Rapporteur Juan E. Méndez recommended6, States must adopt
child-friendly criminal court procedures and train police officers, border guards,
detention staff, judges and others who may encounter children deprived of their
liberty in child protection principles and a better understanding of the
vulnerabilities of children to human rights violations, such as torture and other
forms of ill-treatment.
Regular and independent monitoring of places where children are deprived of
their liberty is a key factor in preventing torture and other forms of ill-treatment.
Monitoring should be conducted by an independent body, such as a visiting
committee, a judge, the children’s ombudsman or the national preventive
mechanisms with authority to receive and act on complaints and to assess whether
establishments are operating in accordance with the requirements of national and
international standards.
With regard to the vulnerability of children deprived of their liberty and policy
reform, the Special Rapporteur calls upon all States:
(a) To ensure that deprivation of liberty is used only as a measure of last resort
only in exceptional circumstances and only if it is in the best interests of the child;
(b) To ensure that child-appropriate age determination procedures are in place,
and that the person is presumed to be less than 18 years of age unless and until
proven otherwise;
(c) To promote preventive mechanisms, such as diversion and early
identification and screening mechanisms, and to provide for a variety of
noncustodial, community-based alternative measures to the deprivation of liberty;
(d) To ensure that pediatricians and child psychologists with trauma informed
training are available on a regular basis to all children in detention, and to establish
6

Ibidem.
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specialized medical screenings inside places of deprivation of liberty to detect
cases of torture and ill-treatment, including access to forensic evaluation;
(e) To provide mandatory training to all persons dealing with children,
including training on the Manual on Effective Investigation and Documentation of
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and
the detection, documentation and prevention of torture and ill-treatment;
(f) To ensure that children in conflict with the law are charged, tried and
sentenced within a State’s juvenile justice system, never within the adult criminal
justice system;
(g) To set the minimum age of criminal responsibility to no lower than 12
years, and to consider progressively raising it.
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CRIMINOLOGICAL LANDMARKS FOR EXPLAINING CAUSES
OF CRIME*
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Abstract: The issue of crime stands out to a level ever more debated in the area of current social
context. Studying crime involves studying criminals, these two being inextricably linked. We are
committed to study the criminal as an individual, so it is impossible to completely cleave the image of
the individual from the social picture which is attached to and which marks his existence and
evolution. The attention to this scourge which spreads to all levels of society, both at the individual
and group of individuals, should be delimited by reference to crime aetiology by highlighting the
causes and criminological factors, both individual and social.
Key words: Public law, Criminal law, criminality, criminological factors, organized crime,
European Union politics.

Introduction
The endeavours to get to know the causes of crime and criminality have
amplified, in all their forms of antisocial manifestation, related to the evolution of
the society as a whole. Thus, new trends have diversified in examining closely the
most complex visions on criminal behaviour. The critics on social reality also
created other premises in approaching the casuistry of deviances in order to
explain and construe criminality. Obviously, we cannot analyse the criminal's
behaviour outside the social environment he/she lives in. In other words,
considering that the presence of the individual is closely related to the social
environment he/she lives in, also his/her deviant behaviour cannot be envisaged
outside the society he/she belongs to. Why do individuals commit unlawful
deeds? What made the individual adopt such behaviour? Why did he/she offer
bribe? Why did he/she commit fraud? Are there any reasons for which he/she acts
in a way or another? Is adopting a certain correct or antisocial behaviour, a
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 15 November 2019.
** Senior Lecturer, Ph.D. – Faculty of Economic Sciences and Law, University of Piteşti
(carmina.tolbaru@gmail.com).
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repression as a social impact or does it follow the area of hereditary psychological
determinants? Indubitably, the existence of a somatic basis at the bottom of the
criminal behaviour cannot be neglected, the influence of the depths of psychical
life shall reflect on the human behaviour in general, and on the criminal behaviour,
also on the abnormal expression. And eventually such behaviour depends both on
the features and on the functioning of social systems.
1. A general vision on criminality
1.1. Psycho-social determinants in distinguishing causes of crime
Understanding and interpreting the causality of crime have to leave from the
biological structure, the psychological features or the particularity of the
environment, because when we speak about deviant behaviour, individuals
deviate, more or less through different attitudes, from the agreed or imposed
behaviour, as a result of some needs regarding the satisfaction of the needs they
feel or face. The question is why they reach such inconsistent or illegal behaviour,
question which is many times rhetorical, although the causes of this behaviour
prove to be common or related to it1.
The criminal behaviour should be regarded in close connection to the
individual and to the environment he/she lives and grows in. That is why,
although the tendency is to show interest to perceptive aspects, common to several
apparently similar events, however, it is crucial to regard each event separately in
its particular typicality, in terms of the actual conditions in which such event takes
place and which consequently makes him/her vibrate and evolve. Therefore,
motivation comes first in identifying it in order to start a successful investigation.
The environment becomes pathogen only on the analogy with the degree of
tolerance of the body to frustration, the individual acquiring an abnormal
behaviour within the context of the environment of existence and in relation to the
degree of disharmony of personality and to the deterioration of the ethical life of
the individual2. Most of the times, individuals divert from the main road on illegal
and inconsistent paths, trying to reach a pre-established destination, which
identifies with satisfying a need. Some of these behaviours are similar, others are
extremely different one from another, motivation being subjective in all of them.
The individual's personality accentuated in time in terms of the social
conditions which favoured the criminal-related behaviour, respectively the
moment of passing to the execution of such act. The causes of criminality should be
researched and found in the criminal behaviour and in the life environment.
M. Ouimet, Les causes du crime: Examen des théories explicatives de la délinquance, du passage a l’acte
et de la criminalité, Quebec: Presses de l’Université Laval, 2015, p. 7-9.
2 T. B Butoi, Serial killers. Psychanalisys of crime, Bucharest: Pro Universitaria, 2019, p. 258.
1
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The criminal as a human being is created by the society and becomes a product
of the society itself and of its structures. The dynamics of the society targets a
compliance of the individuals with its social and legal rules, leading to
contradictory behaviours as a result of the confrontation between the society and
its members. Social change involves new problematic situations and new types of
criminality and victimisation. The individual seeks to confirm his/her ability to
adapt and resist to such variations, the possibility to adapt coming to be surpassed
by some behavioural imbalances which can be based on frustration, fear, anxiety,
stress. The individual reacts very strongly, pushed to committing the crime as a
result of the supremacy of the conscience, as Freud himself tries to prove in his
theses.
The act committed by the individual should be related to the particular
conditions which belong to his/her subjective condition in that moment, and to the
features of the psychological environment in he/she finds in.
1.2. Psychological motivation in criminal behaviour
Criminal-related motivation covers the subjective element which makes an
individual with criminal potential to adopt an illegal or inconsistent behaviour
related to rules of functioning of the society in which he/she lives. His/her
perception on what a deviation represents is a subjective reality which manifests at
the level of three instances: the instinctual, the functional and the emotional one. At
mental level, the brain is decisive. The impulses of the brain play a determinant
role, as here there is emotion, desire, excitation with crucial role in the execution of
the act. At functional level, there is no purely vegetative function which does not
involve psychical activity. The psychic factors are found everywhere in the reality
of the human body and are felt in each body cell. But for each individual, emotion
has a particular meaning, sometimes reaching exacerbation, which leads to
deviation. Therefore, individuals with excessive energy and tendency to transform
tensions, frustrations, aggressive feelings, thirst for adventure, impulses of greed
and others similar in action, all the more so the environment in which they live is a
disorganised and disadvantaged one from a cultural point of view.
Thus, we speak about the existence of direct criminal impulses, manifested
under the form of an excessive instinctual energy which gives birth to accentuated
aggressiveness, as a manifestation of an energetic and extrovert behaviour, but also
of indirect criminal impulses, as a manifestation of an underdeveloped and
non-conventional conscience, due to some distorted family relationships since
childhood.
A set of processes at psychological level converge towards the moment of
passing to the act, not being able to separate the psychoanalytical explanations
from the social-cultural ones. The criminal potential falls under an internal
disharmony based on feelings of inadequacy, emotional instability, emotional
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conflict, destructivity and sadist-destructive tendencies, with a visible effect on
delinquency. At behavioural level, the deviance of the individual occurs as a result
of a combination between the biological, psychological and sociological factors.
The temper, intelligence, level of energy and other aspects of personality are linked
to social-environmental situations. The behaviour of an individual is guided not
only by temporary external stimuli, but also by stable attributes or predispositions,
which represent the personality and contribute to the construction of typology.
Therefore, each manifestation of deviance should be reported both to the
psycho-moral profile of the individual, and to the social environment, the two not
being able to be regarded separately, but under the form of a complex. Adopting
an illegal behaviour is at the concurrence of all the actions falling under the
foundation of personality and the wrongdoer's humour, the stage of development
and the events in his/her life, also the external influences. We should consider at
what extent the individual shows opening to the training process, being directly
exposed to a certain habitus of the group he/she belongs to and whose influence
he/she feels as different forms of manifestation. Therefore, the family
environment, the educational structures, the cultural transformations and changes
contribute to the whole process of formation of the individual.
We live in a society with a rapid and continuous change which tries to impose
patters of thinking and action. The individual should learn to immunize
himself/herself against the society, all the more so technologisation and
globalisation generate a facilitation of the phenomenon of criminality.
2. Approach on organised criminality as a serious form of criminality in the
current society. identification of weak points in the system, as causal
determinants.
2.1. Organised criminality - a controversial present reality
In Romania, criminality evolved in time due to reasons related especially to the
social, economic and political changes. Why does the level of criminality change from a
period to another? is a meaningful question if we think that the crime-related
phenomenon has always existed, but its forms of manifestation evolved along with
the evolution of society. As a rule, the occurrence of criminality produced against
the background of poverty and social inequality. Along with the increase of
poverty and of social inequality, the criminal potential also increased, covering
different forms of manifestation in relation to the social-cultural conditions having
impact on the criminal-related field.
Organised criminality represents a present topic both at national and
European level, being regarded as a complex social and legal phenomenon, huge
by this variety of forms of manifestation. Anyway we would regard this
phenomenon of organised crime, it cannot be experienced in another way that as a
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real threat to human rights and cultural, economic, social and political
development of any society3. That is how, in such a social context, we find
ourselves in a permanent fight with criminality, which can only become more
effective through a tight and unitary collaboration between the organisational
structures at domestic and European level. The problem here is the adaptation of
the legislation in Romania with the regulations at the level of the European Union,
all the more so there is no specific terminology from which to reach a unitary legal
framework, where one could identify concretely the types of offences falling under
the organised criminality. What is certain is that this real phenomenon is a visible
threat to the national security. The legal instruments prove to be ineffective as long
as the concept of organised criminality is not defined in any way, although it exists
at interstate level. At what extent then could we discuss making more efficient the
activity of prevention and of real control. At the level of the year 2009, it seems that
we still face system deficiencies in terms of lack of training of personnel or lack of
technique in settling urgent cases within organised criminality.4 Romania is not yet
adapted at the level of moral conscience or human resource, or at the level of legal
procedures that should be correctly enforced and not re-interpreted in a negative
way when the firm intervention of the system is necessary in criminal-related
situations.
The phenomenon of globalisation proves to be closely related to organised
criminality which breaks frontiers and seems harder and harder to stop and
impossible to achieve outside some thorough cooperation among states. Against
the background of the economic crisis, the occurrence of economic-financial and
corruption-related offences had impact, and the need for cooperation among stated
became vital.
2.2. Corruption and organised criminality – related global social phenomena
In the researches made on the organised criminality phenomenon, they noticed
that there cannot be organised criminality without corruption, bringing into
discussion the existence of some institutional weak points both in corruption and
in organised criminality cases. The observation of the organised criminality
phenomenon at world level determined the shaping of some essential elements in
conceiving and spreading this form of criminality manifested at international level,
targeting an illegal activity carried out at a level of big organisations, by generally
using corruption and violence5. The ampleness and gravity of such phenomenon,
A.M. Lefter, Organised criminality. Doctrinaire approaches and international legal instruments,
Revista de criminologie, criminalistică şi penologie no. 3/2019, p. 65-72.
4 I. C. Şatalan,D. Şatalan, Adopting the Romanian legislation with the provisions and legal rules of the
European Union on organised crime, Revista de criminologie, criminalistică şi penologie no. 3/2019,
p. 3-10.
5 M.D. Maltz, Measuring the effectiveness of organized crime control efforts, Huntsville: OICJ
Publications, 1990, p. 24.
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especially in terms of the methods used, is all the more visible so the organised
criminality appears as the main form of manifestation of cross- border criminality,
which makes more difficult the collaboration among states, within the context in
which their most important structures are full of corruption. The structures at the
level of the Ministry of Interior, competent in the field, are subjected to the risk of
corruption on the part of the organised crime structures. This appears as a result of
the reorganisation of the institution and of the incorporation of the structures of
fighting economic criminality within the structures fighting organised criminality.
Vulnerability in front of corruption on the part of the structures involved, at
competence level, in fighting this phenomenon, is found in the existence itself of
the deficiencies to come under the system, as a result of having the monopoly of
power of those possessing key positions in the relationships with the criminal
world, all leaving from the psycho-moral profile of the individual.
A survey made by the Anti-Corruption General Directorate showed that the
corruption phenomenon exceeded the area of public sector, also targeting the
public sector area6. Thus, corruption should be regarded from a double
perspective: the one in which the main actor (enterprise, company) becomes a
target for organised crime, and the one in which the same actor used corruption
practices to obtain some facilities. The social identity of the individual is at stake.
What is the psychological profile of the corrupted one? Why does an
individual choose an action and rejects an alternative? Why does he/she persist in
the actions acquired for a long time, even disregarding the sanctions they are liable
to? Not only the development, but also the change of the personal needs and
objectives lead to the validation of a self-representation of their selves in front of
the others. The individual manifest himself/herself as corrupt not only at personal
level, but also at the level of the institution he/she works for. He/she is
significantly influenced by social factors and reacts according to his/her social
position. This image is built by him/her in relation to the key position owned
within a structure.
In identifying the determinants of corruption, they noticed concretely that, as
emphasized by the Anti-Corruption General Directorate, they are of personal
(psychological), group (psycho-social) and collectivity (social) order. Thus, they
identified two classes of vulnerabilities: vulnerabilities generated by subject and
vulnerabilities generated by institution. The vulnerabilities coming from the
subject are personal determinants and belong to the subjective plan. It is about the
shortage of professional satisfaction, interaction or association with persons
belonging to crime-related environment, a psycho-moral profile vulnerable to
corruption. The second class of vulnerabilities is the one coming from institutions
toward the individual, which can be on one hand psycho-social determinants, at
Study on relationship between organised criminality and corruption, available on
http://www.mai-dga.ro/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Raport-de-cercetare_CRIMA-ORGANIZAT
A-CORUPTIE.pdf.
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the level of group, collectivity or professional body, and on the other hand social
determinants, at the level of organisation or institution.
As for the psycho-social determinants, they can refer to the nature of
profession, lack of positive models within the institution, lack of positive
stimulation of the personnel or lack of encouraging professional values, scarce
professional training or the different pressures on the part of the entourage,
without limitation. As for the social vulnerabilities, they can be generated by the
system in particular, as a result of one of its malfunctions – lack or scarce of
resources, of technology, the existence of some inadequate criteria of selection or
promotion of the personnel, lack of efficiency of the applicable management, but
also of the environment and society management, altogether the quality of the
macro-environment, lack of models in the society, influence of the political
environment, low level of quality of life, respectively inadequate remuneration
which do not cover the minimum needs of a family.
Within the context of identification and analyse of the relationship between
organised criminality and corruption, they showed that, against the background of
global economy and of instauration of crisis, there is a loosening of the financial
system which consequently determines an increase of organised criminality, too.
As a measure that should be imposed as prevention and fight against criminality,
the European Union considers concretely the need to adopt concrete measures, i.e.
to grant adequate resources to manage such illegal demarches.
2.3. Levers of action in fighting serious forms of criminality
At the level of European Union, special attention is given to fighting serious
and organised criminality within a new cycle of policies that the Commission
considers as future priorities for the 2018-20217. The enhanced attention that the
European Union shows to organised criminality appears as a necessity in the
context in which organised criminality is a crucial factor in favour of terrorism,
through activities such as trafficking of firearms and production of forged
documents or through the funds coming from drug smuggling. Also, the border
between informatics criminality and the
”traditional” one disappears more
and more, as the offenders use internet as a means of enhancing their activities and
as a source of obtaining their means and findings some new methods of
committing the offences. Therefore, terrorism, organised criminality and
informatics criminality are interconnected fields, and supporting the fight against
organised criminality represents a key-priority of action at the level of the
European Union. The European Union visibly experiences the crime-related
impact and proposes as strategy to initiate coherent and solid operational actions
The European Comission, The sixth report on the progress made to achieve a union of effective and real
security, Bruxelles, 2017, available on https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/annual-reportsubsidiarity-proportionality-and-relations-with-national-parliaments_ro.pdf.
7
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with which to prevent the most urgent threats. In this regards, it aims at ensuring
an efficient cooperation between the law enforcement agencies from the Member
States, the European Union institutions and agencies, based on the information
provided by Europol.
The assessment of the threat represented by the serious forms of criminality
and the organised criminality, determines that the European Union policy for
2018-2021 take into consideration as main strategic priorities the following eight
types of offences: informatics criminality, drug-related criminality, migrant
smuggling, organised criminality against patrimony, human trafficking, trafficking
of firearms, VAT fraud and offences against environment.
A reality that should be taken into account in establishing the courses of action
at the level of European Union is the fact that the offenders use new technologies.
It is unquestionable the fact that regardless of the type of organised criminality we
refer to, the offenders show great skills and adapt technologies with significant
impact. Internet is more and more used for all types of illegal commerce with
goods and services. And this makes the law enforcement authorities to have
adequate instruments to fight this type of online offences and to continuously
improve.
The threat experience at the level of the European Union proves to be more
virulent and it is a reality the fact that the main routes of trafficking of organised
criminality come from outside the Union. Thus, it is a maximum emergency
necessity to carry out extensive actions to fight the threats of organised criminality
outside the Union and to continue to assure the relationships between the internal
security of the European Union and the external action when they fight the threats
represented by serious and organised criminality, including by Europol
cooperation with third countries.
Conclusions
Understanding criminality under all its forms of manifestation, starting from
mere antisocial manifestations to serious forms of criminality requires a
psycho-dynamic approach as a result of the rapid evolution of the society. Noticing
the dynamics of criminality targets the quantity and quality observation of such
phenomenon. Such a demarche imposes the concrete identification of the causes
generating the criminality in order to ensure the conception of a system of
conclusive preventive measures.
Criminality manifests like a blight which rapidly transgresses the national
borders and generates criminality in its turn. As members of a society, no matter
what society, we all find ourselves in a process of social formation. The behaviour
of each one of us is in connection with the one of the other members of the society,
thus resulting in a group manifestation. Each individual belongs to a certain group
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which has certain social values, certain practices, and the individual, no matter
who he/she would be, is subjected to the pressure of the conflicts from the place
he/she feels dominated by. The process of social formation cannot take place
outside education and training. The society develops along with the individual,
and this influences the behaviour, even the deviant one. Indubitably, family, school
and then society are determinant in interpreting deviance and delinquency.
As shown in this study, with concrete references to the area of serious
criminality, under different forms of manifestation, also recognised through the
levers of action at the level of the European Union, the behaviour of an individual
is and will be a function of environment at a certain point, where different
psycho-social aspects come to influence decisively his/her behaviour at the level of
an individual, of a group of individuals, at the level of organisation in particular or
of society in general.
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PRIVATE LAW
ABOUT VACANT INHERITANCE*
Diana-Geanina IONAŞ**
Abstract: An inheritance is considered to be vacant when there are no legal or testamentary
heirs or, in case such heirs exist, they are not entitled to inherit the entire successor mass. Vacant
inheritances become the property of the village or county where the goods are located at the time of
the inheritance and become part of the county’s private property. The procedure by which an
inheritance becomes vacant begins by request of any interested party and is finalized once the public
notary issues a certificate of vacant inheritance. In case of international inheritances, within the
limits of the law which applies, if there is no legal heir for the goods of the successor mass and no
legal heirs, the law which applies must not impair on the law of another member state or an entity
which is entitled to inherit those goods, provided the creditors are still able to request the payment of
their debts from the successor mass. The current paper aims to discuss theoretical and practical
aspects regarding vacant inheritances in the context of the unification of European law. From a
theoretical point of view, we believe it is necessary for the lawmaker to intervene in order to regulate
the title by which the state inherits, because it entails significant procedural meanings, as previously
shown. From a practical point of view, the solution to a vacant inheritance is a difficult and
expensive procedure. It entails attention and responsibility from the public notary, as, by issuing a
certificate of vacant inheritance, certain heirs can be abusively removed from succession, thus being
forced to file a complaint in court in order to valorize their rights.
Key words: Private Law, Civil Law, vacant inheritance, theoretical aspects, procedure.

Introduction
According to article 953 of the Civil Code1 “inheritance is the transfer of a
deceased person’s patrimony to one or more living individuals”.
The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 4 November 2019.
** Assistant Lecturer Ph.D. – Faculty of Law, Transilvania University of Braşov
(diana_ionas@yahoo.com).
1 Law no. 287 from 17 July 2009 regarding the Civil Code, republished in the Official Journal of
Romania, Part I, no. 505 from 15th of July 2011.
*
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This definition entails the fact that inheritance requires a deceased person, the
defunct, and the living individuals which acquire the defunct patrimony, legal or
testamentary heirs.
Legal heirs are those who acquire the defunct’s patrimony (or a part of it)
based on law, in order of kinship and in the amount established by law.
Testamentary heirs or legatees are those who acquire a patrimony or a part of
it as a result of the defunct’s will expressed within a testament.
Article 1135 of the Civil Code regulates that if there are no legal or
testamentary heirs, the inheritance is considered to be vacant. If only a part of the
successor mass is inherited by will or there are no legal heirs or their vocation was
reduced as a result of the will, the part of the successor mass which is not inherited
is considered to be vacant.
In regard to the legal provisions, an inheritance can be declared as vacant in
the following situations: a) there are no legal or testamentary heirs; b) the
testamentary heirs are entitled to a part of the succesor mass and the rest remains
vacant, as there are no more legal heirs; the testamentary heirs are entitled to a part
of the succesor mass and the rest remains vacant, as there the legal heirs were
disowned; c) there are testamentary heirs, but as a result of a legate, only a certain
part of the successor mass can be inherited and the legal heirs, have renounced the
inheritance; d) there are testamentary heirs, but they have renounced the
inheritance; as a result, the successor mass can’t be inherited by legal heirs for lack
of or they have been disowned or renounced the inheritance; e) there are only
particular legatees for the entire inheritance and there are no legal heirs or
universal legatees to demand the transfer of the inheritance; f) certain legates exist
but they were revoked or became ineffective and the legal heirs can’t or are unable
to inherit.
The French Civil Code2 regulates similar provisions in article 809, by stating
that an inheritance is vacant when there are no known heirs or when all known
heirs have renounced the inheritance or in case more than 6 months have passed
and the heirs did not expressly or tacitly accept the inheritance.
Thus, the first condition of a vacant inheritance is the physical or legal lack
of legal or testamentary heirs.
The second condition in order to declare a vacant inheritance is the existence of
a successor mass, namely goods of patrimonial value which can be transferred by
succession. If there is no successor mass, the procedure will be finalized as it has no
object and there is no possibility to inherit.

https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichCode.do?cidTexte=LEGITEXT000006070721&dateTexte=
20191114.
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Theoretical aspects regarding the vacant inheritance

The beneficiaries of a vacant inheritance are, according to the provisions of
article 963 third alignment of the Civil Code, the city, county or village where the
goods are located at the time the inheritance procedure begins.
In case the successor mass contains goods which are located across several
counties, all these goods will become vacant.
The goods will be transferred to the private property of the county; this is an
extremely important aspect to be considered, as goods of private property are
subject to sale or foreclosure as opposed to public property goods which can’t be
sold, transferred of foreclosed.
This rule only applies to inheritances which occurred after October 1st, 2011, as
the previous ones became the property of the Romanian state. As opposed to these
provisions of the Civil Code, article 26 of Law no 18/1991 of land fund3,
republished, regulated that all lands located within the territory of counties,
property of deceased people who have no heirs, are transferred to the public
property of those counties and to the administration of the local council, based on
the certificate of vacant inheritance issued by the public notary.
The change of legal regime of these lands from public property to private
property is forbidden and is sanctioned with absolute annulment. This legal
inconsistency was noted by doctrine4 and legal practice, thus the High Court of
Justice ruled in 20165 that the coming in to force of the Civil Code partially
rescinded the provisions of article 26 of Law no 18/1991 regarding the transfer of
goods to the public domain of counties. “The before mentioned effect is produced
only in regard to inheritances which occurre after the coming into force of the Civil
Code, as is expressly regulated in article 55 of Law no 71/2011, with subsequent
changes. For inheritances which occurred previous to this date, article 26 of Law
no 18/1991, republished, in the form changed by Law no 158/2010 continues to be
in effect, based on the principle tempus regit actum, given that the new law can’t
be enforced for the past“.
As a consequence, lands located within the territory of counties which are the
property of local administration authoritites, left from deceased people with no
heirs, are transferred to the public property of counties and the administration of
local counties, based on the certificate of vacant inheritance issued by the public
notary, provided the inheritance occurred before the coming into force of the Civil
Code.
In case of inheritances which occur after this date, these immobile goods will
become part of their private domain, according to the provisions of the Civil Code.
Published in the Official Bulletin of Romania no 37 of February 20th, 1991.
See C. G. Dinu, The franchise contract, C.H. Beck, Bucharest, 2016, pages 77-78.
5 High Court of Justice, Decision no 22 of September 26th, 2016 in file no 1708/1/2016, published in
the Official Bulletin, part I, no 947 of 24.11.2016.
3
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The provisions of article 33 of UE Regulation no 650/2012 of the European
Parliament and the Council of June 4th, 2012 on jurisdiction, applicable law,
recognition and enforcement of decisions and acceptance and enforcement of
authentic instruments in matters of succession and on the creation of a European
Certificate of Succession6 states that “To the extent that, under the law applicable to
the succession pursuant to this Regulation, there is no heir or legatee for any assets
under a disposition of property upon death and no natural person is an heir by
operation of law, the application of the law so determined shall not preclude the
right of a Member State or of an entity appointed for that purpose by that Member
State to appropriate under its own law the assets of the estate located on its
territory, provided that the creditors are entitled to seek satisfaction of their claims
out of the assets of the estate as a whole”. Thus, the legal text states the rule
according to which the goods which are a part of a vacant inheritance can become
the property of the state where they are located.
On the other hand, according to article 2636 second alignment of the Civil
Code “in case the inheritance is vacant, according to the law which applies and the
goods are located on Romanian territory, they become the property of the
Romanian state, based on the provisions of Romanian law regarding the transfer of
goods which are part of a vacant inheritance”.
According to article 553 third alignment of the Civil Code, vacant inheritances
which are located abroad, are the property of the Romanian state.
In the light of internal provisions, the goods which are part of a vacant
inheritance and are located on the territory of another state become the property of
the Romanian state.
Thus, we believe that there is a contradiction between the legal texts in regard
to the beneficiary of the vacant inheritance, in case there is an international
element.
In solving this contradiction, we appreciate that we must first establish the title
according to which the state inherits.
One opinion claims that the state inherits based on its right to sovereignty (the
theory of countryman. )7.
The following arguments were stated in favor of the thesis of sovereignity:
a) article 1138 of the Civil Code states that all vacant inheritance becomes the
property of the county or village “where the goods were located at the time of
death and become the private property of the county or village”;
b) article 553 second alignment assimilates immobile goods for which no
individual holds the property right to vacant inheritances;
c) that lack of successor option of the acquireres;
6
7

Published in the Official Journal of the European Union L 201 from 27.7.2012.
D. Chirică, Civil law treaty, Succession and liberality, C.H. Beck, Bucharest, 2014, page 79.
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d) the provisions of the Civil Code, which regulate vacant inheritances, are not
listed in the section regarding legal inheritance.8
Another opinion9, stated that the state acquires the vacant inheritance as a
legal heir (the theory of the right to inherit), thus appreciating that is is preferable
to the thesis of the inheriting state, as in entails the positive interest of the state to
inherit the vacant goods left by its citizens aboard, thus being more significant than
the negative interest of another state which can’t inherit the “goods of foreign
deceased citizens who owned goods on our territory and had no heirs”10.
However, we must note that the European Regulation seems to encourage the
theory of countryman.

The procedure of determining a vacant inheritance
According to article 101 of Law no 36/1995 of public notaries and notary
activity, republished, the inheritance procedure begins upon request of any
interested party.
In case of a vacant inheritance, the interest might belong to the county where
the goods are located, the legatees or the creditors of the inheritance.
According to article 15 of Law no 36/1995 of public notaries and notary
activity, republished, the notary inheritance procedure is in the competence of the
public notary from the notary office located where the defunct had its last
domicile, regardless of where the goods are located.
In regard to the time when the claim for the inheritance procedure can be filed,
this can occur at any time after the death of the defunct. The term of one year and 6
months stated in article 1137 of the Civil Code considers the time from which an
inheritance can be considered vacant, but nothing prevents the interested party
from requesting the beginning of the inheritance procedure, especially when
certain measures to preserve or administrate the successor goods are required.
The request will be registered with the notary office and will be filed in the
Succession Register, the Succession Register List of Documents and the Successor
Terms Register.
According to article 1136 first alignment of the Civil Code, as long as the
inheritance was not accepted or in case the heirs are not known, the competent
public notary can name a special curator of the inheritance, in order to protect the
interests of potential heirs.
8 L. Stănciulescu, Inheritance. Doctrine and jurisprudence, Hamangiu, Bucharest, 2017, pages
162-163.
9 L. Stănciulescu, op. cit., pages. 163-164; Fr. Deak, Treaty on succession law, Universul Juridic,
Bucharest, 2002, page 161; I.E. Cadariu-Lungu, The right to inherit in the new Civil Code, Hamangiu,
Bucharest, 2012, page. 91.
10 See Fr. Deak, op cit., page 161; I.E. Cadariu-Lungu, op cit., 2012, page 91.
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Naming a special curator of the inheritance is a temporary measure which is in
effect until the inheritance is accepted or until the certificate of vacant inheritance is
issued. This measure is optional and its necessity is decided upon by the public
notary; however it can’t be abusive and must be decided upon based on the
provisions of article 1117 first alignment of the Civil Code, namely when there is a
reasonable reason to believe the goods of the inheritance might be sold, lost,
replaced or destroyed or in case it is considered necessary in order to protect the
interesta of potential heirs.
By exception, when there is a complaint filed against the inheritance, naming a
curator is mandatory.
In French law, naming a curator is mandatory in all cases.
The public notary can name a curator at any time, without having to wait for
the term of successor option to expire, as the reason for naming a curator is that of
protecting the successor goods and interests of potential heirs.
One of the heirs can be named a curator, based on agreement of all other heirs,
or any other person chosen by the public notary. Depending on the complexity of
the inheritance procedure, the notary can appoint one or more curators. The
appointed curator must have full exercise capacity and must expressly accept the
appointment as curator.
Naming the curator is achieved by notary decision, which will mention: the
agreement of all other heirs or the lack of any heirs, the reason the curator was
appointed, the limits of his duties and his due payment.
After he is appointed, the special curator must identify the heirs and the
successor goods. In regard to successor goods, they must be identified and listed in
an inventory which must contain all goods and debts of the defunct.
The curator must also preserve and administer the successor goods. Acts of
conservation are those by which the loss of a subjective right is prevented. Doctrine
considers to be conservation acts: the interruption of a statute of limitation, formal
notice, applying a seal.11 In case the preservation of successor goods entails certain
expenses, they will be made by the curator with the permission of the public
notary. Acts of administration are those acts which valorize a good or a
patrimony12. In regard to the duties of the curator, we believe the provisions
regarding simple administration apply, thus the curator will be able to administer
the goods, accept payment of debt, issue payment documents, exercise the voting
and conversion rights in regard to the administered goods; he will also be able to
modify previous investments in the goods; when the object of administration is a
single determined good, the curator will be able to sell it or use it as a guarantee
when it is necessary in order to preserve the good, he can pay debt in regard to the
G Boroi., C.A. Anghelescu, Civil law course. The general part, Hamangiu, Bucharest, 2011,
page 112.
12 Ibidem.
11
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good or change its destination only with the beneficiary’s approval; in case the
good was not yet determined, court approval is required; he can ensure the goods
against usual risks as is theft or arson at the expense of the beneficiary, he can file
complaints in court in regard to the administration of goods and can intervene in
any trial which regards the administered goods.
The curator will also hold the obligations of the administrator of another
person’s goods, such as: he will not be able to donate the good, except in case the
interest of good administration requires such a measure; he must act impartially;
he must return the goods and justify all preservation and administration expenses
when the successor procedure is finished or when the public notary deems it
necessary to do so.
Any person who is aggrieved by the inventory or by the measures of
conservation or administration of the public notary can file a complaint before the
competent court of law.
The curator only acts within the limits of his powers. He will not be held
accountable for the loss of goods as a result of cases of emergency, the perishable
nature of goods or their usual use.
The administered goods are turned over by a document signed by both the
notary and the curator. If this occurs at the same time as the inventory of goods,
this will be mentioned in the drafted document.
After receiving the request to begin the inheritance procedure, the public
notary will quote all potential heirs, at the last domicile of the defunct, by listing
the citation at the notary office, at the City Hall located at the last known domicile
of the defunct, on the official website of the Romanian Union of Public Notaries
and at the location of the goods. In case no heirs turn up, the citation procedure
will be repeated until the term of one year and 6 months stated in article 1137 of
the Civil Code expires.
After this term expires, the public notary will collectively quote the successors
at the place where the goods are located or if there are no immobile goods, in a
national newspaper, thus requesting their presence. The term must be of at least
two months.
At the same time, the representative of the county or city where the goods are
located will be notified. His absence does not prevent the issuing of the inheritance
certificate.
It is worth mentioning that the state or the county does not have the right to
opt whether to accept the inheritance or not; an interesting case in notary practice
is the situation in which the county, along with another person, a universal legatee,
must inherit, but that person renounces the inheritance. In this case, as the
accepting universal legatee is not able to inherit the entire successor mass, the
renouncing of the county is practically ineffective as there are no other heirs, thus
the inheritance becomes partly vacant, thus leading to the loss of the right to opt
whether to accept or refuse succession.
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The only difference in this case will be determined by the title in which the
county inherits, thus causing the rightful consequences.
The certificate of vacant inheritance is issued in this case, after fulfilling the
procedures required by law, provided there are no legal or testamentary heirs who
are able to inherit the entire successor mass.
This will cause retroactive effects, thus the state or county will become heirs
from the time the inheritance procedure began. As a conclusion, the certificate of
vacant inheritance is of a declarative character, as it is proof of the state’s quality of
heir and it describes the goods which from the decujus successor mass.
If, after the certificate is issued, the notary acknowledges that entitled heirs
exist, as opposed to common law, the annulment of the act is not possible. A new
heir certificate can’t be issued by the public notary. The heirs can only file a
complaint before the court to have the certificate of vacant inheritance annulled
and to establish their rights. Within this action, the public notary who issued the
certificate of vacant inheritance can he held accountable, provided the conditions
of civil liability are fulfilled.

Conclusions
The issue of the vacant inheritance certificate is an extremely complex
procedure, from both a theoretical and practical point of view.
From a theoretical point of view, we believe it is necessary for the lawmaker to
intervene in order to regulate the title by which the state inherits, because it entails
significant procedural meanings, as previously shown.
From a practical point of view, the solution to a vacant inheritance is a difficult
and expensive procedure. It entails attention and responsibility from the public
notary, as, by issuing a certificate of vacant inheritance, certain heirs can be
abusively removed from succession, thus being forced to file a complaint in court
in order to valorize their rights.
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BRIEF CONSIDERATIONS AS TO THE JOINT EXERCISE
OF PARENTAL AUTHORITY AFTER DIVORCE*
Elisabeta SLABU **
Abstract: The purpose of this study is to determine whether changes in the legislation on the
exercise of parental authority brought positive changes in the lives of children whose parents have
divorced. The methods used, i.e. comparison and observation, support the scientific approach in order
to draw conclusions on the achievement of the ultimate aim of both legislative changes and study,
respectively ensuring the best interests of the child. The rule of joint exercise of parental authority for
children after the parents' divorce was introduced in the Romanian legal system at the time of the
entry into force of the new Civil Code, respectively in 2011, taking also into account the fact that this
rule applies in many other states of the European Union. The best interests of the minor require
maintaining the child in a balanced family environment, in the presence of both parents, since the
risk of breaking the child's spiritual balance is very high along with his or her giving to one of the
two parents. Unfortunately, in most cases where the divorce or separation of parents occurs, the
access of the non-resident parent to his/her own child becomes difficult to achieve, in which case it is
useful to organize a program of personal relations meant to ensure the continuity of the non-resident
parent's presence in the child's life. At this moment it is required the experience of the judge, who,
taking into account all the aspects specific to each case, to find the best solution for ensuring the
respect of the best interests of the child. The exercise of child joint custody may be beneficial for the
child, sometimes not, depending on the attitude of each parent, and the judge will have to choose the
best solution for each child, each case being different from the other case. And the parents should be
advised and trained by specialized personnel so as to take upon themselves learnedly the new
situations that they will face during the joint exercise of parental authority, in order to achieve the
best interest of the child.
Key words: Private Law, Civil Law, Civil Code, joint exercise of parental authority, principle
of the best interest of the child, mediation.

The exercise of parental rights in Romania after divorce, during the last 30
years
In December 1989 the protection of the rights of the child in the family was
carried out based on the Family Code, namely on the basis of Law no. 4/19531 (with
* The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 4 November 2019.
** Senior Lecturer, Ph.D. – Faculty of Legal, Social and Political Sciences, "Dunărea de Jos"
University of Galaţi (slabuelisabeta@yahoo.com).
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the amendments and republishing related to the years 1956, 1966, 1970 and 1974).
The Family Code was amended several times after the events of December 1989,
respectively in the years 1990, 1993, 1997, 1999, 2004, 2007, 2010 and 2011. It was
repealed by Law no. 71/2011 for the implementation of Law no. 287/2009
regarding the Civil Code2.
Article 1 of the Family Code provided as follows: "In the Socialist Republic of
Romania, the state protects marriage and family; it supports, through economic
and social measures, the development and consolidation of the family. The state
defends the interests of the mother and the child and shows great concern for the
raising and education of young generation. The family is based on the freely
agreed marriage between the spouses. In the relations between spouses, as well as
in the exercise of rights towards children, man and woman have equal rights. Parental
rights are exercised only in the interests of the children."
In addition, Article 42 in the same Code stipulated that: "The court will decide,
along with the divorce pronouncing, to whom of the parents the minor children will be
given …". According to Article 43 of the Code, “the divorced parent, to whom the
child has been given exercises parental rights. In case the child has been given to
another person or guardianship institution, the court will decide which parent will
exercise the right to administer his/her goods and to represent him/her or to consent to
his/her acts... The divorced parent to whom the child was not given, keeps the right to
have personal connections with him/her, as well as to watch for his/her growth, education
and professional training”.
Therefore, based on the Family Code, the child whose parents were divorcing
was given to one of the parents, a parent who exercised parental rights alone.
In 2004, by Law no. 272/2004 regarding the protection and promotion of the
rights of the child3, there are made clarifications regarding the manner of
exercising parental rights. This special law dedicated to the protection of the child's
rights the has been amended several times and subsequently republished, in order
to accommodate the national legal regulations to the current social situation, both
in Romania and in the European Union. We can assume that a process of
convergence of the European to the national regulations took place, as the previous
national legislation could determine situations of parents’ discrimination after
divorce.
Thus, par. 4) from Article 17 of the law establishes the following: “In case of
disagreement between parents as concerns the ways to exercise the right to have
personal relationships with the child, the court will fix a program depending on the age
of the child, his /her needs of care and education, the intensity of the affective relationship
between the child and the parent with whom the child does not live, the latter's behavior, as
well as other relevant aspects in each case…”.
Published in The Official Bulletin of Romania, Part I, no. 1 from the 4 January 1954.
Published in The Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 409 from 10 June 2011.
3 Published in The Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 159 from 5 March 2014.
1
2
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Within the paras. 3) and 4) of Article 18 of the law it is provided that “The
parent with whom the child lives has the obligation to support the keeping of the personal
relations of the child with the other parent… In order to restore and maintain the
personal relations of the child, the public service of social assistance and, as the
case may be, the general directorates of social assistance and child protection from
each sector of Bucharest have the obligation to provide guidance, given by specialists,
to both the child and his/her parents, upon their request ”. Para. (5) of the same
article stipulates that: “In case one parent interdicts or adversely affects the
personal relations of the child with the other parent, by not observing the program
established by the court or agreed by the parents, the other parent may request the public
service of social assistance, or, as the case may be, to the persons with social assistance
duties in the district of which the child's home is located, to monitor the personal
relationships with the child for up to 6 months. Moreover, para. 7) establishes that: At
the end of the monitoring period, the representative of the public service of social
assistance or, as the case may be, the person with social assistance duties ... may
propose the extension of the monitoring period by maximum 6 months, may recommend the
psychological counseling of one of the parents or of both, as well as some measures to
improve the personal relationship between the child and the parent with whom he/she does
not live”.
These legal provisions represent a step forward in the attempt to prevent the
worsening of conflicts between the child's parents, after it has been established the
minor's home to one of them. An early intervention of specialists within the public
service of social assistance can cause a rebalancing of relations between parents
and among parents and children, after divorce. Unfortunately, not all public
services of social assistance in the local communities have available specialized
staff, especially psychologists, and, consequently, rendering this specialized service
is the responsibility of the general directions of social assistance and child
protection, which are already overstrained as they take over the cases throughout
the entire territory of a county.
Moreover, Article 36 of the same law provides that: “(1) Both parents are
responsible for raising their children. (2) The exercise of rights and the fulfilment of
parental obligations must take into account the best interests of the child and
ensure the material and spiritual well-being of the child, particularly by caring
him/her, by maintaining the personal relations with him/her, by ensuring his/her
raising, education and maintenance, as well as through its legal representation and
administration of its heritage. (3) If both parents exercise parental authority, but do not
live together, the important decisions, such as those relating to choosing the type of
education or professional training, complex medical treatments or surgical interventions,
the child's residence or the administration of the assets, shall only be made with the consent
of both parents. (4) In the event that, for any reason, one of the parents does not
express his/her will for taking the decisions provided in par. (3), these will be
taken by the parent with whom the child lives, except when this is contrary to the
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best interests of the child. (5) Both parents, regardless of whether or not they
exercise parental authority, have the right to request and receive information about
the child from the school institutions, health units or any other institutions that get
in contact with the child. (6) A parent cannot give up parental authority, but can agree
with the other parent upon the manner to exercise parental authority, according to Article
506 of the Civil Code. (7) There are deemed justified grounds for the court to decide
that the parental authority to be exercised by one parent alcoholism, mental affection,
drug addiction of the other parent, violence against the child or against the other parent,
convictions for the offences of human trafficking, drug trafficking, sex life offences, violence
offenses, as well as any other reason related to the risks for the child, which would
derive from the exercise by that parent of the parental authority. (8) In case of
disagreement between parents regarding the exercise of rights and the fulfilment
of parental obligations, the court, after hearing both parents, decides according to
the best interests of the child”.
The provisions of Law no. 272/2004 are supplemented by other regulations
that refer to the rights of the child, including the provisions included in the
international conventions and treaties to which Romania is a party.
From the national legislation it should be mentioned in particular the Civil
Code4, which incorporated the old Family Code. The Civil Code, as subsequently
amended and supplemented, contains important regulations as concerns the
protection of the child whose parents no longer live together or have divorced.
Thus, according to Article 396 of the Civil Code, “The guardianship court decides,
along with the pronouncement of the divorce, on the relations between the divorced parents
and their minor children, taking into account the best interests of the children, the
conclusions of the psychosocial investigation report, as well as, as the case may be,
the agreement of the parents, who are heard”.
Article 397 of the Civil Code establishes that: “Following the divorce, the
parental authority falls jointly on both parents, unless the court decides otherwise.”
However, “if there are good reasons, given the best interests of the child, the court
decides that the parental authority be exercised only by one of the parents. The other
parent keeps the right to watch over the child's raising and education, as well as
the right to consent to his/her adoption. Exceptionally, the guardianship court
may decide the child's foster care by a relative or other family or person, with their
consent, or in a protection institution. They exercise the rights and duties that fall
on the parents regarding the child. The court decides whether the rights regarding
the child's assets are exercised by the parents jointly or by one of them”.5
In addition, the Civil Code provides that: “In the absence of an agreement
between the parents or if this is contrary to the best interests of the child, the
Law no. 287 from 17 July 2009 regarding the Civil Code, republished in the Official Journal of
Romania, Part I, no. 505 from 15 July 2011.
5 Article 398-399 of the Civil Code.
4
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guardianship court decides, along with the pronouncement of the divorce, the residence of
the minor child to the parent with whom he or she lives constantly. If until the divorce
the child lived with both parents, the court sets the home to one of them, taking
into account his/her best interests. Exceptionally, and only if it is in the best
interests of the child, the court may establish his/her home with grandparents or
other relatives or persons, with their consent, or at a protection institution. They
will exercise the child supervision and carry out all the usual acts concerning
his/her health, education and learning.”6
Article 401 of the Civil Code provides that “the parent or, as the case may be,
the parents separated from their child have the right to have personal relationships
with the child. In case of disagreement between the parents, the guardianship
court decides on the manners of exercising this right. Hearing the child is
mandatory…”7.
The Civil Code also gives us a definition of the parental authority notion, as
follows: “The parental authority is the entirety of rights and duties that concern both the
person and the goods of the child and belong equally to both parents.” The Civil Code also
establishes the rules applicable to exercising the parental authority, as follows:
“The parents exercise parental authority only in the best interests of the child, with
due respect to him/her, and associate the child with all decisions concerning
him/her, taking into account his/her age and degree of matureness. Both parents
are responsible for raising their minor children... Parental authority is exercised
until the child achieves full exercise capacity. ”8.
Article 487 from the same Code also defines the content of parental authority, as
follows: “Parents have the right and duty to raise the child, taking care of his
physical, mental and intellectual health and development, his education, learning
and professional training, according to their own beliefs, and the peculiarities and
needs of the child; they are responsible for giving the child the guidance and
advice necessary for the corresponding exercise of the rights that the law
recognizes to the child”.
Therefore, according to the new regulation, the rule is that parental authority
falls jointly on both parents, following the divorce, and only in well-founded situations,
regarding the best interests of the child, the court decides that parental authority be
exercised only by one of the parents.

Article 400 of the Civil Code.
According to Article 264 para. 1) of the Civil Code, “in the administrative or judicial procedures
concerning him/her, the hearing of the child who has reached the age of 10 years is mandatory. Nevertheless, a
child who has not reached the age of 10 may be also heard, if the competent authority considers that this is
necessary for the resolution of the case”.
8 Article 483-484 of the Civil Code.
6
7
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Arguments concerning the convergence at European level of the actions in
relation to the protection of the rights of the children in the middle of litigations
for the exercise of the parental authority
The national regulations mentioned above are part of the entirety of actions
regarding the protection of the child whose parents have divorced, which we
identify at European Union level.
Thus, the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, in Article 24,
entitled Rights of the Child, stipulates in para. 3 that “Every child has the right to
maintain regular personal relationships and direct contacts with both parents,
except when they are contrary to his/her interest.”.
Also, the Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament,
the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of
the Regions, titled An EU Agenda for the Rights of the Child, shows the following:
“Family disputes can adversely affect the well-being of children. Children who are
separated from one or both parents must have the right to maintain personal
relationships and direct contact with both parents on a regular basis, except for the
cases when this is in conflict with their best interests.9 Civil proceedings, especially
transnational disputes, arising from the dissolution of marriage or legal separation
may lead to the restriction of this right. Particularly during the procedures
targeting to establish parental responsibility, children may get to be "captive" in
long-standing cross-border disputes between former partners.
The EU legislation10 is already facilitating the recognition and enforcement of
decisions regarding parental responsibility. Informing adequately children and parents
concerning the rights conferred on them by the EU and national law is a precondition that
allows them to defend their rights in family disputes. The information should be easily
accessible and provide clear guidance as regards the relevant procedures. The
Commission, in cooperation with the Member States, will draw up and update
records concerning the EU and national legislation with regard to the obligations
of maintenance, mediation and recognition and enforcement of decisions on the
parental responsibility. As regards the abduction of children by parents, the
Commission will pay particular attention to the information provided by the
European Parliament Ombudsman for the international abduction of children by
parents”.11
Article 24 (3) of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union.
Regulation (EC) No. 2201/2003 of the Council dated 27 November 2003 on the jurisdiction,
recognition and enforcement of court decisions in matrimonial matters and in matters of parental
responsibility, for repealing Regulation (EC) no. 1347/2000 (CE), OJ L 338, 23.12.2003, p. 1-29.
11 COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE
COUNCIL, THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE AND THE COMMITTEE
OF THE REGIONS, An EU agenda for the rights of the child, COM(2011) 60 final, Brussels, 15.2.2011,
accessible on page https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/RO/TXT/?qid=1573151593810&uri=
CELEX:52011DC0060.
9

10
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Moreover, Regulation (EC) No. 2201/2003 of the Council dated 27 November
2003 on the jurisdiction, recognition and enforcement of court decisions in
matrimonial matters and in matters of parental responsibility, for repealing
Regulation (EC) no. 1347/2000, provides within item 25 of the Preamble the
following: “The central authorities should cooperate both in general and in special
cases, including with a view to encouraging the amicable resolution of family conflicts in
the matter of parental responsibility …”.

Conclusions regarding the procedures of the cases when it cannot be
achieved the joint exercise of parental authority
Many times, the joint exercise of parental authority leads to conflicts between
the child's parents, who, following the divorce, still keep resentments and refuse to
find a way of communication in the child's interest. Thus, it occurs the refusal of a
parent to express consent regarding certain decisions to be made in relation to the
minor: registering to a certain family physician, enrolling in school, performing
medical procedures, changing the child's domicile in another locality or in another
country, etc. The absence of the consent must be substituted by a court ruling,
which often cannot be obtained in due time, so that the child's life not be affected.
Therefore, can it be stated that this current manner of joint exercise of
parental authority is beneficial for the child?
In the event that parents collaborate in the common interest of the child, this
method is very useful. Together, the two parents will always find a solution in the
best interests of their child. When the two parents do not cooperate, the best
interests of the child are forgotten and different conflicts and accusations arise
between the parents, each considering that he/she is right. In most cases, the other
parent brings accusations of abuse and neglect of the child, in order to obtain a
new judge's decision to exercise the parental authority, but this time, an exclusive
one. However, in the fight for custody the child suffers the most, which is most
often influenced by the parent with whom he/she lives, in the sense of refusing
communication with the other parent or the visit to which he/she has the right.
The parent to whom is denied communication with the minor and exercising
the right of visit most often appeals to a judicial executor, who can find the child's
refusal to go to visit the other parent or even the refuse to communicate with that
parent, and subsequently, may request the General Directorate of Social Assistance
and Child Protection (DGASPC) to submit a request to the court to oblige
attending psychological counselling sessions in order to re-establish the relations
between the child and the parent with whom he or she does not live.
The court issues a sentence whereby the parent with whom the child lives is
obliged to go with him/her to the DGASPC headquarters to participate in the
counselling sessions with a view to renew the relationship with the other parent.
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Some parents come with the child at counselling sessions, but some do not attend,
motivating their attitude by the fact that the child also refuses these counselling
sessions. The DGASPC notifies the judge of this refusal and it can decide to be paid
of penalties for each day of delaying the execution of the court decision, for a
period of maximum 3 months12. If, within this three-month period, the debtor fails
to fulfil his/her obligation or is of bad faith and hides the minor for non-execution,
the legislator has regulated a severe legislative solution establishing a more drastic
sanction than that of penalties, respectively the debtor is subject to obey the rigors
of the criminal law, as the judicial executor will record this fact and will
immediately notify the Prosecutor's office attached to the execution court in order
to start the criminal prosecution, for committing the offence of failure to comply
with the court decision.
In a decision from 2016, the Constitutional Court of Romania held that the
legislator regulated several gradual measures in intensity, meant to bind the debtor
to execute the obligation stipulated in the enforceable title, through the court. The
enforcement of penalties represents a means of judicial constraint, a pecuniary
sanction, which has the role to create an additional pressure on the debtor of the
obligation, including by accumulating, for three months, the amounts due for the
delay in execution. After this time limit, the legislator provided a much more
serious sanction, namely the obligation of the debtor with the enforcement of a
criminal sanction13.
All these steps sometimes mean years of wasted days for the child and his/her
parents, worsening conflicts between parents and, in time, alienating the child
from the parent with whom he/she does not live. This is why it is particularly
important for all parents who are going through a divorce, and their children, to
benefit, free of charge, from services of psychological counselling and mediation of
relations between adults, in order to prevent the occurrence of a crisis situation.
Thus, de lege ferenda, it should be added to the Civil Code the obligation of
parents who have filed for divorce and have minor children, to participate in at least 4
sessions of psychological counselling or for mediating relations between parents, in order
to be informed about the consequences of the parents' divorce on the evolution of
the child and to try to identify the best ways to maintain the relations with their
own child, regardless of where the child's domicile will be established.
As a matter of fact, Recommendation no. (98) 01 of the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe concerning family mediation, shows that this can "improve
communication between family members, reduce the proportions of the conflict between the
parties in dispute, lead to an amiable resolution, ensure the continuity of the relations
See article 903-913 of the Code of Civil Procedure.
Decision no. 299 of May 12, 2016 of the Constitutional Court of Romania, paragraph 19,
published in the Official Journal of Romania, Part I, no. 552 from 21 July 2016.
12
13
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between the parents and children, contribute to decreasing the economic and social costs
incurred by separation or divorce, both for the parties and for the states.”14
Therefore, the joint exercise of parental authority is a step forward in reaching
the convergence of the Romanian legislative provisions with the European
regulations as regards the protection of the child's rights, and in particular the right
of the child to maintain the relation with both parents.

Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 21 January 1998 at the 616th meeting of the
Ministers'
Deputies,
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTM
Content?documentId=09000016804ecb6e.
14
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THE DISPUTE OVER INVOKING ABUSIVE CLAUSES
INSERATED IN BANKING CONTRACTS IN THE TRIAL
OF A CONTESTATION OF THE EXECUTION – ALIGNMENT
TO EUROPEAN TRENDS IN THE MATTER*
Adriana Ioana PÎRVU**

Abstract: The number of cases concerning the abusive clauses inserted in banking contracts,
trialed in front of the national courts, is a considerable one. It seems like the compliance of the
national regulations with the provisions of Directive 93/13 / EEC on 5 April 1993 on unfair terms in
consumer contracts, is a difficult process. The purpose of the present study is to observe the current
state of the alignment of the national legislation and jurisprudence to the European tendencies in the
matter. In particular, we are interested in the admissibility of invoking abusive clauses in the process
of a contestation of an execution, since the national case law is not unitary in this regard. Even in
theory, opinions are divided. On June 26, 2019, the European Court of Justice expressed its opinion
on this matter, in the cause C-407/18, the case of Aleş Kuhar, Jožef Kuhar v Addiko Bank d.d. At the
end of the study, we aim to point out the main directions set at European level that must be followed
by the national legislation and case law of a Member State.
Key words: Private law, Banking law, abusive clauses, banking contracts.

Introduction
Although it does not define abuse in law or of law, the Civil Code1 stipulates
in article 15, entitled Abuse of law: “No right can be exercised in order to harm or
damage others in an excessive or unreasonable way, contrary to good faith”.
The abusive clause is not defined by the Civil code, either. However, it is
regulated by Law no. 193/2000 regarding the abusive clauses in the contracts
concluded between professionals and consumers. According to art. 4 paragraph (1)
of the law, “A contractual clause that has not been negotiated directly with the
The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, organized by the Faculty of
Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th-30th of November 2019. All links were last
accessed on 1 November 2019.
** Senior Lecturer, PhD – Faculty of Economic Sciences and Law, University of Pitesti
(adrianapatoiu@yahoo.com).
1 Law no. 287 from 17 July 2009 regarding the Civil Code, republished in the Official Journal of
Romania, Part I, no. 505 from 15th of July 2011.
*
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consumer will be considered abusive if, by itself or in conjunction with other
provisions of the contract, it creates, to the detriment of the consumer and contrary
to the requirements of good faith, a significant imbalance between the rights and
obligations of the parties”. Further, paragraph (2) provides that "a contractual
clause will be considered as not being negotiated directly with the consumer if it
has been established without giving the consumer the possibility to influence its
nature, such as the pre-formulated standard contracts or the general conditions of
sale practiced by traders on the market of the respective product or service”. In the
annex that forms an integral part of the law, a series of clauses considered by the
legislator to be abusive are listed, as an example.
The law faithfully reproduces the provisions of art. 3 paragraph (1) and
paragraph (2) of the Council Directive 93/13 / EEC of April 5, 1993 regarding the
abusive clauses in the contracts concluded with the consumers. The protection
system created by the directive envisages the consumer who is inferior to a seller
or a supplier in terms of bargaining power and the level of information, a situation
that ends with the former's adherence to the conditions imposed.
The Directive mentions in Article 6 paragraph (1) that it is the responsibility of
the Member States to ensure that the use of abusive clauses inserted in a contract
between a seller or supplier and a buyer, concluded in accordance with national
law, will not create obligations for the consumer, and the contract will continue to
engage the parties only insofar as it can continue to exist without abusive clauses.
Moreover, art. 7 paragraph (1) provides that "States shall ensure that, in the
interests of consumers and competitors, there are adequate and effective means to
prevent the continued use of abusive clauses in contracts concluded with
consumers by sellers or suppliers."
In many cases, the Court held that the inequality between the consumer and
the seller or supplier could only be compensated by a positive intervention,
outside the contracting parties (Judgment of June 27, 2000, Océano Grupo Editorial,
C 240/98, EU:C:2000:346, paragraph 27, as well as the Judgment of 26 October
2006, Mostaza Claro, C 168/05, EU:C:2006:675, paragraph 26). Thus, the Court
considers that in such cases the intervention of the national courts is needed and
they are obliged to assess the abusive nature of a contractual clause ex officio. The
aim of such an intervention is to create a substitution of the formal balance
established through the contract, with a real one (Judgement of 6 October 20092,
Asturcom Telecomunicationes, C-40/08, EU:C:2009:615, paragraph 30).
In this sense, we interpret the provision inserted in art. 1 letter q of the annex
to Directive 93/13 / EEC, which includes among the abusive clauses those clauses
that have as their object or effect "the exclusion or obstruction of the consumer's
Judgement of 6 october 2009, Asturcom Telecomunicationes, C-40/08, EU:C:2009:615, available on
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=77861&pageIndex=0&doclang=
RO&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=586083.
2
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right to bring legal proceedings or to exercise any other appeal, in particular by
requesting the consumer to refer exclusively to an arbitration court that is not
regulated by the legal provisions, unjustifiably restricting the evidence at his
disposal or imposing the burden of proof which, in accordance with the law
applicable, it must intervene to another part of the contract ”.
With regard to the present study, its purpose is to identify in what extent it is
permissible to invoke the abusive clauses in a forced appeal and whether or not the
prohibition of such an action is an infringement of the consumer's right to action.
1. The character of the rules regarding the abusive clauses
Directive 93/13, as a whole, is regarded as absolutely necessary for the
fulfilment of the measures taken by the European Union, by increasing the level
and quality of life at Union's level.
As regards Article 6 of the Directive, it is considered to contain an imperative
rule. Based on the nature and importance of the public interest protected by the
directive, the Court of Justice of the European Union emphasized that Article 6
"must be considered a norm equivalent to the national norms that occupy, within
the internal legal order, the rank of norms of order public " (Judgement of 6
October 2009, Asturcom Telecomunicationes, C-40/08, EU:C:2009:615, paragraph 52)3.
2. Aspects of comparative law. Divergences and convergences in the practice
of national courts at European Union's level
2.1. Hungary
Regarding the abusive clauses, they were initially regulated by art. 209 of the
Civil Code of 1997. It offered a party the opportunity to challenge any general
contractual condition considered abusive. As a result of such an appeal, the
contract was losing the legal force, retroactively, from the date of its conclusion.
Subsequently, Government Decree no. 18/1999 regarding the clauses to be
considered abusive in the contracts concluded with a consumer, classified the
contractual clauses into two categories: clauses whose stipulation in the contracts
was prohibited, their insertion in the contract being sanctioned with the nullity,
and clauses considered abusive until the contrary was proven, such a presumption
could have been overturned by the author of the clause.
Without expressly ruling on the invocation of abusive clauses directly in the
procedure for contesting forced execution, the Court of Justice of the European
Union ruled in a case brought by a national court of Hungary in the sense that an
abusive contractual clause does not create obligations for the consumer, even if he
3

Idem.
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has not made an express request in this regard. A contrary interpretation would
exclude the right of the national court to ex officio analyze the abusive character of
the clause, when analyzing the admissibility of the request with which it was
referred (Judgement of 4 June 2009, Pannon GSM zrt., C-243/08, EU:C:2009:350,
paragraph 24)4.
The Court underlined that the national court to whom the cause was brought
to notice has the obligation to compensate for the imbalance between the seller or
the supplier and the buyer. The role of the national courts is not only to decide on
the possible abusive nature of a contractual clause, but also the duty to examine
this aspect ex officio, as soon as it has the necessary legal and factual elements in
this regard.
2.2. Spain
As was natural, Spain has aligned its internal regulations on consumer
protection with the requirements of Directive 93/13/EEC. Thus, the provisions of
Law no. 26/1984 on the protection of consumers and users were modified by Law
no. 7/1998 regarding the general conditions of the contracts, which transposed the
provisions of the directive.
The amended Law no. 26/1984 contains a new article, introduced by the law
no. 7/1998, respectively art. 10 bis, which stipulates, in paragraph (1): “any
provisions that have not been the subject of individual negotiations are considered
abusive clauses, which, despite the requirements of good faith, create to the
detriment of the consumer a significant imbalance between the rights and
obligations of the parties arising from the contract”.
Starting from this provision, from a procedural point of view, the question has
been asked whether, Directive 93/13 should be interpreted as meaning that a
national court seized with a request for enforcement of an arbitral decision that has
acquired judicial authority is obliged to establish ex officio the abusive character of
an arbitration clause contained in a contract between a seller or supplier and a
consumer, as well as to annul the respective decision (Judgement of 6 october 2009,
Asturcom Telecomunicationes, C-40/08, EU:C:2009:615, paragraph 59)5.
The imperative of the norm contained in art. 6 of the directive imposes on the
national court notified the ex officio assessment regarding the compliance of the
arbitration clause with the national norms of public order and, at the same time,
imposes the obligation to assess the abusive character of the clause ex officio
4 Judgement of 4 june 2009, Pannon GSM zrt., C-243/08, EU:C:2009:350, available on
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=74812&pageIndex=0&doclang=
RO&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=1186162.
5 Judgement of 6 october 2009, Asturcom Telecomunicationes, C-40/08, EU:C:2009:615.
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(Judgment of 26 October 2006, Mostaza Claro, C 168/05, EU:C:2006:675, paragraph
39)6.
To bring us closer to the proposed topic, we recall a relatively recent
Judgement of 18 february 2016, Finanmadrid EFC SA, C-49/14 EU:C:2016:98,
paragraph 2 of the summary)7. As a result of the questions referred to, the Court
stated that the correct interpretation of the provisions of Directive 93/13 indicates
that it "opposes a regulation of a Member State that does not allow the court that
was notified with the execution of a payment order to ex officio assess the abusive
character of a clause contained in a contract concluded between a professional and
a consumer, if the authority notified with the request for payment order is not
competent to proceed with such an assessment”.
As long as the payment order procedure, as regulated by Spanish law, is, apart
from the circumstances that attract the intervention of the judge, a closed one,
without being able to control the existence of abusive clauses in a contract
concluded between a professional and a consumer, the effectiveness of the
protection of the rights deriving from Directive 93/13 is affected. The same is the
result in the situation in which the court notified with the execution of the payment
order is not competent to assess ex officio the existence of such clauses. The
procedural system of a Member State must allow, in the case of a payment order
procedure or a procedure for the execution of a payment order, an ex officio
control of the clauses with a potential abusive content.
2.3. Slovakia
Focusing on the topic chosen for analysis, we conclude the comparative view
on the procedural aspects pertaining to the jurisdiction of the courts to rule on the
abusive nature of clauses inserted in contracts concluded between professionals
and consumers, in various procedural stages, with a kind of the banking field,
which concerns the possibility of invoking abusive clauses through an enforcement
appeal.
Council Directive 87/102/EEC of 22 December 1986 on the approximation of
the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States
concerning consumer credit, as amended by Directive 98/7/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council, of 16 February 1998 (currently repealed by
Directive 2008/48 / EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April

6 Judgment of 26 October 2006, Mostaza Claro, C 168/05, EU:C:2006:675, available on
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=63926&pageIndex=0&doclang=
EN&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=1014913.
7 Judgement of 18 february 2016, Finanmadrid EFC SA, C-49/14, EU:C:2016:98, available on
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=185933&pageIndex=0&doclang
=RO&mode=req&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=1253779.
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2008), supported the involvement of the Member States in maintaining or applying
stricter consumer protection measures.
A national court in Slovakia has referred the Court of Justice of the European
Union with a preliminary question regarding the competence of a national court
empowered to solve a request of a forced execution of a final arbitration ruling, to
assess, even ex officio, the disproportionate character of the penalty provided in
the credit contract, concluded between a financial service provider and a
consumer, if, according to the national procedural rules, this court may proceed to
such an assessment in some similar procedures, based on national law (Judgement
of 16 November 2010, Pohotovost` s.r.o., C-76/10. EU:C:2010:685, paragraph 29)8.
The judgment of the Court was similar to the judgment in Asturcom
Telecomunicationes, mentioned above.
Thus, the Court has decided that the provisions of Directive 93/13 impose on
the national courts the obligation to assess, even ex officio, the abusive nature of
the penalties provided for in the credit agreement concluded between a financial
service provider and a consumer, a penalty that has been applied through an
arbitration decision, which has acquired judicial authority and which was
rendered in the absence of the consumer. The national court will rule in so far as it
has the elements regarding the legal and factual situation necessary for this
purpose, and, according to the national procedural rules, the court can proceed to
such an assessment in similar procedures based on national law.
3. Current trends, at European level, in establishing the competence to
appreciate the character of the abusive clauses included in the banking contracts
Recently, the Court of Justice of the European Union was referred again with a
request for a preliminary ruling on the interpretation and application of Directive
93/13, by a national court in Slovenia, in Ales Kuhar, Jozef Kuhar v. Adikko Bank
dd, C-407/18.
In Slovenian law, Article 24 of the Law on consumer protection no. 98/2004
provides that those contractual clauses which either cause, to the detriment of the
consumer, a significant imbalance between the contractual rights and obligations
of the parties, or cause the execution of the contract to be considered abusive either
harmful to the consumer, without a fault thereof, or leading to a significantly
different performance of the contract, against the reasonable expectations of the
consumer or contrary to the principles of good faith and loyalty.
In the case brought before the Slovenian court, the applicant requested for the
forced execution of a mortgage loan contract, concluded between a professional
and a consumer in the form of a direct executory notarial act. According to the
Judgement of 16 november 2010, Pohotovost` s.r.o., C-76/10. EU:C:2010:685, available on
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=79737&pageIndex=0&doclang=
en&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1&cid=2873234.
8
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Slovenian law, "the notarial act which provides for an obligation to give, to do, not
to do or to allow something, which may be the subject of a transaction, constitutes
an enforceable title, if the obliging party expresses itself, in the same act or in a
separate notarial act, the consent regarding its directly enforceable character and if
the respective claim is due” (Judgement of 26 June 2019, Ales Kuhar, C-407/2018,
EU:C:2019:537, paragraph 16 regarding art. 4 of the Law on the notarial activity
no. 2/07) 9.
The Court considered, as we were accustomed, that in the light of Directive
93/13, the principle of effectiveness must be respected, which is not the case in the
such a national regulation, under which the national court cannot, at the
consumer's request or ex officio, examine whether or not certain clauses inserted in
a contract are abusive, within the meaning of the directive.
4. National regulation and case law
According to art. 713 paragraph (2) of the Civil Procedure Code: "If the forced
execution is done under a title other than a court decision, the appeal can be
invoked in the execution and for reasons of fact or of law regarding the substance
of the contained law in the enforceable title, only if the law does not provide in
connection with that enforceable title a procedural route for its termination,
including an action of common law”.
Regarding the admissibility of the invocation of the abusive clauses in the
contest to the execution, we find that the practice of the courts is not unitary.
The majority of the courts consider that “the invocation of the abusive clauses
is subsumed to the situation in which defences regarding the extension of the belief
are invoked, so that from a procedural point of view the qualification is the one of
challenge to the actual execution”.
Another part of the jurisprudence considers that the invocation of the abusive
clauses regarding the appeal must be qualified as an enforcement challenge
regarding the clarification of the meaning, scope and application of the enforceable
title.
There is also a part of the jurisprudence that requires an analysis of the abusive
clauses through the prism of the European jurisprudence in this matter, provided
that the national procedural law is respected.
Finally, in line with the European jurisprudence in this matter, there are also
courts that have understood to exonerate the nullity of the abusive clauses, in the
files in which a challenge to the execution is solved.
We remind that the High Court of Cassation and Justice has relatively recently
ruled that “although Law no. 193/2000 on the abusive clauses in the contracts
Judgement of 26 June 2019, Ales Kuhar, C-407/2018, EU:C:2019:537, available on
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text&docid=215509&pageIndex=0&doclang=
EN&mode=lst&dir&occ=first&part=1&cid=1121608.
9
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concluded between professionals and consumers does not provide as a sanction
the cancellation of the clauses of an abusive character, but the in-opposability (or
ineffectiveness) of them in relation to with the consumer the legal regime of this
sanction being identical to that of absolute nullity”. In accordance with the
jurisprudence of the Court of Justice of the European Union, the JCCJ emphasized
that the rules of Law 193/2000 are aimed at the protection of a general interest, and
not of an individual interest, the law pursuing the protection of a generic category,
that of consumers. Therefore, the sanction that intervenes in case of violation of
these norms will be the absolute nullity, which can be invoked at any time by any
interested person, even by the court ex officio.

Conclusions
We find that at national level, we have varied case law in the field. However,
the issue under discussion has not yet been appealed in the interest of the law. It
notes, however, that it tends to align with European trends in the field. Thus, the
analysis of the clauses considered to be abusive is to be done on the basis of the
law and the jurisprudence in this matter, in compliance with the national
procedural law, regarding the legality of the investing of the court and of the term
in which the appeal must be formulated.
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Abstract: This paper examines the legal force of various procedural acts delivered within the
frame of the insolvency procedure as regulated by Law 85/2014. The study aims to assert the res
judicata effects of the syndic judge judgments and to find out if the related procedural acts approved
or scrutinized by the syndic judge or issued by the insolvency administrator or liquidator during the
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all of them have binding legal force upon all participants to the procedure and even upon third
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Introduction
As it was noted in the dominant doctrine, the basic principle of res judicata (in
Romanian Language - autoritate de lucru judecat), while enjoying a wide recognition
in international law and case law, it varies, in terms of application, as between
jurisdictions. While the common law jurisdictions are dividing the effects of res
judicata in two categories (regarding the cause of the action and the issues already
decided in previous proceedings), many civil law jurisdictions apply res judicata
only to the cause of action and only to the dispositive part of the judgment or
award, not to the reasons1. Nevertheless, since it is concerning the effects of the
judgments or awards, the res judicata is governed by lex fori.
The article was prepared for the International Law Conference, "Current Issues within EU and
EU Member States: Converging and Diverging Legal Trends", 3rd edition, held in Braşov (Romania)
and organized by the Faculty of Law – Transilvania University of Braşov on the 29th and 30th of
November 2019. All links were last accessed on 4 November 2019.
** Professor, Ph.D. at Faculty of Law of the Transilvania University of Brasov (schiau@schiauprescure.ro).
1 See Redfern and Hunter on International Arbitration, Oxford University Press, Fifth Edition, 2015,
p. 559, para. 9.174.
*
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According to Article 430 para. (1) and (2) of the Romanian Civil Procedure
Code (RCPC), the judgments deciding on the merits of the case or on a procedural
exception or incident enjoys res judicata (autoritate de lucru judecat), as from its
issuance date, in what regards both the dispositive part and the reasoning of the
judgment.2
The res judicata effects concern both the cause of the action (the negative or
preclusive effect, preventing the parties to file the same action against the same
party, in the same quality, for the same cause and object) and the legal issues
decided (the positive or the conclusive effect, allowing the parties to invoke the
legal issues previously decided, if they are in relation with the solution of the latter
file).3
While these texts are only making reference to the state court judgments, there
is a unanimous understanding that arbitral awards, having a final and binding
effect4, are also subject to the res judicata.
1. The Judgments of the Syndic Judge and the Reorganization Plan
The insolvency procedure is a judicial procedure, that meaning that it is
organized and supervised, according to the law, by the judicial power. Within the
frame of the insolvency procedure, the competent court (Tribunalul) will perform
its legal responsibilities through the syndic judge, which is a specialized
magistrate, assigned to an insolvency case, in accordance with the rules of judicial
organization.
According to Article 45 of the Insolvency Law5, the syndic judge will render
various judgments in order to decide upon the matters brought to his/her
attention, like the opening or closing of the procedure or the ruling upon different
requests filed by the debtor, the administrator/liquidator or creditors. All the
judgments handed down by the syndic judge are, undeniably, enjoying the res
judicata effect, insofar they are deciding, in whole or in part, on the merits of the
case or are ruling on a processual exception or any other procedural incident.
According to Insolvency Law, the judicial reorganization of the insolvent
debtor aims to allow for the payment of its debts in accord with a reorganization
Article 430 para (1) and (2) RCPC read as follows: (1) The court judgment that is deciding, in whole
or in part, on the merits of the case or it is ruling on a processual exception or any other incident, has, as from its
issuance, res judicata regarding the decided issue. (2) Res judicata regards the dispositive part as well as the
reasons on which it is based, including those that are deciding on a litigious matter.
3 Article 431 para (1) and (2) RCPC read as follows: (1) No one can be sued twice, in the same quality,
for the same cause and for the same object. (2) Any of the parties may oppose the issue previously decided in
another litigation, if it is related to the solution of the latter.
4 Article 606 RCPC reads as follows: The arbitral award communicated to the parties is final and
binding.
5 Insolvency Law is Law no. 84/2006 regarding the insolvency procedure, under whose imperium
was opened the insolvency procedure of the Claimant.
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plan, which may provide (a) for operational or financial restructuring of the
debtor, (b) for corporative restructuring through the modification of the share
capital as well as (c) for contraction of the activity of the debtor through total or
partial liquidation of the debtor estate [Article 3 (1) pt. 54 of the Insolvency Law].6
The reorganization plan is approved by the creditors assembly and it is
confirmed by the syndic-judge, who is endorsing the reorganization plan by
rendering a judgment (the Confirmatory Judgment), which, according to the law
[Article 46 (1) of the Insolvency Law], is executory and is subject only to appeal.
Without any doubt, the Confirmatory Judgment of the syndic-judge is
enjoying every effect of a court decision, including the res judicata authority. Article
430 RCPC states that the court decision that resolves, in whole or in part, the
substance of the case or it is ruling on a procedural exception or on any other
incident has, as from the ruling, the res judicata authority on the settled issue. The
res judicata authority concerns both the dispositive part as well as the reasoning
that decisively supports the solution, including those considerations through
which a litigious issue has been resolved.
According to Article 431 RCPC there are two main effects of the res judicata
authority: one negative and one positive. The negative one is that nobody may be
sued twice in same quality, for the same cause and for the same object. The
positive one is that any party may oppose the matter judged in another previous
case, if it has a connection with the latter case.
As any other judgment, the Confirmatory Judgment is enjoying res judicata
authority both for the solution givens as well as for the decisive consideration on
which that solution is grounded. That effect is a temporary one starting from the
ruling until the solution of the appeal and a final one from the moment when the
Confirmatory Judgment has become definitive.
Under these circumstances, the problem that needs an answer is if the
reorganization plan confirmed through the Confirmatory Judgment is enjoying the
same res judicata effects as the judgment itself? There are several arguments that
support a rather affirmative but nuanced answer to that question.
As soon as the judgment delivered by the syndic-judge has entered into force,
the creditors’ claims and rights are amended according to the previsions of the
plan [Article 140 (1) of the Insolvency Law]. That means that the provisions of the
6 Article 5 (1) pt. 52 of Insolvency Law reads as follows: The judicial reorganization is that procedure
that is applied to the insolvent debtor, legal person, for the payment of its debts, according to the claims’ payment
programme. The reorganization procedure involves the preparation, approval, confirmation, implementation and
compliance of a plan, called a reorganization plan, which may provide, without limitation, together or separately:
a) the operational and/or financial restructuring of the debtor; b) the corporative restructuring through the
modification of the share capital; c) the contraction of the activity of the debtor through total or partial
liquidation of the debtor estate
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reorganization plan attain legal force as results of their sanction through a court
judgment, delivered in the conditions provided by the law7.
As mentioned in the legal doctrine, this effect is not a result of the approval of
the plan by the assembly or meeting of the creditors, but a direct consequence of
the confirmation given by the syndic-judge to the plan. As long as the syndic-judge
does not proceed to the analysis of the compliance of the plan and of the voting by
the creditors with the mandatory requirements of the law, validating the whole
procedure by his/her judgment, the vote of the various creditors’ categories does
not have the power to generate the reorganization, even if the plan is approved by
those creditors.8
Another legal scholar mentioned that, as a result of its confirmation through a
definitive judgment, the reorganization plan becomes mandatory for the debtor
and all his/her creditors whose claims are born before the opening of the
insolvency procedure, even if part of the creditors have voted against the plan.9
On the other hand, as a legal scholar, I have mentioned10 that the judgment
confirming the plan is similar to the court decision validating the agreement of the
parties to end or to settle a court or out of court dispute, as provided for by Article
438 RCPC. But, unlike the later judgment, which is incorporating the parties’
settlement the Confirmatory Judgment does not incorporate the reorganization
plan, which is still attached to the confirmation judgment, although not necessarily
in its substance.
Although, when confirming the reorganization plan, the syndic-judge is not
analysing its intrinsic merits but, merely, the meeting of all the conditions required
by the law in order to reach that stage of the procedure, he is entitled to take the
opinion of an insolvency specialist regarding the feasibility of the plan and,
consequently, to reject the confirmation of the plan if the specialist’s opinion is
negative.
In this regard, the Romanian courts have determined that the syndic judge
may refuse to confirm the plan only when the plan is missing, obviously,
mandatary mentions provided by the law or when the present mentions lack,
According to the same Article 140 (1) of the Insolvency Law, in case of the opening of the
bankruptcy procedure (i.e. the liquidation of the assets of the debtor) the receivables of the creditors
will be established through the definitive table of receivables, approved by the syndic judge after
deciding upon all the appeals filed by the creditors and after deducting the amounts already received
by the creditors through the reorganization period.
8 V. Moga-Shaban, Short considerations regarding the possibility to amend (complete) the reorganization
plan before the phase of the confirmation to be given by the syndic-judge, 22.07.2017, available at
https://www.juridice.ro/495431/scurte-consideratii-asupra-posibilitatii-completarii-unui-plan-de-re
organizare-inaintea-etapei-confirmarii-de-catre-judecatorul-sindic.html
9 See N. Ţăndăreanu, The Judiciary Reorganization Procedure (Procedura reorganizării judicare), All
Beck Publishing House, 2000, p. 215.
10 See I. Schiau, The Legal Regime of the Commercial Insolvency (Regimul juridic al insolvenţei
comerciale), All Beck Publishing House, 2001, pp. 212-213.
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manifestly, any substance; if those mentions exist and the analysis of the plan
involves a choice of opportunities, this task exceeds the legal competencies of the
judge, being the solely attribute of the creditors, which have approved the plan.11
Consequently, by confirming the reorganization plan, the syndic-judge
confirms not only the meeting of the required procedural conditions but also the
content of the plan, although he/her has very limited competence to interfere with
that content.
In addition, the confirmation of the reorganization plan is one of the principal
duties of the syndic-judge, as provided by Article 45 (1) letter l) of the Insolvency
Law. According to the paragraph 2 of the same Article, the duties of the syndic
judge are limited to the judicial control of the activity of the insolvency
administrator and/or liquidator and to the processes and requests of judicial
nature that are related to the insolvency procedure.
That means, clearly, that when confirming the reorganization plan the
syndic-judge is not performing a simple administrative task but one of its principal
judicial duties, delivering a judgment whose object and/or solution regards the
fate of the reorganization plan.
More, there is an indestructible connection between the Confirmatory
Judgment and the reorganization plan. Naturally, any amendment of the
confirmed reorganization plan, will not enter into force unless it is confirmed by
the syndic-judge. Also, the termination of the reorganization plan, either successful
or aborted, will be decided by the syndic-judge, through a judgment, as provided
for by Article 145 (1) of the Insolvency Law.
All this argumentation may allow the conclusion that the content of the
reorganization plan, once confirmed by the syndic-judge, becomes inwardly linked
to the Confirmation Judgement and enjoys the same effect as this judgment. When
confirmed, the reorganization plan is not, anymore, an autonomous document
approved by the creditors, but part of the Confirmation Judgment, even if it is not
materially incorporated in that judgment and from that moment on it will be
considered as a final and irrevocably judgment. Therefore, as part of the
Confirmatory Judgment, the confirmed reorganization plan enjoys the res judicata
authority.
2. The Judgments of the Syndic Judge and the Acts or Measures of the
Insolvency Administrator or Liquidator
On the other hand, when examining the effects of the measures adopted by the
insolvency administrators or liquidators, in fulfilment of their procedural duties,
one must, obviously, observe that they are not delivering court judgments, since
Timişoara Court of Appeal, civil Section II, civil Decision no. 1215 of 18 June 2012, available at
https://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gm4danjrgi/procedura-insolventei-hotarare-de-confirmare-a-planului-de-r
eorganizare-judiciara-critici-de-oportunitate-consecinte.
11
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they are not magistrates but just representatives or proxies of the insolvency
procedure, subordinated to the syndic-judge.
Still, according to Article 59 (5) of the Insolvency Law, the creditors, the
insolvent debtor and any interested person may dispute/challenge the acts and the
measures of the insolvency administrator or liquidator, in the special limitation
period affixed by the law. If these persons do not file an opposition in due time,
then they are barred to do so in the future.
That means that the acts and the measures taken by the insolvency
administrator or liquidator become final/definitive as well as mandatory and
produce similar effects to the res judicata that is:
(a) Any party may oppose the acts generated or the measure taken by the
insolvency administrator or liquidator during the insolvency procedure, if there is
a connection between these acts or measures and a procedural or substantial issue
to be decided by the courts of justice or arbitration and
(b) The said matter cannot be revisited in a second case having the same object
and cause, involving the same parties, in the same qualities.
But, in my opinion, this effect of the acts and measures of the insolvency
administrator or liquidator becoming binding and final, is not a proper res judicata
authority; it is rather a consequence of the joint action of various causes, as
presented herein after.
1. The first circumstance that requires consideration is that linked to the expiry
of the limitation period that deprives the interested parties of their right to ask the
court to repeal the acts and the measures taken by the insolvency administrator or
liquidator. Indeed, Article 59 (6) of the Insolvency Law state that the debtor, any of
the creditors and any interested (concerned) person may file an appeal against the
measures of the insolvency administrator (or liquidator), in 7 days as from the
filing of the administrator’s periodical report. This seven-day term is a special
limitation period, which, if not observed, terminates the right to appeal of those
persons, with the consequence that the acts and measures of the insolvency
administrator or liquidator become uncontested and incontestable, i.e. definitive
and binding.
2. On the other hand, there is a legal presumption that the acts and the
measures of the insolvency administrator or liquidator that were not contested by
the debtor, creditors or any concerned person are valid and correct. For instance,
according to Article 102 (9) of the Insolvency Law, all the receivables admitted and
registered by the administrator, if not contested by the concerned parties, are
deemed to be correct and valid. Likewise, according to Article 112 (2) of the
Insolvency Law, after the registration of the final receivable list (including
undisputed receivables and those admitted or modified by the syndic-judge’s
judgment, upon an appeal of the concerned parties), only the creditors whose
claims were registered in the list may participate to distribution of the sums
recovered during the insolvency procedure. More, the undisputed acts and
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measures of the insolvency administrator or liquidator may be revoked by the
syndic-judge only if it is proved that they were result of forgery, fraud or essential
error [Article 113 (1) Insolvency Law].
3. A significant reason that supports the final and binding character of the acts
and measures of the administrator or liquidator is based upon the final approval of
the activity of the insolvency administrator or liquidator, hand out by the
syndic-judge. As a prerequisite to the closure of the insolvency procedure, the
administrator or the liquidator has to prepare and to present a final report,
accompanied by the financial situations of the insolvent debtor’s estate; this report
may be disputed by the creditors and the syndic-judge will decide upon all these
challenges and, thereafter, will approve the final report, as it was presented or,
respectively, amended (Article 167 of the Insolvency Law). This approval of the
final report and the attached balance sheets it is a result of the judicial control
exerted by the syndic-judge upon the acts and measures of the insolvency
administrator or liquidator and it is an endorsement of his/her overall activity,
making final and binding his/her acts and measures.
4. The collective, concursual and egalitarian character of the insolvency
procedure are principles that impede a creditor that did not take advantage of its
processual rights and did not dispute the measures of the administrator or
liquidator in the insolvency procedure to do so after the closure of the procedure,
by that aiming to avoid to be subjected to those equal measures, to the same extent
as the other creditors.
5. Likewise, another relevant principle of the insolvency procedure refers to
the material and procedural certainty and predictability of the insolvency process.
This necessity embraces in the Insolvency Law the form of two entwined
principles; according to Article 4 point 4 and 5 of the Insolvency Law, the
procedure has to ensure (i) a high grade of transparency and predictability and (ii)
the acknowledgement of the existing creditors’ rights and the observance of the
priority rang of the receivables, based upon a set of clearly determined rules,
uniformly applicable. Such predictability, based upon a set of uniform rules,
presuppose that the acts and measures of the insolvency administrator or
liquidator, that were not appealed and repealed by the syndic-judge, enjoy a
binding, undisputed and final authority, clearly required for the conduct of the
procedure in conditions of transparency, stability and orderly conduct. Indeed, it is
not conceivable that the limits of a receivable (in terms of amount, conditions,
privileges), established in the insolvency procedure, will be amended or ignored in
another jurisdictional procedure.
Therefore, one may say that the acts and measures of the insolvency
administrator or liquidator that were not challenged by the concerned persons or
reversed by the syndic-judge enjoy a final and binding authority that impedes their
contestation in another proceeding.
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On the other hand, insolvency administrator’s or liquidator’s measures,
summons, reports, verifications and any other documents or actions that are
ratified or confirmed, through judgments, by the syndic-judge, in accordance with
his/her legal powers, when solving the various oppositions or appeals that any of
the creditors, the debtor, the special administrator of the debtor or any interested
persons are allowed to file against the insolvency administrator or liquidator, enjoy
a proper res judicata authority.
According to Article 45 (1) of the Insolvency Law, the syndic-judge is judging
various requests filled by the insolvency administrator or liquidator as well as
various appeals filed by the debtor, creditors or any interested person that contest
the measures taken or the documents emanated by the insolvency administrator or
liquidator.
If, within the judgment given when deciding on these requests or appeals, the
syndic-judge is confirming the measures taken or the acts emanated by the
insolvency administrator or liquidator, such consideration or solution enjoy the res
judicata authority. But, as one may observe, such res judicata authority does not
pertain directly to the measures or acts of the insolvency administrator or
liquidator, but to the judgment delivered by the syndic-judge, although the object
of that judgments regards the said measures or acts.

Conclusions
The syndic judge judgments, as any other judgments, undoubtedly enjoy res
judicata authority in what regards both the dispositive part and the reasoning of
the judgment. Naturally, the Confirmatory Judgments has the same authority.
The reorganization plan, being approved through a judgments and consisting,
from a practical point of view, part of that judgment, is also impregnated with the
res judicata authority, being unconceivable that a court will decide, regarding the
existence and extent of a receivable, otherwise than provided for in the approved
and judicially confirmed reorganization plan.
Following the same rationale, the acts and the measures of the insolvency
administrator or liquidator that were approved through the judgments of the
syndic judge are enjoying res judicata authority. The unchallenged act and the
measures of the insolvency administrator or liquidator that were not challenged by
the interested persons become final and binding and may be opposed to all parties
to the insolvency procedure as well as to interested third parties (i.e. creditors that
were not participating to the procedure).

